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ANALYSIS OF REPORT. 

KKFERENCE. 

LIST OF MEMBERS OF THE MODERN LANGUAGE COMMITTEE. 

REPORT PRESENTED TO TUB PRIME MINISTER. 

.DEFINITIONS of the terms “'Modern Languages," “Modern Studies," and “Science Committee," as 
used in this Report. 

A. WORK OF THE COM.MITTF.K. 

1. Number of meetings hold. 'VVitnessds examined. 
2. Visits of Sub-Committees to Universities in England and Scotland. 
3. Questionnaire issued to bo>V schools. 
4. Questionnaire issued to business men and others. 
5. Conference with the Science Committee. 

B. HISTORY OF THE STUDY OF MODERN LANGUAGES IN GREAT BRITAIN. 

C. Modern Languages in England up to the nineteenth century. Position of French. 
7. German almost unknown in Great Britain a hundred years ago. The influence of Coleridge, Carlyle, 

and Matthew Arnold. 
8. Neglect of modern foreign languages in Universities and Public Schools up to the beginning of the 

nineteenth century. 
9. The subsequent revival still unfavourable to the development of Modern Studies. ■ 

].0. New branches of University study introduced about 1860 and afterwards; still no place for modern 
languages. 

11. Development of the Medieval and Modern Languages Tripos at Cambridge; unfortunate influences. 
12. Final Honours School of Modern Languages at Oxford. 
13. Secondary School reform. 
14. Creation of Modern Sides. Causes of their failure. 
16. Outside examinations of no help to modern language Studies. 
16. Improvements of the last fifteen years. 
17. Reformed methods of teaching. Improved position of modern languages in Civil Service examinations. 
18. Growth of day and evening classes in large towns. Inclusion of modern languages. 
19. Reaction in Scotland during the eighteenth century against the classical tradition. 
20. Chairs of English Literature in Scottish Universities. French and German in the Secondary Schools. 
21. Recognition in Scotland of modern languages ns subjects for University study. Certificates for teachers. 
22. Bilingual training of Welsh children. 
23. Summary of the position and deficiencies of Modern Studies. 

C. NEGLECT OF ^IODERN STUDIES. 

24. Reasons for this neglect: special position and prosperity of our nation. 
25. Need for Modern Studies not clear and insistent before the war. 
26. Progress of Modern Studies handicapped (a) by the bias in favour of Classical Studios. 
27. (6) 13y the uncertainty of their aims and methods; (c)' indifference of the public. 
28. Need for energetic action if any advance is to bo made. Above all, the public must be convinced. 
29. Enquiries made by the Committee into the need for Modern Studies and its extent. 

D. THE VALUE OF MODERN STUDIES. 

30. The uses of Modern Studies. 

(i.) Business Value oj Modern Studies. 
31. The several uses of language: speaking, reading, writing. 
32. Attitude of the business community towards modern languages. 
33. Encouragement given by certain firms to their employers to study foreign languages. 
34. Need for a greater diffusion of a knowledge of modern languages in business houses. 
36. Special uses of foreign languages must bo based on a sound and firm foundation. Extravagant demands 

of employers. Not only the languages but the countries and the peoples must bo studied. 
36. National welfare largely dependent on foreign trade. Apathy of employers in matters of education: 

need for closer co-operation with educational institutions. 

(ii.) Modern Studies and the Increase of Knowledge. 
37. No country can roly on its own stores of knowledge. Students of all kinds must be brought to realise 

that modern languages are a valuable possession. 
38. Reading knowledge will suffice for the acquisition of information, but speaking knowledge is desirable 

«f for intercourse with foreign scholars. 

(iii.) Value of Knowledge concerning Foreign Countries and Peoples. 
39. Profound ignorance of foreign countries revealed by the war. Modern Studies a national necessity. 
40. Speaking knowledge of a language necessary for a knowledge of the people. Need of a wider and 

■ many-sided study of foreign civilisations. 

(iv.) Value of Modern Studies for the Public Service. 
41. Value of Modern Studies to the Foreign Office. Suggested service of experts. 
42. The late Lord Cromer’s remarks on British ignorance of languages in the Egyptian Service. 
43. The Consular Service: (o) The Levant Civil Service. 
44. (6) The General Consular Service. 
46. (c) The Consular Service for tho Far East. More searching tost in languages needed. Preliminary 

study of Oriental languages in this country desirable. 
46. Lack of demand for Modern Studies for tho Colonial and Homo Civil Services. Modifications suggoslcd 

by tho new scheme of examination. 
47. Importance of modern languages in all public departments, especially in the Commercial Intelligence 

Department now being organised. 

« 
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48. Position of modern languages in the Nary. 
49, 60. Position of modern languages in the Army. 
51. Different, needs of the two services. 
62. The needs of the public services and business require that a thorough grounding in one modern language 

should bo given at school. 

(v.) Value of Modern Studies as a means to General Education and Culture. 
53. Practical ends have been considered first, but the ideal cannot bo ignored. 
54. Modern Studies as a means to enlightenment. 
55. The high ideal of Classical Studies. 
56. Need for a like ideal for Modern Studies. The ideal defined. 
67. School instruction in languages will lack stimulus until this ideal is reached in the Universities. 
58. Cultural value of Modern Studies must bo established by experiment under favourable conditions. 
59. Adult classes in modern languages. 

(vi.) Attitude of the Puhlic to Modern Studies. 
GO. Need for a broader conception of Modern Studies; various evidence of growth of interest in them. 
01. In the past the indifference of the general publics towards education was shared by politicians, adminis- 

trators, journalists, men of affairs, and by the working classes; greater neecl of education in the 
future. 

62. (vii.) Summanj of the National Needs. 

E. RnnATiVE ISH’ORTANOE OF THE SEVKUAE LANOUAGES. 

(i.) Non-European Languages. 
03. Greater encouragement and wider opportunities needed for the initial study of these languages in tliis 

country. 
04. Report of the Treasury Committee on Oriental Studies resulting in the establishment of the London 

School of Oriental Studies. Suggestions for provincial schools of Oriental Studies and for Laboratories 
for Phonetic Research. 

(ii.) The Chief European Languages. 
65. French the most important from the British point of view. 
66. Past position of German; its future difficult to foresee. The danger of neglect. 
67. Relative importance for schools" and universities of German, Italian, Spanish and Russian, judged by 

various criteria. 
68. Provision of new staff must be gradual. Danger of precipitate action. Need for the study of economics 

of foreign countries at London School of Economics. Languages in schools: some may bo begun 
at the University. . ' 

(iii.) Other European Languages. 
69. Claims of Portuguese and other “ minor languages.” 
70. The impossibility of general study of these languages. Each could be taken up in special localities 

where its need was felt. A London School of European Languages. 

(iv.) Artificial Languages. 
71. Convenience of an artificial language. 
72. ' For those purposes in which greatest utility should lie, further development of an artificial language 

still seems necessary. 

F. MEANS OF INSTBUOTION. 

73. Principles of classification. 

(i.) Nome Instruction. 
74. Tlie employment of foreign nurses and governesses not so frequent as in the past. Value of training 

the imitative faculty when quite young. Need of skilled supervision and subsequent systematic 
instruction. 

(ii.) Study of Languages Abroad. 
76. Advantage of foreign study; conditions of success: desirability of previous instruction at home. 
76. Residence abroad for pupils, students and teachers. Interchange of Professors. Exchange of pupils 

and students. 

(iii.) Elementary Schools. 
77. Ordinary Elementary Schools cannot at present find room for a foreign language. Compulsory 

Continuation Schools may modify the position, French in Central Schools and Training Colleges 
for Elementary School Teachers. 

78, 79. The teaching of formal grammar and phonetics in Elementary Schools; importance of speech training 
in English, 

(iv.) Secondary Schools; Preliminary Itemarhs. 
80. Interdependence of Secondary Schools and Universities. Weakness of Higher Secondary Education, 

particularly in Modern Studies. 
81. New scheme of the Board of Education for Advanced Courses, 
82. Classification of Secondary Schools. Throe main groups, (u) Unified ion years’ course in certain 

schools. 
83. (b) A ten years’ course divided between Preparatory and Public Schools. 
84. (c) Grant-aided.Schools under local control. Some of these offer a seven or oven a ton years’ course; 

but the great majority of pupils follow a course not oxcoedihg throe or at most four years. 
86. Secondary Education in Scotland. The Welsh system. 
86. The problem of Modern Studios differs with the length of the course which the pupils normally follow. 
87. Aims of modern language teaching—intellectual, rosthotic and disciplinary, 
88. The discipline of languages is not confined to the Classical languages. 
89. Full disciplinary value of a language only developed after the rudiments have been acquired. Definition 

of adequate progress in living and dead languages. Need of concentration if the full discipline 
which language training can afford is to bo realised. 
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90. The practical aim of language teaching should bo to attain success in an least one language. 'When 
too many languages are attempted^ the result is failure in all and discouragement to stu^ in later 
life. 

91. Two languages should nover be begun at the same time. Interval of two years desirable. Estimation 
of numbers of pupils with no capacity to benefit by language training. 

92. What language should be learnt first? If only one, a modern language. No objection to Latin being 
learnt first if it is likely that a second language will also be studied. 

93. No fixed rule should bo laid down with regard to the second language to be studied. A free choice 
should bo allowed so far as possible between a modern and a Classical language. Modern Studies 
hampered by compulsory Latin, whether in the Universities or in the schools. 

(v.) The Time-Table in Secondai'y Schools. 
94. The time-table must vary with the school and within the school. 
95. Minimal time needed for first and second languages. 
96. A liberal allowance of time to English desirable for its own sake and for that of modern foreign 

languages. Intensive study at certain stages, as for other subjects, so for languages. 
97. After the TTirst School Examination has been passed, those who elect to specialise in other subjects 

than Modern Studies should be encouraged and aided to acquire one or two foreign languages for 
reading purposes. Translation tests in the Second Examination. 

98. Specialists in Modern Studies. Wide reading and individual study to be encouraged. 
99. Content of an ideal course. Historical instruction needed to supplement the study of literature. 

100. Conditions needed to realise this ideal. 
101. Scheme of the Board of Education for Advanced Courses in Secondary Schools. 
102. The Board’s definition of “ Modern Studies.” Plea for the recognition of English as a main subject 

in this group. 
103. Position of Latin in the Modern Studies group. 
104. Institution of a new Higher School Examination. Its relation to University Intermediate Examinations 

and to the Scholarship Examinations of the Colleges of Oxford and Cambridge. 
10.J. The development of Modern Studies will be affected by the type of examination adopted for the Second 

School Examination. 
106. Bcduction in luniibor of languages studied would simplify the time-table. 

(vi.5 Organisation of Modern Studies in Secondary Schools. 
107. No sound analogy between the learning of the mother tongue and the learning of a foreign language 

under school conditions. School conditions demand good teachers, clear aims, and skilful organisation. 
108. Homogeneous composition of classes difficult to achieve and retain. Drawbacks of the Set system. 
109. Advantages and disadvantages of annual and terminal promotion. 
110. Boport of the Board of Education’s Enquiry into the Teaching of French in London Secondary Schools 

and the llcport of the London County Council Inspector. Unnecessary obstacles to good organisation. 
* 111. Size of Classes. 

112. Hours of Staff. 
(vii.) General Conclusions as to Secondary Schools. 

113. Pressure of subjects demands the most economical use of school hours. 

(viii.-xi.) Secondary Education extended over Ten Years. 

(viii.) At what age should the first language he begun in schools? 
114. Examples of this typo, in which the question of the age at which languages should be begun at school 

is crucial. 
116. Arguments'in favour of beginning the study of languages early. Strength of the imitative faculty in 

early years. 
lie. Argument for deferring such beginning; mainly psychological. 
117. The early years needed for tho foundations of general education, the development of the power of 
" expression, of tho interest in nature and of the exorcise of tho creative instinct. The pupil is not 

ripe for tho reflective study of language. Interest in the foreign idiom soon dissipated. 
118. Little experience with regard to the late beginning of Classics, but in modern languages pupils who 

begin late are said to make more rapid progress. 
119. Stage of intellectual development more important than tho actual age of tho pupil. 
120. Reconsideration of tho practice of an early beginning desirable in the interests of tho average pupil. 
121. Tho adoption of late beginning of languages would put ton-years schools on the same footing with 

seven-years schools. Number of languages for groups of different capacity. Position of Latin and 
Greek. Importance of higher study in tho concluding years of school life. Course of instruction 
not now adjusted to capacity of pupils. 

(ix.) Vreparatory Schools. 

122. Preparatory Schools not under public control. 
123. Analysis of the practice in regard to languages in a hundred and sixty-eight Preparatory Schools. 
124. Report of tho Joint Standing Committee of the Preparatory Schools Association and tho Head Masters' 

Conforonco on language teaching. 
126. Influence of Entrance Scholarship Examinatioils on Preparatory Schools. 
120. Disadvantage of tho break botwoen Proparator;^ and Public Scmools. Early bias in favour of Classic* 

fostered in Preparatory Schools. Multiplication of languages at an early ago. 
127. Suggestions affecting Preparatory and Public Schools. 

(x.) Modern Sides. 

128. Disappointing results attending tho establishment of Modern Sides in Public Schools. 
129. Modern Sides should bo improved by attracting better boys and by the provision of bettor prospool* 

at tho Univorsitios and olsowhoro. 

(xi.) Vrejmratory and Public School System. 
130. Conservatism of schools. 
131. Tho old theory of liberal education justified tho lavish allotment of time to language teaching. Modern 

conditions make this no longer possible. Such time as can bo given at school to language must 
bo concentrated on a limited objective, 

132. Classical mclliods have projudiced Iho proper development of Modern Studies by misapplication and 
misundorstamling. 

133. Each individual at school slumld only learn so many languages as ho can hope to bring to worthy 
fruition, Tho thorough study of tho principal foreign language is tho basis of all further progress, 

134. Exaggerated importance attached to a multiplicity of languages; this may be tho cause of some of 
tile defeclH of the Pi-eparatory Schools, 
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(xii.) State-aided Secondary Schools. 
136. These schools fall into two groups, those providing a four-years course only and those providing both 

a four-yoai’s course and also a seven-years course. 

The Four-Years Course of Secondary Fducalion, 
136. These schools of groat importance in England, Scotland, and Wales. 
137. Difficultjr caused by irregular entry and leaving. Concentration on a single language do.sirnblo: only 

the minority should begin a second. Tho teaching of a language for commercial purposes. 

The Seven-Years Course. 
138. Principles applicable to seven-years course stated in § 121. Greater concentration needed in the 

shorter course. 
(xiii.) Secondary Schools for Girls. 

139. Alost of the above statements apply to both .sexes. Separate consideration of the problem of girls’ 
education desirable. 

140. Better position of Modern Studies in Girls’ Schools. 

(xiv.) Need for Gh'adiny and Differentiation of Secondary Schools. 
141. Other preoccupations have diverted attention from tho questions (o) of grading Secondary Schools to 

provide or not to provide Higher Secondary Education, (6) of differentiating schools in either grade 
according to their various aims and tho varying needs of their districts. 

142. Grading of Scotti.sh Schools. Differentiation desirable. 
143. Co-operation between tho Central Authoritv' and tho Local Authority, and between contiguous Local 

Authorities necessary for a solution of these difficult questions. 
144. Transfer of pupils. Provision of Scholarships. 
146. General importance of Secondary Schools for Modern Studies. 

(xv.-xxi.) The Universities. 

(xv.) Teaching- Staff. 
146. Tho fun6tions of tho Universities wjth regard to Modern Studies. 
147, .148. Inadequacy of {personnel for Modern Studies in Great Britain. 
149. Unsatisfactory position and conditions of work. 
160. Need of a definite settled policy for improvement. Advisory Committee suggested, to work out a fixed 

programme over a number of years. 
161. Nationality of teachers of modern languages in Secondary Schools. British teachers to be preferred. 

Usefulness of _ ‘‘ Assistants.” Interim policy for the introduction of now languages into schools. 
152. At the Universities direction of Modern Studios should ultimately come into the hands of British 

teachers. Harmful effects of foreign influence. 
153. Limitations of tho usefulness of tho foreign teacher. 
164. Occasions for temporary foreign help. "Foreign “ Assistants.” 
165. Need of bettor openings for well-qualified Britons. 

(xvi.) Students. 
156. Defective preparation of students of Modern Studies before admission to tho Universities. Lack of 

encouragement. Scholarships, rewards, and public esteem. 

(xvii.) Entrance Scholarships to the Universities, 
167. Paucity of University Entrance Scholarships for Slodorn Studies. 
158. Proposal for tho establi^ment of Government Entrance Scholarships for Modern Studies. Typo of 

examination proposed, 
159. Tho modern language tost for Entrance Scholarships in Hi.story should have more weight in the 

competition. 
160. Relations of modern languages to tho study of History. 
161. Opinions of Professors Firth and Oman. 
162. The Committee in substantial agreement with tho Historical Association, 
163. Change of course should bo allowed to Entrance Scholars. 

(xviii.) Subventions for Study Abroad. 
164. Undergraduates should be encouraged to reside abroad during their University courses, and, if necessary, 

should receive financial assistance. 
165. Postgraduate Studentships in Modern Studies to bo hold abroad, 

(xix.) The Character of University Courses. 
166. 167. Now regulations for tho Cambridge Modern and Medieval Languages Tripos. 
168. Honours Courses in lifodorn Studies; their present defects. 
169. Position of tho Intermediate Examination and its effect on tho course of study for Honours students. 
170. Honours Course may well bo restricted to tho study of ono language. Combination of Engli.sh and a 

foreign language. 
171. Requirements of general education preliminary to Honours courses in Modern Studies, (a) No com- 

pulsory Latin or Greek, (b) Higher standard in English, (c) Satisfactory training in those modern 
languages which will bo further studied at tho University or, at any rate, in some foreign language. 

(xx.) Pass Degrees. 
172. Value of the Pa.ss Courses at British Universities. 

(xxi.) Co-operation of othtr Departments in the Work of Modern Studies. 
173. Other departments of University study should as.sist tho development of Modern Studies. 
174. Need for closer co-operation between the University and the Colleges, especially at Oxford. 
176. Tho position of tho Taylorian Institution at Oxford. 
176. Special difficulties in London. 
177. Summary of University needs. 

(xxii.) Other Means of Instruction: Evening and Day Classes. 
178. School instruction must bo incomplete; opportunities needed for further study; both whole-time and 

part-time. 
179. Satisfaction of this demand; attractiveness of private institutions. 
180. Commercial instruction; classes in business hours. 
181. Opportunities should bo provided for intensive study of various languages. Central Institution in 

jiondon; other cities might encourage languages especially useful to themselves. 
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182. 
183. 
184'. 

186. 

186. 

187. 
188. 
189. 
190. 
191. 

192. 
193. 
194. 
196. 
196. 

197. 
198. 
199. 

200. 
201. 

202. 

203. 

204. 

205. 
206. 

207. 

208. 

209. 

210. 

211. 

212. 

213. 

214. 

216. 

216. 
217. 

218. 

Evening 'Classes. 
Part-time Continuation classes. Junior Courses. 
Difficulties of Senior Courses. 
Evening classes of greater value to adults than to adolescents. Practical inducements to learn modern 

languages have hitherto been small. Disinterested study deserves encouragement. 
Staffing difficulties in evening schools. Training needed. Desirability of further co-operation on the 

part of the Universities. 

G. Sin*Pi,Y AND TRAINING OF TKAOHEBS FOB SoHooiiS. 

Qualifications of the Modern Language Teacher. Suggested scheme of school training to bo carried 
out in selected schools. 

State Certificates for teachers of modern languages. 
Suggestions for a Higher Certificate. Free circulation of teachers between schools and Universities. 
Some teachers should specialise in one language, but all should have at least one subsidiary subject. 
Women as teachers of Modern Subjects in Boys’ Schools. 
Conditions of progress. 

H. METHOD. 

(i.) General Method. 

Exhaustive discussions of method of teaching outside the work of the Committee. 
NQ royal road; the method will vary with tlio aim and circumstances of the student. 
The Direct htethod opposed to the analytical. 
Observations and principles of the advocates of the Direct or Reformed Method. 
Exclusion of the mother tongue must not bo a fetish. Place of translation. Need of grammatical 

accuracy. 
Choice of method must depend on teacher’s qualifications. 
Dangers of the Direct Method; the pupils’ personal effort must be secured. ur i j -n- t. 
Decline in the standard of knowledge and accuracy attributed to misuse of the Direct Method. High 

degree of accomplishment must be set before the pupils. Need of school libraries. 
Necessity for consistent methods within just limits. ^ > 
Uniform* grammatical terminology desirable: work of the Joint Committee. Results hitherto obtained 

insufficient. . i. -j . 
Methods of teaching pupils to read foreign languages: some attention must always be paid to 

pronunciation. 

(ii.) Phonetics. 

Place and value of phonetics in modern language teaching. Phonetic knowledge essential for all 
language teachers. 

Class room practice: use of script. 

(iii.) Text-hooks and Syllabus. 

Text-books, tendency to over-elaboration. Deficiency in the supply of cheap plain toxte. 
Carefully devised course of study must be framed for each school by the head of the Modern Studies 

department. Attention paid to the proper selection of texts. French classical authors should be more 
studied. Private reading to be encouraged. International correspondence. Foreign visits. 

The newer methods of teaching modern languages sound in principle. 

I. EXAMINATIONS. 

Examinations need to be better adjusted to modern methods of teaching. Duty of the Schools 
Examination Council. ...    . . .. ... 

3ral examination to be introduced wherever possible. Difficulties m competitive examinations with 
large numbers. , , , . . . 

Free composition tests. Examinations in Literature and Language by means of commentaries on texts. 
Connexion of History and Literature; ^ i. ^ -i. i. i* m.- ..... 

rhe place of translation into the foreign language; I^iversity teachers favour its retention. The uso 
of the foreign language in examination tests in literature, Ac. , , . , j . 

rrarislation into Englisli necessary for examination purposes. High standard in the skilful and accurate 
use of the mother tongue must be demanded. ^ j i.x • i 

rhe work of examination must bo undertaken by scholars of the highest capacity and attainments. 
Importance of careful choice of Examiners. ....... , T x rtt ^ x.- • .. i 

rhe drain of the Civil Service Examinations for Second Division and Intermediate Clerkships seriously 
affects the supply of Elementary and Secondary school teachers. ^ , 

Survey of the field of Modern Studies and of the means and methods of its development completed. 
The Committee unanimous in their conclusions except on a few Poi“ts. 

Advance in Modem Studies requires a change of spirit. Need of a high ideal. v j 
The extension of the school curriculum must reduce the time given to language study. The diminished 

time must be utilised to give a sound training in the principles of language and to provide a firm 
basis for further study. 

J. OoNOttJSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 

The findings of the Committee are arranged under Conclusions and Recommendations. 

CoNctnsiONS. 
RECOMMENDATIONS . 
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REPORT 
OP THE 

COMMITTEE appointed by the Prime Minister to enquire into the 
Position of Modern Languages in the Educational System of 
Great Britain (26th August, 1910). 

BEPERENCE. 

To enquire into tlie iiositiou occupied by the study of Modern Languages in the educational 
. system of Great Britain, especially in Secondary Schools and Universities, and to advise what 

measures are required to promote their study, regard being had to the requirements of a liberal 
education, including an appreciation of the history, literature and civilisation of other countries, 
and to the interests of commerce and public service. 

LIST OP MEMBERS. 

Mr. Stanley Leathes, C.B. (Oliairman). 
.Sir C. A. Montague Barlow, K.B.E., M.l*. 
Mr. E. Bullough. 
The Rt. Hon. Sir Maurice do Bunsen, G.C.M.G., G.C.V.O. 
Mr. A. C. Coffin. 
Dr. H. A. L. Pisher, P.B.A. 
Miss M. A. Gilliland. 
Mr. H. C. Gooch. 
Mr. J. W. Headlam. 
Mr. L. D. Holt. 
Dr. AValter Leaf. 
Dr. G. Macdonald, C.B., P.ll A. 
Mr. A. Mansbridge. 
Mr. Nowell Smith. 
Miss M. .T. Ttike. 
Sir James Toxall, M.P. 

‘ Secretary: Mr. A. E. Twentynian. 

Mote,.—Miss Gilliland was added to the Committee on October 12, 191G. 
Dr. Pisher resigned his place on the Committee on his apjmintment as President of the Board 

of Education on December 13, 191G. The Amcancy thus caused was not filled. 

To the Right Honourable D.vvin LLOYD GEORGK, M.P., Prime Minister. 

SIR, 
THE Committee appointed by your predecessor in office beg leave to report as follows, 

first laying down for convenience the following definitions: — 

DEFINITIONS. 

(a) We conceive, the term “ Modem Languages in our reference to signify living foreign 
languages. The study of Wnglish does not itself fall within our ■purview, but we shall have to 
consider English as a rival subject of study, entitled, as we believe, to paramount rights, and neces- 
sary as a preparation to the study of foreign languages, which in their turn are subsidiary to 
the study of the mother tongue. Latin and Greek cannot be e,vcludcd from our discussion since 
they are competitors with modern foreign languages for staff, school hours, rewards, and public 
esteem. 

(b) We shall use the term “ Modern Studies to signify all those studies {historical, 
economic, literary, critical, philological, and other) which are directly approached through 
■modern foreign languages. ‘‘ Modern Studies” are thus the study of modern peoples in any 
and every aspect of their national life, of ■which the languages are an instrument as necessary 
as hands, and feet, and heart, and head. The term may sometimes be used, in this Report 
for the study of one or more languages without consideration of ulterior aims, but it is well 
to remember that’the study of languages is, except for the philologist, always a means and 
never an end in itself. 

(c) The term Science Committee will be used to denote the Committee appointed at the 
same time with ourselves to enquire into the position occupied by Natural Science in the 
Educational System of Great Britain. 

(18690—40.) ’ ^ 
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2 Report of the Committee on Modern Lanpnages, 

A.—WOEK OF THE COMMITTEE. 

1. Your Coimnittee have sat on, 49 days and, in spite of the many calls the time of 
its members, attendance has been satisfactory. 'W’e have interviewed 136 witnesses who may be 
classified as follows: persons holding high positions in the commercial, financial, and industrial 
community; representatives of the Board of Admiralty, the Army Council, the Foreign Office, 
the Board of Trade, the Board of Education for England and Wales, the Scotch Education Deparl- 
ment, the Central Welsh Board, and the London County Council; representatives of the following 
societies: The Koyal Society of Literature, the Head Masters’ Conference, the Incorporated 
Association of Headmasters, the Association of Assistant Musters, the Association of Preparatory 
Schools, the Societe Nationale des Professeurs FraiiQais en Augleterre, the Association of Head- 
mistresses, the Association of Assistant Mistresses, the Association of Technical Institutions, 
the Association of Head Teachers in Central Schools, the Modern Language Association, the 
Historical Association, the Scottish Education Eefqrm Committee, and the British Esperanto 
Association. Questions were addressed to the Classical Association and the 13nglish 
Association, and memoranda have been received from these bodies. We have also.heard 
evidence from other persons, chosen by us for their siKJcial experience in connexion udth the 
educational system of Great Britain and consulted in their individual capacity. M. Hovelaque, 
Chief Inspector of Living Languages for the French Ministry of Public Instruction, ami 
M. Legouis, Professor of English Language and Literature at the Sorhonne, were good enougli 
to cross the Channel to give us the great benefit of their pperiened and advice. Circumstances 
prevented us from obtaining assistance from other eminent foreign scholars whom in more 
peaceful times we should have desired to invite. 

2. In order to obtain clearer insight into the position of Modern Languages at the Hniver- 
sities, the Chairman accompanied by members of the Committee visited all the TJniversities of 
England and Scotland (with the exception of Birmingham where the Modern Language Staff 
had been, -..s we w'ere informed, taken away by the war), and six of the Colleges and Schools 
of the University of London. A series of questions had been previously addressed to the 
authorities of the several institutions, and careful and detailed memoranda were received in 
advance. This list of questions was also sent to those University Colleges which we were not 
able to visit personally, and full answers were returned. Independently, we received a memo- 
randum from thirty-one University Professors and Teachers of Modern Languages, setting forth 
the difficulties encountered by the profession in Great Britain, and advocating certain reforms. 
At Oxford we met representatives of Modern Languages from the Women’s Colleges, while 
representatives of Girton and Newnham gave evidence before us in London. 

3. We addressed a paper of questions to those important boy.s’ schools, seventy-seven in 
number, particulars of which are not ordinarily supplied to the Board of Education. Full 
answers to our enquiries reached us from seventy-two schools, and we had the advantage of 
other information supplied by the same schools to the Science Committee. 

4. We sent out to about one thousand important firms and inen of business, and to others 
of valuable administrative experience, a paper of questions' relating to the practical value of 
modern languages in commercial and public affairs, and the adequacy of knowledge of such 
languages among those engaged in such affairs. To these circulars we received two hundred and 
fifty replies, many of which were of great interest and value; we shall take occasion later to note 
that 75 per cent, of those to whom our enquiries were addressed did not take the trouble to 
answer them. 

5. We have, as directed, conferred with the Science Committee, and the Chairmen and 
Secretaries of the two Committees have also been in communication. Each Committee has sent 
its Report in draft to the other. 

B.—HISTORY OF THE STUDY OF MODERN LANGUAGES IN GREAT BRITAIN. 

6. We do not conceive that our purpose would be served by a prolonged enquiry into the 
history of these studies since the Renaissance. If we glance in the first place at England, that 
history reveals no natural incapacity of Englishmen to acquire foreign tongues, and no distaste 
for their acquisition; also, until the last fifty years it records little effective endeavour to secure 
opjiortunities for mastering them. In the sixteenth century zeal for the new learmng and the 
attraction of the new literature of France and Italy led many of our countrymen to obtain, 
by some means or other, a working knowledge of French and Italian. fJut, as English vscholarslup 
and English literature became more self-sufficing and self-satisfying, foreign languages, though 
not entirely neglected, appear to have been studied less widely.^ In those high families that 
valued learning, education conducted by domestic tutors often included the study of French 
and Italian because they were useful in the public service. Ambitious young men by travel 
or by other means learnt one or tw'o languages for like reasons. But few members of the 
professional and commercial classes felt any need or, generally speaking, any desire for any 
modern language. During the eighteenth century our love of art encouraged the study of 
Italian, but France was preeminent in fashion and in power, and her language therefore 
received more attention than any other. It is probable that even the prolonged hostilities of 
1793-1815 did not diminish the influence of French, for knowledge thereof was spread by the 
French 6viwr6s, After the peace of 1815 intimate relations with France were resumed, and 

■ it again became fashionable to make the Grand Tour. Thus in the first half of the nineteenth 
century the knowledge of French and Italian as polite accomplishment* was not unduly rare; not 
more rare than the corresponding knowledge in other countries ranking with our own. And 
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3 History of the Study of Modern Languages in Great Britain. 

the output and sale of foreign grammars in this last-named period show that the desire to 
acquire modern languages was fairly widespread. 

7. A Jiuiidred years ago German was virtually unknown in Great Britain. Sir Walter 
Scott found congenial elements in the liomantic school of Germany, in her legends, folk-tales, 
and relics of medievalism. He and Coleridge were perhaps the first eminent men of letters to 
draw Briti.sh attenl.’on to this field of study. After 1830 the infiux of Gci'inau exiles, many 
of them highly educated, gave opportunity for the study of German and of German thought. 
Under the influence of Carlyle and subsequently of Matthew Arnold interest was aroused, and 
the startling events of 1860-1871 stimulated that interest. German philosophical, historical, 
philological, and scientific studies were found to open up a new expanse of knowledge, and, when 
methodical study of living languages in boys’ schools began, German took the place that might 
otherwise have been occupied by Italian, and diverted all attention from Spanish. 

8. But during all this period until about 1860 the Universities of England offered little 
opimrtunity or encouragement for the study of modern foreign languages. The establishment in 
1724 by George I at Oxford of a Regius Professorship of Modern History and Modern liJinguages 
and of a corresponding chair at Cambridge only brought into relief the prevailing apathy. 
The Professors were each to appoint two teachers of modern languages. We arc told that at 
Oxford the teacherships of modern languages very soon became sinecUres, and much the same 
is true of Cambridge. That the teaching of Erench and Italian in girls’ schools was not 
uncommon during the early part of the nineteenth century shows that these tongues were 
fashionable accomplishments, but is not evidence that any serious value was attached to them. 
The schools for m>ys that were founded by kings and other benefactors in the fourteenth, 
fifteenth, and especially the sixteenth centuries, or that survived from the middle ages in 
dependence upon the cathedral chapters, retained their original purposes unaltered. They 
were set up to teach Latin and afterwards to teach Greek, the main sources of enlightenment 
at their inception and long afterwards. In some of them mathematics received a tardy 
recognition; but English, history, modern languages, did not come within their scheme. 
Thus when towards the end of the oighteentli century such schools as Eton, Winchester, West- 
minster, Harrow, and afterwards Rugby, became fashionable as places of education for the 
aristocracy, it is probable that the study of modern languages suffered, though it was still 
common in good familie.s for the children to receive instruction in French during their early 
years. So long as education was pursiied at home, enlightened parents might give their sons 
opportunities of learning French and perhaps Italian ; but in the system of the great schools 
which then began more o.nd more to supersede domestic instruction these stibjects had little place 
until the second quarter of the nineteenth century. 

9. The revival of the two Universities of Oxford and Cambridge early in the nineteenth 
century led at first to a development of the traditional studies rather than to the introduction 
of new ones. The ancient languages and their literatures were studied with zeal; scholarship 
in Latin and Greek was raised to a fine art; competitive rivalry in Mathematics, rose to a 
high pitch; there were professorships, some dating from the eighteenth or even the seven- 
teenth century, of Arabic, Music, Chemistiy, Astronomy, Botany, Geology, Ifatural Experi' 
mental Philosophy, and Mineralogy, but tlm teacherships attached to the Regirm Professorship 
of History remained the only establishments for Modern Languages until the Taylorian bequest 
was received by the University of Oxford in 1835. Long after that date the records of the 
Taylorian Institute show little concern for this form of learning. It is interesting, however, 
to note that the scheme of examination proposed for the Civil Service by Lord Macaulay and 
his colleagues in 1854 assumes that a proportion of well-educated young men would Have good 
knowledge of the language, history, and literature of Franco, Germany, or Italy. Study in 
these subjects must therefore have been pursued. As a matter of fact we find in the Report 
of the Schools Inquiry Commission appointed in 1864 that Ixith French and German were then 
compulsory at Wellington, and that French was introduced at Christ’s Hospital about 1835. 
The head of a large private school told the Commissioners that ho had great difficulty in 
maintaining Latin, since the parents were anxious that their sons should learn modern languages. 
But the gradual introduction by the Colleges of Oxford and Cambridge of competitive examina-. 
tion for the appointment of entrance Scholars and Fellows strengthened the monopoly of Classics 
and Mathematics. Classics and Mathematics were until the latter half of the nineteenth century 
the only subjects recognised for these tests. Classical, and to a less degree mathematical, 
distinction led to bishoprics, headmastei-ships, and deaneries, and gave hope of distinction at the 
bar and on the bench. A false quantity was still a mark of ill-breeding, and apt quotations from 
Horace and Virgil were still welcomed in the House of Commons, The more Higher Education 
improved the less chance there was for the introduotion of new studies in equality with the old, 
For they said the old were better. 

10. Dissatisfaction with the traditional monopoly of Classics and Mathematics led to 
changes in the Universities alwut 1850; the Moral Sciences Tripos was instituted at Cambridge 
in 1851; it included—besides Moral Philosophy—Modern History, PoUticnil Economy, and 
Jtirisprudence. The Natural Science Trinos began in the same year. The Civil Law Classes 
gave place in 1870 to the Law and Histo'ry Tripos, and the History Tripos attained separate 
existence im 1875. Unfortunately the intimate dependence of history on modern languages 
was not perceived by the reformers of those days; consequently no test of proficimicy in any 
foreign language was then imposed in the Cambridge History Tripos or ns a qualification for 
entry thereto; and none has since been introduced. 

11. In the discussions that finally led in 1886 to the establishment of the Metlieval and 
Modern Languages Tripos at Cambridge, scorn was poured on the modern languages as a subject 
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4 Report of the Covnnittee on Modern. Lunijuaijesy 

of university study. Classical -scliolars were for tlie most part convinced tliai any one could 
easily learn l^rencli and German at will, an observation which must at one time have been equally 
true or untrue of Latin and Greek. Instead of meeting the contemi)tuous attacks on the “ courier 
tripos ** by the sound rejoinder that every highly developed language aifords abundant scope for 
the exercise of distinguisiied talents, that the history of h'rance or of Italy or of Germany otters 
an endless field' for profitable study which can only become ett'ective through a knowledge of the 
indigenous language, and that it is 6f vital importance that the great European peoples should 
be better known here, the supporters of the new scheme looked about for adventitious supple- 
ments to enhance the “ scientific value of living languages. Classical scholarship, though not 
neglectful of historical, political, legal, philosophical, and literary study, had somewhat fallen 
away from the tradition of the llenaissance and had come to regard language too much as an end 
in itself. Accordingly the ballast throrvn in to weight the vernaculars of France and Germany 
was mainly philological. Medieval authors were to be studied not for their literary or historical 
value b\it as throwing light on the evohition of the languages. The history of Germanic speech 
was to be pursued back to Moeso-Gothic; the history of the German people was treated as 
negligible. The growth of French from Low Latin was of infinite importance; the growth of the 
French people from the ruins of Roman Gaul was ignored during the pursuit of Romance 
philology. The literatures were regarded as specimens for analysis or objects for classification. 
Even the accurate knowledge of the modern languages as sucli Avas inadequately honoured; 
and a high place in this Tripos Avas no guarantee that these “ easy languages ” had been 
mastered. In attempting too much the reformers did not secure that the languages themselves 
should be learnt. Until 1894 there Avas no oral test; in 1894 a test of pronunciation was intro- 
duced, not a test of command of the spoken langxiage; and even that Avas optional. In 1909 
an optional te.st of couA^ersation Avas added; but finally in 1917 Avider views have prevailed, and 
the Tripos has been reconstructed .so as to comijrehend the language, histoiy, literature, life, and 
thouglit of the five principal European nations. I’he conception of this scheme shoAvs a happy 
turn in the attitude of scholars toAvards modern languages and their relation to knowledge as a 
whole, but the resources of Cambridge and its Colleges Avill need to be supplemented from 
private or i)ublic fxinds if the best results are to be attained Avithin a reasonable time. 

12. The history of Oxford is not much dissimilar. The Oxford Final School of Modern 
History began in 1872, Avithout any qualifying te.st in modern languages. An Honours School 
of Englisli language and literature Avas established in 1894, but not until 1903 an Hojiours School 
of Modern Languages. This school embraced French, German, Italian and Spanish, to AA'hich 
Russian Avas added in 1904, and Medieval and Modern Greek in 1913. As at Cambridge, the 
place originally assigned to philolorgy and medieval language Avas too prominent. In both 
Universities the causes at AA’ork Avere identical. The .study of philology as an exact science Avas 
Occupying the attention of some of the ablest linguists on the Continent. Moreover, there was a 
fear that modern languages Avould proA’e too easy for an Honours »School, and it Avas thought 
that the training afforded by.a systematic study of their evolution would help to redress the 
AV’eakness. It Avas not then realised that modern languages appeared easy merely because no 
true .standard of excellence had been set. There has since been a gradtial movement at Oxford 
towards adjusting the balance; but there is still ample room for a more generoxis recognition 
of the claims of History. Honours Schools of Modern Languages haA’^e also been established 
in all the other Universities, but none of these has tip to the pre.sent attempted to join all the 
studies connected AA'ith any one foreign country in a single enlightened and comprehensive 
School^ of Modern Humanities. In this re.spect the great Classical Schools of Oxford and 
Cambridge afford a model AA’hich in spite of certain defects deseiwes to be imitated. Wo shall 
return to the Universities later (§ 146 below). 

13. The decade from 1860 to 1870 SUAV the first attenii)ts of the Government to improve 
Higher School Education l)y the Public Schools Act (1868), the EndoAved Schools Act (1869), and 
the establishment in 1869 of the EndoAved Schools Commission, Avliose functions were taken 
over in 1874 by the Charity Commission. The Charity Commission shoAved some determination 
in breaking down the monopoly of the Classics in the endowed schools under its control and in 
making provision for the introduction of Modern Subjects. Before 1860 French AVUS Iming taught 
in most of the so-called Public Schools and German soon after folloAved in its train. By the end 
of the century most of the great .schools had established Modern Sides. But the re.sult of these 
developments Avas disappointing. The Charity Commission could make schemes for endoAved 
schools, but it had no power to aid them with funds, or to follow and inflAience their development. 
The endowments of many of these schools Avere insufficient, and in consequence during the 
period 1870-1895 a constantly increasing number applied for grants to the Science and Art 
Department, and after 1889 claimed a share in the new money aA’ailable for technical instruction. 
Thus any ncAV developments on AA'hich they embarked Averc directed toward.s mathematics, 
science, or manual training. No encouragement was given to modern literary studies, and no 
improveinent in this respect is apparent in this class of schools until after the Act of 1902 
and the issue of separate regulations for Secondary Schools in 1904. 

14. ■ On the other hand, in the great and AA'ealthy schools the Modern Sides AA'hich came into 
being were regarded too often Iwth by masters and hy boys as the refuge of the intellectually 
destitute. The preparatory schools training candidates for entrance Scliolunships to the Public 
Schools turned their best boys to Latin and Greek that they might win scholanships. The 
Original bia.s. thus given was perpetuated in later life. Tho.se able boys Avho for any reason 
Limed away from the Clas.sical languages turned to mathematics and science, and later to 
history, for which similar rewards and distinctions were provided. The course on the Modern 
Side had no imaginative* aim; nor had it any clear and well-defined outlook. It vaguely 
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Reforms in Universities .and Secondary Schools. 5 

embraced all those studies which were not included in the Classical course, and rarely was any 
conscious eft'ort made to discriminate between the needs and purposes of these ditferent studies 
or to grouj) them in well devised schemes of instruction suited to the special objects and 
aptitudes of the pupils wlio followed them. We are not concerned with the mathematical and 
scientific purposes of Modern Sides, but the modern language teaching followed too closely 
methods devised for the teaching of dead languages; dealing with material on the whole inferior, 
tlie teacliers were content with narrow ambitions; there was little attempt to make modern 
literary studies the basis of a discipline and of ordered information equivalent to tliose supplied 
by the Classical training. Latin was retained on the Modern Side but pursued in a half-liearted 
manner. On tlie Classical Side results were often poor, but poor results in French and German 
were more obvious to the ordinary observej'. Classical headmasters, Fniversity dons, professional 
nien, aware of the advantages which they had themselves received fi'om Classical training, for the 
most part began with sceptici.sm and ended with an adverse conviction. The Civil Service 
Commission, whose tradition it was to conform their examinations to the existing system of 
education, recognised the obvious claim of mathematics and science, but .saw no need to go ahead 
of actual achievements or to create a demand for scholars in Modern Studies ahead of the supply. 
The average well-to-do English parent was not anxious that his sons should learn .anything in 
particular; he was content that they should excel in cricket and football, enjoy their life, and 
stand well in the opinion of their masters and schoolfelloAvs. The Modern Sides received no 
stimulus from public rewards and no .serious backing from public opinion. 

L5. Outside examinations, which have had a potent effect on schools and on the whole 
for good, did not help the modern language teaching; indeed, their effect was directly harmful. 
Their methods were based on the Classical tradition. T'here were no oral tests: the mastery of 
the language was tested by translation, set compo.sition, and questions on grammar; the literary 
questions could be answered from a text-book and required no direct knowledge of any foreign 
works except some one or two prescribed for study. Even now the methods of examining bodies 
are usually far behind the practice of the be.st teachers; they have been improved, but still too 
often hamper the teaching and turn it on the wrong lines. 

16. In the last fifteen or twenty years great improvements have been made. First we 
must note those in the general organisation of schools. In 1901 the Board of Education 
for Ejigland and Wales began to make direct grants to Secondary Schools; in 1902 liocal 
Authorities were empowered to aid Secondary edxication from the rates; in 1903 a new 
branch of the Board of Education was established to assist in the organisation and 
development of Secondary education. As a result, the old Grammar Schools have been reformed 
and strengthened in staff and equipment, and new Secondary Schools have been created under 
the management of the Local Autliorities. In the schools thus reformed or created modern 
languages have been enabled to take their proper place. This work is even now proceeding, 
and with excellent effect in many places; and we shall show powerful reasons why tliese 
developments should be pressed fonvard, whatever may be the financial difficulties after the 
conclusion of peace. 

17. In the nineties of the last century reformed methods in the teaching of modern 
languages were being introduced to English schools by the efforts of a fe%v energetic reformers, 
working under the influence of Sweet, Passy and Victor. This influence has been perpetuated 
and extended through the Modern Language Association, and to-day it is generally recognised 
that tlie art of teaching a living language must proceed on its own lines, unhampered by 
any misleading analogies or traditions. In many of tliose schools wliich receive no assist- 
ance from any public funds great interest is now taken in modern language teaching and 
good progress has lioen made; fhe great difficulty is to find fully qualified teachers. The 
Civil Service Commissioners have already placed Frencli and German on an equal footing with 
Latin and Greek in all their junior competitions, and we understand that in the Open Com- 
petition for Class I. of the Home Civil Service they are prepared, in accordance with the 
recent report of the Treasury Committee appointed at tlieir instance, not only to put five 
modern languages with their history and literature on an equality with the similar 
learning of Greece and Home, but to give substantial advantages to candidates who show 
a working knowledge of one or two living tongues. It remains to secure equal rewards and 
dignity for these .studies in other directions; and above all, to convince the public of the 
practical and intellectual value of living languages, and of all the knowledge to which they are 
the avenue. Much has been done, but much more remains to do. 

18- In the last fifty years an elaborate system of day and evening classe.s has grown up 
in most of our large towns. This was conducted until 1899 under the supervision of the 
Science and Art Dei>artment, and has been since then under that of the Technological 
Branch of the Board of Education. The instruction was mainly technical and scientific, but 
commercial classes were also established, where, besides shorthand, book-keeping, commercial 
history and the like, modern languages liave been taught. Everywhere the modern language 
teaching, where attempted, has suffered from teachers who were untrained or overworkml and 
.sometimes both, from pupils who had received at school no initiation into the science of 
language, and often from ai’rangements ill-designed to serve the end in view. Language 
teaching, to be effective, must be given continuously at .short intervals, and mnst be prolonged 
without serious intermission over a considerable period. But in those few of our great cities 
where sati.sfactory classes are lield, they attract not only those who desire to learn languages 
for u.se in business, but also a i)i'oportion wlio follow' Modern Studies for their own sake, and a 
few who are enthusiasts for language as an end in itself. Knowdedge of various languages 
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6 lieport of the Coviviittee on Modem Languages^ 

sufficient for coimnercial correspondence is often acquired. Many pass the examinations of the 
Royal Society of Arts or of the London Chamber of Commerce. Though the young men are 
gone, war has given an inipetus to these classes, especially in Spanish, Russian, and Italian. 
Organisation has proved difficult; and we shall not be satisfied until these opportunities have 
been greatly extended and improved. School teaching, however good, can only make a 
beginning and create a desire for further advance; the chief work in modern languages for 
business purposes, as well as for extension and increase of knowledge, must be done after the 
students have ceased full-time study; and the school-leaving age, in the new Secondary Schools, 
is at present rather under than over sixteen. 

19. Much of what has been said about England applies also to Scotland, though there 
are some interesting differences. In the latter half of the eighteenth century—the 
great days of Adam Smith and David Hume—there was a vigorous reaction in Scotland 
against the old Grammar School type of education. Bodies of the enlightened met—as now 
they meet—to protest against the idea that all learning consisted “ in the grammatical knowledge 
of dead languages, and skill in metaphysical subtilties, while what had immediate reference 
to life and practice was de.spised,” and to*thank Heaven that “Providence has cast tfur lot in 
happier times when things begin to be valued according to their use.” Atternpts were made 
to carry these ideas into effect; and in some of the burghs “ academies ” were set up in which 
Latin and Greek found no place, and subjects like Mathematics, Geography, Navigation, Civil 
and Natural History, Chemistry, Astronomy, and even Fortification, were taught. But the 
vested interests of tlie teachers in the old schools were an impediment to reorganisation, and 
progress was slow. 

f 

20. Sound instruction in English is the best foundation for successful study of other 
languages. In the Scottish Universities it happens that chairs of English Literature are of 
much older standing than in England; and in the competitions for bursaries to assist university 
study English has long had an integral and important position. 'Agnin, French as a 
school subject was not unknown in Scotland in the sixteenth century. In 1574 the Town 
Council of Edinburgh gave permission to a Frenchman to set up a school for instruction in 
“French, Arithmetic, and Accompts,” and voted him a salary of £20 beyond his fees; and 
this evidence does not stand alone. In the eighteenth century l-rench was taught in a good 
many of the Bvrgh or Grammar Schools, and the number increased during the early part of 

.the nineteentli century. German probably did not make its appearance until the forties. There- 
after the two kept their footing, often taught by the same teacher and suffering alike from 
the lack of university recognition, but still niaking steady headway, \intil the door of the 
Universities was partly opened to living foreign languages by the Commission of 1889. Prior 
to that Commission Secondary School teaching in Scotland, though good as far as it went, was 
very inadequate in volume and very imperfectly organised; and the Universities themselves 
did a large part of the work that properly belongs to Secondary Schools. 

21. The Commissioners of 1889 by establishing a matriculation or preliminary examination 
for entrance to the Scottish Universities made the establishment of a Secondary school system 
possible and also necessary; it was forthwith taken in hand. The Commission acknowledged 
the right of modern languages to recognition as University s\ibjects. 'J'hey admitted Frencli, 
German, and Italian, as optional subjects in the bursary competitions, though each was to luxve 
only half the competitive value of English, Latin, Greek and Mathematics; an Honours 
e.xamination in French and German was set up, but wliether for Honours or for a pass degree every 
candidate was bound to present himself for examination in either Latin or Greek; the institution 
of lectureships in French and German was authorised, and lecturers were eventually appointed, 
but no Professorships were established by the Commissionerii as for History at Glasgow and 
Edinburgh. Many changes have since taken place, but it cannot be said that modern foreign 
languages have yet attained equality in academic status or public esteem when compared with 
Latin, Greek, or English. In Scotland also philological tendencies prevailed, and the more 
comprehensive historical view of Modern Studies was not taken. On the other hand the 
Leaving Certificate examination, originally instituted in 18B8, has done inuch to encourage 
modern language study in the schools and to guide the teachers to the best lines of instruction. 
Moreover, in 1906, the Scotch Education Department instituted a system of training for 
Secondary teachers, and modern language teachers were required for their Certificates to have a 
University Degree with Honoprs, and to have passed at least a year in a country where the 
language to be taught was spoken. Every Scottish teacher who intends to teach French and 
German now feels that the special qualification of the Department is necessary to success in his 
career. More has been done in Scotland than in England, especially to raise the general 
standard in the schools; but, ns in England, so in Scotland much more remains to be done. 

22. In Wales the concurrent study of Welsh and English is encouraged by the i>olicy of the 
Central Board and the other authorities which control W6lsh education. This policy is 
immediately inspired by the desire to preserve and develop the national language and literature, 
without forgoing the advantages which a knowledge of Engdish may bring. It is claimed that 
their bilinguJ training should give Welsh children greater facility in acquiring other living 
languages- We agree that the successful acquisition of a second language creates a desire, 
stimulate'i hope, and tiuins the (- lulties, for the suhsequeut learning of other languages. In 
Wales the second language (English or Welsh) can be begun early; in many districts both are 
current; in all the second language can be more easily taught and learned than can any second 
language in any part of England or in almost any part of Scotland. We observe, in fact, that 
a considerable number of Welsh school children do reach a qualifying standard in French, and 
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that; Latin is not neglected. To these results bilingual education may be an assistance rather 
than an impediment, and this view was taken by our witnesses. 

23. Summing up the changes brought by time, we may say that Modern Studies had only 
an insignificant place in the national system of education of Great Britain some seventy years 
ago. Those who learnt foreign languages owed little to organised opportunities. In the next 
forty years penetration of Scottish and English schools by Modern Studies was iuore and more 
general. About thirty years ago a foothold was established in the Universities; and since that 
time the value of Modern Studies has ‘been widely recognised in the school system of Great 
Britain. But the public on the whole has contimied to be indifferent, and the provision of an 
adequately trained and qualified staff of teachers lias lagged behind the establishment of teaching 
posts and the allotment of school hours. The deficiencies are still serious and patent; and they 
will not be remedied until a juster sense of the practical value and intellectual dignity of the 
study of modern languages ajul modern peoples prevails in the public .as a whole and in all i s 
sections. 

O.-NEGLECT OE MOBEBN STUDIES. 

24. If, as we believe. Modern Studies are not valued in this countiy at their true worth, 
the reasons are not far to seek. Even in the past this country might have greatly profited by 
Modern Studies; but our actual need was less than that of many other countries. Our literature 
is the richest of the modern world. Our newspapers were the best-informed. Our repertory of 
knowledge was great, and only became insufficient when technical, scientific, and other specialist 
learning was required. We inhabit an island and have no familiar contact with other peoples 
who cannot understand our tongue. AVe are great travellers, but when we travel we find our 
language spoken over a large part of the liabitable globe. In Europe and the Ear East we 
commonly encounter many natives who have found it u’orth while to learn our tongue, at least 
in some pidgin” foim. Before the war our commercial and industrial position was 
prosperous to the limits of our desires, and this prosperity appeared to bo inexpugnable. If 
the foundations of our strength and wealth were being insidiously weakened by our own com- 
placency and by foreign energy, the process was only evident to close and vigilant observers. 
Languages are learnt for nece.ssity or profit or intellectual satisfaction. Otir necessity was 
not apparent; our profit was sufficient; the most part of us found in other ways such modest 
intellectual satisfaction as we craved. 

25. It is true that the need of Modern Studies was not clear and insistent before the war. 
WQ were not like the Dutch and the Scandinavians, or the Japanese, who, on travelling to a 
foreign country, find their own language useless; we were not like the Rtissians and other 
Shn*.<, who are greatly dependent on foreign literature and foreign learning for enlightment; 
we had not the same incentive as the Germans, who were hungry for material betterment. 
But it is also true that, like the neglect of science, the neglect of Modern Studies was a 
symptom of intellectual apathy in this country, or perhaps rather of excessive absorption 
by other interests—sports and similar amusements, politics, class conflicts, business and 
routine. The educational reforms of the last fifty years were, it must be assumed, inspired 
by a national sense of national needs, but that sense was neither dominant nor continuous 
nor patient of immediate .sacrifices. By a very great number of our citizens education 
has rather been tolerated than welcomed. The low ag' limit of Elemenfary Education, 
the premature withdrawal of pupils from the Secondary Scnools, the poor salaries of teachers, 
Ihe indifference of Parliament, the grudging .spirit of ratepayers in many educational areas, 
all show reluctance to pay the price, willingness to accept inferior quality. The best can 
only be acquired by sacrifice, and we were not conscious of any need for .sacrifice. The 
only class which as a class have shown by sacrifice any higli esteem for education are those 
middle-class parents who pinch their other expenditure in order to send their sons, and 
more recently their daughters, to good schools and to the University; but wo would recognise 
and note with satisfaction an increasing tendency among the working class to utilise good 
schools, not infrequently at extreme individual sacrifice. In Scotland a better tradition is 
widely spread; but it would bo a mistake to be satisfied even with Scottish standards, as 
attained in actuality before the war; it may even bo doubted whether the Scottish tradition has 
been maintained in its complete integrity. 

26. In the scramble for inadequate resources, inadequate staff, and inadequate school-time, 
Modern Studies have improved their position during the last ton or fifteen years, though there 
i.s still much ground to make up. There has been a squeeze of subjects, both in Secondary 
Schools and at the Universit3\ In Secondary Schools, besides the increased demands of English, 
of Modern Studies, and of Natural Scieiice, new subjects—Drawing, Manual Training, ami 
Physical Exercises—have called for mul de.served attention. In the best schools an ancient 
system of culture and intensive education, based upon the Classical languages, was in possession 
of a great part of the field. Many, if not most, of ihe best boys responded readily to the 
attractions of those subtle and plastic tongues, to the charm of fine literature, and to the 
stimulus of teachers who knew and greatly valued what they taught, Those Imys became 
Classical scholars by the influence of system and tradition; many of them might have followed 
Modern Studies with equal joy and ardour. For the Classical l»oys were reserved a chief part 
of the scholarships, prizes, and distinctions at school and at the University; and public 
examinations corresponded to the School and University systems. It is beyond question that 
a majority of the pupils did not acquire through the Classics any satisfying education. It 
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was generally supposed that most of them would not have done any better under any other 
training; but that does not appear to us certain. 

27. In competition with the Classics, Modern Studies suft'ered from uncertainty of method 
and of aims, from lack of established traditions and standards; teachers needed exceptional 
qualifications, involving unusual length of training and expense; many were accepted as 
instructors whose attainments were frankly insufficient. Those of the highest attainments and 
ideals were discouraged by indiff'erenc.e, sometimes by contempt and hostility. Latterly, though 
a greater number of competent teachers of modern languages have entered the profession, 
the number of schools, and therefore the demand for staff, has increased in much higher 
proportion. Those pupils who, in spite of all disadvantages, succeeded in obtaining a sound 
knowledge of one or more modern languages found until recently no keen demand for this 
.speciality, sometimes no demand at all. Correspondence work was chiefly undertaken by 
foreigners eager to learn our language and our methods of business. Foreign languages were 
not, as a rule, thought necessary for higher posts, even by firms doing great business abroad. 
All those conditions impeded the successful pursuit of Modern Studies. But employers, as a 
rule, took no jiains to discover the best product of the Secondary Schools. Some progressive 
firms have recently begun to take their boys at sixteen, but most .still prefer to engage them 
at thirteen or fourteen. It is probable that too much is expected at sixteen; many, from a 
few examples, leap to the conclusion that all teaching of languages at school i.s useless. The 
truth, of coijrse, is that a sound foundation can be laid in school, but further study and training 
are imperatively necessary. A certain amount of the criticism to which teachers are ex])osed 
proceeds from ignorance and indifference. This was brought home to us in striking fashion. 
One of our witnesses, an important employer, while deploring that modern languages 
were not well taught in schools, confe.ssed that he did not know that the Grammar School 
of his own town was a conspicuous exain])le to the contrary. But in .spite of difficulties common 
to the whole profession, and of many that are peculiar to the ^Modern Studies branch, steady 
improvement has been made in the product of our schools, and since the war there are signs 
that the practical value of Modern Studies has been forced on the notice of commerce and 
industry. 

28. That Modern Studies have been neglected there can he no doubt. If they are important, 
there is abundant need for the appointment of this Committee. But it is not enough that a 
Committee should point out what should be done; if the need is established and means can be 
indicated to satisfy it, action must be taken. Zealous work must be encouraged in both masters 
and pupils; incentives must be supplied and multiplied; opportunities must be abundantly 
provided; money must be spent if the return is worth the expenditure. But, above all, thought 
and energy are required; and these will not be forthcoming unless adequate motives operate, 
unless an effective demand exists. There can be no adequate motives, there can be no effective 
demand, unless the public is convinced. Employer" iTi’ist be (*t:.-ivinced that Modern Studies are 
neces.sary to their business. The clerical classes must be convinced that Modern Studies lead 
to professional advancement. I'lie working classes must be convinced tliat Modern Studios are 
necessary to the restoration and increase of that national wealth on which the im])rovement of 
the conditions of their life is dependent. The pre.sont moment is above all others urgent: 
as .soon as tbe war is over we shall need all kinds of modern knowledge for the reconstruction of 
our commercial, industrial, financial, and transport bnsine.ss. Some of our few experts in 
■Modem Studies will not return to business or to tenediing; many of the foreign clerks on Avhom 
we relied have proved to 1H' a danger rnlher than an economy; old husine.s.s relatioms must he 
restored and now openings found; yet during the war little can be done to provide for tlieso 
urgent needs. Many of the best teachers have gone; the y(»uths whom they taught have gone as 
they reached military age; the Fnivorsity classrooms are empty; the excellent help of women 
has enabled Modern Studies b> be carried oii, but, while the war continues, n<» advance can he 
looked for to make good lost ground and work off urrear.s. A first task after the war must he to 
make good that lost ground, to work off those accumulated arrears. '.I’hese things will he done 
if the puhlic i.s convinced, but not otherwise. 

29. Your Committee, Sir, had no doubt in their own mind of tlie importance of Modern 
Studies. But wo were not content to register n foregone couolusion; we tested our belief by every 
means in our power; and the first test to which we set ourselves was an enquiry into the need and 
the extent of the need for Modern Studies, This enquiry was conducted by the aid of the great 
Bublic Beiiavtments, the authorities of the Kavy and the Army, and the most representative 
witnesses whom we conlcl find in the world of busine.ss and foreign administration. Our re.sults 
may be analysed as follows. 

B.—THE A'ALBE OV MODEHN STUBJES. 

!10. Modern ■Studies .sub.serve the purimse.s of industry and commerce; they are needed for 
scientific instruction and information; by them alone can be gathered and disseminated that move 
intimate knowledge of foreign countries which is necessary for the wise conduct of its affairs by 
a democratic jieople; they are required for the public service of the country at homo as well as 
abroad; through and by them our people can learn w’hat is best and highest in other connlries. 
Some of us may attach moi^e imiiortance to one, some to another of these elements, hut all 
together must combine to supply such a complex of motives as can unite and mobilise iv nation 
in the pursuit of worthy knowledge. 
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(i) BUSINESS YALUE OF MOBEEN STUDIES.' 

31. The languages themselves can be learnt and Imown. in different ways, Of any language 
it is possible to liave a speabing bnowledge, a reading Jaiowledge, and a writing knowledge. It 
is, of course, possible to speak a language without having learnt to read it or to write it. It is 
no less i)ossible to read and even to write a language without being able to speak it. Each of 
these elements in combination assists and strengthens each of the others; the speaking powers 
in particular can be fortified and the vocabulary increased by reading. But each has for 
different purposes its own independent value; it must never be forgotten that the language— 
whetlier spoken or read or written—is only a means to those A\nrious purposes; and hardly any 
one of them all ,an be achieved unless the language has been used to obtain some part of all the 
other knowledge*—^liistorical, economic, social, &c.—which touches the people to whom the 
language belongs. 

32. After the Government Departments chiefly concerned, our earliest enquiries were 
addressed to the business community—to Chambers of Commerce, and to individual firms. To 
the thousand or so question papers sent out by us we received in all two hundred and fifty replies. 
Certain districts and many firms have no immediate need of foreign languages; other firms haying 
prospered without their use have never reckoned up the advantages that might accrue by direct 
communication with foreign countries in their own language, and by intimate knowledge of 
the economy, tlio character, the prejudices, the ways of thought, of foreign peoples. The results 
of our questionings are the more noteworthy. A very decided ma jority of those who were good 
enough to favour us with replies, both Chambers of Commerce and individuals, acknowledged 
that business had been actually hampered by British ignorance of foreign languages. Those 
heads of firms who themselves knew one or more foreign languages were unanimous in declaring 
lliat their knowledge had been eminently valuable to themselves. Some few (ten firms and one 
Cliamber) declared that English was the leading language of commerce—^which is not denied— 
and urged that our policy should be to make it universal. This proposition assumes the 

pains to learn Spanish. With such examples before us wo can hardly afford to wait till all the 
world has formed the habit of talking English. A majority admitted that foreigners were 
employed by British firms as clerks, travellers, and agents; forty-seven firms declared this to he 
their own practice and many others observed on the point a silence-which may have boon signifi- 
cant; six firms did business'with China, Bussia, Austria, France, and South America, thromrh 
English-speaking Germans. That disadvantage had resulted by such practices was not universally 
allowed, but there M*as strong and well-informed evidence to this effect. It is interesting to 
learn that in London the employment of foreign clerks had been greatly diminished before tni 
war. Thus the efforts of the London County Council and the London Chamber do not seem 
have been entirely fruitless. Almost all the witnesses agreed that foreigners—cspccm.ly 
Germans, Scandinavians. Dutch, Swiss, and Biissians—were better equipped iii foreign langur.ges 
than Britons. One enterprising firm of engineers showed us an n(|«\\vable .senes of higlily 
technical pamphlets drawn up in different foreigiT languages, and attributed their owii great 
<5ucccss largely to tlu.s device, which is widclv used c.n. by Germans and-Rwiss. A number of 
firms agreed that trade had bcei'i lost by the lack of trade catalogues, specifications, &c.. prepared 
in the foreign languages 

33 Ninety-three of the firms encourage their employees to learn foreign languages, chietly 
ayiiig the fees for oliis.ses attended by them, and occasionally by arranging classes in their own 

uiuues. In some instances rise of salary or a money premium follows the aitainment of a given 
standard in the language studied. A good many firms send their clerks abroad to learn the 
language of some country with which they do business. A certain i^luctance to go abroad was 
ohservtHl in young Britons; various explanations Avem suggested; the mo,^t probable was that 
young men \vho knew no modern languages exagp-ated the difiTioultios tube 

irb= S t^ioreign country^ iSgf tu!d Is 
tliat it was not the duty of employers to encourage the X .im 
the onus on the Government. We need not discuss the question of diit> , but o^en 

of self-interest might suggest that the apathy of firms would defeat the utmost efforts f view 
Government. 

found 

from amonir well-qualified candidates. Knowledge of i .1 ni.nnsa 

beiret iinl ptofioieBoy in mortem loBRnages may lunrtei- mlvancement is a ilo lowS"* 
to their aturty, anrt yet they are neertert hy many «rms .a the higher as well as m the lowe. grades 
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10 Report of the Committee on Modern Languages^ 

of their organisation. Such proficiency can only he turned to the best advantage when it is more 
common; and it will only become more common when its vaUie is more generally recognised. 

35. For business purposes on the whole a speaking knowledge of the language is most 
generally useful for travellers and foreign agents and in personal intercourse with representatives 
of foreign firms. A. writing knowledge (which presupposes a reading knowledge) may suffice 
for the correspondence room. But it must not be supposed that for commerce an inaccurate 
knowledge of a language will suffice or that the scope of study can be reduced to narrow limits. 
For commercial as for all other purposes a sound and firm foundation is needed; though for 
commercial as for other inirposes it is not wise to base these fundamental studies on matter 
too exclusively literary and imaginative. The language once firmly fixed in the mind, 
the technical vocabulary and phraseology of any business can be easily acquired; but, as we 
shall point out later, excepting the universally current foims and phrases, the terms of 
a trade can only be satisfactorily learnt when the nature and purposes of the special 
business are fully understood. It must be the task of the firm, which takes into 
its employ a young man or woman on the ground of knowledge of any foreign 
language, first to teach the business, meanwhile ensuring that the language is kept up by 
practice and study, and then to instruct the aspirants in the special technical language of 
the trade or industiy. Then the candidate will be ready to go abroad or to take a place in the 
correspondence room, and should rapidly become useful. Too many firms appear to expect their 
entrants to come from school with a complete commercial knowledge of the language desired. 
At sixteen such an expectation is ludicrous; at eighteen or nineteen less excessive, but even at 
that age further instruction and encouragement are needed to make the bei5t of .school prepara- 
tion however good. "We wish also to point out with all desirable emphasis that for the .successful 
conduct of commerce and of the commercial side of industi'y knowledge of languages is not 
sufficient; an intimate knowledge of foreign countries and of foreign peoples is also needed, and 
especially by those who have in tlieir hands the superior direction of business. 

36. The evidence collected by \is seemed conclusive as to the need of foreign languages iu 
business, e.specially under the new conditions w’hich may be expected to prevail after the war. 
Keen emulation will then be encountered; lost ground must be recovered; new ojicnings must bo 
found; iu countries where we felt secure we shall find our footing precarious. So large is tho 
part of our industrial product marketed abroad, so great is our capital invested in foreign 
countries, so universal was our carrying trade, so extensive are our financial transactions and 
influence and the power of our credit, that any impediment to our success will react not only 
on those firms directly interested in foreign markets, but also on the prosperity of the whole 

.country. Our foreign trade does not comprise the whole of our activities but the whole of our 
activities depend upon it. In a great part of our foreign trade a knowdedge of languages, a 
knowledge of foreign countries and of foreign peoples, will be directly and abundantly remunera- 
tive. It is not enough to provide more and better instruction; tho instruction available must 
be better known and more highly valued. It is necessary that every effort should bo made to 
provide the best opportunities of study, but it is also necessary that business men should acquaint 
themselves with the sources of supply thiit exist. Even before the w’ar there was a supply of 
well-taught boys and girls, who could have been trained for business needs. A considerable 
apathy was disclosed; of a thousand enquiries sent out, thre^fourths_ remained unanswered. 
Of our w’itnossos many appeared quite ignorant of the progress in teuching that had been made 
of late years. Others expected to get linguists ready made. Many recruited all their entrants 
at fourteen; others, recruiti 
very few indeed under!5tood 
of entrants must be taken at eighteen 
encourage pupils to stay at school, and that training must bo .systematically continued after 
entry. Hardly any had a conception of tho higher uses of Modern Studies in business. Tho 
most enlightened and progressive firms were those that showed mo.st interest in education, and 
not least in thatbranoh with which AYG are concerned. Those which Avere most contemptuou.s of 
education Avere those who did not take tho pains to enquire what schooling thoir applicants had 
reeoiA’cd or Avhat tho schools had done for them. They often admitted Avhen pre.sscd that in tiio 
selection of candidates for emjdoyment no weight Avas gmn to any te.st in foreign languages; 
tho eases in Avhich. after engagement, any encouragement, whether by pecuniary rcAvards or by 
special alloAvance of time for study, Avas giA'cn to tho acquisition of languages useful in business 
were lamentably few; and such encouragement, Avhen offered, appeared to us entirely inadequate. 
Many even of those Avho gaA’o evidence before us seemed to prefer tho easiest course, that of 
grumbling atBritisli education, and employing the cheap labour of Oerman clerks and travellers. 
We cannot too strongly jn.sist on the necessity for tho .support of British men of busine.ss if any 
material improvement of the conditions is to be lioped fqr. In so far as the ]ircvailing indiffer- 
ence proceeds from ignorance, means can and should be taken .systematically to dispel that 
ignorance. We learnt Avith satisfaction of tho efforts made by Heads of Commercial Schools 
under the direction of tho London County Council to intcresi business firms in the Avork of 
thoir institutions, But similar Avork is needed all over the coi|ntry and for all kinds of schools. 
The TTniA’orsities are not too proud to get into touch "with busine.ss through thoir Appointnionts 
Boards; in like manner every school, every Board of Governors, every Local Authority, .should 
understand tlie im])ortnnc6 of business requirements and the necessity of busuiep confidence 
and support. Business is not the whole end of education, but it is one of its principal ends. 
On tlie other hand, if business men are not satisfied wulh the resiilt.s of oiir educational rysteni, 
it is tbeir duty and tbeir interest to see that it is improA'ed; and ibis they can only do Avlieii 
they have learnt what schools are doing, what they conld do, Avhat they cannot do, and Avliat 
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remains for directors of business to do for themselves. When the economic, the geographical, 
the social, and the political side of Modern Studies has been duly developed in the Universities, 
the public may learn that these matters also have a high business value. 

(ii) Momijuv STUDIUS THE INCREASE OE KNOWLEDGE. 

37. No country can ahoru lo rely on its domestic stores of hnowledge. The Avholo civilised 
Avorld is a cooperative manufactory of Icnowledge. In science, technical and pure, in history, 
antiquities, law, politics, economics, philosophy, new researches are constantly leading to new 
discoveries, new and fruitful ideas are giving new iminters to thought, new applications of old 
principles are being made, old stores are being rearranged, classified, and made available for 
new purposes. . u this work all the civilised countries of the world collaborate, and in no 
branch of knowledge, abstract or concrete, disinterested or applied to the uses of man, can the 
specialist neglers, the work of foreign student. To obtain access to these sources of knowledge 
some languages are more useful than others, but many have at least a limited utility. The 
knowledge cohtriouted by foreigners to the common store is useful to commerce and industry, 
but most of all it is needed in the Unive’’sities which have all learning for their province. In 
our circuit of the Universities we enquired whether the students in general could read foreign 
books; a reading knowledge of I’reiiuh appeared to be fairly widespread but seldom fully 
adequate for the purposes of study; knowledge of German was much rarer. One foreign language 
once well learnt, we believe that most persons of average ability can with encouragement and a 
little assistance learn a second language by themselves for reading purposes. But there must be a 
sufficient motive. The chief motive that is needed is that the young student .should believe that 
foreign languages are a valuable possession, and this he will only believe w'hen he has legrnt 
to use one freely for his pleasure and profit. 

38. For the acquisition of information not to be found in English books a reading knowledge 
is sufficient. But for the general widening of the bounds of knoudedge a speaking knowledge is 
also valuable to the ambitious student. Intercourse with foreign scholars, and visits to foreign 
Universities, are of great value; and therefore even the speaking knowledge should not bo 
underrated by those who have the increase of knowledge mainly in view. 

(iii) VALUE OF KNOWLEDGE CONCERNING FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND PEORLBS. 

39. The war has made this people conscious of its ignorance of foreign countries and their 
peoples. A democratic government requires an instructed people and for the first time this 
people is desirous of instruction. Such instruction cannot in the nature of things be universal; 
it must proceed from the more instructed to the more ignorant. It cannot be said that before 
the war knowledge of foreign countries and their jieoples was sufficient in ministers, politicians, 
journalists, civil servants. University professors, schoolmasters, men of business, or in any class 
of those whose function it is to instruct or guide the public. Further, those few who had 
important knowledge to impart found no well-informed and, interested public to take up and 
spread this information. Thus the masses and the classes alike were ignorant to the point of 
public danger. Ignorance of the mental attitude and aspirations of the Gorman people may not 
have been the cause of the war; it certainly prevented due preparation and hampered our enoits 
after the war had begun; it still darkens our counsels. Similar ignorance of hranee, greater 
ignorance of Italy, abysmal ignorance of Russia, have impeded the elfectivo prosecution of the 
war, and w’ill impede friendly and cooperative action after the war is oyer. need a higher 
level of instruction in those whose duty it is to enlighten us; we need a far greater public, 1^®““ 
informed and eager to understand; we need in all some interpenetration of knowledge and insight. 
The gradual dissipation of national ignorance is the greatest aim of Modern btudies. iliey can 
only work through the few to the many, through the many to the multitude. But neither the 
higher instruction of the few, nor the broader instruction of the many, nor the dissemination 
of sound views in the multitude, can be safely neglected in a domocratio country. In this nela 
Modern Studies are not a mere source of profit, not only a means of obtaining knowledge, nor an 
instrument of culture; they are a national necessity, 

40. For the acquisition of sound knowledge of any foreign country a speaking knowledge 
of the language is the first necessity. Hundreds ot thousand?- of British citissoiM tiayelloi in 
France before the war; but only a minimal percentage got any knowledge of the I'rewch people, 
because the others could not converse with the inhahitants in their own language. Of those who 
know the language only a fraction had the historical and literary knmvledge and the goneml 
enlightenment to make* the best use of foreign travel and residence. Hero also many je 
iustructeil in order that a few may make good. Speaking is indispensable for Pm-pose, In t 
reading is alao necessary. Much may be learnt about foreign countries -p 
uu,.,from woi'ks of lustorv uiid otlior stores of infoimation, Jjoi 

.S oJ worL: dealing will, their hielory in it. Jullesl «n;l wideet eenee, 
not less eomnlete relinhle, nnd exhaustive, timn the treatises that have been coaipile<l for Greece Zl W 'rhe'e^SnS Zy alone of mol. of these aa.1 of many other ??”»‘X:SiairS 
repay the nation that know how to encourago and reward such studies. If Mode, a Stupes ate 
bioadly eonoeiveil and duly honoured nud recompensed, the example of the Classios ehowa that 
the work will be done. 

lHuiM) 
B 2 
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(h’) VALUE OF MODERN STUDIES FOR TUB PDDLIO SERVICE. 

41. Wliat is said in paragraphs 39 and 40 applies directly to the imblic services. They 
woiild gain beyond appreciation by the widening and intensifying of Modern Studies. But each 
of the public services has its own needs. That Modern Studies are useful in the Eoreign Office and 
the Diplomatic Service is obvious to all. It is recognised in the Competition for these services, 
but only in so far that a high standard in French and German was required before the war. But 
more than a mere knowledge of two or more languages before entry is desirable. The systematic 
study of one or two countries, with their history, economics, &c., as well as their languages, 
would be an excellent preparation for a career in the Foreign Office and Diplomatic Seiwice; 
and if our suggestions (§§ 106-8) are adopted we may hope that courses for such study will 
be provided in all our principal tjniversities. For some years past the scheme of competition 
for Class I. of the B[ome Civil Seiwice has been used in a modified form for the Foreign Office 
and Diplomatic Service; and the new scheme now pioposed by the Treasury Committee for that 
Competition (§ 17) could be easily adapted to the needs of those services. We understand that 
the Foreign Office has exviressed its readiness to adopt the new scheme with suitable alterations 
if it is accepted for the Home Civil Service. There are other matters besides modern foreign 
languages and even besides the study of individual countries which are needed in the seiwices 
concerned with foreign affairs; among these are European History, Geography, Politics, Inter- 
national Law; and it is well that candidates should have a certain latitude of choice and some 
variety of training; but it is above all in our opinion desirable that in the Foreign Office, the 
Diplomatic Service, and the Consular Service, the acquisition of specialist and expert knowledge 
should be encouraged and stimulated after entry. It should therefore be a natural extension 
and development of studies systematically pursued in the course of the preparation and educa- 
tional training that leads up to the competition by which candidates are selected. Foreign 
Office clerks and Diplomats do not need to be princiiially and in the first place students; but a 
taste for study and a desire for the acquisition of knowledge should be a general result of the 
education encouraged by the comijetition. It ai>pears to us, further, that in the Foreign Office 
every foreign country should have its own expert capable of rapidly reading, digesting, selecting, 
summarising, and appraising information fium newspapers, books, treaties, and reports. One 
such ex])ert might serve for two or more of the minor countries, especially where, as in Scandi- 
navia, the languages are closely related. We have been given to understand that these 
conclusions have been independently reached by the Foreign Office, where during these critical 
times it has been found necessary to deal with the very intricate war problems of the moment 
under headings relating to groups of subjects rather ttian under headings relating to groups 
of nations as was formerly the practice. Had nothing been devised to counteract it, this might 
have tended to impair somewhat the expert study of particular countries as separate entities. 
To meet the difficulty, there have been set up both inside and outside the Foreign Office, but 
working in concert, departments which possess a knowledge of the languages needed and are 
engaged on intelligence work requiring an expert study of the particular countries. It may 
be hoped that these departments, or a combination of them, will continue in some form or other 
after peace is declared, and that they will be absorbed more closely into the organisation of the 
Foreign Office. Speaking generally, the Committee consider that for the Foreign Office, the 
Diplomatic Service, the Consular ^rvice, and the Egyptian Service, the mere acquisition of 
foreign languages, however important, should not be regarded as an end in itself; the languages 
should be studied and used as a means to all valuable knowledge concerning the several countries 
and as a key to the national psychology of each. 

42. For the Egyptian service we had the advantage of a very frank and weighty communi- 
cation from Lord Cromer, written only a few weeks before his death. He had no doubt “ that the 
conduct of public affairs in Egypt was constantly hampered by British ignorance of foreign 
languages “ especially of French.” His examples were very telling but cannot be quoted by us 
without indiscretion. Egypt is a polyglot country, where—^besides French—Arabic, Turkish, 
Greek, and Italian, are of high utility. Lord Cromer regretted the low level of instruction in 
young Britons, though it was compensated in his opinion by high qualities of character. But, 
although knowledge of foreign languages is no guarantee of character, he certainly would have 
seen no reason why character should be impaired by the study of modern tongues, and we think it 
desirable that in selecting officers for Egypt evidence oi capacity to learn languages should be 
taken into account. It is improbable that any candidate who has Ifearnt no language well before 
the age of twenty-two will afterwards acquire the languages he needs in Egypt. There are no 
doubt exceptions, but they must be rare. For a long time there was only one Briton who could 
be trusted by the Civil Service Commissioners to examine in Amharic, the language of Egypt’s 
neighbour, Abyssinia. The service of Egypt being self-contained, the utility of any language 
acquired by a public servant will continue to the end of his career, 

43. The Consular Service is now under consideration by the authorities concerned, with a 
view to reconstruction. Three different methods of recruitment are at present in force. The 
system of selection for the Levant Civil Service lays greater stress on languages than any other 
competition for the public service. The limits of age are eighteen to twenty-four, and the 
entrance examination is principally in languages, of which five are taken. After selection the 
probationers go to Cambridge where they learn two more of the following; Turkish, Arabic, 
Persian, Russian, The character and ability of the officers ore warmly siioken of by their official 
superiors. The comiretition is calculated to secure linguists, and the authorities who supervise 
their University training inform us that they have in fact high capacity for languages. 
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44. For the Genepl Consular Service the limits of age for the competition are twenty-two 
to Wenty-seven; the higher limit is adopted to suit candidates who have had commercial 
experience; but the yearc bot-wop^i tvventy-five and twenty-seven are too late for examina- 
tion, since most of the candidates must have long abandoned systematic study. Languages— 
two of the following: French, German, Spanish—may be offered, but the standard is not 
adequate. The system of promotion may make it necessary to appoint as Consul-General an 
officer who lias no knowledge of»the language of his district. We were told that great care is 
taken to secure that this defect should be supplied by those of his subordinates who belong to the 
regular service, though sometimes reliance has to be placed on the honorary Consuls. Tlie 
system of unpaid Consuls has been criticised on grounds with which we are not coucerned; but 
in view of the evidence before us, we must emphasise the importance of securing a high standard 
of qualification in those who enter this service as a profession, especially a high standard in 
modern languages. 

45. The Consular Service of the Far East is recruited by an examination suited to IFniver- 
sity candidates. French is the only obligatory subject, and the standard in that language is 
relatively low. Yet German as well as French must certainly have been useful in the Far-East 
under pre-war conditions. The candidates are allowed a Avide choice of subjects, but do not 
often attain any high degree of academic accomplishment. Judged by the test of examination 
their qualifications are very decidedly loAver than those of the Foreign Office clerks, the Attaches 
in the Diplomatic Service, and the Eastern cadets (§ 46). Moreover, those actually selected 
undergo no cour.se of special preparation in this country. Provision, is made for the systematic 
instruction and testing, -during their first two years abroad, of the Student Interpreters (as they 
are called) in Chinese, or Japanese, or Siamese; but it Avould be desirable to require by the 
entrance examination more evidence of capacity to learn languages, and also to give the selected 
officers some period of preliminary training in one of the three languages before they leave this 
country. The competent authorities declare that Avith the aid of foreign assistants the first stages 
of those languages can be most usefully got OA'er before going abroad. In the circumstances 
it is highly creditable to this class of Consular officers that, as Ave are informed, their i>ractical 
knowledge of the local language has been of the greatest assistance to them in the performance 
of their duties. 

46. The Colonial Service as a whole is irregularly recruited, and ho examination test is 
imposed except for the Civil Services of Ceylon, Hong Kong, and the Malay Peninsula. The 
entrants to these services—knoAvn as Eastern Cadets—are selected by the same comiietition as 
Class I. of the Home Civil Service, though these appointments come last in the preference of 
almost all the candidates, and therefore nuist on the Avhole be selected by those AVIIO are less able 
than those who obtain the higher places. It is possible under the existing scheme to be successful 
in this competition without any knoAvledge of any language, and Modern Studies luiA^e hitherto 
had little Aveight in the Competition as compared with other subjects. If the scheme put forward 
by the Treasury Committee for the Home CiA*il SerA'ice is adopted, Modern Studies Avill have full 
and equal recognition in the examination Avith all other main subjects of University study. 
Moreover, a strong incentive Avill be given to all candidates to acquire tAvo modern foreign 
languages for reading and translating purposes. In course of time these reforms should have a 
vejy favourable effect on Modern Studies in the universities and schools of the kingdom and on the 
knowledge of and interest in modern languages among civil servants in general. Another scheme 
has been put forward by the Royal Commission on the Indian Services by Avhich Indian Civil 
Servants Avould be chosen at school-leaving age instead of university-leaAnng age. In that 
scheme also Modern Studies are nut on a level Avith other school studies of principal rank, but 
the scheme has not been worked oiit in so much detail as the scheme of the Treasury Committee for 
Glass I., Avhich has been accepted in principle by the Colonial Office, and by the Foreign Office. 
Whatever scheme is adopted for the Indian Civil Service, it seems important that with a vieAv to 
the accurate acquisition of the Indian vernaculars a thorough knowledge of phonetics should 
form, part of the special training of the selected candidates. 

. 47. Modern languages are of considerable importance in all public offices Avhere treatises 
and discussions in foreign languages afford valuable knowledge of fact and principle. Such 
knoAvledge must he needed, for instance, in the Board of Education and the Board of Agriculture, 
though not of course by all the officials in those Departments. But the Board of Trade Avould 
.seem to require, e.si)ecially in its Commercial Intelligence Branch, more, and more various, know- 
ledge of foreign languages than any other Department in the kingdom. '1,’his De])artment 
is now in process of reorganisation and is to serve under the joint rule of the Foreign Office and 
the Board of Trade; before its reconstruction began it appears to have possessed a sufficient 
number of clerks competent to translate most of the chief commercial languages. For eight 
languages tAvo or more translators Avere available, and Gorman had no fewer than eight. In 
view of"the general neglect of Modern Studies in our educational system during past years, these 
numbers are creditable, but it is to be hoped that in the reorgani.sution of the Branch steps will be 
taken to secure that a goo(t proportion of the highej- staff can di.siiense Avith tramslators in at 
least tAvo foreign languages. On the Avhole the great Departments appear to be sorn'cAvliat 
indifferent to modern languages; an attitude Avhich they share, or shared till recently, Avith the 
great body of the nation. They need to a greater or less degree all, or tAvo. or one or other of the 
Three element.s—-speaking, reading, and writing—but reading is no doubt for them the most 
useful. 

48.- Passing from the Civil Deimrtments to the fighting Services, we gathered that in the 
Ravy the knowledge of modern languages is generally Aveak. Lord Cromer expressed special 
regret that Naval officers were not better equipped in this respect; they have, he said, frequently 
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to discharge diplomatic or semi-diplomatic functions, and made in his experience very good diplo- 
matists. Under the present system of education at Osborne and Dartmouth cadets learn one 
modern language, Drench or German; four hours are given weekly to the language in class; Wo 
are allotted for preparation. In view of the heavy work required in mathematics, science, and 
engineering, this allowance of time is as much as can he expected and should he sufficient to lay 
a good foundation. Commissioned officers, it should he explained, are encouraged hy rewards to 
qualify as Interpreters on a searching examination held hy the Civil Service Commissioners. 
Some succeed in passing this test in one or more languages hy private study without special leave; 
hut there is a scheme hy which twenty officers after jiassing a preliminary test are to he allowed 
to study abroad on full pay either for twelve or for six months. If on their return they qualify in 
the appropriate class, they receive a gratuity to cover extra expenses. Unfortunately the 
scarcity of naval officers during the years immediately preceding the war while the fleet was 
continually growing prevented the full number contemplated from receiving leave. Moreover, 
the ablest of the young officers are unable to spare time from the specialist duties which they take 
up. Nevertheless the number qualified as Interpreters in the languages of all the European 
countries possessing important naval strength was regarded as more than adequate for normal 
peace requirements. Anything beyond this can only he attained hy providing a surplus of 
officers who can he spared to study abroad; the development of the War Staff created during 
Mr. Churchiirs time as First Lord may help hy creating a specialist career equal in reputation 
to other specialist careers, and demanding among other things attention to modern languages. 
During the war, the deficiency in officers knowing Dutch and the Scandinavian languages has 
been overcome hy entering specially qualified officers from the Boyal Naval Volunteer Reseiwe. 

49. Owing to the urgent demands of the moment the evidence offered to the Committee as 
to the knowledge of modern languages now obtaining in the Army and as to the provision for 
the instruction of cadets was necessarily small in amount. Necessarily also it was .limited to 
the state of matters that prevailed before the outbreak of war, a limitation which will, of course, 
find its refiexion in what w'e ourselves have to say. Professional soldiers all the world over are 
expected to avail themselves of the experience embodied in the literature of other armies. More- 
over*, under normal conditions British officers are probably called on to give more service abroad 
than the officers of any other nation. In these circumstances it might reasonably be supposed 
that a general acquaintance with foreign tongues and an intelligent interest in foreign countries 
would be widespread among holders of the King’s commission. Our witnesses, however, 
informed us that in this respect the irosition was much less satisfactory than the Army Council 

■could wish; even in the Staff College it would appear that officers, selected though they are for 
their special aptitude and ability, have to depend too much on translations in their study of the 
history and the theory of their profession, and this in spite of the fact that the literature most 
usefiil is French or German. The explanation must lie in the intellectual training through 
which the large majority of our officers have passed. The military authorities throw the 
responsibility upon the schools, but this defence does not cover the" whole of the case, for it does 
not affect those educational arrangements w'hich are under the direct control of the War Office. 
No instruction in languages is given at the Staff College; but, at the entrance examination, 
German or French or Russian or Hindustani is obligatory and an optional paper can be taken 
in any one of these four or of eight other languages. The possibility of requiring a reading 
knowledge (not of course a speaking knowledge) of French and German as a sine qua non of 
admission deserves to be considered. In the competition for the Royal Military College 
(Sandhurst) and the Royal Military Academy (Woolwich) one modern language must be taken 
and a second may be offered, while after entry Wo hours a week are allotted to instruction in 
French or in German. The scarcity of qualified candidates for Sandhurst—a scarcity due to 
social and economic causes, any discussion of which would carry us far beyond our terms of 
reference—^lias depressed to a miserable level the pass standard in French, the language usually 
selected. The position at Woolwich is naturally better, owing to the keener competition for 
])osts in the Engineers and in the Artillery, but even there the quality of the work cannot be 
described as high, the main stress being laid upon excellence in Mathematics. If regard be had 
to the actual attainments of the entrants, the amount of instruction provided for them as cadets 
is certainly not adequate to secure the object in view. Yet our witnesses were emphatic as to the 
imjmssibility of encroaching further upon the time that has to be devoted to the more strictly 
professional subjects; the taking up of a fresh language after entrance Avas strongly deprecated, 
and it Avas admitted that the system of determining seniority by the number of marks gained 
upon exit was calculated to encourage concentration and to deter a candidate Avho was Avell 
grounded in French from endeavouring to improve his knoAvledge of German. On the braad 
question of policy it is scarcely for us to combat the Aveight of military opinion. But we arc 
entitled to say that the hours at present available are not ahvays employed to the best advantage. 
At Sandhurst, in particular, the classes in French were very large and not well graded, and 
Aiutil very recently the status of the instructors was unsatisfactory. German fared somewhat 
better, since the numl)er taking this language was smaller and more attention could be given to 
individual pupils. That things were not .so bad at WoolAvich must be in no small measure due 
to the sui>erior mental calibre of the cadets who {itteiul the Academy. It is clear that as soon 
as i)eace is restored the Avhole situation should receive the earnest attention of those more immedi- 
ately responsible. 

50. Uj) to this point Ave have been thinking mainly of the desirability of haA'ing in the 
Army a comsiderablo number of officers AA'IIO have a moderate knowledge of the most common 

’ European tongues. But there is room also for a certain proportion of highly qualified specialists. 
The machinery for obtaining them is similar to that which exists in the Navy. The Army has 
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its own system of examination for Interpreters, and between 1904 and 1918 candidates presented 
themselves to the Civil Service Commissioners in no fewer than twenty-two dift’erent languages. 
Tlie number of officers thus coming forward Avas actually considerable, although it Avas but a 
small percentage of the total number admissible. The standard of the ekamination for 
First-Class Interpreters is high, though probably higher in the most pop\ilar languages 
such as French and German.than in those Avhich are more seldom offered. In actual 
Avar many Interpreters Avere lost in service Avith the first Expeditionary Force; others could not bo 
.spared from their military duties. Interpreters and liaison officers Avere supplied in other Avays. 
We understand that the IcnoAvledge of Itussian possessed by officers of the British and of the 
Indian Army has been most useful. 

51. The needs of the tAvo services are somewhat different. The first need for the jN'avy is 
speech, though an officer ranking as an Interpreter should also be able to Avrite a letter, and in 
future naval officers may have something to learn from foreign works on the technicalities of 
naval operations and equipment, for instance, in the submarine, mining, and air departments. 
The military officer, though not qualified for the duties of an interpreter or of a liaison officer, 
may benefit by reading works in certain foreign languages on military history and military 
science. It is possible that it might be worth while to encourage officers to qualify in the reading 
and translating hnowledge of French, German, and perhaps of one or two other languages. In 
general both the Navy and the Army (like the civil population) need a number of good linguists 
in excess of the actual number employed as Interpreters, in order that a sufficiency may be forth- 
coming without calling on those who are required for other purposes. In the Navy and in the 
Army, as also in the cml population, it is desirable that a large proportion .should be AVCU 
grounded in at least one language during boyhood or adolescence, the additional supply of good 
linguists being secured by the encouragement of subsequent study. 

52. From this review of the needs of the public seiwices and the commercial Avorld there 
.seems to emerge one general pioint to Avhich Ave attach the highest ini])ortance. It Avas frequently 
given in evidence that, whether in the piiblic service or in commercial life, promotion must 
necessarily depend, not on a knowledge of modern languages which, howeA^er important and 
useful it may be, is necessarily secondary, but on professional and business aptitude. Ihe ciA'il 
servant, the officer in the Army or the N.yy, or the employee in a house of business, clearly 
cannot claim or expect advancement simply because he has an exceptional knoAvledge of 
languages. On the other hand, we are convinced that in all these services there is a serious loss 
OAving to the low standard of. modern languages now prevailing. There appears to be one 
remedy, and only one for this state of things. It is essential that a thoiough grounding in one 
modern language at least shoAild be given at school, and that real importance should be assigned 
to this in any examination which admits to the projEessions. That is to say, it is at an early age 
that the essential work must be done on Avhich later studies can be based. The present defects 
though they cannot be remedied without the close co-operation of the professions themselves, are 
the necessary result of the unsatisfactory position which modern languages have held in schools. 
This is a point to which we shall have to refer at greater length in later portions of the Eeport. 

(v) VALUE OF MOBEUX STUUIE.S A.S A :MEAXS TO GEXETIAL EUUOATTOX AND CULTUUR. 

53. We have devoted four sub-sections to the practical ends of Modern Studies, and Ave OAve 
no apology for putting practical ends first. KnoAvledge and training have a clear A'alue in the 
struggl(5 for existence; and iu order to live well it is first of all necessary to live. Piacticol 
education is* the only fou.udation on AV'hich idealistic achioA’emenls can be raised; to neglect the 
practical ends of education is foolishness; but to recognise no other is to .legrade humanity. 
Moreover, it is to ignore a most poAverful motive. Art, poetry, the drama, history, pliilosopliy, 
may liaA’e no ‘ surAUAml value ’; but men Avill AA’ork for the joy of comprehension, for the joy in 
beauty, for the joy of creative construction, as they AA'ill not Avork for loss inspiring ends. The 
desire to live Avell is a most potent force; and it lias done and Avill still do as much to modify 
the aims of men as the struggle for existence. Culture and civilisation are by-produci.s ox 
life; but like some other by-products they may yield a greater return than the parent industry. 
What gives dignity and splendour to life may be more precious than the life itself. 

54. Thus will bo seen Avhat we conceive to be the relation between the practical and the 
idealistic aims of education. The practical aim of education is to enable men to live as indi- 
viduals and as citizens. The idealistic aim of education is fo enable men to live bettor. U e 
arc not here coiicoriicd Avith the moral side of education; that is a separate and all-impoitant 
province. All study lias some moral value; Modern Studies are the study of man in all Jus 
higlier activities, and thus may have a .special moral value ; but AVO need say no more of that. 
We are, and must be, concerned Avith Modern Studios as' aii instrument of culture; and by 
culture Avc mean that training Avliich tends to dei'clop the higher faculties, the imagination, 
the sense of beauty, and the intellectual comprehension. Clearer vision, mental harmony, a 
iust sense of proportion, higher illumination—these are the gifts that cultui-e ought to bring, 
it cannot bring them to all; in their fullness they can be pos.sessed by feiv; but in some measure 
they may be shared by all wlio desire them. 

55. It is in the possession of such an idealistic aim that the strength of 01a.^icnl studies 
lies The life and thought of Greece and Borne Averc revealed to the men of the Epaissance. 
They said, and rightly said: “This life was bettor than ours; these thoughts are higher than 
ours; let us see what AVC can learn from Greece and Eome.” They studied; and modern civili- 
sation, modern culture, spring directly from their studies. What began as an inspiration 
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became a system. Scliools sprang up in wliicli Greek and Latin were taught, at first consciously 
as a means to liiglier illumination, afterwards, perhaps too often, as an end in themselves. 
But, in spite of all luiman imperfections of men and methods, the old ideal jievor died o\it. It 
still inspires the best’of our teachers, the best of our students. A Classical education does not 
mean Latin and Greek. It means scholarship with its passion-for accuracy, discipline of taste, 
training in form and order j but it means more than that. It means intimate study of all that 
is best in what has come down to us from the greatest minds of two great races; but it means 
more than that. It aims at an imaginative comprehension of the whole life of two historic 
peoples, in their art, their law, their politics, their institutionsj and their larger economics, 
and also in their creative work of poetry, history, and philosophy. Such aspirations rdise the 
whole level of study in school and University. There are dreary stages unrefreshed by any 
distant prospect. But the best teachei-s do not lose sight of the whole meaning of Classical 
learning and culture even while they are grinding the gerunds. The best pupils early begin 
to catch the inspiration; before they leave school they are on the way to become scholars and 
to construct their own scheme of humane knowledge. They pa.ss to the University fit to make 
full use of all its opportuifitics. Among them are afterwards found some of the best historians, 
the best critics, the best professors of English literature, and, above all, men in every walk of 
life with the widest outlook, the most balanced judgement, the finest taste. The best product 
of a Classical education is very good, and all that is best therein comes from the high ideal. 

56. Modern Studies need a like ideal. It will not suffice to base the claims of Modern 
Studies solely on the practical needs of individuals or even of the nation. We need an ideal 
such as inspires the highest 'Classical studios. The best work will never be done with an eye 
to material profit. We must frame o\ir ideal so that it can be comsistently pursued through the 
whole course of .school and University life, and even beyond. The first object in schools 
must be to lay the foundation of .scholarship and skilled facility of expression and comprehen- 
sion. The ‘‘ more or less,'’ the’*' there or thereabouts,” is not good enough in language, or in 
any other instrument of culture or information; the standard of accuracy and of form cannot 
be too high. Early we should also aspire to make some of the boys and girls understand that 
foreign languages are not learnt as an end in themselves, but as a means to the comprehension 
of foreign peoples, whose history is full of fascinating adventure, who have said and felt and 
seen and made things worthy of our comprehension, who are now alive and engaged in like travail 
with ourselves, who see things differently from ourselves and therefore can the better help us 
to understand what is the whole of truth. Before the boys and girls leave school, by history and 
literature and other helps to instruction they should be convinced that the study of foreign 
peoples is an attractive pursuit and that it cannot be carried far witho\it an intimate knowledge 
of their languages. Then we shall have as entrants to our Universities men and women who are 
fit to range, without direct assistance, the whole learning and literature of the languages they 
elect to follow, and require from their professors only the higher aid. Some of these at their 
graduation .should be finished scholars, ready to become masters and experts in all that appertains 
to the countries and the peoples that they choose for study. All this can be done for Greece and 
Rome; why not for France and Germany, for Italy and Spain P 

67. Even at school this high ideal should come into clear view as a definite aspiration to 
create enthusiasm and stimulate ambition. But school instruction in languages will always be 
impoverished and jejune, unless those aspirations and ambitions are in some measure fulfilled at 
the Universities by examples of high scholarship and many-sided illumination, which may uplift 
the minds of students who afterwards become teachers. Philology, the study of words as words 
and of language .for its own sake, is a worthy branch of learning, but Modern Studies at the 
Universities should mean much more than philology. The study and practice* of the use of 
language as a fine art is an admirable school of thought and taste. The study of literature, 
critical, aesthetic, or scientific, should not fail to develop imaginative S5unpathy, and it is one of 
the principal avenues to the knowledge of a foreign people. But the study^ of words as words, of 
language as language, of books as books, and of the art of language for its own sake, even all 
together, form too limited an. objective for Modern Studies at the University. Those studies 
should be in the widest sense historical, and embrace a comprehensive view of all the larger 
manifestations of the past and present life of the peoples selected for study. Many, perhaps 
all, of the students must specialise to .some degree, but all should know enough of the whole to 
see its relation to their speciality, and the combined activities of the Modern Honours School 
should neglect np part of illuminating knowdedge. So regarded, and only when so regarded. 
Modern Studies may become a means of complete culture and enlightenment. The higher learn- 
ing of the Universilies is needed in order that the schools may be penetrated by the right .spirit, 
and that those who are occupied with every preparatory stage, however humble, may have in 
mind the highest possibilities of their work. To those highest ends but few can approach, but the 
higher they are set the greater benefit to all. 

58. It is often questioned, without due ground of experience, whether Modern Studies 
can afford an education equivalent to the best classical education. To these qriestionings it 
may bo replied that the experimeirt has not yet been tried. The di.sciplino obviously cannot 
be identical, but it may nevertheless be equivalent; and the equivalence cannot be denied by 
the wise until the experiment has had a full trial with all favourable conditions throughout at 
least a whole generation. It must be tried, since Modern Studies are needed for the enlighten- 
ment of the nation no le.ss than for practical purposes. If Modern Studies are needed for 
instruction, they must be used for education; and the cultural side of education is at least as 
important as the practical. If the experiment is to have a full, fair, and free trial, Modern 
Studies must not be regarded as the refuge of mediocrity; they must have an ample proportion 
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of the bent brains. There should be no jealousy, but- u healthy eniulatiou between Classical 
aiuTModern Studies. That jealousy exists on both sides it would be futile to deny; but the 
jealousy comes largely because the provision of opportamitics and encouragement is not adequate 
both for Modern, and for Classical Studies. We do not suggest that ])resent opportunities and 
encouragement for Classics are -excessive; hut w'e s^ibmit that similar opportunities and en- 
couragement would not be exce,ssive for !^^odcrn Studies. 

59. In this connexion we must not omit to notice those disinlerested studie.s of Modern 
Languages which are carried on by a considernblo number of adults in evening classes provided 
by public authorities, by the Workers’ Educational As.sociation, and by other Iwdies. We are 
satisfied that many of tlie.se students acquire foreign languages not with any hoiK> of material 
advantage.s, but as a mean.s of enlarging Iheij- sphere of interest and widening their outlwk. 
That is true to some extent not only of modern languages such as Erenchj German and Italian, 
but also of Latin and Greek. This cla.ss of students deserves, in our opinion, all possible 
encouragement, and they must be borne in mind in any .systematic effort that may be made to 
inciea.se and improve opi>ortunities for ^lodern Studies. 

(vi) ATTITUDK OF TUB PIUIBTC TO MODEHN STUDIES. 

GO. The need of wider and more perfect knowledge of modern foreign languages has, we 
conceive, been completely established by the evidence that we have received from men of busi- 
ness and administrators. The worthy ambitions, the disappointments, tlie difficulties of teachers 
of Modern Languages have been amply disclosed by the evidence of the Modern Langimge 
Association, by the testimony of schoolmasters and schoolmistresses given individually or on 
behalf of their .societies, and by the weighty letter .submitted to us by thirty-one professors and 
lecturers in Modern Languages of the various TJniversitie.s and Colleges of the United Kingdom. 
In this last document we welcome e.specially the unanimous prnno\incement that instruction 
should be provided by the Universities and Colleges not merely in the languages and litera- 
ture . . . but also in the hi.story in broad outline, the customs and institutions, and the 
social conditions of the foreign peoples concerned.” In the ‘Csooial conditions” economics 
may be included by implication; but they deserve and require separate and specific emphasis. 
We agree that “ this broader conception of the .study of modern languages would be more worthy 
of University traditions than the present standard; it would not only make it possible to meet 
the requirements of intending teachers of modern languages, but would also enable our Univer- 
sities to prepare adequately students destined for commerce, journalism, and the iniblio 
services.” We believe that the war has aroused more than, a fleeting interest in !^foderh 
Studies. This interest has been .shown by the foundation, accomplished or contemplated, of 
chairs in modern languages, by attendance at evening classes in languages hitherto neglected, 
by experiments in the teaching of Spanish and Russian in schools, by the tone of the publio 
Press, and by many other indications too numerous to be set down. During our visits to 
Universities we were glad to find sympathy,*good-will, and hope in all the authorities ndiom 
we took into consultation. AVe consider it to be part of our duty to encourage and perpetuate 
so far as we may this interest in a most important means of national education, instruction, and 
equipment for the struggle for life and better life which will begin when the war is ended. 

6.1. Tile conviction which we held when we began our sittings lias been deepened and 
intensified as our enquiries proceeded; and we shall not be satisfied unless we have done sonie- 
tliing to dispel the indifference and apathy of the general public which have been the main cause 
of British .shortcomings in the past. That indifference and apathy has been perhaps most 
conspicuous in the world of business; it is part of the general disregard of education which was 
not unnatural in the prosperous pa.st when self-satisfaction and self-complacency had some 
apparent justification. In the dark and difficult future improved education will be the main hope 
of bu.sincss and the chief guarantee of industrial and commercial recovery. But the lack of 
interest has not been confined to business men; it has been .shared by politicians, by adminis- 
Irators, by journalists, and by almost all of those whose function it i.s to instruct the public. 
AVe need not wonder that it has been .shared hy the great majority of the wording classes, among 
whom also we now observe some change of spirit. The greater the share that the workers may 
obtain in the national income, the greater their interest in increasing that income; and a principal 
means of increasing the national income is by improving all those natural capacities which at 
present are wasted for want of training. But the desire for material .advantage is not the only 
motive on which we rely; more potent perhaps, more hopeful certainly, is the desire for enlighten- 
ment and personal cultivation which we believe to be growing among those who.se educational 
privileges have hitherto been limited. ■ ■ . 

(vii) vSuMMATlY OF THE N.ITIOX.VT, NEED.S, 

02. The natioiml needs which call for .satisfaction by the development of Modorii Studies 
may lie .summed up and classified." .For the public service and for busines.s—and we must once 
more emphasise the national concern in the prosperity of private business—wo need clerks, 
li-avollei-s, foreign agents, directors and managers of firms, and admini.strators, each group 
possessing according to its functions adequate, knowledge of foreign languages, foreign countries, 
and foreign peoples. To produce these we need improved instruction; and improved instruction is 
only possible by the provision of more highly competent teachers for secondary schools, evening 
.schools,’ and day continuation .schools. For the impiovement of teaching in school,s 
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w« need an improvement in the Universities. But the function of Universities 
is not alone the training of teachers hut also the increase and systematisation of 
knowledge. The Universities should train up for the service of the nation an aWndant 
supply of men and women capable of acquiring, digesting, arranging, and imparting the vast 
amount of knowledge concerning foreign countries which can be obtained by study, and travel, 
and personal intercourse. This knowledge comprises not only philology and imaginative 
literature, which have lield too exclusive a monopoly in the past, but also history, economics, 
sociology, politics, art, technology, and philosophy. And finally we need an enlightened public, 
desirous of general and of expert knowledge, capable of using and valuing the work of those 
who are masters in the several provinces of learning. Having thus defined in a comprehensive 
manner, but without extravagance, the national needs wliich may be served by Mo<leni Studies, 
we may proceed to consider first the relative imiwrtance of the main languages and groups of 
languages, and secondly tlie various means of instruction which exist and can be improved, 
or which have still to be provided. 

U.—RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OE THE SEVERAL LANGUAGES. 

(i) NO.VEUJIOPBAN LANGUAGBS. 

v''3. This country, above all others, should be the home of learning for all the chief and 
almost all the minor nomEuropean languages. Chinese, Japanese, Turkish, Arabic, Persian, 
the languages of India, the Malay group, Haussa, and Swahili, are only a few of the tongues 
for which we have greater or less need for commercial and administrative purposes. School 
teaching in non-European languages is not necessary, and is probably impracticable; the study 
of such languages will as a rule be confined to adults. There is no reason to doubt the capacity 
of the country to supply able students in sufficient numbers. It will be a great advantage to 
such students if their school study of languages has been successful, if they have learnt how to 
acquire a language and know that it can be done; on the other hand, any original bent they may 
have had in that direction is not likely to .survive long years of futile effort spread over two or 
three languages. Incentive is further needed; the due appreciation, among the directors of 
business, of language and of the knowledge that comes by lan^age; the due appreciation of 
Mholars and scholarship by Government. Opportunity is also needed—the opportunity to get over 
initial difficulties before leaving this country. Our witnesses, while frequently urging that sucli 
languages can only be thoroughly and usefully studied abroad, with few exceptions admit that 
there is great value in acquiring the rudiments before going out. English teachers are better 
able to explain to students the general principles of new^ types of langtiages than any teachers 
that are likely to be found in the foreign country. The foreign teacher is often quite ignorant 
of the principles that underlie the practice of his own tongue, and modes of expression appear 
natural to him which are difficult of comprehension by a European. Moreover, a thorough 
training in phonetics cannot fail to supply a useful discipline of ear and organs of speech and 
to assist in developing the necessary powers of delicate observation. Even the tones of Chinese 
and cognate languages and of some of the African languages can be approached by methodic, 
and scientific initiation. If it is possible to supply eveiy professor of such foreign languages 
with one or naore indigenous assistants, the initial difficulties can be mastered before the pupil 
need leave this country, and progress abroad will be far more rapid. 

64. But this section of our task has been made easier by the Report of the Treasury 
Committee appointed to consider the organisation of Oriental studies in Loudon. This Report 
(Cd. 4660-1) was published in 1909, and the London School of Oriental Studies has already 
been established. The Report goes very thoroughly into the relevant facts concerning the 
several languages, and contrasts in a striking manner the facilities hitherto available in such 
countries as Erance and Germany with those provided in this kingdom before the new school 
was set up.* As time proceeds, the demands of that school must become indefinitely great. We 
need not again go over ground so recently surveyed; but we must recommend that the Govern- 
ment should give the school their continuous and liberal support, and build up on an adequate 
footing new departments as opportunity offers. At the same time, where active schools of 
certain Oriental languages exist, as at Cambridge and Oxford, they should not IK' 
allowed to suffer by diversion of their resources to the new School. Rather it may be found 
useful to set up in some of the great commercial cities provincial schools for some of the 
languages which have value for the commerce of the district. One hundred or even two hundred 
thousand pounds a year would not be an excessive estimate of expenditure, which, if wisely 
applied, would return a far greater national profit. It cannot be too often repeated that in 
such matters the nation is one economic unit, and profits in every ]>art (not least in the 
Exchequer) by each new and successful enterprise and by the extended development of foreign 
commerce. Such new sources of wealth are certainly rendered move accessible by better know- 
ledge of foreign languages. Among these the Oriental languages have high importance not 
only for trade but for administration, and it must not be thought that we are in any degree 
blind to that importance because we do not hold it necessary to repeat any part of investigations 
.HO recently completed. We may, however, imint out that scientific research into little known 
languages should not be neglected. Many of these languages have been studied only by un- 
trained observers, and philological or phonetic research by revealing unsuspected features in 
such tongues may greatly assist their correct interpretation. There is in this country, wo 

• We are told that an active propaganda haa been carried on by the Germana in India, oontraating what they 
have done for the atudy of Indian languages and Indian learning with whal our own countrymen and our own 
Government have done. 
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believe, only one Laboratory for Phonetic Research, that of University College, Loudon 
University. Other countries have thought it worth while to cleveloj) this field of enquiry, which 
is very promising, and should not be neglected by the greatest of Oriental and African Powers. 

'(ii) TJIK OJIIEF EUKOPKAX LANGUAGKS. 

66. The impoiiance of any language may be judged by the siguificunce of its i>eople in 
the development of modern civilisation, by the intrinsic value of its literature, by its contri- 
bution to the valid learning of our times, and by its practical use in commercial and other 
national intercourse. French is by far the most important language in the history of modern 
civilisation. France M'US ahead of Italy in the medieval revival of learning. The University 
of Paris was the chief source of light to Europe from the days of Abelard for three hundred 
year’s. Italy took the lead in that later revival which is known as the Renaissance, and when 
she fell a victim to the discordant political ambitions of foreign powers, of the Papacy, and of 
her own princelings, it was France who with her help carried on the great tradition. 
The continued pi'ogi’ess of France was never arrested by civil discord, by unlimited 
autocracy, or even by the convulsive crisis of her great Revolution. For three hundred 
years France was the acknowledged leader of Euroim in the arts, the sciences, and the 
fashions. In literature alone among the arts has she an equal or a superior in England. 
In the actual bulk and volume of her scientific work France may, during the last half century, 
have fallen behind Germany, but by vivifying and pregnant ideas she has made the whole world 
her debtor, and in the lucidity and logical consistency of her interpretation of life she has no 
rival. We are her debtors almvc all other peoples, for England was during four centuries the 
pupil, and afterwards the enemy and rival, but always in some degree under the influence of 
France. Even for practical purposes the great majority of our witnesses give French the first 
place. Not only is F'rench the language of diplomatic intercourse, but in countries where 
English has not established itself French is found most commonly useful as an intermediary 
between any two persons of different nationality. Physical propinquity also gives French a 
.special value for Englishmen; and recent calamities confronted and endured together .should 
create an eternal bond of sympathy between the tw’o nations. Fundamental diversity of char- 
acter and temperament render mutual comprehension difficult, but once established it should 
serve to correct some of our national defects. In mere matter of language, as in other things, 
the two nations seem destined to .serve as complementary one to the other. Our careless articu- 
lation may be corrected by the precise and studied utterance of the French; our modes of written' 
expression might gain much fi-om study of the perspicuous phrasing, logical construction, and 
harmonious proportions of their prose. From every point of view Fi’ench is, for us above all, 
the most important of living tongues; it has, and it should retain, the first place in our schools 
and Universities. 

66. Before the war German was perhaps the fii’st language from the point of view of 
iufomation. Its preeminence was attained somewhat rapidly—in the course of the nineteenth 
century, and especially in the last forty years. In Philossophy and in those sciences and quasi- 
sciences in which new knowledge is constantly acquii-ed and general conceptions \mdergo frequent 
modifications, no student who wished to keep abreast of the times tjould afford to ignore German 
publications. This po.sition was .strengthened by the industry and competence of German 
translators. Important works of learning and literature, produced in languages not generally 
known, such as Dutch and Russiaii, were often accessible only in German translations. The 
German supremacy was skilfully fostered by the admirably organised German Ijook trade, and 
extended not only to the natural sciences, but to the whole field of .philology and antiquities 
and to a large part of history. Fi'om the practical point of view German was second in value 
to French alone, and on the strictly commei-cial side probably equal, or even superior to it, 
owing to the wide extension of German activity and the general use of German in the business 
of Russia and the Balkan Peninsul.i. Thus far there is no i^oom for difference of opinion. The 
further questions that naturally ari.se—as to the real measure of civilisation’s debt to Germany 
and the comparative value of her literature we do not propose to discuss. The time i.s hardly 
propitious for their dispassionate consideration. No doubt as a factor of the first magnitude in 
shaping the destiny of Eurepe during the last hundred years, Germany must retain a permanent 
and compelling interest to the historical student, though the estimate of the causes which have 
raised her to that position may undergo changes in the opinion of succeeding genemtions. And 
on this also there w'ill be general agreement. After the war the im]iortance of German inust 
corre.spond with the importance of Germany. If Germany after the war is still enterprising, 
industrious, highly organised, formidable no less in trade than in arms, we cannot afford to 
neglect her or ignore her for a moment; we cannot leave any of her activities unstudied. The 
knowledge of Germany by specialists will not suffice; it must be widespread throughout the 
people. A democracy cannot afford to be ignorant. We may indicate one point in particular, 
which is likely to be of importance at the end of the war. It will in any (uise bo impossible to 
oust the use of Geman in commerce, even for our own purjioses at home, apart from any question 
of competition in neutral countries. The mere settlement of pre-war accounts with Germany will 
bo. a long and difficult matter. If we are not ourselves able to siqiply men who hpe sufficient 
knowledge of German to conduct the necessary correspondence, strong incentive will Im offered 
to revert to the old pi'uctice of emidoying qualified German clerks for the purpose. ^ This is only 
one of many considerations which lead us to the conclusion that it is of essential important to 
the nation that the study of the German language should be not only maintained but extended. 
Unfortunately the problem may not prove to be so simple as it seems. Is it certain that after 
the war public opinion will at once be ready to give an improved position to German in schools r 
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Yet wisdom iiud prudence deuuiiul that its position should be improved ±or duriiiy the early part 
of this century the study of German was not going forward but backward.* 

C7. Apart from those political and national considerations which may demand a preference 
for German, we should be inclined to say that the place given to German in schools and Univer- 
sities, though inadequate before the war, was still unduly ^superior to tJiat allowed to Italian, 
Spanish, and Eussian. Of the four languages, Spanish has perhaps the greatest commercial 
importance, owing to the si/e and growing wealth of the. Spanish-speaking communities of 
Central and Southern America. We have had conclusive evidence of the damage suhered by 
British trade in America through British ignorance of Spanish. We are told that the LatJis 
races of America are unwilling to learn English or any other foreign language, 'i’he citiKous 
of the United States, although themselves not much inclined to study foreign languages, have 
not only been aleif; to sese a likely advantage here, but have displayed, no less than the Germans, 
an intelligent antici])ation of a possible renaissance of vSpain herself. We learn that the s\ipply 
in North America of text-books and hand-books for the study of Spanish is far superior to our 
own. Spain has a striking and romantic history and a tine literature. But Italy stands first 
among the four countries as one of the pillars of European civilisation. With her often dimmed 
but never broken tradition of ancient Home and her never-failing power of rejuvenation, she has 
been an all-pervasive influence fonthe dissemination of classical learning, letters, music, arts, and 
humane accomi)lishmcnts, throughout the countries of Europe. To the guardianship of the 
remains of ancient civilisation, she has always, even in the days of utter political disruption, 
added her share in tlie advancement of ideas in physical science, medicine, law, and 
engineering; and, since she recovered her political unity, she has produced .some of the foremost 
poets and thinkers of the age, and has worthily uijheld the heritage of Leonardo, A'ico, Galileo, 
and Volta. It was largely through our neglect of hm industrial development, which promises to 
place her in the forefront of Europe, especially in engineering and electro-technics, that 
she lias been at the mercy of German peaceful'penetration, carried almost to the point of 
conquest. Of llussia and Eussian the national ignorance was almost complete, though in the last 
ten years before tb.e. Avar some interest had been awakened. Here there were great opportunitie.s 
for industrial enterprise, but Ave left the country too much to the Germans. The future of Eussia 
is even more uncertain than that of Germany, but unless the worst should happen Eussia should 
offer a great opening which can only be used by a nation Avhich has sUidied, as Avell as the 
language of Eussia, her social anatomy, the character of her people, her geography, and her 
economic conditions and capacities. Eussian is a ditticult language, though the evidence AVP 

haA'e heard leads us to believe that its difficulties arc often exaggerated. The need of grainmar.s 
and other aids to study is being gradually supplied; but a satisfactory dictionary is not yel 
available. Though Eussian literature of late years has attracted great interest and exercised 
some intluence, Ave .shall probably be right in conceding to it little educational value; nor i.s 
Eussian history a subject to be recommended for study in schools. At present it aiipears a.s 
amorphous, obscure, unaccented, and uninspiring. Perhaps Avhen it has been Avorked tq) for 
use .some of. these features may, turn out to be superficial; they may rub off in the handling, and 
the true structure and contours may come to light. Such Avork is Avork for the Universities; 
until it has been accomplished, .schoolmasters cannot be expected to make much of it. Einally, 
each and all of these countries make contributions to knoAvledge. Tudged by this last criterion, 
Germany and ’Prance stand fir.st, Italy third, and Eussia and Spain last, 

68. Wo conclude that, after Prance, all these four countries—Germany, Italy, Spain, and 
Eussia—deserve a first-class place in the Modern Studies of our Univensities. When the political 
situation is more settled the relative values of the four Avill be more certain, but it is not 
likely that any one of them can drop out of the first rank. We hope that for each by 
degrees, first here and then there, an adequate staff Avill be established and endoAved, but 
not, Ave truvst, Avitli undue precipitation. It is better to wait than to saddle Universities Avitli 
incompetent professors. We Avould specially draw attention to the imiiortaiice of adequate and 
systematic .study of the economics of the principal countries of the Avorld. The London 
(School of '.Economics should be a centre for the detailed and comprehensive study of the 
products, the industry, the trade, the economic conditions and capacities, not only of the 
chief 35uropean countries but also of North and South Ameriini, Asia, and Africa. In 
schools Avhere a seiiond language is taken, Ave see no reason AA-hy any one or all of the four 
languages should not bo on the list of oiitional languages, provided resources are available 
and good teachers are forthcoming. Sonie' schools may be able to introduce their older 
pupils to one or other of them as a tbird language for reading ]nirjK)ses; in order that a fully 
compreliensiA'e Honours Cour.se sbould be carried out by the means of any language, it is neces- 
sary that a certain conqilement of students should reach the University having received at 
.scliwil an adequate gi-ounding in that language. But University progress need not he arrested 
until the schools have develojied their teaching. Arabic and Persian are commonly begun at the 
Universities, and Avith the aid of an indigenous assistant there is no reosou Avhy any language 
should not bo begun at the University. It is pre.sumed that most, if not all, of the laugiiuges 
taught at the London School of Oriental Studies are begun there Ayithout proA’ious preparation. 

(iii) OTHER EUROPEAN LANGUAGES. 

69. After the five great European languages--I'Touch, Gorman, Italian, Spanish, and 
Bussiau-—come a number of other and less important tongues. These can hardly have any place 

• Thi* Wtt* pArtly if not entirely due to the competition of Latin. In many Hoboola the option for a second 
language waa between German and Latin. liatin was reijuired by the Univorsitics, and also for entrance exuminutiou 
to certain professions. 'L’bns those pupils who studied a second language showed an increasing preference for Latin, 
which was perhaps also rocommeuded by certain other real or supposM advantages. 
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ill our scliools, uor can it be expected that they should bold a priucipal place in our Universities, 
tliougli here uiul there, iu London or in some centre having close relations with a particular 
country, one or other of them may deserve a Chair. Portuguese is the most important, partly 
because of our ancient political and commercial relations with Portugal, partly because of the 
present achievements and future prospects of enterprise in Brazil, and to some extent because of 
iJie Portuguese colonies in Africa. Accordingly, we learn with satisfaction that a Portuguese 
Obair is to be established in King's College of the ITniversity of London. The Scandinavian and 
Dutch languages come perhaps next in value to our citizens, for commerce, as a means to scientific, 
and other information, and for their literature, the value of Dutch being enhanced by its position 
in (lava, and still more by the currency of the Taal iu South Africa. There is a joint move- 
ment for the teaching of Dutch and Plemisli in rniversity and Bedford Colleges, London; and 
we are glad to Jmow that similar provision for the Scandinavian languages is in contemplation. 
^Magyar, lloumanian, the Slavonic languages of the Austro-Hungarian State and of the l^nlkan 
Peninsula and Finnish all have claims to consideration. ^Magyar has in the past received no 
recognition in this country, though its literature is of some importance and its people enter- 
l)rising and powerful. We understand that it is now being taught in the London School of 
Oriental Studies. Before the war Slavonic languages other tlian llussian liad received the 
scantiest recognition; during the war King's College, London, had been able by the aid of exileil 
sc-holar.s to malce a promising beginning witli them, and we liope that the interest tluus,' aroused 
may not be allowed to die, but may be extended and periietmited. At one time a Lectureship in 
Modern Greek was maintained at St Andrews by the enlightened liberality of tlie late Marquis 
of Bute; but it lapsed several years We trust that efforts now being made will procure a 
permanent endowment in London for this language, whose importance as a commercial medium 
1,'or the whole region of the Levant it would be difficult to exaggerate. 

70. Although it is not to be expected that any large number of persons will study any one 
of what we may perhaps without offence call the minor languages, still we need knowledge of 
these countries and a small but efficient supply of persons having a practical mastery of the 
vernacular of each. Public support has been entirely insufficient in the past. A few students, 
moved by some personal interest or impulse, have made themselves expert in this speech or in 
that, but no .system exists to afford opportunities for study of the minor languages, while such 
facilities as niay be available are little known and difficult to find. Collectively and individually 
these languages ’merit far more attention than they have hitherto received, especially in view 
of the new Europe wliich may arise from the ashes of the old. In this conne.xion we uiust once 
more point out that the great obstacle to language study, ancient or modern, is the discourage- 
ment which results from its unsuccessful pursuit at school. When schools have learned to 
concentrate their efforts on fewer languages, and refuse to organise failure in three or more, 
ibo desire- to learn other tongues than our own will be much more common than it has been 
hitherto. - That desire may come from individual need, or the e.xpectiition of profit, or the wi.sh 
for information; it may even be born of mere curiosity; but where it exi.sts it will not infrequently 
redound to the iniblic advantage. We therefore recommend that there be e.siablished in London 
an Tn.stitution, .similar in purpose to the ScKool of Oriental Studies, to organise and facilitate tlu' 
study of the greatest ])OSsible number of European tongne.s. Opportunities .should be given 
ihercin for evening study, and also where desired for intensive study during the day not only of 
(he .several languages, but of the countries, their geography, their resources, tlieir industries, 
and everything concerning them that is of potential value. While the London School of 
Economies should iirovide for the detailed study of the economies of the principal Euvo])ean 
countries. North and South America, Asia, and Africa, such a London School of Eurojioaii 
languages as we sugge.st might provide similar information and instruction for those smaller 

. units, every one of which would repay .systematic and alert investigation by a speedy return of 
national profit as well as by national illumination. The relation of the new^ school to the 
University of Tjondoii wouhrnaturally call for careful adju.stment, so as to obviate all risk of 
overlapping, of harmful rivalry, qr of discouragement to* the very hopeful activity recently 
.shown by the Loudon Colleges'. And we .should bone to see affiliated institutes S])ringing u]) 
in some of the great pi'ovincial centres, each limiting iiself to a particular language or group 
of languages in which the lowii where it was situated was .-^iieciially interested. Tlic Scan- 
dinavian group, to lake a single example, would he at borne iu Hull, iu Neu'ca-stle, or in Leith. 
0i§ 178^81.) 

(iv) AUTIKICIAII IMXGU.\C!KS. 

71. AVe have devoted some little attention to artificial languages. Of all those hitherto 
invented Esperanto has uji to the present achieved the greatest success. It is said to number 
!U)0,000 students spread all over the wmrld, and it has its own scientific review, That a skil- 
fully constructed language like Esperanto i.s oasier to learn than any natural language can 
hardly ho contestcil. All difficulties of accidenci'., .syntax, prommeiation are cut down to a 
minimum. There are no exceptions and no idioms; the logic of language i.s reduced to very 
simple terms. It is lOivly necessary to master si few rules and principles; the rest is a (piestiou 
of vocabulary. It has lieen repres'euted to us that Esperanto would provide for those who hiivs' 
not the time or the ability to acquire a nniursil language some part of the logical discipline 
which language study aftb'rds, and also that, if taught in Elementary Schools, it would form si 
useful ha.sis for the study of natural languages in after years. These are inlcrcsting pro])osi- 
lions, but they have not as yet been eatablislied by sufficient experiment. .As regiirds the first, 
it might be held that the'promised advantages could ho more effectively obtained through 
the systematic and intelligent teaching of English. As regards the second, there is some reason 
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to fear that iu the absence of opportunities for practice—and in the case of the pupils of 
Elementary Schools such opportunities would be rare—the ease with which Esperanto had been 
acquired would find a counterpart in the readiness with wliich it was forgotten. On the other 
hand, in certain eventualities it might conceivably come to hold a prominent place in the work 
of Continuation Classes. 

72. The general position appears to us to be as follows. Any well-devised artificial 
language will enable two or more persons to communicate with each other on all the more 
ordinary topics of life with a minimal expenditure of time and effort. We were, therefore, not 
surprised to be informed that Esperanto has been very useful for international conferences ami 
congresses. But for commerce and for scientific publications, in which the greatest utility of an 
artificial language should lie, two things appear to be necessary; a much more extended know- 
ledge and use of the language, and a technical vocabulary precise and highly developed in 
many fields. Neither of these requisites is likely to be attained unless the Governments of the 
world, or of the most enlightened parts of the world, unite to provide instruction and to subsidists 
the work of lexicography and the translation of impoidant scientific works into the universal 
language selected. Even in natural languages technical dictionaries are commonly found 
unsatisfactory; and it may be doubted whether an effective technical vocabulai’y can be con- 
structed except by the constant use and wont of a community continually engaged in the 
technical processes and investigations. But, in view of the great general benefits which would 
replt if some universal language could be used for commerce between nations, and if thereby 
scientific publications could be made perfectly intelligible to all peoples, this doubt should not 
be .allowed to bar serious and hopeful enquiry. I.'lie further investigation of these questions 
lies beyond our scope; but it might well be worth the while of the Government, in concert 
with our Allies, to appoint a Committee to enquire into the potentialities of artificial langu- 
ages such as Esperanto and its rivals. A universal language needs stability, and this cannot he 
attained unless by some extensive international agreement. At tlie present time we undci - 
stand that Ido, whicli may or may not be superior to Esperanto, imj>erils such common accord as 
Esperanto had achieved. Schisms of this kind can only be prevented by authority competent 
to api>rove or reject suggested additions and improvements. Of course, no artificial languag(( 
can have the individuality, the associations, and the inherent charm of a natural language; it 
is*th«jTefore unlikely that any artificial language can ever have much literary value. But these 
things are not needed for commerce or for science, for which certainty, precision, and elabora- 
tion arc the principal requirements. 

F.—MEANS OF, INSTRIJOTION. 

78. lustructioJi may be in this country or abroad; if in this country, it may be given at 
home, or in schools, or in Universities, or in institutions organised for the education—either part- 
time or intensive—of adolescents and adults. The nature of the instruction must vary according 
to the purpose that it is intended to serve, and according to the age and previous training of the 
pupils or students. The most essential distinctions are between Modern Studies as a part of 
education, Modern Studies as a means to the inci’ease and dissemination of systematised know- 
ledge, and specialised instruction designed with the single aim of teaching a language. ^Vo 
propose to deal with means of instruction under the several heads indicated. 

(i) HOME INSTKUCTION. 

74. The practice of engaging foreign nurses and governesses for children in their early 
yeans is perhaps less prevalent than it was a generation or two ago. Mr. Tarver of Eton, giving 
evidence before the Public Schools Commission in 1863, said that almost all of his pupils had 
learnt something of French before they came to school ; and the context plainly shows that it 
was home instruction which he had in view. Nowadays it is probably otherwise, and the change 
is not altogether for the better. Beyond doubt the easy use of a living language is most readily 
acfj[uired by imitation during infancy and the years immediately succeeding. Such early 
familiarity with one or two foreign languages, if acquired imder good conditions, may be of 
great value, provided that it be followed up by systematic instruction as soon as the child is ready 
to receive it. It furnishes something which no school, however good, can supply. Early 
training of the ear and the organs of speech to distinguish and form’ a great variety of .sounds 
gives keenness to the sense and flexibility to the mechanism. It creates a language habit whic'li 
may indeed bo lost thi’ough disuse, but which, if maintained by .subsequent practice and instruc- 
tion, will free all foreign tongues of the terrors and bewilderment which attend the later initiation 
of the novice. The fear that the child’s English may suffer by confusion with the foreign idiom 
.*<eem8 to have little ground if due care is taken. On the other hand, nurses and governesses are 
not always good models of speech and pronunciation; they may tolerate faulty sounds and 
inaccurate modes of expression; they may be more anxious to learn English themseWes than to 
accustom their charges to the foreign language. Without skilled vigilance home instruction 
leads to disapimintinent; even if successful at the outset, it must be methodically followed up; 
the child must he encouraged to read, and trained to accurate writing and observation; bad 
instruction at school may speedily destroy most of the good effects. Yet home instruction wisely 
supervised has been of inestimable value to many; and its neglect by parents who could well 
afford to give their children the advantages it brings is part of the general indifference to the 
value of knowledge and accomplishments, and a .symptom of the low erteem in which Modern 
Studies have been held. It has been suggested to us that the difficuUiet which parents often 
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experience in securing for their young children foreign governesses satisfactory both in character 
and in capacity might be to some extent met by the establishment of kindergartens carried on in a 
foreign language by skilled teachers of high qiialifications. Under favourable^ circumstances 
such a kindergarten as is contemplated might be successful, and evidence was laid before us of 
encouraging experiments on these lines. 

(ii) STUDY OF L.V^GUAGBS ABROAD. 

75. That any modern language can best be learned in the country w’here it is spoken is 
a truism; but it is a truism that requires some qualification. The more the student knows when 
he goes abroad, and the greater his desire to learn the language, the more rapid and satisfactory 
will be his progress. A thorough training in language, though it be not the language ini- 
mediately in question, is of great assistance; thus experience has proved that a thorough train- 
ing in Latin and Greek may afford an excellent basis, provided the student has not let the 
years go by in which the ear and the organs of speech can best be trained to exotic sounds. 
Again, Britons in foreign surroundings are apt to seek British society; thus they lose a part 
or even the whole of the desired advantage. We are informed, and can readily believe, 
that the usefulness of the holiday courses for teachers which have been held on the Continent 
was greatly diminished because the British students inevitably spent their leisure in each 
other’s company; except in hours of organised instruction, France and the French .slipped 
into the background. The Briti.sh student abroad .should, so far as possible, avoid all British 
associations, and deliver himself entirely to the influence of his new environment. Beading, 
theatres, sermons, lectures, conversation—all these are g’ood; but a chief part of the benefit is 
to be derived from the unconscious assimilation of the ubiquitous speech of the country. Briti.sh 
(iitisseiis have shown little of the zeal displayed by Germans, Swiss, Danes, Swedes, Dutchmen, 
in accepting posts abroad w'ith low remuneration in order to acquire the language and to get 
profitable knowledge of the country. Moreover, in Germany at least, even when they have 
offered themselves, there has been little disposition to welcome them. But in the most favour- 
able circumstances the number of Britons wlito could by any hieans contrive to spend any long 
period abroad is small compared with the number who require instruction. And even for those 
who can go to foreign countries it is most desirable that a good foundation in the language should 
fii'.st be laid at home. 

76. Nevertheless, if a high standard in Modern Studies .is to be established, it is necessary 
that foreign residence .slrould be systematically facilitated and encouraged. School children 
should be taken whenever possible for journeys in easily accessible parts of the Continent, such 
as France or Belgium or Holland; though they may not add much to their knowledge of the 
language, their minds will be opene<l and some of their prejudices removed; the foreign countiy ^ 
.and the foreign people will be seen as a reality. The interchange of children between foreign ' 
homes and British, if carried out with all due precautions, may be o'f great value. Tt 
may even be possible to organise an exchange of pupils among schools. It is still more 
important that teachers of foreign languages should spend at least a year in the foreign 
country before they take up their duties. We have already noted (§ 21) that in Scotland this 
has been for some time an essential requirement for all who aim at a special qualification. Ai 
a mean.s to the end in view, the interchange of Assistants between British and foreign schools, 
successf\illy initiated before the war by the Gilchrist Trust, and afterwards taken up by the 
central educational authoritie.s in England and in Scotland, .should be carried further when peace 
is restored. Facilities for teachers to return to the foreign country fi'om time to time to refresli 
and increase their knowledge .should be granted. We note with satisfaction that at the Naval 
Colleges teachers of modern languages receive an annual grant for residence abroad. Local 
authorities and wealthy schools should, whenever possible, allow to teachers of Modern 
Studies a periodical year or term of leave for study abroad. Student’s at the University 
should .spend their long vacations abroad, and should endeavour to reside in a foreign 
University for at least one term before graduation. The interchange of professors, already 
carried out before the^way between Sc. Andrew.s and Bordeaux, should be advantageous; 
although a British professor will l>e most useful abroad as a teacher of Engli.sh, and a 
foreign pinfessor here as a teacher of liis own language, which renders a simple interchange 
of functions difficult; while the staffing at home and abroad may not often be .sufficient to 
allow for a temporary gap in one or the other department. In 1916 a French Committee, 
sot up by the Gorton Foundation, put forward admirable propos.als for the assistance 
of British students in jfrance, and .suggested similar arrangements in England. They also 
recommended other means by which closer relations should be established between the schools 
iind Universities of the two countries. Their .suggestioms have been brought by us to the notice 
of British Universities and deserve the most cordial consideration. We are glad to be informesl 
that ill the course of 1917 the Committee set up by the Eoyal .Society of Literature' “ for 
promoting an intellectual entente between the Allied nations ” has initiated a project to found 
Briti.sh in.stitutes in the Allied countries and to invite the e.stahlishment of similar foreign 
institutes in Great Britain. As proposed, such institutes would be of the greatest assistance in 
the coordination and effective realisation of all these forms of educational collaboration and 
would serve admirably ns centres for the systematic study of the intellectual life of other 
countries. But all such devices, however useful and necessniy. ni’e .supplementary^ to the 
main work of instruction; they are not sufficient in themselves, Tt is idle to urg.*, as is some- 
times done, that language teaching in schools and Universities can be neglected, because langu- 
ages are most easily learnt in the foreign country. If the standard of Modern Studies is to be 
raised, thoroughly competent and sufficient teaching mrst be provided in this country. 
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■THE SCIKJOLE. 

(iii) ELEMENTAHY SCHOOLS. ‘ ‘ 

77. la schools where, as under pre.seut conditions, children do not remain be;yond the age 
of fourteen, and often not so long, there are too many tlrings to be taught to leaA'c room for a 
foreign language. If it be true that many children “ mark time in the higher standards of 
elementary schools, this shows defective organisation; it shows that necessary subjects, like 
English, Arithnietic, Geography, Drawing, and History, are not carried so far as they should be; 
it does not show that there are spare liours which should be given to Erench. The position may be 
greatly changed if part-time instruction is made compulsory up to eighteen years of age. But 
little can be done until there is a larger and a better supply of qualified teachers of modern 
languages; to-day the number available is insufficient even for other needs. Nor isit reasonable to 
expect that any great proportion of teachers destined for Elementary Schools can ever be properly 
trained for foreign language work; the modicum of French that is included as an optional subjeod 
in the ordinary Training College course is intended to widen the genen\l education of the 
students, not to be a serious preparation for teaching the language to others. But among the 
many electing to take it there may be’ some who either there or at the Secondary School which 
they previously attended inay discover that they possess a special aptitude for language study. 
Opportunities should certainly be given to the best of these to perfect themselves in a foreign 
tongue, after their normal training is completed. Meanwhile, in exceptional cases, as in some 
‘Central Schools^ and in some ^Higher Elementary Schools’ where pupils stay until fifteen, 
good results are secured in French. So far as our evidence goes, the proficiency attained is 
mainly in the spoken language, but by the development of school lending-libraries it should also 
bo possible to encourage the best pupils to develop a taste for rending French books, and thus fit 
ihem to carry on their own education for themselves. No doubt the French teaching has in 
itself much educational value; but its chief profit must be lost unless the pupils, after leaving 
school, continue their studies by evening or day classes and by private study. 

78. We heard many complaints that pupils who pass from Elementary iSchools into 
Secondary Schools are completely ignorant of English grammar, and therefore handicapped in 
the attack of a foreign language. These complaints caine chiefly from England, but we under- 
stand that they are frequently heard in Scotland also. In the old days formal grammar—analysis, 
parsing, and so on—^was no doubt pressed unduly in Elementary Schools; and the prevailing 
qpinion of the Board of Education, ns well as of the Scotch Education Department, appears to 
be that the teaching of English in Elementary Schools can be satisfactorily carried on with 
little or no attention to the terminology and analytical conceptions of grammar. The underlying 

. principle is obviously that stated by the late Sir John Seeley in his evidence before the 
Schools Inquiry Commission of 1864; English ought not to be taught to boys as a language, 
but as their language; not curiously and .scientifically, hut artistically, practically, rhetorically. 
The object is to train in Imys their gift of speech, to teach them to use it more freely, more 
skilfully,, more precisely, and to admire and to enjoy it more Avhen it is nobly used by great 
authors. The merely grammatical part sho\ild therefore be passed over lightly; the antiquarian 
part might he omitted altogether: the principal stre.ss .sho\ild he laid upon composition.” 

79. It may he that the reaction against excessive grammar has been carried too far. Wo 
are not inclined to offer any opinion on that point. But we consider that the task of laying any 
hut the foundations of grammatical knowledge may he reasonably imposed on the teaching staft’.s 
of the Secondary Schools, provided their pnpils come to them not later than twelve; those 
who enter with or without scholarships between thirteen and fourteen present a more difficult 
problem, in which ignorance of grammar is not the only element (§ ITO). On the other 
hand, we feel very strongly that the teaching of English in schools of all kinds shonld 
not he confined to reading and written composition; ft should include practice in correct 
and ready .speech. There is a movement for the introduction of the phonetic teaching of 
English into Elementary Schools; and this, if it is sncces.sfnl, .should assi.st the teaching of French 
and other living languages in Secondary Schools. But phonetic teachiii,g. if had, is Avorse than 
none at all; and good phonetic teaching requires more .study, training, practice, and natniiil 
gifts, than is always understood. For the past ten years systematic instruction in phonetics and 
voice production has formed part'of the course to he followed by all Scotti.sh teachers, whether 
Primary or Secondory. In England for a series of yeurs summer courses in phonetics have 
been held for teacher.s, and the regular teachers giving in.stnie.tion in English at the training 
colleges have been enconragesl to attend thc.se courses, and many of them have attended 
more than once. As a re.snlt of this sy.stem instruction in phonetio.s is now given by regular 
members of the staff in most English training colleges, and Ave are* informed that in many of 
them it is very good. The wider extension of .sound phonetic knowledge thus rendered possible 
among teachers in Elementary Schools should he of as.sistnnee to most of their pupils who 
afterwards proceed to the study of Modern Tmnguages, Tu any event, with or Avithoul 
phonetics, (lie requirement of clear, precise, and aceurate enunciation pf English in elementary 
schools is good in itself, and will facilitate the learning of foreign languages afterwards. 

• (iv) SECOTTDAHY SCHOOLS. PHELIMINARY BRHAHKS. 

8.0. It is idle to attempt to decide whether the improvement ^Pf Secondai^- vSohools or the 
improvement of the TTniversitjes is more important for Modern Studies. Tiie> TJnivetsitie.s 
depend upon the Se<;»,ndary Sehools for a supply of entrants well qualified to take advantage of 
all that the tlhiversities provide. The Secondary‘Schools depend upon the tTniversities for a 
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supply of teachers thoroughly qualified in language, iu scholarship, and in all the necessary 
knowledge of at least one living people. Universities and schools act and react upon each 
other; each is necessary to the other; any defect in either group will at once make itself felt in 
the other. But the grayest weakness in our system of national education as at present estab- 
lished in function is the insufficiency of Higher Secondary education. The provision of facilities 
for those more specialised studies which should he carried on between the ages of sixteen and 
nineteen as a preparation for entry into life on the one hand, or for further and higher studies 
at the Univei*sity on the other, is relatively and absolutely inadeqiiate for the needs of the 
nation. This is true even of Scotland, where Higher Secondary education is better organised 
than in England; and there, too, the results are seen in the Universities. The deficiency affects 
all studies; but it affects Modern Studies in a peculiar degree, since those schools which are 
best equipped for the higher teaching of Classics, Mathematics, Science, and History, ore with 
few exceptions ill-equipped for advanced work in Modern Languages and Literature. Indeed 
the very conception of Modern Studies as they might be has but recently come into view. 
Only in a very few boys’ schools has there been devised and carried out any course in Modern 
Languages, Literature and History that deserves to bo compared with the best work done in 
Classics by many of the old and some of the new foundations. Even in girls’ schools, in which 
History, Geography, Literature, and Modern Languages, have naturally had a more important 
place than in boys’ schools where an older tradition is dominant, the conception of Modern 
Studies as an interdependent whole has not been firmly grasped. When this conception has 
been elaborated and carried into successful execution, it should come to earlier fruition among 
girls than among boys, for Modern Studies have always been more honoured in the girls’ schools. 

81. The Board of Education for England and Wales has lately taken a great step towards 
remedying this defect in Higher Secondary education as a whole, and in Modern Studies in 
particular, by proposing to subsidise advanced courses, under sufficient guarantees, in three 
groups—the Classic-al Humanities, the Modern Humanities, and Mathematics and Science. We 
welcome the-new policy with satisfaction, and look forward to its e.vpansion and consolida- 
tion; until its results have made themselves felt. Modern Studies will not begin to realise their 
rightful development either in schools or in Univei'sities. We shall refer to this subject again 
below (§8 101-104). 

82. The wide diversity of Secondary Schools in Great Britain renders it difficult to 
indicate a line which all alike should follow. In England three main groups can be distin- 
guished, the' third containing two sub-divisions. We may i)lace first the relatively small 
number of Secondary Schools for boys—Manchester Grammar School and some of the 
historic London day schools are typical—and the somewhat larger number of Secondary 
Schools for girls, where pupils are accepted at so early an age ns nine, and where a con- 
siderable proportion of those wffio enrol continue their Secondary education to eighteen or 
nineteen, - some of this last class afterwards proceeding to the University. Whether the 
youthful entrants are at once admitted to the lower forms of tlie main institution or whether 
their first years of school life are spent in a preparatory Department is not material, so 
long as the scheme of work throughout the whole period of nine or ten years is devised 
so as to provide an orderly and rational progression of studies, with sufficient elasticity to 
meet the different needs of the chief varieties of mind and taste. Under these conditions, 
which are completely realised only in day schools, sj'stematic in.struction, especially in langu- 
ages, should have its best chance. 

83. Closely analogous, so far as the normal age of leaving is concerned, is the second 
group, which is mainly composed of the foundations, lincient and modern, generally 
known as the Public Schools. These retain many of their pupils to eighteen 
or nineteen. Residence, on the other hand, does not begin until thirteen or fourteen, the 
preceding years from nine or ten upwaixls being spent by most of the pupils in one of the 
Preparatory Schools. It is true that, if the Avhole period from the beginning of the 
Preparatory School course to the end of the Public School course be reckoned as a single 
unit, the duration of school life in this second group is approximately the same as it was in the 
first. As it happens, how'ever, the Preparatory Schools are not controlled by the Public Schools 
which they serve or by any other co-ordinating authority; they are greatly influenced by the 
Scholarship Examinations of the Public Schools, and they might be more influenced by the 
Entrance Examinations if these were conducted so as to require before admission an adequate and 
uniform standard of attainment in the necessary preliminary studies. This is not insisted upon, 
and therefore the training given during the early stage is not duly linJced with that given 
during the later. Only a minority of the pupils entering the Public Schools have actually 
received a discipline which fits them to make the best use of their opportunities; such pupils enter 
about the middle of the school; the lower forms are cumbered with ill-prepared and intractable 
material. The case of the great residential girls’ .schools is not dissimilar. Some of them 
provide with tiieir Preparatory Departments a continuous and inolouged course which ought to be 
homogeneous; but many of their pupils are admitted at an even later age than the boys who join 
the Public Schools, and after a previous preparation even more various and haphazard. Thus in 
a large proportion of the best schools provided in England education is broken and irregular; 
the period devoted to the Secondary training is .satisfactory, but it does not as a rule offer a 
well thought-out and constantly progressive course. We shall return to the question of the 
Preparatory Schools presently, 

84. The third and largest group consists of the great class of Secondary Schools mainly 
dependent on grants derived from taxis and rates, and Under the control of t*he Board of Educa- 
tion and the Local Authorities. Some of these are old Orammar Schools, newly equipped and 
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enlarged; some are new foundations—County or Municipal Schools. All draw a large thbugh 
varying proportion of their pupils from the Elementary Schools at the age of eleven or twelve, 
and in so far as this is the case their problem is comparatively easy. But many, perhaps most, 
of them admit fee-paying pupils at various ages and at the beginning of every term in the year. 
This confuses classification and makes the teaching of Modern Languages specially difficult; 
homogeneous classes and regular progression of studies are necessary for good progress in all 
subjects, but they are particularly so in Modern Languages. The group of which we are speaking 
comprises schools for boys, and schools for girls, and mixed schools for girls and boys. In the 
great majority of cases a large proportion of the pupils drop off at various ages before sixteen; 
in only a few does any considerable section remain in attendance to eighteen or beyond. This 
last variety, however, is important, and it is generally recognised that it must be strengthened 
in numbers,, in staff, and in equipment; if that be done, it should have a great future. 

85. In Scotland the conditions are more uniform. There is much less complication with 
])rivate schools and with schools not under public control. Moreover, the national tradition, 
buttressed since 1872 by express legal enactment, has been singularly favourable to orderly 
development; no hard and fast line of “ tlms far and no farther ” has ever been drawn across the 
path of the elementary scholar; as a consequence the links have only had to be adjxisted, not to be 
forged anew. The average pupil who goes through the full course of a Scottish Secondary 
School enters at five or .six and does not leave till seventeen or eighteen. Up till the age of 
twelve he remains in the Primary Department, where he acquires a sound knowledge of the 
ordinary school subjects. This foundation laid, he pa.sses into the Intermediate Department and 
begins his first foreign language, being generally joined on the threshold by a troop of newcomers 
who have gone through the same preliminary discipline as himself in one or other of the Primary 
Schools of the neighbourhood. The Intermediate Course extends over three or, less commonly, 
four years. The Intermediate Certificate which marks its successful completion is therefore 
normally gained at fifteen or sixteen, when the greater number of those who secure it hive off to 
business or, occasionally, to the study of Medicine. So marked indeed is the exodus that a good 
many of tlie smaller schools do not find it worth their while to make systematic provision for 
carrying their pupils farther; they are content to enjoy the status of Intermediate Schools and to 
pass on to the Secondary Schools proper those of their scholars who aim at the Leaving Certificate. 
Two or, it may be, three additional years of work are required to obtain the Leaving Certificate 
which is at once the crown of the Secondary School course and a passport to the University. The 
Welsh system presents not a few points of resemblance to the Scottish, more particularly in its 
essentially democratic character. It is not necessary for us to discuss it in detail. 

86. But, whatever the type of school, the problem of Modern Studies in Secondary Schools 
must differ according as the period of continuous education is not more than four years, not more 
than six or seven, or may be as much as nine or ten. If we disregard the great number of 
variations -and divergencies the main factor affecting the study of modern languages is the 
length of the period during which education has a fairly consistent, homogeneous, and pro- 
gressive purpose; by the test of this criterion we have three chief types to deal with: the 
schools organised for a three or four years course; the schools organised for a six or seven years 
course; and those organised for a nine or ten years course. These types are so far dominant 
as to deserve separate consideration, though few schools can secure a uniform age of entry, 
or make sure of retaining even their best pupils to the end of the standard period. But before 
dealing with the several types it may be useful to indicate more precisely the ends of language 
teaching in Secondary Schools, the limitations which are imposed upon if, and the difficulties 
which it presents. We may then be able to perceive the means by w'hich definite and valuable 
result^ can be best obtained. 

Ai'itii of Language Teaching in Secondarg Schools. 

87. Language teaching in schools has and should have a disciplinary and educative aim. 
It should train the mind, the taste, and the character. Language is a means of expressing 
thought, and the study of a foreign language reveals the anatomy of thought. Each language 
has its mvn modes of expression, and the contrast of and comparison of different modes of expres- 
sion leads to a more accurate sense of logical processes and a closer observation of the finer 
shades of meaning. But there is more in language than logic. The laws of language are 
sure and valid, bub they are revealed in speech and writing as the laws of nature 
are revealed in living beings—in a delicate harmony of balanced forces and blended 
qualities. The elements can be recognised, but the harmony itself defies ultimate analysis. 
Therefore language training has not only a logical and intellectual value; it has an rosthetic and 
artistic value. The most logical of languages, ns for instance Latin, is not mastered when the 
laws of accidence and syntax are completely known. The graces of expression, the associations 
of word and phrase, the native melody of the tongue, its rhythmical beauties, the fineness of its 
turns and close-knit combinations, can only be appreciated by in.stinct, feeling, and a trained 
sense; and this lesthetic and artistic training does more to mark off the educated man from the 
uneducated than trained intelligence or disciplined character. Finally, language training, by 
the concentration needed for the conquest of difficulties, should also impose an austere discipline 
upon the will. 

88. The truth of this general statement wdll hardly be called in question. It follows that 
the discipline of a language is not simple but complex and progressive; and that it is better to 
have the full-discipline of one language than a fraction of the discipline of several. The 
disciplinary value of Greek and Latin is often vaunted and need not be questioned; but the 
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difficulty of those tongues and the careful manipulation of rules and principles necessary in all 
the stages of their acquisition are not their only or their chief virtues. Nor have Latin and 
Greek a monopoly of the desirable disciplines, although the view that they have such a monopoly 
was once held with a passionate earnestness that to-day seems well-nigix incredible. In 1801 
Mr. Gladstone, a prominent member of the Government which appointed the Public Schools 
Commission, solemnly warned the Commissioners against what he called the “ organic rashness ’’ 
of putting forth a sacrilegious hand to touch the Ark of the Covenant. He wrote: “What 1 
feel is that the relation of pure science, natural science, modern languages, modern history, and 
the rest, to the old classical training, ought to be founded on a principle, and that these 
competing branches of instruction ought not to be treated simply as importunate creditors that 
take one shilling in the jiound to-day because they hope to get another shilling to-morrow, and 
in the meantime liave a recognition of their title. This recognition of title is just what I would 
refuse; I deny their right to a parallel or equal position; their true position is ancillary, and 
as ancillary it ought to be limited and restrained without scruple as mucli as a regard to the 
jjaramount matter of education ma}'^ dictate. But wliy, after all, is the classical training para- 
mount? Is it because we find it established? Because it improves memory, or taste, or gives 
precision, or develops the faculty of speech? All these are but partial and fragmentary state- 
ments, so many narrow glimpses of a great and comprehensive truth The materials 
of what we call classical training were prepared, and we have a> right to say were advisedly and 
providentially prepared, in order that it might become, not a mere adjunct, but (in mathematical 
phrase) the complement of Christianity in its application to the culture of tlie liuman being, as 
a being formed both for this world and for the world to come.” 

89. Public opinion has changed considerably since these* words were written. ' It is now 
universally admitted that every language has its disciplinary value, tlwugh in each the elements 
may be somewhat different. There are no easy languages; it is merely that the difficulties of 
each are differently distributed. But no language attains its full disciplinary value until the 
initial stages have been passed, until it can be used freely and accurately for reading and writing, 
and if it be a living language for speaking. Moreover, the disciixline of any study becomes more 
efficacious when the pupil’s will is enlisted for his own self-discipline, xvhen his effort is main- 
tained by spontaneoxis interest and steady perceptible progress and such a compelling interest 
can only be aroused when the language is recognised as a means to higher ends. Literature, 
history, and all tlie multifarious knowledge of a people, are inaccessible until the language can be 
easily read. Thu.s, whetlier for training of the mind or the taste or the artistic faculties or 
the character, or for the increase of knowledge, the full discipline of language does not come 
into operation until the rudiments have been left behind. Further, it is far better to get the 
higher discipline of one language than such training as can be given through tlve rudiments of 
three or four, and we shall be justified in laying it down as a principle that no pupil in any school 
should begin a second language until a good prospect is disclosed that he or she has the capacity, 
and will have the time, to make adequate progress with the first. Adequate progress in a living 
language may be said to have been made when the pupil is able to speak the language with 
accurac}' and fluency on familiar topics, to read the best authors easily and with pleasure, 
and to write satisfactory exercises of any simple type. In a dead language ad^uate progress 
is registered v,dien the pupil can’read with relative facility and with satisfaction memorable 
works, a stage which he cannot have reached xintil he is able, to compose accxirately sentences 
illustrative of the chief rules of syntax and of accidence. If the principle here laid down 
were observed, fewer languages would be learnt by the imajority of pupils; but many would 
come xinder the higher discipline where few at present get full benefit even from the lower. 

90. The practical aims of language-teaching point to the same conclusions. If language- 
teaching in schools has any practical value, that value can only be realised if the pupil after 
leaving school has reached a point from which he can advance by his own private study. If he 
has learnt two or more languages badly, it is unlikely that he will have any desire to pxirsue any 
of them further in after life. Moreover, one practical end of teaching living languages in schools 
is that the pupils, having come-to understand how a language may be acquired and what are 
the essential conditions of success, may be thereafter the better able and the more inclined to 
learn other languages for themselves as need or impulse may prompt. If a pupil has succeeded 
in learning one language, he knows that it can be done and how it is done. A second language 
will present to him an interesting problem, a pleasing adventure. But if he has tried to learn 
two or more languages and has failed in all, he will assume that he has no gift for language and 
abandon hope of success. We can never by school teaching provide for all the language needs 
of the nation. We can only turn out school pupils well trained in one.or more languages and 
therefore prepared to make the best use of private study and of any chances of instruction and 
practice that may present themselves. Both the practical and the educational aims point to^ the 
conclusion that too many languages are often attempted, and that better results would be attained 
by more concentration. 

91. If this conclusion is valid, it is plainly undesirable to start pupils on two foreign 
languages at the same time. Before trial, wo must not assume that any individual in a beginners 
class is fitted to attempt a second language either then or later. Each language will interfere 
with the other, and both will suffer. The result will often bo confusion and mental strain. As a 
rule, after the beginning of the first foreign language two years should elajiso before the second 
is taken up. This interval will also allow time to discover whether the juipil shows aptitude for 
language at all; if he does not, he should be confined to the one, or abandon the study of foreign 
languages altogether. In schools where the majority of iiupils do not stay for inoie 
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than four years, it may be advantageous that, after due trial, a certain proportion 
should be entirely relieved of language study, and should concentrate their attention on English 
and the various other subjects which cannot be neglected in such schools. If some measure of 
solid achievement in one language can be attained, time and ett'ort will not have been wasted; 
but time is scanty and effort must be concentrated; it must not be dissipated. A pupil may have 
very useful abilities and yet be incapable of learning any foreign language. After a full trial 
his time and effort should be devoted to other studies. In the curriculum of such pppils the 
study of English might be much more fully developed than it is at present, and might con- 
ceivably include such elementary instruction in liatin as would be directly^ helpful to that .studj. 
We have heard many varying estimates of the proportion of boys and girls wlio show on trial 
no faculty fur language, there is certainly some small fraction that lacks this capacity though 
in other respects well endowed. There may also be a lew who from tone-deafness or some 
other cause are unable to benefit from the oral teaching suitable to living tongues; these 
might do better if their energies were devoted to acquiilng a sound reading knowledge of 
some foreign tongue; and, in certain cases, a change of language may lend to good results. 

92. What language should be first begun? Speaking generally, we may say that if only 
one language can be learnt, it should be a living language. Living languages open more gates, 
and are more likely to be pursued in after-life. If therefore there is a probability that the first 
language will be the only one, then it should be a living language. We have decided that 
French should hold for Britons a unique position; among living languages Frencli is for us 
beyond question the most important. But it is not necessary that the first living language should 
be French in all schools. There may be districts and there may be schools in which German 
or even Spanish or Italian may be preferable, but these will be a minority introducing a healthy 
diversity. Nor do we wish to exclude the choice of Latin as the first language; but this should 
only be chosen in schools where the majority of pupils will go on afterwards to a second 
language, preferably to Greek. It does not seem desirable that pupils who are to learn only 
one language should study Latin, wliich would deprive them of their only ch.ince of becoming 
familiar with a living language during the years udien living languages are most easily learnt. 

93. Nor do we wish to lay down any fixed rule for the second language in schools in which 
a second language is and ought to be commonly studied. W^e have been urged to declare that 
where a second language is taken up it should always be "Latin. ^ "We^ai’e ^not inclined 
to underrate the value of Latin, which provides an admirable discipline in the logic 
of language, is the key to a whole group of European tongues, ’and is a great 
help in the study of English. On the other hand we consider that the study of Latin 
should not be backed by any kind of compulsion. If it were imposed on all schools teaching a 
second language, living languages would be placed at a disadvantage. Before the war German 
suffered by the competition of Latin, which was favoured by some of the examinations giving 
entrance to the professions, and was also obligatory for the Arts courses of almost all the Univer- 
sities. We find that Latin is no longer considered necessary for any of the professions, except 
the clerical; and we hold that it should not be com|)ulsory even for an Arts course at any 
University. Latin has undoubted value for almost all literaiy studies, but so also have German, 
French, and Italian. We learn that the Board of Education have laid down that in every 
school area Latin instruction .should be provided in at least one school. That appears to us 
reasonable enough, but it is equally reasonable that in one school at least of every such area 
instruction should be provided in at least two living languages. Unless tliat is also secured, 
Latin will still hold a privileged position, and w’e desire complete equality for the living and 
the dead. Where Greek is still compulsory, it cannot, we imagine, be maintained much 
longer in this position; but compulsory Latin in schools or Universities is oi)en to the same, 
if not to graver, objections. It hampei’s the free development of Modern Studies in schools: 
some of us also feel strongly that by making a combination of Latin with French the line of 
least resistance the sLidy of the Classical Humanities may be seriously discouraged, which 
none of us desire. In the Universities or before entrance to the Universities it drives 
students to uncongenial and unprofitable labour which is rarely carried beyond the worthless 
minimum of University requirement. We snay observe here that the Universities of Oxford 
and Cambridge, by requiring .some trifling knowledge^ of two languages (and those who have 
examined in the First Examinations of those Universities know how trifling that knowledge is), 
ignore the common-sense princijile that a good knowledge of one language is better than a bad 
knowledge of many. 

(v) THE TIME-TABLE IN VSECONDARY SCHOOLS. 

94. We do not aspire to construct a model time-table for all Secondary Schools, or for 
all classes of pupils. We recognise that every school has its own conditions and its own problems 
and that these must influence the time-table. We recopise also that, within one and the same 
school, even during the period (roughly from twelve to sixteen) when the Secondary course should 
be similar in general character for all pupils in the school, the time-tables for the various 
forms and grades may advantageously differ. There are stages when it may be desirable that 
one or two studies should be pushed forward rapidly, while others for a while receive less 
attention; and there are also stages when the proportions of generosity may be with advantage 
reversed. Certain general principles, however, may be laid down. In formulating these we 
shall make no attempt to deal with those schools which have no afternoon hours; to obtain good 
results in modern languages the morning instruction of such schools must, so far as we can see, 
be supplemented by teaching or assistance given at home out of school hours. 
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95. When a language is first begun at school, not less than one period a day should be 
given to it. Whatever be the length of the several periods, a total of four hours may 
in fact be regarded as the economical weekly minimum, and this allowance should not 
be diminished during the first two years. It should be remembered that six periods 
spread over a fortnight are worth less, than six i)eriods falling within a single week, because 
the longer interval between successive impressions gives time for each impression to fade 
befoi'e the next is due; the unconscious assimilation by which languages are in great measure 
acquired is thus less effective in proportion to the effort expended. In saying this, we are of 
course thinking chiefly of young boys and girls; the argument loses something of its weight when 
it is applied to adults and adolescents who by an act of will can ke'ei) their minds on the language 
during the intervals. In addition to the daily period a sufficient time should be allotted for 
preparation, say two or three hours a week. The second language should not be begun \uitil 
the first is well established; when the second language is begun, a daily period sliould be given 
to that and four periods may be allowed to suffice for the first. These are minimal allo\yances, 
and fall far short of the twenty or,more periods a week which used formerly to be given to 
Latin and Greek in certain schools. In spite of the lavish expenditure of time Ave do not con- 
demn those more liberal hours, which enabled the better boys to make substantial progress. If 
the majority learnt little, there were many reasons for that, one being that two or three languages 
were taught to many boys who should have been confined to one. Hut in view of the insistent 
and justifiable demands of other subjects a drastic rearrangement is imperatively required. 
Our minimal estimate may in fact often be a practical maximum, and good results have actually 
been obtained in this way. 

96. This estimate assumes that English (in wliich we do not include History and 
Geography) has its full share of time. English and foreign languages form an inter- 
dependent group; sound instruction and piuctice in English will help the languages, and the 
languages also should help the English. Yet, if the claims of other subjects and the time of 
the staff periiiit, something may be gained by giving play to that element of variation at whose 
advantages we have already hinted. Just as other subjects besides languages might profit by 
intensive study at some stage of the curriculum, so it should be well worth while to give eight - 
or ten periods a week to a single language in some one or two years of the general course. 
Moreover, if there is (as we consider there should be) a considerable group of pupils who do not 
proceed to a second language, then there should be pupils in their third and fourth years who 
have spare periods, half of which at least might Avith advantage be added to tlie single language. 
This suggestion, however, is made subject to the reservation that in anj' circumstances all one- 
language pupils should give a i)art of their spare time to English in order that the indisijensable 
power of expression by, and of comprehension of, the spoken and written Avord may be duly 
cultivated. 

Advanced Studies in Secondary Schools. 

97. After the stage which is or should be marked by the First School Examination (i.e., 
after about the age of sixteen) some pupils will have shown a bent for literary studies, others for 
scientific or mathematical studies or for both. The latter should not abandon languages 
altogether, but should have systematic practice in the reading of foreign books. If they have 
previously learnt to speak and write oiie or two modern languages, so much the better; but in 
any event none of them who have any capacity for languages should be alloAved to leave school 
unable to read at least one modern language accurately and fluently. The same is true of the 
pupils whose main studies are directed towards Classics,or History. Where schools retain a sub- 
stantial proportion of their pupils to eighteen or nineteen, classes for training in the reading 
of foreign Imoks should be an important feature; and in our opinion the Second School Examina- 
tion should test all candidates in the power to translate from at leiist one modern foreign 
language. Different papers might l>e set for the different groups of candidates, but tlie 
matter should not be exclusively teclmical. Those who pass or pass with distinction the 
translation test in two or more languages should have a corresponding endorsement on their 
certificates. (§§ 102,202). 

98. After the First School Examination has been passed, those pupils who show a bent for 
Modern Studies will give more time to this side of their work; but the increased time 
should be used for developing habits of private study. A generation ago at Eton the 
ambitious boys after sixteen paid little or no attention to Avork in class Avhich in any 
case was exiguous. They devoted their energy and a part of their abundant leisure to the 
study of the Greek and Roman authors, and before they went on to the ITniversity many 
of them were very widely read. What was there done by force of tradition and emulation may 
be done elsewhere if the proper stimulus and encouragement is applied. We want our best 
pupils who specialise on Modern’Studies in the higher forms of well-equipped schools to read 
great masses of the best authors; not only drama, i>oetry, fiction, but also history, travels, 
memoirs, letters, perhaps some philosophy, and works of general information. They should 
read them with an eye to scholarship and incidentally with an eye to scholarships, but also 
because they love them and are eager for knowledge. In a school thus organised a rich, catholic, 
and well-selected library of modern literature, history, and auxiliary works, will be the most 
importaiit part- of the institution. 

99i The pupils who elect to specialise in Modern Studies should not confine themselves to 
authors whose merit has been approved by time; they should read chiefly the best, but the 
new as well as the old. To restrict students, for instance, to the classical period of German 
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literature is to fill them with a false idea of modern Germany, to mislead them hy a presentation 
of extinct manners and discarded standards. If they read the authors from various periods with 
a receptive mind, they Avill insensibly acquire that important port of historical knowledge whicli 
consists in familiarity with the manners, the ways of thought, the ideals, and all the atmosphere 
of a people as conveyed by its literature. But they should also receive by instruction the 
continuous story of the people since it began to be a people. The historical instruction will 
dwell more esi)ecially on the ages when the people had literary expression, for the history of a 
peoi)le that has no literature can only be imperfectly known. But, to take France as an instance, 
the pupils who pursue higher studies in French should receive some coherent notion of the age 
that gave us the French castles and cathedrals, of the history of the Church in France, of tlie 
French nobility, of the growth of the French monarchy and of the rise of the Tiers Etat, of the 
Bevolution, of Napoleon, and of the developments of the nineteentli century. The last four 
centuries will be illuminated by a literature which reflects the undying but ever-changing spirit 
of the nation, preserving its identity through every metamorphosis. The history will present tlie 
outward fortunes, the inward evolution, the efforts and stresses, that moulded that spirit to its 
successive phases. Thus treated, the history and the literature of a modern people may do for 
our j)upils what the history and literature of Greece and Rome have done for many generations 
of their most enlightened ancestors; it will enable them by degrees to build up for themselves 
an organic conception of an alien but a cognate civilisation, of the thoughts and works and 
aspirations, the successes and failures, qf the people which framed that civilisation to satisfy 
its own higher needs. The like is possible for Italy, for Spain, and for Germany. It is true 
that the history of Germany is more chaotic and confusing, that the age of its literary expression 
is briefer and less fruitful, than others, yet both the history and the literature are wortliy 
of intelligent .study and comprehension. The vain ambitions of the medieval empire, its 
destructive career and its fall, the beginnings of a better way of life within the armed circuits 
of the German cities, the turmoils of the Reformation and the devastation of the Thirty Years’ 
AVar, the slow revival of the eighteenth, and the vast Outburst of energy in the nineteentli 
century, form a sequence which can be envisaged as a whole, and which in its last two stages 
is sufllciently illustrated by literature. 

100. Such is our conception of Modern Studies, as they might be pursued in the 
higher forms of well-equipped Secondary schools. It should not be an impracticable ideal, 
since what has been done in the past through Latin and Greek can be done in the future through 
the medium of modern languages. B\it we recognise that, before the ideal can be accomplished 
in fact, much must be done by the imi)rovement of university study, by tlie building up of a 
tradition, and by the development of the mechanism of learning. 

101. The Board of Education for England and Wales has already in hand a scheme for 
fundamental reform of the scheme of Modern Studies in the higher parts of Secondary Schools 
and of the corresponding examination for the Higher School Certificate to be taken about tlie 
age of eighteen. Advanced Courses in Secondary Schools are to be encouraged in three groups: 
(1) Science and Mathematics; (2) Classic's; (3) Modern Studies. This scheme first took definite 
shape in Circular 826 on Curricula in Secondary Schools, which is dated 1913. The regulations 
giving effect to the scheme are dated 1917; and Circular 1023, dated 5th December, 1917, 
reports the progress made for the first session of active operations. The scheme is still in the 
stage of first experiment; its outlines as well as its details may still be modified; and the late.st 
circular differs in important particulars from the first. We are here only concerned with tlie 
third group of subjects—^Modern Studies—and we cordially welcome the valuable support which 
will be thereby given to the developments which this Committee desire. The principles by 
which the new grants are governed make it clear that an Advanced Course in Modern Studie.s 
will be regarded as of equal rank with one in Classics or in vScience and Mathematics. This 
recognition will do much to raise the esteem of Modern Studies in school education, to place 
the teaching of modern languages on a new basis, and to readjust and improve the balance and 
co-ordination of subjects throughout the schools. 

102. Mociorn Studies arc thus defined: Two languages other than English, of which 
T<atin may be one, with their literature, and modern history, including the- history of England 
and Greater Britain.” It is laid down that this and the other Courses ” must also provide 
such instruction in subjects of a general curricuhim outside of the group selwted for special 
study and in particular in the English language, as will continue and consolidate the previous 
education.” AVhilc the scheme is still plastic and malleable, we desire to support the recogni- 
tion of Eiigli.«h as a main alternative subject in the group of Modern Studies. ■ English is 
intended to be a common element in all three groups; it is rightly required that all pupils 
receh’ing education under one of the Courses of this scheme shall, during the two or three years 
of school life following on the Fimt School Examination, receive systematic instruction in the 
use of the mother tongue.. But English language, literature, and history, taken together as a 
whole, appear well suited for higher study during the last two years of life at a Secondary 
School. English with a modern language makes a very valuable combination for those who are 
^ be teachers hereafter. The same combination is also an admirable grounding for those who 
intend to devote their university years to the study of one modern country with its language, 
history, and literature. AVith the study for rending purposes of a second modern language 
(8 97) this alliance of English and one modern foreign language would provide a very complete 
equipment for the universit3r or for after life. ^ AVe recommend to the further consideration of 
the Board of Education whether Higher English Studies at school should not be placed on an 
equal footing with the studies based on any other language, 
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103. If this iK)sitioii wero granted to English, it would remain for decision whether those 
pupils who studied English Avith one foreign language in the group of Modern .Studies should 
be required to take another language as a subsidiary subject. If so, the second and subsidiary 
language Avould take the place of English language among the “ subjects of a general curri- 
culum ’’ for which provision is to be made under the regulations. We regard the acquisition of 
a second language up to a scholarly standard of reading and translation as a most desirable 
adjunct of the Modern Studies group; but we do not consider that it need be made compulsory; 
some other subsidiary subject may be equally desirable and more congenial to certain pupils. 
The position of Latin under the scheme is somewhat anomalous, and the Board have found 
some difficulty in furnishing a logical justification for its inclusion among Modern Studies. We 
do not Avish to exclude Latin from the list of languages from which two may be chosen for the 
main subjects of a Modern Group. But Ave anticipate that Liitin Avill ultimately find its chief 
place among the subsidiary subjects, where it will be most valuable not only as affording direct 
access to the records of the ancient civilisation on Avhich modern culture is based, but also as a 
key to medieval history. The last words of the Board of Education, on this stibject appear to 
give a satisfactory definition of the place of Latin in the Advanced Course of Modern Studies. 
In Circular 1023 it is said that if Latin in the- Modern Group is taken to be of the same kind 
as the Latin in a Classical Course ’’ it will be left unrelated to the other subjects. To secure 
this relation, stress should be laid on acquiring the power of reading Latin rather than on prose 
comimsition or minute grammatical Avork. Among Avorks of the classical period, tliose should be 
selected Avhich have had the most important influence on the literature of Modern Europe; and 
proA'ision might be made for the reading of some medieval and later lyatin, particularly of AVorks 
which are concerned with History, and are indispensable to its further study.*’ In an earlier 
pronouncement the Board appeared inclined to recommend for school use AVorks of medieval 
Latin in larger measure than Ave should consider suitable; but the restatement in Circular 1023 
we are prepared to accept. 

104. It is proposed to institute a new Higher School Examination, the conception of Avhich 
will be directly based on the scheme of the neAv Advanced Courses. This Avill, AVO believe, be a 
most useful reform.. The examinations Avhich have in the past had most influence oii the sttidics 
in the higher parts of Secondary Schools are the Intermediate Examinations of the Fniversities, 
and the Scholarship Examinations of the Colleges of Oxford and Cambridge. Both have un- 
satisfactory features, and both have done much to prevent a true vioAV of the Avork Avhich is 
suitable to schools. The Interjuediatc Examination is often too Avide and heterogeneous in 
.scope for the purpose Avhich it is intended or ought to serA^e, and the ytandard in Modern Studios 
has not been such as to stimulate the abler pupils. The Scholarship Examinations have been 
too highly specialised. The Higher School Certificate might' dispense its holder from the 
Intermediate Examination. The Scholarship .Examinations should in our opinion cover the 
.'•ame ground as the Higher School Examination, but the aAvard .should be made as stiggested in 
the Interim Heport on Scholarships of the Consultative Committee, either for excellence in one 
main part of the Course, with adequate performance in the rest, or for excellence in tAVO main 
portions or for general excellence, and in no case by the mere addition of marks, 'riius may be 
adjusted the rival claims of the candidates in the Modern Studies group Avho are either mainly 
interested in the historical part of their Avork, or in the languages, Avith their litorattire. AVc 
shall return to this matter in paragraphs 157-8 beloAv; those paragraphs must be read in con- 
junction Avith this. 

105. We cannot leave this topic Avithout pointing out that these groups of Modei-n Studies, 
as Avell as the existing organisations for applying independent tests to the modern language Avork 
done in schools, Avill be vitally influenced in their development by the methods of examiiiation 
that may be adopted for the Second School Certificate. Methods of examination in modern 
languages are Jiot at pre.sent satisfactory. It is to be hoped that the Secondary School 
Examinations Council recently established Avill lay doAvn neAV principles and introduce 
new devices. The problem before them is of great difficulty. Language and scholarship 
must be an important clement, but the last years of school life should'not be devoted merely 
to language drill. On the other hand, examination in literature is perhaps the. most difficult 
branch of the examiner’s art, and there is no sound tradition that governs it. Examination in 
History has a better tradition, but for examination purposes History and Literature should not 
be separated. The test in History should take Literature into account as an important j)art of 
historical evidence. The test in Literature .should link it to the history of the people to AVIIOSO 

thoughts and aspirations it gave expression. We .shall touch this again iji our section on 
Examinations beloAv. (§§ 208-210.) 

106. Beginning Avith the time-table, Ave have passed to tlie use to be made of the time. The 
time-table is in fact merely a means to the best use of the available time; and accordingly the 
n.ses which the time is intended to serve must dominate the construction of the time-table. One 
thing is apparent. If our principles are accepted, if no pupil goes on to a second language until 
he .shoAvs good prospect of mastering the finst, if no j)upil goes on to a third language until ho 
.shows like prospect of mastering the second, if no pupil learns throe or four languages save those 
exceptional few who can with profit study more than two languages at school, then the time- 
table will be less crowded than it is at present. Problems of organisation may be more difficult; 
tlie organisation adopted may be imperfect; but at any rate it Avill be inspired by definite and 
practicable aims. At present we feel'certain that there are many pupils struggling Avith two, 
three, or even four languages, who would have done much better to confine themselves to one, 
This is bad for the time-table, as it is bad for everything else and for everyone concerned, 
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(vi) OHGANISATIOX OF MODKUN STUDIES IN SECONDAKY SCHOOLS. 

107. No attempt .should he made to obscure the fact that it is very difficult to learn and to 
teach. lauguages, ancient or modern, in school. It is often said that languages should be 
learnt as the mother tongue is learnt. This is of course true; hut applied to school 
boys and .school girls it is not a practicable proposition. The infant has all its waking hours 
in which to learn its mother tongue; it has an irresistible need to learn its mother tongue; 
these conditions cannot be e.stahlished in schools. At the best the average school-pupil has four 
hours a week in class and two or three hours of preparation out of school hours: he has no 
irresistible need of French or Latin; he can say all that he wishes to say more easily in his native 
language. Again, the infant has many teachers, whereas the school-pupil has only one at a 
time and Him he must perforce share with his companions. It is necessary therefore to 
organise the teaching so that every effort may tell, that every period of time may be used to the 
best advantage, that every faculty of each pupil may be called into service. The intelligence 
must be enlisted; the memory must be impressed; attention must be focussed; imitation, observa- 
tion, rivalry, must be stimulated. We therefore need well-qualified teachers advancing by 
similar methods towards predetermined ends. The w’ork of each year should be defined; at the 
beginning of a new year the old work should he tested, gaps noted for subsequent attention, 
defects registered for remedy. All this requires a vigilant and capable departmental head, who 
should have iei^are for effective supervision of the general activities of the staff. School-time 
is short, energy is limited; therefore there must be the strictest economy of time and effort; 
nothing .should be left to chance; everything should be thought out. Yet every teacher should 
have sufficient liberty to develop his own individual gifts; the skill of the organiser is seen not 
less in the elasticity than in the clear purpose of his plan. {The supply and traininy of teachers 
ts dealt until in §§ 180-191; andthe question of the nationality of teachers is referred to in § 151.) 

108. The organisation of Modern Studies in Secondary Schools must aim at the homoge- 
neous composition of classes. But in practice this aim cannot be completely attained. If the 
teaching of modern languages is organised in ‘ sets ’ homogeneous for this purpose alone, the 
language tea<!hing as such will benefit. On the other hand, the teaching of history, the teaching 
of English, the teaching of geography, will inevitably be separated from the teaching of modern 
languages. This is not in itself desirable. We recognise that teachers of modern languages 
should be in so far .specialists that they are masters of the languages which they-are appointed 
to teach. We recognise the value also in a school of the history specialist, the geography 
specialist, and tlie English specialist. But the splitting up of knowledge into water-tight 
compartments carries Avith it grave disadvantages; and we think that it would be a great gain if 
teachers of modern languages were comiietent to take at least some part of the histoiy, the 
geography or the English. In any event, it is imiwrtant that the teaching of all four 
branches should be carefully co-ordinated. One of our witnesses, a schoolmaster of great 
experience, said that the chief need of ‘ Modern Sides * Avas that the form system should be 
introduced in fact as well as in name. The ‘ set ’ system destroyed (he said) the esprit de corps 
of the form and could not be made effective for instruction, much less for education. The * set* 
system, if carried to its logical conclusion, would in fact destroy the form system altogether; it 
aims at securing homogeneity of classes, but this may be paid for at too high a price. Some 
practical compromise must be accepted, some intelligent adjustment is required. No hard and 
fast rule can be laid down. 

109. Classes, no doubt, can be constructed so as to be apparently homogeneous at the outset, 
but, as time passe.s on, differences will inevitably betray them.selves, and presently the pack will 
no longer be running even. If a class is formed for beginners at the opening of a school year, 
by the end of that year some will have shot ahead, others will have lagged behind. At the 
beginning of the second year the superficial homogeneity Avill have disappeared; if the class be 
kept as originally constituted, the progress of the best must be retarded to suit the laggards, 
who will nevertheless be hardly able to maintain even the average rate of progress; if reclassifi- 
cation takes place, the risk of confusion as regAirds other subjects is increased. The plan 
adopted in French and German schools and customary from time immemorial in vScotland, where- 
by th? A\’holc class A\dth very rare exceptions is jiromoted at the end of each school year, is open to 
the obvious objection that it may involve a strain on the weaker and be depressing for the 
stronger pupils. On the other haAd the practice which prevails in most English schools of more 
rapid promotion for the be.st, slower movement upward for the weaker, is not easily reconciled 
with the ideal of the systematic progress of all the individuals through the whole course of work 
mapped out for the annual and terminal tasks of the several classes. Yearly promotion in block, 
terminal promotion of selected individuals, both have advantages and disadvantages; each 
teacher will probably and naturally prefer the procedure with which he is most familiar and 
will believe that its di.sndvantages are more easily remedied. These are .some of the difficulties 
which attend the teaching of modern languages in schools. They can only be overcome by 
constant vigilance and by special devices to deal with individual problems. All practical 
questions are full of such dilemmas; the organiser of schools is not the only administrator who is 
forced to ride on two or more horses at once. 

' 110. But there are some obstacles to good organisation which form no part of the essential 
elements of the problem. We may here refer to the Beport of the Enquiry into the Teaching 
of French in London Secondary Schools, conducted by the Inspectors of the Board of Education 
in 1916, and to the Beport made to the London County Council on the same subject 
later in the same year by their own Inspector. These documents have been publi.shed: 
they go with great minuteness into the details of the difficulties of teaching &nd the principle)' 
and aims which should govern it, and we rew)mmend them to the careful consideration of teachers, 
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Headmasters, and Education Authorities. Tlie area which they cover is large, the survey is close 
and comprehensive, and the practical suggestions are many and valuable, although we are not pre- 
pared to endorse them all. We could not and we need not go over the same ground. But we must 
direct special attention to the confusion which arises, in the very important class of schools to 
which the Reports refer, from the advent of many pupils one or even two years after the normal 
age of twelve, from premature withdrawals, from the fact that not only each school-year, but each 
school-term, has its exits and its entrances, subject in appearance to no principle of control save 
parental caprice. If it were only that the teachers were subjected to undue strain and embarrass- 
ment, the evil would still be great; if the late and irregular entrants were the only sufferers among 
the pupils, fhis would still be unfortunate; what actually happens where these conditions prevail is 
that the teachers are endlessly hapssed and that the work of all the pupils is hampered, with the 
result that their efforts fail of their purpose. As an extreme instance of the disorder which results, 
the Board’s Inspectors mention a class of 33, in which 6 pupils had been learning French for 
less than a year, 13 between one and two years, 7 between two and three years, 4 betw'een three 
and four years, and 3 for more than four years. Little useful work can be done in such a class. 
On the other hand the Inspectors report that in a few exceptional cases an adequate solution of 
tlie problem had been reached. What is possible for some should be possible for all. Uniform 
and concerted action is urgently required to abate the evils which we have described. These 
schools are chiefly supported by rates and taxes, and the authorities have the right to lay down 
general rules for acre and time of entry, to discourage leaving except at the end of the school 
year, and to stipulate for a minimum period of attendance. Such a stipulation mieht con- 
ceivably be enforced by a stringent penalty, to be remitted only for good cause shown. Obviou'-ly 
if the new Education Bill now before jParlinment becomes law, it will tend to increase the 
number of pupils in Secondaiy Schools who wdll remain to the age of sixteen. 

Size of Classes. 

111. For the effective teaching of modern languages classes should be of moderate size. 
Individual teachers vary in their estimates of the number that can be succes.sfully handled: tlie 
variation doubtless depends to some extent on their own capacity and temperament. It is 
probable, however, that few^ can manage more than twenty to the best advantage. Twenty-five 
may be an outside figure; thirty is certainly an extreme limit. 

Hours of Staff.. 

112. Teachers of Modern Languages who employ the ‘ direct method ’ are probably exposed 
to a greater physical strain than most of their colleagues. In their case twenty hours a week of 
actual instruction is perhaps the economical maximum, and for women teachers this may be 
excessive. Where they share in the teaching of other subjects, a corresponding relief is of course 
experienced. We heard a good deal of the intolerable burden imposed by the correction of written 
work; and it is.obvious that time is better spent by the statf in careful preparation of the lessons 
to be given than in the superfluous and meticulous correction of many exercises. Two things, 
however, need to be said. Conscientious teachers are often very elaborate in their corrections; 
it would be better for the pupil if his errors were merely marked, always provided that due care 
was taken to see that he thoroughly understood them and was able to rectify them. Aeain, 
written work should be kept within reasonable limits. Traditional practice rather .tends to 
exaggerate its importance. As a test of acourncy and of gra.'sp of knowledge already acquired, 
a certain amount of it is indispensable. Its value as an educational instrument is much more 
doubtful; it cannot vie with the ear ns the natural means of impressing concords, genders, order, 
and idioms on the mind. We .shall have occasion to return to this point later w’hen we come to 
speak of Method, (§§ 192-200.) 

(vii) GEXEH.\L CONCLUSIONS AS TO SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 

113. Generally speaking it may bo said that the great difficulties of language teaching in 
schools can only be overcome by careful economy of time, thorough organisation of work, con- 
centration of effort on the language or languages attempted, and careful classification of the 
pupils. These difficulties were not so apparent when twenty or more periods a week were allotted 
to Latin and Greek, though even then it was only with a small minority of .the* pupils that good 
results were obtained. Since tho^e days, English, History, Geography, Science, Music. 
Drawing, Physical Exercises, Manual Work, have claimed and rightly claimed a share of the 
time. If ten or twelve periods a week can be given to languages other than English during the 
lieriod of general education (.say 12-16), that is as a rule the utmost; and onlv the most skilful use 
of the available hours can achieve success. But the problem must differ with the varying length 
of school-life in the different types of school. These types we will now proceed to consider under 
the main cla,sses indicated in paragraphs 82-86 above. 

(yiii-xi) SECONDARY EDUCATION EXTENDED OVER TEN TEARS. 

(vixi) AT WHAT AGE SHOULD THE FIRST LANGUAGE HE BEGUN IN SCHOOLS ? 

114. Ten years may be taken as the period covered by schools accepting pupils at ei(iht or 
nine and retaining some of .them till nineteen; by^ the English Public Schools with their ancillary 
Preparatory Schools; and in effect by the Scottish schools in which there is no break of gauge 
between Elementary and Secondary education. With a full run of nine or ten years of con- 
tinuous education inspired by a consistent purpose the best results should clearly be obtained; 
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but it does not follow that lanf^ages should be begun in *uch schools at nine or ten, and there 
is in fact a strong body of opinion which would deprecate the teaching of languages in any 
school before the age of eleven or twelve. We will set out the arguments on either side, first 
stating briefly the position of the minority which will receive more adequate exposition in the 
Reservations appended to this Report. 

115. Those who urge early beginning are no doubt greatly influenced by tradition; and 
tradition should not be hastily condemned; it is the fruit of long experience. Not more than 
a generation ago it was the universal rule that a boy who was to have the best education of his 
time would begin Latin at about nine, and Greek a year or two later. He would proceed in 
a leisurely and methodical fashion gradually to acquire these languages throughout the whole 
of his school-life. If the system succeeded, he would have a good reading knowledge of Latin 
and Greek by sixteen, and by nineteen he would be a good scholar. By the way, he might or 
might not acquire some knowledge of French, and even of German; but it was not the prime 
object of his school to teach him any modern languages; if he learnt them he probably owed 
most of his proficiency to home instruction. To-day there is a strong belief that even if a boy 
learns Greek and Latin at school he should also learn one modem language. If he begins French 
at nine, Latin at eleven. Greek at thirteen, it is thought that he may still become a good scholar 
before leaving school. But if he begins French at twelve, Latin at fourteen, and Greek at 
sixteen, it is feared that his Greek will suffer. It is certainly very improbable that by nineteen 
the syntax and accidence of Greek will be to him as a second nature; Greek prose, to say nothing 
of Greek verse, will be impossible. The supporters of early beginning lay much weight on the 
strength of the imitative faculty in early years; they are probably right in assuming that it is 
considerably impaired before the age of twelve is reached. So much importance is attached 
to this early beginning that we have been told that ** in the further development of the 
educational system one of the most pressing needs is a proper provision of preparatory schools 
with low fees for boys whose parents cannot afford a.id do not wish to send their sons to boarding 
schools at an early age.” 

116. Those who urge the later age for starting a language have in view the conditions 
of the great majority of schools. In the schools of, Scotland and in tho<!e English schools which 
take a large proportion of their pupils from the Elementary Schools it is impossible to begin 
the first language much before twelve. The reformers deprecate the maintenance of two different 
types of school, in one of which languages are begun at nine or ten, in the other not much before 
the age of twelve. They contend that these different systems of' organisation cannot both be 
right; herein they concur with the more conservative view, though what the conservatives 
consider ricrht they consider to be wrong. They also point out the confusion that must arise in 
schools which admit pupils at nine and allow them to begin languages at once, if other pupils 
enter at twelve, or erven later, as is commonly allowed. But their main arguments are based 
noi on the convenience of uniform organisation but on psychological conceptions relating to tke 
development of the youthful mind. 

117. It is of the first importance, they urge, that no pupil should essay the difficult task 
of learning a foreign language in school until he has acquired a reasonable mastery of his own. 
He ought to have read fairly widely, to have had ample practice in composition, both oral and 
written, and also to have been made familiar with those elementary notions of grammar some 
acquaintance with which is a necessary preliminary to the systematic study of a new medium 
of expression. The years of school life which can be most profitably spent in this way are also, 
as it happens, the veiy years when the foundations of general education can most appropriately 
be laid. It is then that the imaginative faculty responds most readily to the stimiilus of the 
narrative and descriptive methods which should form the basis of all historical and geographical 
teaching; it is then that an interest in Nature both animate and inanimate can most readily 
be aroused; and it is then that the creative instinct can most advantageously be given free play 
through the paint-brush or any other of the various forms of handicraft that are suitable for 
children. On the other hand, the mind is not yet ripe for the serious study of a foreign language. 
It has passed beyond the stage when speech can be acquired without conscious effort and by a 
purely imitative process, but it has not yet reached that point of development when it can in 
fairness he called upon to apply itself deliberately to the acquisition of a strange idiom. Con- 
sequently the early beginners soon cover the whole of the ground that is really open for children 
whose mind is not tjained nor ready for any but the most elementary use of language. The 
teachers have to fall back upon a monotonous repetition of the rudimentary tvpe of instruction 
which alone can be given. At firsj; the children may respond readily and brightly. Before long 
they grow weary of what they regard as nothing more than a singularly uninteresting form of 
game. In the end they become stale; and when they are old enough to have their work arranged 
on a system that is regularly progressive, they have lost the keenness which a new .study should 
call forth. 

118. “With regard to the Classical language.s there is no sufficient ground of experience tc 
determine whether they would or would not suffer if it became the practice to defer the beginning 
of languages at all schools until the age of eleven or twelve. It is possible that some parents 
and some schoolmasters would in that event elect to sacrifice a modern language, at any rate as 
a main aim. Such n sacrifice, as we shall point out presently, may be justified if made deliber- 
atelv. We are by no means inclined io depreciate the value of the best Classical education, but 
its high value makes it likely that it cannot be won without some sacrifice. But with or 
without sacrifice it cannot be attained bv the great majority; and in laving down general 
educational principles it is safe to think in terms of the average. It is probable that the average 
lost more than they gained when all alike began Latin at nine or ten and Greek soon after, and 
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pursued them both in a leisurely fashion for nine or ten years at school. On our principles many 
of these would never have begun a second language at all, and the first language would probably 
have been a modern language. And it is with regard to modern languages that the strongest 
opinion has been advanced, and appeal is made to definite experience. The teachers of modern 
languages who are in favour of a late beginning have had scope to test the soundness of their 
ideas, and the Committee have been greatly impressed by what they have been told as to the 
outcome. They have been assured by those who have tried both methods that, as a matter of 
practical experience, children who begin at eleven or twelve are able in quite a short time to 
overtake their companions who started two or three years before them, and not merely to overtake 
them' but actually to push ahead, because of the zest which an entirely fresh line of study has 
inspired. Much wider possibilities are opened up to the really capable teacher. The initial 
stages can be taken more quickly; the work can proceed by more regular stages; the pupils can 
appreciate the definite grammatical principles which present themselves for illustration; and 
the way is sooner open for the use of well-graduated reading. 

119. In what has preceded it has seemed convenient to bring divergent opinions into sharp 
contrast by the use of definite numbers. But it might be desirable to avoid even such a 
relatively precise expression as “eleven or twelve’’ and to define what is meant in perfectly 
general terms. This would have the advantage of leaving abundant room for exceptions on 
either side of the normal line. Put broadly, then, the position of the reformers is that it is 
neither expedient nor profitable to begin the systematic study of a foreign language in school 
until the child has reached a stage of intellectual development which admits of his having 
already received a sound training in the use of his mother tongue, as well as a reasonable dis- 
cipline in the essentials of a wide general education. It is, of course, taken for granted that the 
teaching of those who begin late will be conducted on principles somewhat different from those 
that have hitherto been deemed suitable for the early beginners. To ensure sound and rapid 
progress, lessons must be frequent; a minimum of a period a day is essential. Again, 
phonetics must be emijloyed to lighten and abbreviate the labour of acquiring unfamiliar sounds; 
the purely imitative method is slow, and, at the school stage, it is at the same time very unsatis- 
factory and uncertain in its results. Lastly, the lessons must be very carefully arranged; the 
reading material must be judiciously chosen so as to secure and maintain the interest of the 
form or set; and, while separate lessons in grammar as grammar will have no place in 
the syllabus, definite and methodical grammatical instruction must be gradually introduced on 
a plan which will make it certain that full opportunity is given for securing a firm hold on all 
that is of prime importance. 

120. There is much no doubt to be said on both sides; but it appears to us that the con- 
.servatives are thinking more of the exceptional pupil and especially of the exceptional pupil who 
is to proceed later to the serious study of the Classics; the reformers are more concerned with the 
average pupil, and we are inclined to believe that the average pupil is not ready to begin the 
first language at school much before the age of twelve. It is one of the most vital problems 
of school organisation to create a scheme which will suit the average without hampering and 
depressing the brilliant exceptions. But it may in general be said that the brilliant pupil 
is more likely to suffer at school from too much teaching than from too little; good oppor- 
tunities, a little encouragement, and a great deal of liberty, make' the best rdgime for him. The 
average pupil on the other hand, even though he may have ten years of secondary education, 
will seldom make real progress in more than two foi'eign languages; ho will therefore run no 
risk of loss if he delays the beginning of language until twelve. It is accordingly the con- 
clusion of the majority of this Committee that those schools which have been wont in the past 
to set their pupils of nine or ten at once to the study of a foreign language, still more those 
which have imposed upon the great majority the study of two languages before the age of 
twelve, would do well to consider the whole question apart and decide with an open mind 
whether their practice is justified by results as regards languages and as regards education in 
general. 

121. If the practice of beginning languages at school before the age of eleven or twelve 
(§ 119) were abandoned, the ten-years schools would be on the same footing as regards 
languages with the seven-years schools, and in fact certain general principles seem valid for 
both alike. Whether pupijs enter upon a course of Secondary Education intended to last for 
six or seven years or for ten years, the majority may perhaps with advantage begin a second 
language; some few may learn three, and some perhaps even four; .some while studying one or two 
languages in all aspects may achieve a reading knowledge of one or even two more; but a consider- 
able minority will do best to confine their attention to a single language, and a few should drop 
the first language after a thorough trial. Those who elect and are permitted to learn both Latin 
and Greek should be pupils of marked capacity for languages and many of them may make useful 
progress with a modern language which they con carry further afterwards. But it is not 
necessary that eveiyone should know a modern foreign language, and for good Latin and Greek 
a considerable sacrifice is not too great. Eor bod Latin and Greek even a small sacrifice would 
bo excessive. Eor those who have literary and historical gifts the essential feature of the seven- 
years course and of the ten-years course alike .«hould be .the concluding years when the study 
of literature, histoiy, and language, i.s carried to a high point on the lines indicated in 
paragraphs 97-iOO above. We must reiterate that in such schools Latin should not, in our 
opinion, have any monopoly as the second language. But, as a matter of fact, 
in the ten-years schools and in the Public School system as supplemented by the 
Preparatory Schools, the prolonged course of systematic instniction is not adjusted to suit 
the greatly varying capacity of the pupils for language. In no school of either type so far 
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as we know is there any attempt to concentrate upon one language for all; on the contrary it 
seems to be generally accepted without question that all alike should learn two and the majority 
should learn three. The result is that the great majority carry no language to the point of full 
fruition. When the whole course of ten years is completed within one institution, reform would 
be more easy, if the principles of reform were acceiited. But the composite system of Preparatory 
and Public Schools presents great obstacles, owing to divided control and the lack of any unifying 
conceiition. The peculiar constitution of this system, as well as its great importance and 
influence on national psychology, justifies us in devoting to it our special attention. 

(ix) PHEPAKATORY SCHOOLS IN THEIR RELATION TO THE PURLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM. 

122. The schools that prepare pupils for the Public Schools ai’e a most important element in 
the national education of England. As a rule they charge high fees, and many of them are 
admirably equip^ied on the side of material and for games; there is no reason why they should 
not be staffed with able teachers, and this is no doubt very often the case. They are under no 
sort of public control; they know what the parents want and they provide that. They are not 
subject to inspection by the Board of Education, though some had invited and undergone 
inspection before the war. The English Board of Education have included in the most recent 
issue of their Regulations for Secondary Schools a new article providing for the inspection of 
Preparatory Schools and for the inclusion in the list of efficient Secondary Schools of any which 
pass the test. Before the war the Board were preparing to increase their staff for the purpose 
of carrying out these inspections, but this development has been inevitably postponed. 

123. As things are, we have little direct information concerning them; we heard evidence 
from the Association of Preparatory Schools; but our witnesses could only speak for their 
own schools or for schools known to them indirectly. However, the Association have addressed 
questions to a number of these institutions and we have received the summary of answers from 
168. The following ijoints deserve notice. The first language begun in 114 of these 
schools is Erench; Latin and French are studied together in 34; in 10 Latin is the first 
language. In 28 the first language is begun between seven and eight; in 96 between 
eight and nine, or as soon as the boys come to school; in only 2 is the first language 
deferred until the pupils are ten. The answera imply that a number of the boys 
have begun languages before they enrol. The second language is begun within one 
year after the first in 99 schools; but many say that they can specify no definite 
interval, since it depends on each boy’s progress. The direct method is partly used in the 
great majority, not at all in only 16; formal grammar lessons arc usually given at an early 
stage; on the other hand 142 use no phonetics. The time given to French is vei*y generally 
adequate. About half of the total number of schools aim chiefiy at reading and writing, the 
other half attach varying importance to speech; only 6 make it their chief object. 

124. It seems that the attention paid to French in most of these schools may be regarded 
as praiseworthy, in view of the general scheme of their work. On the other hand in most 
cases the interval between the beginning of French and the beginning of Latin appears to 
be less than we think wise; and it seems to be assumed that all the pupils should study two 
languages, an assumption which we arq by no means prepared to accept. Some years ago a Joint 
Standing Committee of the Headmasters’ Conference and the Association of Preparatory Schools 
was set up; its first Report was dated 1910 and a new edition of 1916 is in our hands. The main 
principle of this Report is that “ Greek should not be begun in a Preparatory School or elsewhere 
until a boy has reached a certain standard in English, Latin, and French, of which subjects 
English is the most important.” With this pronouncement we are in cordial agreement so far 
as it goes; though we should desire that the second language, whether Latin or French, should 
not be begun until a satisfactory standard had been reached in English and in the first foreign 
language. The Joint Standing Committee base their recommendation on “the congestion of 
the modern curriculum.” We base our view on the considerations fully set forth in paragraphs 
89-91 above. The Headmasters’ Conference affirmed in 1908 that “ the average boy cannot 
undertake the study of more than two languages besides English before attaining the age of 
13 years without detriment to the study of both.” The Joint Committee come to the conclusion 
that, the two languages for the average boy must be Latin and French. But even granting that 
the average boy should learn two languages we see no reason why Latin must be one of them. 
'The Joint Committee say that “ boys in the lowest forms of a preparatory school should not be 
introduced to Latin until they have had a sound nreliminury training in English.” We should 
extend tin's provision to French, and we are inclined to believe that our conception of a sound 
preliminary training in English would be more exacting than that of the Joint Committee. 

125. We do not know how far the views of this Joint Committee have been carried into 
effect either by the Preparatory Schools or by the members of the Ifendmasters’ Conference. We 
welcome the Report as a statement of enlightened though conservative opinion. But it has no 
binding force on the Headmasters; and it is they who control the situation, partly by their 
Entrance Examinations, but still more by^ their Entrance Scholar.ship Examinations. The 
Preparatory Schoolmasters are anxious to satisfy the requirements of the Entrance Examinations 
to the Public Schools; but these serve only for the classification of entrants auvl for the exclusion 
of boys who are obviously unfit for any part of the school. There are probably not manj^ Public 
Schools that can afford to enforce a high standard for admission; and parents of the class of boys 
who attend them are too often indifferent to every form of learning. It seems fairly certain 
that the Entrance Examinations, so far as they go, tend to encourage the premature study of 
Greek as a third language, since “ few Public Schools have made adequate arrangements for 
boys to enter Classical Sides without a knowledge of Greek.” Therefore, as the Report puts it, 
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the boy who offers only two languages besides English is “ forced on to the Modern Side/' On 
the other hand, successes in the Entrance Scholarship Examinations bring prestige to the 
Preparatory Schools and appeal very strongly to a proportion of the parents. Their influence 
is therefore much greater than that of tlie Entrance Examinations. The Joint Committee, 
quoting- from the Curriculum Report of the Headmasters’ Conference, say with emphatic repeti- 
tion that “ in a large number of Preparatory Schools the Entrance Scholarship Examinations of 
the Public Schools dominate the whole educational situation.” They urge that ” a reasonable 
standard in English subjects, Latin, French, and mathematics, should be demanded from all 
candidates for Entrance Scholarships to Public Schools.” They say that ” in a number of 
Preparatory Schools the education of the majority of the boys is sacrificed in order that the few 
may reach a high standard in those particular subjects which are of decisive importance in the 
awarding of Scholarships at some Public Schools.” Such specialisation they regard as educa- 
tionally harmful. They desire that ” the standard of Greek demanded in Entrance Scholar- 
ships shall not be of an advanced character as regards difficulty or vocabulary.’’ But we shall 
probably not be wrong in assuming that Latin and Greek are still ” of decisive importance ” in 
the awarding of Scholarships. In the model time-table suggested for higher forms in Prepara- 
tory Schools Latin has hourSj French only 5. Greek is not mentioned, but if Greek be learnt 
at all it must obviously be learnt at the expense of some of the other subjects regarded by the 
Report as necessary for a general education. 

126. It is certainly unfortunate that this form of education (by Preparatory Schools and 
Public Schools), which is no doubt for a few brilliant boys the best that has yet been devised in 
England, should be broken into two separate parts at the age of thirteen or fourteen, and that the 
higher institutions can only control the Preparatory Schools by giving them some relatively good 
advice and by the effects of their Scholarship Examinations which are admittedly deleterious. 
The two halves of the scheme have no organic harmony; the higher half influences the lower 
half, but not entirely according to its own desires, and to some extent directly contrary to those 
desires. Nor is the ideal of general education conceived by the Public Schools in itself satis- 
factory. Language is heaped upon language regardless of the fact that a great part of the boys 
pressed on to two or three strange tongues before they .are fourteen will leave the Public Schools 
without an adequate knowledge even of their own. And the general education that Public 
Schools desire is distorted because of their intelligible but conflicting craving for an annual 
tribute of brilliant specialists in Latin and Greek, with some concession to mathematics. Modern 
Studies cannot stand against this pressure on the Preparatory Schools—Latin for all, and Greek, 
for the best. It is at the Preparatory Schools that the bias in favour of Latin and Greek is 
fixed in the ablest boys; and once fixed it is retained. It follows, since the Scholarship 
Examinations do succeed as a rule in selecting the fittest, that the ablest boys are lost thence- 
forward to Modern Studies. And yet Modern Studies are at least as vital to the interests of 
the nation as Latin and Greek, and can never take their proper place until they have their full 
share of the best brains. The phrase ” forced on to the Modern Side ” is an illuminating index 
of an attitude of mind. 

127. We are convinced that all Private Schools and therefore all Preparatory Schools 
ought to be licensed by the Board of Education and that the license sliould only be 
granted or renewed after inspection. But to make anj’^ such recommendation would be outside 
our reference and perhaps in advance of public opinion. We can therefore only offer advice which 
may or may not be taken. It is in our opinion a mistake to attempt to teach two languages 
to the majoritv of boys before they are thirteen. The exceptional few may be able to respond 
more or less easily, but even the most gifted of these might very well be content with less than 
three. AVe reiterate the neglected truism that it is better to learn one language well than two 
badly. The arrangements of Public Schools should make it possible to begin Greek there without 
loss of status or prestige. Latin should not be compulsory in any part of a Public School. If 
the present system of Entrance Scholarships to the Public Schools is continuedit should be 
possible to win these without any Latin or Greek by excellence in the other subjects included 
in the examination; these could be and should be made a sufficient test of ability. 

(x) MODERN SIDES. 

128. One of the most disapiminting experiments of recent times has been the establishment 
of Modern Sides in the, gi'eat majority of our Public Schools. Apart from the contributory 
causes to which we have referred in paragraph 14, the root of the disap^intment lies in the 
fact that the principle of such division into Modern and Classical Sides was wrong^ from 
the outset. Boys at a Public School should have in common up to the ago of about sixteen 
English, History, Mathematics, Science, Geography, Music, Drawing, Handwork, and Religious 
Knowledge, or such of the above as are included in the curriculum. Since they have all this 
in common, the accident that some of the boys learn Latin, French, and German, others Latin, 
Greek, and French, is not sufficient reason for bisecting the school. AVe are not iihely to under- 
rate the importance of foreign languages, but we feel strongly that the ground of differentiation 
is inadequate. So far as languages are concerned, the classification should be into Close 
who ought to learn only one language and those who ought to learn two or more, with a 
small section perhaps of those who need not be troubled ivith foreign languages at all. 
But, granted that the boy who chooses Classical Studies should be differently treated 
in substantial respects from his fellows who elect for Modern Studies, the differentiation 
should be carried further. If the Modern Side boy is fit to learn a second language, he 
should be free to choose u modern one. There is no need for him to learn Latin, thou^^i Latin 
may be useful and valuable. In actual practice, owing to the influence of the Entrance Scholar- 
ship Examinations upon the Preparatory Schools, in the great majority of cases the able boys are 
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marked for the Classical Side before they enter the schools. The Modern Side has been inferior 
in ability, and still more inferior in esteem, with the moral effects that might have been expected, 
.finally, no adequate aim has been set before the Modern Side boy. If he elects in the 
higher forms to specialise in Mathematics or Science or both he has a laudable ambition; but 
there is nothing to separate the Mathematics and Science of a Classical Side boy from those of 
a Modern Side boy. But if a boy has a gift for Modern literary studies, only here and there 
has a school afforded any scope for his aspirations. Modern Studies as they might be do not 
enter into the system of Modern Sides; and the Universities have not thought fit to encourage 
them. Only the study of History in higher forms has received any outside stimulus, and of 
that we shall speak hereafter 169-1G3). 

129. Modern Sides, however, have been established as a half-hearted concession to a half- 
hearte^l public demand; and an organisation at once more elastic and scientific can only bo 
gradually introduced in response to more enlightened opinion. We welcome a hint conveyed 
to us by an eminent headmaster that some of his profession were anxious to abolish all separa- 
tion of Sides up to the time of the First School Examination, and have heard with satisfaction 
that in at least four important Public Schools the organisation has been so modified as to 
discontinue the sharp differentiation of the school into Classical and Modem Sides. In one 
school in which French has been selected as the foreign language which all ought to know, 
English, French, and Mathematics afford the common groundwork of study in the lower 
division; in another school these subjects are combined with Latin to provide the common 
course which all will follow. In the middle portion of the school there is a gradual differentia- 
tion of curriculum leading up to the specialist courses of the Sixth Form. It nuiy be hoped 
that these examples will induce other schools studiously and steadfastly to improve their 
Modern Sides; to rid them of the burden of compulsory Latin; to limit range of language 
study in proportion to the varying capacity of the pupils; to secure to Modern Sides their 
full proportion of the best brains; to organise Modern Studies on a worthy basis at the top of 
the schools; and to give the boys who excel therein good prospects at the Universities and after- 
wards. As the Universities improve, these prospects will be moie and more attractive; and il 
will be more easy to get for the schools masters who have a wide view and a wide knowledge of 
Modern Studies in all their important aspects. 

(xi) PEEPARAtORY AlfD PUBLlC SCHOOI. SvSTBM. 

Conclutioni. 

130. All schools are conservative—if for no other reason, then because the most inliuential 
members of the staff of any school must have formed their most important ideals, habits, 
prejudices, and conceptions, long ago, when they themselves were schoolboys. But not in every 
class of sclmol is faith in the old tradition so dominant as in the masters of the Public Schools. 
It is a great tradition; and, if the masters did not fight for it, the boys and the “ old boys ’’ would 
take up the strife. But nevertheless great changes have taken place in the Public School 
system during the last forty years. These changes have been made piecemeal, but their purport 
deserves to be reviewed as a whole. Forty or fifty years ago the Public Schools existed to teach 
Classics and Mathematics. Classics came first; Mathematics were a bad second; other subjects 
so far as they were recognised were completely subordinate. Little by little some of the subjects 
then neglected have attained more prominence—English, Modern History, Modern Languages, 
Geography. The whole balance has been disturbed, and equilibrium has never been restored. 
It is a matter of constant but ineffective complaint that “ the curriculum is over-crowded.” If 
the curriculum is over-crowded, too many subjects must be taught, or too much time must bo 
given to some of them. Can it be alleged that too much skilled attention is given in our Public 
Schools to History, English, Geography, Mathematics, or Science? We fancy not. Then it 
may be that too many languages are taught to the majority. 

131. In the old days when it was generally believed that a liberal education could only bo 
obtained through the medium of the Classics the preponderance of language teaching was 
justified. The wisdom and the artistic mastery of the ancients could only be fully comprehended 
by those who could not merely understand both Latin and Greek, but could use them 
.skilfully. Therefore, no matter what else remained untaught, Latin and Greek were taught to 
all and taught with conscientious conviction. Although that belief is still maintained by many, 
its practical application has now been renounced by nearly all. But when it was most firmly held, 
only two languages were seriously taught; it is needless to observe that two were too many for 
most of the pupils, and that few even of those who were not recalcitrant or disheartened got 
further than learning the languages as such, Now even those who give serious study to Latin 
and Greek are expected to learn French as well, while those who aspire to learn French and 
German must also learn Latin because some element of Classical discipline is thought to be 
indispensable for all. Three languages are too many for the majority; two languages are too 
many for a considerable proportion. 

132. But the old tradition has directly and injuriously affected Modern Studies. For a 
long time after French and German were introduced into the Public Schools they were taught 
like the dead languages and the results were very poor. Even now, though better methods of 
teaching are generally followed, the examinations in modern languages are modelled too losely 
on Classical tradition. Moreover, since the chief part of the boys in the old Classical d. ys did 
not get beyond tiie study of the languages as such, it was thought sufficient that bovs who passed 
on to the Modern Side should leani the languages only, without aspiring to the historical and 
other knowledge of the peoples, or even to wide study of the literatures, If, as is often urged. 
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the lower discipline (§J 88-89) of modem languages is less efficient than that of the Classical 
languages, the more need to develop as early and as thoroughly as possible the higher discipline 
that may come through Modern Studies; the more necessity that every pupil should learn one 
language as well as it can be taught at school and as well as he can learn it; the more desirable 
perhaps that those who prove incapable should be allowed to get their discipline in other ways. 

• probable that the Science Committee will recommend that more time should be given to the teaching of Science, especially during the years when the basis of general education 
IS being laid. If such a recommendation is made and carried into effect, time must be spared 
from other subjects that al^ deserve an important place in general education. We know of no 
means by which time could be better saved than by a more discriminating use of the hours devoted 
to languages at school, so that whether a boy learns modern languages or ancient languages or 
both, each individual should only learn so man^ as he can hope to bring to a worthy measure of 
fruition. To define more closely: all but the incapable should learn one language thoroughly 
for reading, writing, and, if a modern language, for speaking purposes. If any individual can 
learn two or more in this way, so much the better; but for any language—including Greek— 
after that elected for the individual as the chief medium of language discipline, a reading 
knowledge is the most important, and can be brought to scholarly perfection if a thorough 
training has been given in the first. 

. exaggerated importance attached to a mulliiilicity of languages is especially 
prejudicial to the Preparatory Schools, and therefore to the Public Schools which depend upon 
them. These Preparatory Schools should lay a sound foundation, above all in English, 
^so in Arithmetic, Elementarjr Mathematics, Geography, the elements of Science, 
History, and at least in one foreign language; and handwriting and spelling should not be 
neglected. all competitions held by the Civil Service Commissioners we are told that the 
Army competitions show the most unsatisfactory general standard in handwriting and spelling. 
Most of the candidates have passed through a Preparatory School and a Public School. While 
the Preparatory Schools are teaching all their pupils French and Latin, it seems possible that 
these elementaiy matters do not receive sufficient attention. It is perhaps too late to remedy such 
defetits after a boy has entered a Public School; to demand that the Public Schools .should teach 
handwriting and spelling would certainly seem inappropriate. On the other hand it must be in 
large measure the fault of the Public Schools if the Preparatory Schools do not give enough care 
to the rudiments; as it certainly is the fault of the Public Schools if their ancillary institutions 
teach too many languages or press on the better boys to the disadvantage of the average. 

(xii) STATE-AIDED SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 

136. Some of the schools which rank as Public Schools receive a certain measure of State 
aid. Some of the schools which are mainly dependent on public support derived from rates 
and taxes admit a considerable proportion of their pupils at nine or ten. But, as a rule, the 
distinctive mark of the class of schools which we propose to consider under this head is that 
they take in the greater part of their pupils from the Elementary Schools not earlier than 
eleven and generally about the age of twelve. These schools fall again into two fairly well- 
marked groups; those which retain few of their pupils beyond the age of sixteen, and those which 
nave a fairly strong upper part consisting of pupils who stay at least to eighteen and it may 
be to nineteen. We may regard as constituting two normal varieties, a four-years course of 
Secondary Education, and a seven-years course divided into a lov’er and a higlier part. 

The Four-years Course of Secondary Education. 

136. The schools in England and Wales which provide only a four-years course are very 
important from the numbers of pupils both girls and boys for which they provide. The schools 
which offer a seven-years course have a large proportion of pupils who do not proceed to the 
higher course or any part of it. The Scottish Intermediate Schools provide a three-years course, 
though many of their pupils may extend their Intermediate course over four years. The Scottish 
Secondary Schools also lose a great many of their pupils after they have won the Intermediate 
Certificate. The position of Modern Studies in a course of school instruction not extending 
beyond four years therefore deserves special attention. 

137. In England, at least, the four-year schools and courses suffer greatly from late 
and irregular entry, and from early and irregular leaving. We have discussed these evils and 
possible remedies in paragraph 110 above. But in so far as pupils entering between eleven and 
twelve have no prospect of remaining at school beyond sixteen, it is specially important that 
their energies should not be dissipated. It should be possible in four years to bring one 
language to a useful point with the maj'ority; only with the minority can a second language be 
begun with any advantage, We are not prepared to say that even two years of school Latin 
if well taught is not of value. But I^atin in the four-years course should not be allowed to 
imperil the success of the first foreign language, which will presumably be a modern language. 
The first language in such a course should have not less than a daily period throughout all the 
four years; and those pupils who after a full and fair trial seem unlikely to make useful 
progress should abandon foreign languages altogether. Two years should be enough for such a 
trial. If any languages are taught in such a course, it is above all important that one should be 
taught well. In some of these schools it may be desirable that during the last year of school 
life attention should be paid to the vocabulary and phraseology common to all commerce; but 
the commercial language is only a special part, of any language, and instruction in it must be 
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based on a wnnd general foundation; tbe specific language of individual trades and industries 
can only be satisfactorily learnt when the operations of the trade or industry in question have 
been learnt and understood through concrete experience. 

The Seven-Years Course. 

138. The principles applicable to the seven-years course so far as Modern Studies are 
concerned are those stated in paragrajjh 121 above, but the need of concentration on a limited 
objective suited to the varying powers of the pupils is more obvious in the shorter course, 
economy of effort and of time is even more imperative. 

fxiii) SECONDAIIY SCHOOLS FOK GIULS. 

139. Most of what has b^n said above (§§ 80-13b; applies to girls as well as to boj's, 
and where the masculine gender has been used it has generally been intended to include both 
sexes. But it must not be supposed that we consider that education for girls and boys should be 
identical. The matter of education must be to a great extent the same, but the proportions and 
relative values are different. There seems no reason why a wise differentiation of edxication for 
girls should not be decided as a separate problem. "While the education of girls has not the 
same tradition behind it, it is not and should not be hampered by the same weight of prejudice 
and custom. 

140. So far as Modern Studies are concerned, better results might reasonably be expected 
in schools for girls than in schools for boys; and, in fact, several witnesses testified that the 
general level of attainment in Modern Languages was, as a' rule, higher in the former than in the 
iutter. The reasons are self-evident. For girls Modern Studies almost invariably hold a first 
place. For them, English, History, Geography and Modern Languages are all-important; and, 
although in many schools Latin is, for the majority, the second language taught, English and 
Frencdi hold the first place. Tf a girl takes up Greek as well as Latin, it is probably because 
she has shown exceptional ability in acquiring languages: and she will have had a grounding 
in English and in at least one modern language. It follows that in girls’ schools teachers of 
modern languages rank hiq-her in esteem than do their colleagues in some of the boys’ schools; 
and that at the TTniversities a larger proportion of able and enthusiastic women proceed to 
Honours in English, French, and German. But in spite of these more favourable conditions, 
the actual results as regards modem languages still leave much to be desired. A sufficientlv hich 
standard of scholarly work has not yet been set except in a few unusually fortunate schools; the 
study of literature is too often confined to the reading in class of a limited number of works or 
portions of works (not always of the first order), together with notes on general literature from 
the teacher. It is rare to find an adequate library. There appears to be little attempt to give to 
the studv of literature an historical background or to present to the girls some picture of the life 
and civilisation of the people whose language is being studied. For girls, as well as for boys, 
we would insist that a high standard in one language is of infinitely more value than an indifferent 
grasp of two or of several. In a word, if modern studies are already on a better footing for girls 
than for boys, much still remains to be done to provide a wide and scholarly ideal and a high 
aspiration. 

(xiv) NEED FOR GRADING AND DIFFERENTIATION OF SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 

141. The Education Act of 1902 gave to the Local Authorities of England and "Wales, 
and not to the State, the initiative in the provision and organisation of Secondary Schools. 
Since that date Local Authorities have been for the most part too much occupied with the task 
of making provision of any kind of Secondary education, as well as with their other duties, 
to give much thought to the grading of Secondary Schools, and the differentiation of specific 
types. Nor has the adoption of the County and the Coiinty Borough as the Local area for 
Secondary education facilitated the task. The administrative County can, as a rule, only work 
towards a satisfactory organisation of Secondary Schools by cooperation with any County 
Boroughs which may lie within its area, and such cooperation has seldom proved easy to obtain; 
on the other hand, many of the County Boroughs are too small to handle the problem by 
themselves. Yet for the economic management of their resources Secondary Schools require 
to be graded according as they can or cannot make adequate provision for any form of Higher 
Seoondarv Education. Similarly, those that are recognised as fit-to provide some form of 
Higher Secondary education require to be differentiated according as they can give a Hmher 
Course in Classics, or Modern Studies, or Mathematics and Science, one or two or all of these. 
Secondary Schools not equipped for Higher Secondary education should also be differentiated 
within any area according to the special types of instruction that they may aim at providing; 
thus (from our point of view) there might be schools of this grade providing in'itruction in one 
language only, or in different combinations of languages. It might also be worth while to try 
the experiment of Secondary education on the lower plane without any foreign language at all; 
more highly developed instruction in English supplying the place of the foreign language. 
The new Education Bill now before Parliament may necessitate the further development of 
schools providing whole-time technical, commercial and other vocational education for the vears 
between twelve and sixteen, and also for the years between fourteen and sixteen, and differmg 
in purpose from the great mass of the schools which' we now style Secondary. It is quite possible 
that In many of these schools there may he no teaching of foreign languages. Where, however, 
language teaching is provided, a good allowance of time must be given—four hours a week at 
least for a single language and a corresponding addition when a second language is taken. 
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OtHei'wise the time allotted will be wasted. Differentiation of schools, whether on the higher 
or on the lower plane, is of very great importance as a means of meeting the ever growing demands 
for the admission of new subjects and for the fuller treatment of subjects already included. It 
will also assist in the economical distribution of the most highly qualified teachers. 

142. The grading of Scottish Schools as Intermediate and Secondary seems to be satis< 
factory in principle; but there also differentiation of schools according to the type of education 
to which they aspired would conduce to economy and efficiency if it proved to be attainable. 
Some of the largest Authorities in England have already recognised some of the schools estab* 
lished in their area before 1902 as necessary and efficient for Higher Secondary education and 
developed them accordingly. In other great centres such as Liverpool and Sheffield the 
Authority has been led to provide out of its own resources for Higher Schools. But 
differentiation of schools on the same plane has not made much progress in this country, though 
in a few cities an effective start has been made. 

143. To organise Secondary Schools in their relation to each other so that each may have 
recognised functions assigned to it in the area which it serves would require the cooperation of 
the Central Authority and the Local Authority, taking into account the needs of sufficiently 
large areas. It would also require the cooperation of Local Authorities one with another. 
Though some of the large County Boroughs may be able to grade and differentiate the schools, 
old and new, under their control, so as to provide for their own needs, yet the Counties in which 
they are situated may not be able to provide for County needs without the assistance of the 
Schools maintained by the County Boroughs. The system must be elastic. Shifting population, 
changes in the economic and social conditions of a district, the growth of a new industry, and 
new facts brought to light by experience, may necessitate the transfer of a school from one place 
in the organisation to another. Many difficulties must be surmounted, many conflicting interests 
must be reconciled or over-ruled, before a satisfactory system of grading and differentiation of 
Secondary Schools in Great Britain can be carried out; but until it has been achieved it must 
be a constant aim of educational policy. 

144. Organisation on these lines would require provision of Scholarships and maintenance 
grants specially adapted to its characteristics, in order to secure that no pupil fit to pursue his 
or her Secondary Studies beyond the point marked by the First School Examination of the 
Board of Education for England and Wales should be prevented from doing so by lack of means. 
It would also be necessary to provide for the transfer of pupils to Schools offering Advanced 
Courses from Schools which offer none, or which do not at any rate offer an Advanced Course in the 
group of studies which the pupil requires. It should be the duty of the competent authority 
not only to make provision for the transfer of pupils when it is for their educational benefit, 
but also to exercise a constant supervision over the working of the system; and the competent 
authority for this purpose must be one which regards the^ organisation of an area as a whole, 
and is not too much identified with the interests of a particular School. It is conceivable that 
provision for transfer may prove to be one of the ways in whicli the great Public Schools 
may find their place in a national scheme. We do not underrate the difficulties which will 
arise through the unwillingness of one school to part with, and of another school to accept, 
pupils so transferred; but we see no other likely means of securing that pupils in all Secondary 
Schools who are fit for Higher Modem Studies may have the opportunity to pursue them. In 
Scotland the framework of a complete system of transfer between Primary, Intermediate, and 
Secondary Schools, was effectively laid down by the Act of 1908, and the system has been steadily 
developing ever since. Already it entails an annual expenditure of well over £100,000 from 
public funds and from endowments on travelling expenses and on maintenance. 

The General Importance of Secondary Schoolt for Modem Stitdiex. 

146. Before leaving this subject we must point out that the efficient organisation of 
Modern Studies in Secondary Schools is of the greatest importance for the ends we have in 
view. It is in these schools that the foundation may be laid for subs^uent work, whether 
at institutes for the special study of living languages, or at the Universities. The due develop- 
ment of Higher Modern Studies in Secondary Schools is essential to the work of the Universities, 
and therefore for the provision of a highly trained staff of teachers for the schools as well as of 
Professors for the Univemities. Moreover, it is in the Secondary Schools that a taste, or it 
may be, a distaste for languages is fostered; it is there that ability may be discovered, kept in 
activity, and trained. It is probable that few will succeed w'ith languages who have not made 
good progress witK at least one during childhood or at all events in adole.scenoe. 

THE UNIVERSITIES. 

(xv) TEACHING STAFF, 

146. Tire Universities aio the keystone of the whole structure of higher* education. To 
them we must look for the continuous rebirth and renovation of modem studies. In them should 
l)e consummated scholarship, learning, and the final product of research into every element of 
national life among the great peoples of the modern world. From them should spread the 
stimulus of that enthusiasm which comes from aspirations realised. By them must be trarned, 
not only the staff of highly qualified teachers who are jreeded by every institution for the 
instruction of childhood, adolescence, and maturity, but also publicists, statesmen, journalists, 
administrative and executive officers for home and foreign service, and at least a proportion 
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of those who are to be responsible for the national interests in finance, commerce, and industry. 
Without a high standard of knowledge and training in the Universities we shall look in vain for 
the men and women whom we need for a thousand specialised duties in the modern world. For 
such purposes we shall need to train, and train as rapidly as possible, a supply of Englishmen 
having various arts and experience but all having a. competent knowledge of some foreign 
country, its language, and its people. For the training of these young men before they go out 
to a useful and, it may he, a profitable career, we must mainly look to the Universities. 

147. During the last ten or fifteen years there has been a great improvement in the 
Universities with regard to Modem Studies. But in none of our Universities and in no 
branch of Modern Studies can the staff be considered even approximately sufficient. The 
salaries provided indicate the inferior esteem in which the subjects are still held. For instance, 
in 1913-14, the last normal year, the staff at Oxford, where the Taylorian endowment and 
organisation have afforded valuable assistance, consisted of a Professor of the Romance Lan^- 
ages, a Professor of German, three Lecturers in French, two in German, one each in Spanish 
and Italian, and one in the Scandinavian languages, a visiting Lecturer and an assistant 
in Phonetics; and the total stipends of these twelve persons including their share of fees were 
£3.385 7.t. 6/f., or an average of about £282 each. In addition there was a reader in Russian 
and the Slavonic languages, towards whose stipend of £800 the Taylorian Institution contri- 
buted £100 a year. The Women’s Colleges maintained five tutors in French, and four in 
German. One of the Men’s Colleges paid a Lecturer to instruct the general body of its students 
in modern languages, not for specialist purposes, but for the benefit of their various studies, 
while a second College had appointed a Lecturer to give regular instruction in French and 
German to undergraduates who were taking University examinations in these languages, ^ere 
were thus in all twenty-four persons engaged in maintaining and advancing Modern Studies at 
Oxford; hut if the stipends of the eleven last mentioned were reckoned with the rest it is 
practically certain that the average would be lowered and not raised. This is the situation 
in the richest and the oldest of our British Universities. .It appears to us to need no comment. 
The best that can be said is that twelve years ago things were far worse. 

148. When we visited the Universities we found the position to be as follows, reckoning 
the apnointments as they were before the outbreak of war, irrespective of whether the holders 
were absent on military service or not. and adding the new posts which have been created since. 
In the fifteen Universities of Great Britain, including London with six constituent Colleges and 
Wales with three, there were:— 

Profettorshipt:— 
French   
French and German ... 
German   
Italian   
Spanish   
Russian   

Readerships and Lectureships: 
French   
French and German ... 
German   
Italian   
Spanish   
Russian   

Minor Posts:— 
French   
German   
Italian   
Spanish   
Russian   

««« ••• 

«*• ••• 

••• ••• 

••• 

• «4 ••• '••• 

16 
2 

11 

1 

27 
3 

20 
10 
3 
9 

19 
11 

1 
2 
1 

This list,* it should be explained, takes no account of the nine Tutors of the Oxford Women’s 
Colleges, nor of the College Lecturers at Cambridge, of whom four held fellowships in the 
Men’s Colleges and seven, with three Assistants, were on the staff of the Women’s Colleges. 
The net result is that in twenty-two separate institutions of University rank, none of which, 
excepting those in London, can give each other assistance, there were, all told, about seventy 
persons to teach French and everything that pertains to France—an average of little more 
than three apiece. It will hardly oe denied that, in view of the importance of Modern Str^ies 
at the Universities, these figures show a striking inadequacy of staff. It is true that there 
are signs of improvement. Both at Edinburgh and at Glasgow, chairs of French and of German 
will be created in the Immediate future.. But at the time when our statistics were 
compiled, Cambridge, Bristol, and the four Scottish Universities had no Professorship of 
French, while, in order to make the total up to fifteen, it was necessary to take in the Oxford 
Professorship of Romance Philology; Bristol and the four Scottish Universities had no Pro- 
fessorship of German; there was not a single Pro/essorship of Italian, only two of Spanish, 
one of these created during the war, and one of Russian. The numbers were probably insufficient 

• Since the table in the Bepori XM prepared the Committee hare been informed of the creation of the following 
>w»\M •.’-French, 5i Profemorahip^ 1 Lectureship; German, I Professorship; //alios, 1 Professorship; Spowic/., 
^ •• - - ‘ •* " ■ '  •-=— ( Professorship and 1 Minor post; Smvosic, 1 

Ir the following additional new posts are under 
Mitdern Greek, 1 Professorship and 1 liccturesliiii. 
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Xor Uie routiue iustruction of tliose actually otudying before the war ou a narrow basis of language 
and literature, since the University staff must provide not only for the needs of Honours Students 

u a so for those of the Pass Students taking Modern Studies as one of the subjects of their course, 

n of the Universities are many. If Modern Studies were extended, as they stmuid w, to include the historical, political, economic, and other knowledge of the peoples to 
wHoni the languages belong, and if the number of serious students of Modern Studies came 
anywhere near the requirements of the nation, the deficiency even for French and German 
would be paralysing. For the other three principal languages of modern Europe, in only a 
few of oiir Universities does even a skeleton staff exist. 

149. Nor 18 it merely in regard to numbers that the staifing arrangements are defective. 
In me Scottish Universities, for example. Lecturers are not represented on any of the governing 
Mdies; and Modem Studies thus not only suffer in prestige from the absence of Professorships 
but also lack their due voice in academic counsels. Again, many of those who have the status 
and title of Professor do not enjoy the income that normally belongs to such posts; and prac- 
tically everywhere the stipends allotted to posts in the departments of Modern Studies run low. 
In short, neither in salary nor in status, nor in conditions of work, nor in apparent esteem, 
have the teachers, on whom our whole system of Modern Studies de|)ends for the advance and 
propagation of knowledge and scholamhip, an enviable or indeed a tolerable position. The 
prospects of promotion are, therefore, not such as to attract students, who may further be dis- 
couraged if they reflect that at the date when om* return was completed ten of the fifteen 
Professors of French and nine of the eleven Professors of German were foreigners. 

160. The staff of our Universities can only be strengthened by degrees. It would be idle 
to create a number of Professorships in a hurry; time is needed to train up scholars worthy to 
fill them. As we have said above, to establish a second-rate man or woman in a position of great 
responsibility will prove in the long run an impediment rather than a stimulus to the studies 
concerned (§ 68). By all means this error must be avoided. On the other hand, we cannot 
afford to wait until, in the slow course of time, Modern Studies may develop by a process of 
automatic growth, and until posts may be founded by private benefaction or the enlightened 
emulation of Local Authorities. A definite policy is needed, to be adopted after mature con- 
sideration, to be carried out over a period of years, and to be guaranteed by the only sufficient 
security, that of Parliament. This policy should be embodied in a scheme providing for the 
establishment, within ten years from the conclusion of the war, in addition to all the posts 
that already exist and those that may be founded by private or local Initiative, o*- say, fifty- 
five first-class Professorships,—^fifteen of French studies, and ten each for the stud::.^ concerned 
with the four other principal countries of Europe,—and double that number of Lectureships. At 
£800 a year for the Professorships, and £400 for the Lectureships, the ultimate charge would 
be £88,000 a year. The cost for the first few years would be light; but it is essential that the 
policy should be made known and fixed by irrevocable pledges, for the aim would be to 
encourage many of our most able young men and women to prepare themselves assiduously and 
earnestly for careers that would .naturally lead to the posts to be hereafter created. The 
establishment of, and the first appointments to, the posts should at the discretion of a strong 
and competent Advisory Committee, not composed exclusively or principally of ex^ierts, but guided 
as occasion needed by expert advice. No appointment should be made unless a really 
first-rate applicant were forthcoming. Further, the new Chairs and Lectureships should not be 
uniformly dispersed over the several institutions) but they should be established where they, 
would do most good—that is to say, as a rule, where the particular studies associated with each 
new foundation were most flourishing, and were conducted on the most enlightened plan. Thus 
one University might be strong in Russian, another in Spanish, and so forth; and localities 
would be encouraged to take their own part in promoting the studies which seemed to 
them most closely bound up with their interests. The new posts should be some of 
language including philology, some of literature, some of economics, some of history and 
institutions; but for each of them, besides high qualification in the special branch of Modern 
Studies, a scholarly knowledge of the language should be necessary, and at least two years’ 
foreign residence, after graduation, should be regarded as indispensable. The same Committee 
would also be useful in apportioning the post-graduate Studentships, the Scholarships from the 
schools to the Univemity, and other subventions, of which we shall speak below (§§ 168, 
164, 166). The Committee should be authorised to receive donations and bequests, without 
hampering conditions,—except that it might be stipulated that the gifts were to be for the 
benefit of particular* Modem Studies in a particular institution, and that the Government 
grants should not be diminished in consequence of any Such gifts. 

Should the Teachers of Modem Subjects be British or Foreign? 

151. The question of the nationality of the teachers has been pressed upon our notice by our 
witnesses both in London and in the Universities which we visited, as well as by written commu- 
nications. In particular, we have had the advantage of the conclusions reached by a Committee of 
the Modem Language Association. The question, of course, primarily concerns schools, and there 
it may be regarded as practically settled; for boys’ schools headmasters were virtually unanimous; 
for girls’ schools the consensus of opinion was somewhat less complete. Not only are foreigners 
found less effective for discipline, not only is it more difficult for them to exercise an easy and 
salutary influence over their pupils, but it is natural to suppose that the studies themselves will be 
more subcessfully presented tti the classes by teachers who approach them from the British point of 
view. A foreign assistant is a most valuable supplement in a school where sufficient provision 
is otherwise made for the necessary class-wprk and superior control. The foreigner can best be 
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usefd, imder direction^ for setting before beginners a model of pronunciation and intonation, for 
conversation classes with the more advanced pupils, and for the correction and criticism of 
advanced composition—at all events of free composition, since translation into a foreign language 
requires accurate knowledge of the mother tongue—leaving the regular routine of the classes 
and the direction of Modern Studies throughout the school in the hands of qualified British 
teachers. In registering this conclusion we rely not on British evidence alone, but also on the 
opinions expressed by several of our foreign witnesses. In France—ns well as in Germany, H 
German methods may be quoted without offence—^the policy indicated has been formally adopted. 
If Spanish, Italian, and Russian studies are, as we hope, to be introduced as alternative or 
supplementory in the higher forms of certain schools, it may be necessary for a time to rely uijoii 
foreign assistance. But such reliance should be regarded as a temporary expedient to meet a 
temporary deficiency of qualified Britons, a deficiency which should gradually disappear when 
Modem Studies have been set. on a proper footing. 

152. Thus far we have been speaking of the schools. In the governing bodies of Uni- 
versities we formd no such settled conviction as to what is desirable. We must therefore 
emphasise the firm conclusions at which we have arrived. In our opinion Modem Studies in 
our Universities have suffered greatly in the past through the absence of British control and 
direction. The excessive philological and antiquarian bias which has so long prevailed in 
Modern Studies at our Universities can be directly traced to foreign influence, The Classical 
tradition is not the cause, except in so far as there has been rmintelligent imitation of its 
methods; if Classical scholarrs have tended to regard language too much as an end in itself, it has 
been the exact comprehension, the artistic use, and the close criticism of language, which some 
of them have pressed perhaps with too exclusive favour. The philological bias to which we take 
exception has been diminished of late years, but it is still apparent; nor can Modem Studies ever 
be thoroughly at home in Britain until they are directed in a comprehensive spirit in conformity 
with the national needs, the national traditions of education, and the national character. Thi.s 
can only be done by British scholars. 

153. Further, the stipends and professional status of those engaged in Modern Studies 
having been hitherto unattractive in this country, there has been no sufficient motive to persuade a 
foreign scholar, whose foot was already on the ladder, to quit his country for an alien and 
uncongenial atmosphere. With notable exceptions the results have been as might be expected; 
too often we have not got the best. Moreover it may be doubted whether even the best 
could thrive under the conditions that are inevitable. In the counsels of the Universities 
it can rarely happen that a foreigner carries the weight due to his position, to the 
importance of the studies which he represents, or even to his own pesrsonal distinction. In 
certain parts of the teaching, especially where translation into English or from English is 
concerned, the foreigner has manifest disabilities, and scholarship has undoubtedly suffered 
thereby. Again, as time goes on, the foreigner loses his initial advantages. It is unlikely that 
he will preserve his pronunciation and intonation unimpaired among British surroundings. As 
the times alter, he will lose that intimate knowledge of the spirit and circumstances of his 
native country which he once possessed. The more he becomes a Briton, the better in one way; 
the worse in others. It may be that after the lapse of years he has all the drawbacks of an 
alien and none of the esoteric knowledge of a native. 

154. We are not, of course, suggesting that foreignere should have no place in the Modern 
Studies of our Universities. Until Spanish, Italian, and Russian studies have been fairly 
established in this island, we may have to rely to some extent on help froni abroad, and we should 
be grateful to those who are willing to come to our aid. But, as in the schools, this policy should 
be regarded as a temporary makeshift; and we should not be satisfied until the head of every 
department of Modem Studies in every University is a thoroughly qualified native of this realm. 
If this be established in principle and in fact, there may still be room for the exceptional appoint- 
ment of a foreigner of distinction as professor, or lecturer in some special branch of the Modern 
Study. Again, even if all the imijortant posts in all the Universities and in the Modem Studies 
l^longing to all the chief European countries were held by Britons, there should still be attached 
to each language one or more indigenous assistants to give that help in the study of pure language 
which no Briton can properly supply. But these foreign Assistants should be young men or 
wonlen engaged for a term of two or at most three years and changed at the end of the fixed 
period. If the employment of foreigners on this basis becomes a recognised and universal 
practice in our Universities, we may be able to establish reciprocity with the chief friendly 
countries of Europe, and thus have constantly abroad a number of young men and women 
eaming'a livelihood, and at the same time pursuing their own studies, and acquiring by pro- 
longed residence that intimate familiarity with the country which cannot be gained in any other 
way, and which is essential if they are to be properly equipped to fill teaching posts of variou.s 
grades at home. 

155. If we look at the question from the other side, we shall see that Modem Studies can 
nevbr offer to young Britons an attractive career until there are many and important Tuitions 
which they can hope to win by merit, and lor which British birth is regarded as a qualification 
and not as a defect. There should be many more such positions, and a greater variety of them; 
but we must repeat that they should not be hastily filled by foreigners, or by relatively incom- 
petent natives of this country (| 150). Time should be allowed for the training of candidates ol 
high ability and indubitable claims. Finally, if the ambition of young students is to be 
stimulated in the fullest degree for the public benefit, other openings are needed for scholars, as 
■for instance in the service ol the Foreign Office, in the Diplomatic and in the Coneular Service, 
and in commerce and the commercial aide of industry. In this section, however, we ore pnnci- 
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pally concai'ued with the prospects in the teaching profession. But in this as iu all other 
professions the improvement of salary, status, consideration, and prospects, is the chief meains 
by which a sufficient proportion of the highest talent can be attracted to Modern Studies. 

(xvi) STUDENTS. 

156. In-all the Universities and Univer.sity Colleges which we visited we were told that 
those who entered for Modem Studies were as a rule insufficiently prepared before matriculation, 
and did not on the whole compare favourably in ability with their fellows in the other University 
Departments. It was generally agreed that the women were better than the men, but the 
standard is set or at least influenced by the men. It is obvious that impioved preparation can 
only be secured by improvement in the methods of the Secondary Schools and especially in the 
higher forms of the Secondary Schools. On this point we have said enough above (§ 80). 
But the inferior calibre of the students results primarily from the low esteem of Modern Studies. 
In Scotland we were told more than once that young Scotsmen did not consider Modern Studies 
to be a man’s job.” This attitude of mind cannot be entirely due to a false notion that Modern 
Studies are too easy to satisfy the most vigorous intellects; the Honours Schools in English and 
in History, where the preliminary difficulties are even fewer, have been held in comparatively 
high respect. We think that the phrase sums up an opinion that Modern Studies do not offer a 
promising career for a young man of parts and ambition. Bui, even before there can be much 
question of a life’s career, those who are inclined to Modern Studies find obstacles acmss their path. 
Such students have in the past had open to them few Entrance Scholarships to the Universities, 
e.specially to the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge. For the Entrance Bursaries to the 
Scottish Universities Modern Languages have until recently had only half the competitive value 
of Latin and Greek; even now those who have elected to specialise in French and_ German do not 
enjoy the same measure of freedom as those who choose Latin and Greek. Similarly, there ai^ 
few distinctions and prizes to be won by Modern Studies during or at the end of the academic 
course. It is known that the fellowships of Cambridge and still more of Oxford are rarely given 
for Modern Studies. In the highest public competition of the kingdom, that for Cla.«»8 I. of the 
Home Civil Service and the Indian Civil Service, Modem Studies have hitherto had an entirely 
subordinate position. It must be remembered that rewards are not only a direct incentive to 
useful study; they have an indirect value as a mark of public esteem. One way and another 
it is certain that Modern Studies do not at the Universities get anything like their fair i)iopor- 
tion of the best brains. 

(xvii) ENTRANCE SCHOLARSHIPS TO THE UNIVERSITIES. 

a.s 167. There are some among us who regard the British system of Scholarships 
radically vicious; and we are all aware that it is open to grave objections. But, agr^mg with 
the Interim Report on Scholarships of the Consultative Committee of the Board of Education 
for England and A^’ales (1916, Cd. 8291, paragraph 122), we recog^se that the Scholarship 
system is too deeply looted in our habits and tioditions to be dislodged; at any i*ate, it can only 
be tendered unnecessary by a full provision of educational opportunity togethei with 
far-reaching economic, social, and moral changes. And so long as Scholamhips and 
Bursaries continue to be awarded, we consider that Modern Studies should have their 
fair share of them, a share ultimately equivalent to that of Classical studies. In saying 
this, we do not suggest that the College Scholarships of Oxford and Cambridge should 
be taken from Classics and given to Modern Studies. Such action would probably destroy 
the study of the Classics, or at any i-ate the admirable discipline they afford for certain minds. 
It may be that something could be spared from the Classics; it is not easy to believe that the 
205 Classical Scholars and Exhibitioners elected in 1911-12 by the Colleges of Oxford and 
Cambridge were all worth their salt; but, us things were before the war, far moie candidates 
deserved Scholarships for Classics than for Modern Studies. With extended and »“»P.«>ved 
Secondary Education there should iu time be an adequate supply of well-qualified candidate.H 
in both. ActuaUy, in 1911-12, the Colleges oi OxlofU end Cambridge «'«'rdec to Meden. 
Languages 8 Scholarships out of 440. This may be justified by the low state of Modern Studies, 
but the result is to create a vicious circle from which escape is difficult. 

168. The Consultative Committee conceived that it was necessary for the encourage- 
ment of Scientific Studies that Entrance Scholarshii^ to the Universities should be established 
by the Government. It seems to us necessary that similar Scholarships should^ given t»o 
encouragement of Modern Studies; and, the need for the rapid development of Modern Studies 
being great, we consider that the employment of public funds for this purimse would be directly 
and sjaBedily remunerative to the nation. We do not consider that ^cal Authorities or mivate 
benefactors or the Colleges of Oxford and Cambridge are likely to rise to the occasion with the 
liromptitude that i.s imperative. A pi-opoition of such Scholarships should be sufficient in value 
io enable the holders to proceed to Oxford or Cambndge. Ihe apportionments of then 
.scliolamhim among the several universities should be in the hands of the Advnmiy Com- 
mittee mentioned in paiugraph 160 above. For the first , year or two fhe situation wonh 
be adequately met by a small provision, to be pi-ogressively increased until tlm stud, 
of the chief European countries appears to be properly subsidised 5 that is, when a^ut two 
hundred Scholarships a year are given for Modern Studies. But the Examination for such 
Scholarships should not be in language alone. The syllabus might mclude 
English, Frehch, German, Italian, Spanish, Russian, and imssibly Latin: three of these to be 
taken, two on a higher standard, a third on more restricted lines; English, either on the higher 
or on the lower standard, always being one. The examination on the lower standard should 
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test cliielly tlie power to use the language^ both for trauslatiou purposes aud as au iustruiueul 
of independeut expression, but it should also include a general paper of questions designed to 
give advantage to candidates who had carried their studies farther. The examination on the 
higher standard should demand some familiarity with the broad outlines of the history and a 
first-hand acquaintance with a consideiuble body of the literature. In each subject taken on 
the higher standard an oral examination would be essential, and this examination should not 
only be directed to testing fluency and jiower of audition, but should also be used to measure the 
wider pi-ofit that the candidate had gained fi*oni his study. For practical convenience the oral 
examination might be confined to those candidates whose work on the written papers seemed to 
merit further consideration. (See also 8 209.) 

159. A question addressed by us to the Historical Association appears to have excited 
some suspicion of our intentions, a suspicion which we were not able to remove completely. 
It was, we believe, feared that we should propose that the Entrance Scllolarshiiis hitherto 
awarded for History by the Colleges of Oxford and Cambridge (in 1911-12 they nymbered 66) 
should be taken away from History and offered for a combination of History and Modern 
Languages. We have no such design. But we do feel strongly .that in the more advanced 
study of History a working knowledge of one or two Modern Languages is most valuable, if not 
necessary. In most of the examinations for History Scholarships- there is already a test which 
enables candidates to show such knowledge of languages, ancient or modern, or both. We 
doubt whether this test often counts for much. We should be glad if it received more prominence, 
and if candidates who made it clear that they could use one or more languages accurately and 
readily for reading purposes received adequate credit for an accomplishment so directly useful 
in historical study. 

160. We fancy also that the historians were afraid that historical teaching might suffer 
if any important part of it fell into the hands of language teachers not trained in history. 
But, on the one hand, we hope that in the Jiear future a larger proportion of language teacher.^ 
in schools will have had as a part of their University course sufficient training in historical 
thought. And, on the other hand, for the improvement of Modern Studies in the higher 
forms of Secondary Schools, we rely on the assistance of the History specialists who at least 
can help by showing how the history of France or Germany (for instance) links on to the history 
of the rest of Europe. AVe have, further, been warned that history is one and^ indivisible, 
aud that, in our scheme of Higher Modern Studies, we are in danger of splitting it up into as 
many fragments as we include countries. This argument, however, if carried far enough to 
undermine our position, would discredit the teaching of English History except as a subs^tion 
of European History, and, if carried to its extreme, would forbid the study of European History 
without a complete survey of the history, e.g., of China and Mexico. We think the historians 
should regard us as friends rather than enemies. We desire to extend the illuminating influence 
of history to a whole department of studies for which history can do much and which, in turn, 
can, as we believe, render substantial assistance to history. 

J61. In support of our view we may quote the words of Dr. C. H. Firth, Regius Professor 
of Modern Hi.story at Oxford. “ The chief obstacle to the study of Modern History is 
undoubtedly the prevalent ignorance of Modern Languages amongst historical students. It 

. affects all grades of them in a varying degree. During the last ten years I have usually had 
four or five young B.A.’s of this and other Universities working with me, either writing 
di.sserlations for degrees or doing pieces of historical research. The difficulty in choosing 
subjects, and in making investigations on the periods at which they were working, always has 
been that they could read no foreign languages but French (except in two or three cases). 
Therefore it was either necessary to keep them off foreign history and the history of English 
foreign relations altogether, or to limit them to the study of Anglo-French relations. And, 
when they were working at subjects taken from English domestic history, it was useless for me 
to recommend them to refer to relevant German books dealing with the part of English history 
they were studying. I have examined for -.ibout ten Fellowships given by various Colleges 
for Modern History. Usually there were about ten candidates, aged from 22 to 26, who were 
picked men and had obtained generally a First Class in the Modern History School. The 
Fellow.diip examination usually included a translation paper containing passages of French, 
Gernnm aud Italian. I cannot remember a single case in which all three languages were well 
translated by a .single candidate; in most case.s the German was badly done or omitted, in a 
few cases the Italian was well translated, in some cases even the French was badly translated 
by candidates who possessed a very large amount of historical knowledge.” So, too, Mr. Oman, 
Chichele Professor of History, says: ” Study of Modern History by candidates for the Oxford 
Modern History School is much hindered by the fact that two-thirds of them cannot read 
French or German fluently.” These opinions fortify our conclusion (8 97 above) that 
whatever be the main study of the several pupils in the higher forms of Secondary Schools, 
all alike should be encouraged to ac(|uire a good reading knowledge of one or two modern 
languages, and should be diractly aided to do so. 

162. The Historical Association concur with us in the opinion “that some foieign 
languages ought to be studied by all boys and girls making History their main subject of study ' ; 
they agree with us that “ History should be studied by all Imys and girls making Modern 
Tiunguages their main object of study ”; they appear to hold with us that compulsory Latin 
is unnecessary for Arts courses; they share our belief that “ no Modern Language should be 
taught in a University Honours Course without combining with it the teaching of the history 
of the country whose language is studied.” In view of this substantial coincidence of opinions, 
and after our explanation given above, we hoim that misunderstandings may be removed, and 
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that the necessary alliance of History and Modern Studies may be forwarded by our common 
efforts. The essence of our policy is the pursuit of Modern Studies in a historical spirit; we 
count on the support of the historians; we have therefore taken special pains to dispel any 
misgivings that may have arisen in their minds. 

163. We may further remark that we welcome the resolution of the Headmasters’ Associa- 
tion that “it is essential that pressure should not be put on the Entrance Scholar to take his 
degree in fhe subject or subjects in which he has gained his Scholarship.” We think that 
some who have won their Entrance Scholarships in Modern Studies may well study History at 
the University; we think that others who have won Scholarships in History may with advantage 
devote themselves to some part of the historical side of such a comprehensive Modern Course 
as the University of Cambridge has adopted; and we should be very glad if a proportion of 
Classical Scholars were to devote themselves at the University to Modem Studies. 

(xviii) SUBVENTIONS FOR STUDY ABROAD. 

164. We found by enquiry at the Universities that a certain proportion of students of 
modern subjects spent one or more of their long vacations abroad. We consider this practice 
to be of the highest importance. But we did not find any system by which the poorer students 
could be enabled to meet the cost. It is most desirable that in every University there should be 
a substantial sum annually available for this purpose*. The subvention should be on a modest 
scale to meet necessary expenses. A sum of £26 and railway fares should suffice for three 
months. It should be at the disposal of all w'ho satisfy the University authorities that they 
need it, provided always that their studies show suitable progress and promise. If University 
arrangements allow, and at some centres they do so already, a period of attendance at a foreign 
University might be permitted to count as part of residence for a degree, and might be similarly 
subsidised. Those who are assisted to reside abroad should be bound to render a satisfactory 
account of the use they make of the time. Those who can afford to meet some part of the 
expense might be allowed an equitable proportion. Two long vacations with a term make up the 
chief part of a year, and should be a most valuable addition to academic , work.. We do not 
know where we' are to look for such subventions unless to the Government; they might be 
apportioned by the Advisory Committee mentioned in paragraph 160 above. For these subven- 
tions and for Entrance Scholarships we adhere to the principles laid down by the Consultative 
Committee of the Board of Education in paragraphs 106 and 106 of their Interim Beport on 
Scholarships (8 167). 

166. Still niore important would be the establishment of a relatively small number of 
Studentships to enable the best scholars to study abroad, after graduation, either at a foreign 
University or in some other approved manner. These Studentships .should he awarded for 
proved merit on the recommendation of the University authorities, and should be apportioned 
among the Universities by the Advisory Committee* for Modem Studies. Their value should 
be not less than £160; and they should be awarded in the first instance for one year. At the end 
of d;he, first year some of the holders might be encouraged to take posts as assistants in foreign 
schools. But those who were devoting themselves to higher academic studies might be continued 
in their Studentship for a second year, or occasionally even for a third, after a consideration of 
the report presented by them of the work they had accomplished, and of that which they 
desired to pursue. The Studentships should be subject to no test of means; those who took 
advantage of them would be making a sufficient sacrifice by deferring their entry on profitable 
employment for so considerable a period of time. If we are to secure an adequate supply of 
professors and lecturers for the Universities and of teachers for the hicrhest work in the schools, 
some such subsidies for post-graduate study abroad appear to us absolutely necessary. There is no 
reason why a few of the Studentships should not be awarded to students who had distinguished 
themselves in Classics and who had a sufficient preliminary knowledge of the modern language 
that they desired to study. Fifty might ultimately be awarded annually; continuation for 
more than one year would be rare. It is unlikely that our suggestions in this and the preceding 
paragraph can be applied to Germany at any rate until some years after the war. 

(xix) THE CHARACTER OF UNIVERSITY COURSES. 

166. If Modern Studies are to be pursued on a comprehensive basis, the system of their 
frealmeut at the Universities requires to be mconstmcted and amplified. The regulations of 
the new “ Modern and Medieval Languages Tripos ” show that this has been malised in the 
TT.. *    * 1 _ it __ __ y  1     _X ^ A-l- 

Universities with special reference to their individual aims or conditions. But we desire to 
draw attention to the features which mark it in our view as a nieinomble step forward in the 
history of Modern Studies in this country. 

167. The Tripos is divided into two parts, the first designed to test the candidates’ know- 
ledge and command of the language before th^ pass on to the wider fields of literature, history, 
philosophical thought, or philological study. By this means it will be possible, subject to certain 
reservations, to bar the way to those who have not that accurate and scholarly use of the language 
or languages studied to which we attach high value. It may be thought and it has been urged, 
that the cultivation of a scholarly use of the language has not sufficient recognition in Part II., 
and that few candidates enter the University so well prepared as to enable them to reach a high 
standard in two languages in Part I. even at the end of two years. Experience will show 
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whether this latter feature requires readjustment. In Part II. candidates may devote them- 
selves to the study of one country or of two at their desire. The passing of the oral test in any 
language is not indispensable for Honours of the highest class; but only those who pass it will 
be noted in the Class List as having taken the language in question, The literature, thought, 
and history of each countiy are treated as an interdependent whole, but latitude of choice is given 
ns to the periods which candidates may select as their own. Full opportunity is allowed for the 
study of the most recent history, including economic and social conditions. Philology is viewed 
comprehensively and those who are interested in its study have wide scope for their preference: 
but no candidate is pressed in this direction against his will. It has been objected that with so 
gi-eat a latitude individual candidates may select an incoherent or narrow course. Provision has 
been made to obviate this danger and with wise advisero the fear need not be realised. "We look 
upon the .scheme as a promising and courageous effort to initiate a new era in modern language 
study. 

168. There is no need for us to review the schemes of Honours Courses in Modern Studies at 
other Universities. All or nearly all of them require of all their students some philology and 
some study of the ancient forms of the languages. This we consider unnecessary. These 
branches should be optional. None of the courses give any adequate place to the history of the 
life, the thought, the institutions, of the foreign countries. Literature, especfally imaginative 
literature, generall^sr has due weight; but the attention paid to literature other than helles 
lettre* is probably insufficient, and it seems likely that the most modern literature is generally 
neglected. Thus, in several Universities we found that the study of Gorman literature virtually 
ended with the death of Goethe; a practice which excludes all chance of learning the very 
different tendencies of later German developments. As a rule, the oral tests are satisfactory 
in intention, but it may be doubted whether the standard exacted is often as high as it should 
be for Honours. Similarly, the general level of scholarship is not likely to be so good as is 
desirable until the level reached in the schools is much higher. We found little evidence of 
the systematic teaching or study of phonetics. Though students ought to have received before 
entry a satisfactory grounding in so important a subject, yet this should not be left to chance. 
It is specially valuable for teachers; and, while the University coui’Se is not primarily 
intended for the training of teachers, it should incidentally provide! most of what teachers 
require. The truth would appear to be that the staff of most of the Universities is insufficient 
for a comprehensive scheme of varied and interdependent studies such as would give to all a solid 
and coherent foundation, and to different types of mind a sufficient liberty of choice. 

169. Two years are inadeqitate for a complete Honours Course even in one language; 
but we found that in most of the Universities two languages were being studied, and that the 
first of the three years was taken up with the Intermediate examination, which compri.ses two oi' 
three subjects more or less alien to the general purpose which the Honours student has in view. 
Of these subjects Latin is usually one. Thus only two years are left for the work of the 
Honours course proper. We believe that this Intermediate course is regarded as necessary to 
supply the defects of Secondary Education; and as long as conditions remain as they are it may 
serve a useful purpose for the majority; but, if the Second School Examination be established 
on a satisfactory basis, the corresponding certificate should exempt from the Intermediate, at 
any rate if distinction be gained. In the Scottish Univer.sities,_ where 80 per cent, of entrants 
have won the Leaving Certificate, no Intermediate examination is imposed, except at St. 
Andrews. Three years are the minimum for n worthy Honours Course, and a further year’s 
study abroad should follow, if the best results are to be obtained. 

170. In fact, ns things are, it seems undesirable to require two languages, especially two 
unrelfited languages such as German and French, from all candidates for Honours. The 
comprehensive and widely historical study of one country can be made a full task for even 
three years; nevertheless, if three years are available a second language may be taken by some 
with advantage, but it should bo regarded as subsidiary. The combination of Honours in 
English with Honours in the Modem Studies relating to one foreign country provides a most 
desirable course both from the point of view of education and as a preparation for school teaching. 
But Honours in English, as in other departments of Modern Studies, should not be granted 
without training in the general, especially in the social, history of the nation to which the 
English language and literature belong. 

171. We have already expressed our opinion (| 93) that for those who seek Honours in 
Modem Studies, neither Ijatin nor Greek should be compulsory, whether at the matrictilation 
stage, or in any preliminary or so-called Intermediate course. Not only is an unnecessary burden 
imposed by such compulsion, but energies are dissipated which should be concentrated. On the 
other hand, besides such evidence of general education as the University authorities may think 
it wise to impose, the entrance examination to any University should require a much higher 
standard in English than is generally looked for; and before admission to an Honours Course 
in Modem Studies the student should be required to show good training in the particukr 
language or languages which he proposes to study. Tt may not be possible to insist on this 
last requirement, if the language selected be one not generally learnt at school such as Italian, 
Spanish, or Russian; but in such a case a good discipline in at least one language other than 
English should be regarded as essential. 

(xx) PASS DBGIIXES. 

172. We are not at all inclined to underrate the value of the Pass Course as established 
in the Scottish and in many of the modern Enjjlish Universities. Esp^iglly for teachers Pi 
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^’•encrid Mibjoots, n fli-.sl-nite Pass Dcgi’ue may oJloii bo bolter than Tliirtl ol' oven Soooml tJJass 
lloiioiM'.s. Tluj /4'i'oatoi' width of tho course makes uj) .for doftoieiioios in earlier educuUon, and 
sup])lios a good basis of knowledge wliieh may be Tory useful in soliool. Jlul, In so far as Modorti 
Studies J'orJii ii part of any pass course, it is desirable that energies shouhl be concentrated on 
one language, rather than (lissi[)ato(l on two or more. Knglish. JUstoi-y, a ^Modei*n Jjanguage. 
with one or more options in addition, nmke a very good pass course. .Hut good and .systematic 
tca(diing is e.spec.ially re(|Uiml for the ^todern l/angiiagc whiidi may l)c taken by a j>ass .student. 
Kor this among other purjm.ses additions to the tea(diing stall" arc urgently needed. If too much 
of their time is given to the students who are working fora pa.ss. the Honours stall' tend.s to be 
overworked. 

(.v.vi) (.'ooi'ivK.vriOiS 01' OTIIKR .l)ia’.utT.MKNT.s J.N 'riiH WoKK OF IMooKHiV STLOIRS. 

17!l. '.rile need for the develoinnent ol aModern Studies in the Universitie.s is great. 'I he 
multifarious demands of the nation reipiire that this develoinnent should proceed on many 
parallel paths, and it is noce.ssai'y that ^todern Studies, besides providing for practical wants and 
for the e.vtension and dl.ssomination of knowledge, should give as good an education as is given 
by the CHa.ssics. ,h’or all these purposes we must not only increase .and impnivc the staffing: we 
must mobilise all Ihe re.sources of the llniversitii’s. At present, the vai'ions .Departments are 
often, we believe, loo mtndi isolated. While the Modern Danguages .stall’should a.ssi.st Ihe .studcnt.s 
of Scienc.e and .llistory to acquire the knowledge of modern languages nece.ssary for the ellective 
pursuit of their own studies, the historians should a.ssist the School of Modern Studies. 'I'he 
philosophers and the ecojiomists could also give most valuable help. In any University there 
may be one or more, perhaps among Classical scholars, who have a(-(|nired conslderjible k 
ledge of some foreign literature, or of some foreign anihor such as Dante; their services .sh 
be utilised .so far as their leisure permits. 

174. Put at O.xford and Cambridge there is need of other cooperation also, cooperation 
between the Colleges and the University. 'I’he most dir-tinelive and perhaps the most valuable 
feature in our two oldest Universities is the personal and intormal assistance givmi to .voung 
.students by tho tutors and lecturers of the Oxford and Camliridge Colleges. As new studies, 
such as History, have developed, the Colleges have taken their lull jiart in aiding and devcloj)- 
iug them. Even in sub.jeots suidi as Jsaturnl Science, which must be organi.sed on a I niycrsj|\ 
basis, the Colleges Jiave found ways to retain their valuable influence, At (!ambridge Modcrij 
Studies are beginning to win recognition ; their position then' to-day is much what the jmsition ii 
Ifistorv was thirty years ago; there are already four College Lccturei's who have fhmn in spi'cml 
charge. At Oxford, on the other hand, the Colleges have hardly moved a all: there A o'lern 
.Studies are aln'io.st entirely in the bands of a University In.stitution, the laylorian. 1 raclicallv 
all the teaching is done in its building.s. 'J'he tutorial work that for other .studies is done in the 
Colleges is contracted for by the 'I'aylorian; and there appears to lie little ^v">l'idhy between 
the Colleges and the 'I’aylorian, a state of matters which does ''<>t augur we 1 lor he fu are 
collaboration of the Colleges with the University in the inatter of Modern Studies. II tlie lnv4 
results are to be obtained for Modern Studies in Oxford, it seems to u.s impiM'iitive that ,i satis- 
factory understanding should be established between the 'laylorian and the Colleges. 

1T5 'riie 'ravlorian is governed by a body of eleven curators ajjjiointed iimler l’'bitulc. 
partly c.r officio, partly elected by Convocation, partly coopted. Only one 
present body is a teacher of Modern Languages. Our attention was drawn, by 
Lam-uages Stalf to the fact that they have no representation on the (Mivcrning HOIIN of the 

.vlni'l. tl,c.v sen-.—tl„. w„nl ' serve ' I"" f ‘■"yF-.J,.'"'*, h",.",, 
teachers have the status of Profe.ssor and are only paid in part by the Cm.itoi.s. >0. they appc.u 
to be in fact subordinate to the Tnstitution. which is authorised 
their lectures. 'I’he 'ravlorian Statute lays it down as the duty ol eM‘i> lei tun i to 
to such rmnilations as the Curators may maki' respecting the hours and mode ol L'liehing. 1 
arraiKvement of classes, the books to be used, and other matters of a like nature. W e gl.ullv 
reco'mi.se the great vigour with whicli the Institution has been administered of hiti' .yeiu-s and 
the progress that has in con.sequence been made: in particular, the la.ylonan I'ln'ni’y's in'nlii- 
ahle .Hut aware of no important .School of a TLiiversily which l^ kept in this kind ol 

in intercollegiate schemes of instruction; but they are too far apart to allow of the most 

SSL. 
..t I... i.raii..u 1.,™'  K "U"t!i X: 

Hut the difficulties enumerated above do not concern Mode n Studu.s aloiu . UU.N 
mental in the pre.sent (vm.stitiition of the Univer.sity of London. 

AVc nciv summarise the chief needs of the Universities as bdlows: An improved 

I’ilf 
a sound and comprehensive fouudatiou. 0 

lasuo 
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UTIIBR MICAXS OF I:\STRrrTJOA. 

(xxii) JOvKxixii AXJ) DAY CI.ASSKS. 

I7«S. Mni. liowovcr \v«>ll the iiisirucUoii in our scliools and tfiiivcrsities be developed, it 
ffiii cnvei only a paid of llie };rouiul. A school can give a training in languages, some fainiliiiriiy 
ivitli (he use of language generally, and some insight into its Jiature; by such moans it can 
educalo the mind, the character, and tlic taste. To all who remain in attendance n]i to sixteen 
an<! beyond, il can give the cliancc of laying firm foundations in the kmowledge and use of onn 
loroign tongue; to a considerable minority it can give a firm footing in a second; a carefully 
chosen few it can introduce to one or two others. Jly one language or by more, it can make 
known to many the gifts that language brings; it can foster an ai)preciation of language and 
of all the satisfactions AVIUCII are denied to those Avho know no tongue.but their own. The 
I niversities on their part can otfer to a select few the chance of building further on foundations 
laid at .school. It cannot be too clearly understood that .school teaching must be, in the 3iature 
ol things, incomplete; its fruits can only be attained after .school has heen left behind, and, 
besides, however great the liberty of choice that may he allowed, the range of instruction olfercd 
in schools can^ hardly exteiul beyoml the two classical languages and those of the five princij)al 
countries of .I'lurope. The Tniversifies, again, can only ser\e a small minority. Jfor commerce 
and for practical ends, for knowledge, for information, we require other and dilferent oi))jor. 
lunities foi' adide.scents and adults who may wish to study languages not as part of tlieir 
education but as instruments to various detinite ends. Opportunities are needed for the stud^* of 
(dlier languages than those which individual.>i may have actually taken up at .school, and also 
for the study of languages which no .scluml curriculum jirofcsses to include. Those Avho are 
prepari'd to devote a considerable period to the acquisition of some particular language may he 
able to concentrate the whole of their attention upon it, and for these whole-lime instruction 
sliojiUl be arranged. But there must also he opportunities for the many, engaged in earning 
their livelihood, who have perforce to he content with attendance in their leisure or with part- 
time instruction during working hours. It is our belief that if the ])urpo.se of language teaching 
were better understood in schools, the impulse to acquire new languages in the leisure time of 
later life would he far more widely felt. Even now, however, there are many who, having 
learned no language at .school or, at all events, having learned none with succc.ss, neverthelc'S 
feel this impulse later on ; and a proportion of the.se make good use of any facilities that exist. 

179. 'I'hat the imjAulse is already at Avork is j)ro\-ed by the attendance at chesses provided 
by Local Authorities, by Polytechnics, by Commercial Instituti-s and Colleges. The jn-ogress 
which classes formed for the study of Italian, Spanish and Ilussian have made .since the Avar 
is specially uotcAvortliy, all the more hecanse the fighting services have taken the men. Onr 
view is further home out hy tlie existence of many flouvi.shing institutions for the teaching of 
languages only, und hy the demand .for languages in those coaching estahlishments Avhlch olfer 
miscellaneous instruction, Avliether for comiietiliA'e exumiuations or for Avhat is known as 
busiuc.ss training. We have endeavoured to ascertain Avhy the institutions conducted for private 
jirofit attract so many .students Avho might, in .London, ut any rate, have obtained similar 
instruction at u loAver cost through courses maintained by the Local Authorities. There seem 
to he scviM’al reasons. The jirivatc ostahlishmcnts alloAv the studeiils to take what subjects they 
please and to cuter at any time; they are open all day and also in the evening, and sludoni'- 
can attend for as many hours as they please or as .fcAv; they lake pains to obtain apjioiutment.s far 
their clients as .soon as they have lini.shcd the course .selected; they lay themselves out to 
satisfy ihc conditions required by the jnibUc competitive examinations and the qualifying 
examinations of the Society of Arts and the London Chamber of Commerce; and they are heller 
advertised. It is im])ortunt that instruction proA-ided at the public cost should he made Avidely 
known, and that heads of institution.s maintained hy Anunicipalities for commercial imstructiou 
.should endeavour to got into touch Avith commercial firms and to place their Avcll-qualifieil 
students in situations Avhcrc their knOAvlcdge may he used to the greatest advantage. In other 
directions it is perhap.s undosirahlo that they .should attempt to comiioto Avilh those Avho Avork for 
private profit. 

I8U. Eor the kind of inslruidion Ainder consideration in this .section AVC may regard langu- 
ages as if they wore an end in themselves, '(’heir general Aitility for national purposes may be 
regarded as proven; nor need we here consider them as part of education, or explore the molivi's 
wliich actuate the students. Adults und adolescents, AA'IIO .seek imstructiou in modern hiuguagc" 
after completing their full-time educution, may he presumed to have a clear idea of the luirpoM''- 
for whicb they urc studying, and of the Avuy in A\dilch their knowledge can he used. Some Avill 
Avaut chiefly to read and Avrito the languages; others Avill especially desire to speak them ; foj' both 
classes suitahlo provision .should ho made. A part Avill Avish for instruction in the siieciul 
vocahuhiry und jihraseology common to all commerce. After Uie general .feumdations of the 
language have heen laid, this imstmotion can he provided Avilh advantage, and nimle mine 
concrete hy illustration through the acimil documents employed in trade, shipjiing. and 
tinuiu'e. .\ foAV text-hooks exist in which this class of mutter is arranged so as to cover almost 
all the common ground of commercial transactions, and Avhere they do not exi.st they will he 
produced us soon 
sale.swomen in great ilepnvi ^ . . - . . 
customers who seek any of the miscellany of goods supplied, for instaiico. in the eiolhiug or 
fuucy branches of those estahlishments. It is sugge.sted that such cln.ssc.s .should he conducted 
on the priMuises of the firms eouceruod. Avhere all ihc uece.ssury niaterial Avould he pres(''ut', 
illmstrated trade catalogue.s might ahso he used. If compulsory f'onliuuation classes hecome part 
of our educational system, such de\'ieos may prove valuable. As a general rule, iustruetiou in 
the technical vocabulary of trade and commerce Avill be more etTectn-e for those Avho are already 

:^rouuu ui uuu?>nruun^i unu wjirrr ini\> uw iiut WJM IM 

as an olVeotive demand i.s felt, AVo have seen a prcyinsal thal sale.sinen ami 
real departmental firms should he trainml for the duty of serving foreign 
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engaged in business and are acquniuicd to some degree witli (he. inalerial and llio operations 
dealt with, than for pupils in schools to whom such details can hardly be* made sutKciently 
real. Tt is certainly unsatisfactory to leave the part-time instruction of adults and adolescents 
in modern languages to private initiative. The attention of local iiuthorities has been turned, 
and rightly turned, to the j)rovision of classes for students who are occupied in business during 
the day. 

liSl. Supplementary and further instruction of the hind here considered can now be given 
in evening classes or occasionally in mid-day classes during the luncheon interval; under a 
system of Compulsory Continuation it would form part of a scheme of .systomalie part-time 
education, with options among which languages might be included. But this would not meet the 
whole of the ca.se which we have outlinetl. Opportunities of intensive study of some modern 
language .should also be afforded. .In every largo town there, should he an institution where a 
student who wished to devote six months or a year to the thorough study of a single language 
would find instruction, assistance, advice, and a well-stocked libraiy. AVherc a Commercial 
College already exists, leaching (as .several do) French, German, Italian. Spanisli, and Russian, 
it .should he easy to add a deparlmont for Iho iiiten.siv(*. sludy of each. 'I’wo hours a day would 
sufllce for formal iustriudion; the rest could he done by the per.sonal efforts of the .students, 
L''or the le.s.ser languages we have already recommended 71))‘a ceniral school in Jiomlon. 
suggc.stiug that iu other great towns it might he possible to arrange for the whole-time study ol 
one or more of these, the choice io be determined by the commercial needs of each several cily. 
Sucli courses of iuleiisive study should lead up to eertifieotes of proficiency granted after a 
thoi’ough-going enquiry, and those certificates should be of great value to anyone who dc.sired a 
post as traveller abroad or in the employment of some firm with a foreign esfnhli.shment. fl 
might he worth while Io give a money prize to those who ohlained such certificates, a.s part com- 
pensation for UKS of profitable employment. Some of ihe recipients might elect to use the 
money lo compleie their .studies abroad. 

.182. "We cannot jn'e.s.s too strongly on Local Aulliorifics Ihe nece.ssily of providing liberal 
facilities uo( merely foV ihe part-time hut al.so for (lie whole-lime study referred to in the Iasi 
jiaragrapli. Fiidcr pre.sonl condilions, however, it is chiefly lo evening ela.sses that sludent.s must 
look for such opportunities. The widespread organisation of evening chesses which exists is, lor 
lOngland and 'Wale.s, under the supervision of the 'IVelinologicnl Branch of the .Board of Mduea- 
tion and for Seotlnnd under that of its own Kdueation Department. At the lower end of llie 
.scale are ela.sses primarily intended for those under sixteen, and grouped for the .systematic 
continuation of elementary education. Wo are informed that in these the teaching of modern 
l.auguages has been attempted hut attempted without succc.ss. The pupils have no pi'cvious 
knowledge of any foregii language; Ihe lime that tliey give is limited; and their deficiency in 
otlier subjects is .such that (hoy cannot devote adequate attention to language sludy. 11 
atlendaiiee at Contimiation Classes i.s made compulsory, the po.sitioii will he changed. 

,18^5. Wo are told that in the Senior Classes which are normally intended for tho.se above 
sixteen, few make progress in language work unless they have had previous language iii.slruelion . 
We do not question the observation, but we tliiiik that it would not be advi.sahlo to exclude sueh 
applicaiils without a (rial. Pupils from Central or Ifigher .Klcmoutary Schools who have already 
learnt .something of .French are admilted io the Senior Cour.ses in .Frcnclv allhough they may he 
below .sixteen; and it is certainly do.sirahlo that all eneonrage'mcut lo coiiiinue their language 
stu(lio.s .sliould be given lo those wlio show ability. .But the Senior Courses suficu' from grave 

iiiiles.s a certain iiumhev of students are entered; and, if the attendaiiee falls' oft. the ola.ss may he 
q'luvse drawbacks would ho largely 

ieilv valuable for adull 

dropped. This unocrlainty must he very 
removed by Compulsory Oonlinualion. 

di.seouraging. 

fiUed themselves to bccomo commercial corre.spondonts solely by private study a.ssisled by lhe.se 
classes. ‘We even hear of some wlio have maslorod four or more languages m Uu.s way. 
rriifortuimlelv the rewards are poor. Hitherto the commercial eormpoiident has too oHei. 
received a poor .salary and has been outside the mam chiumel of promotion. Unless the lioad ol 
Ihe firm or some other iu high place is master of one or more modern toiigue.s. tlio impoilance 

KS* a Ur;^po,;STEe w^^^^ these classes dbj scyvitli the 
of skdyiug.French literature, or of becoming beltei'aoquiuu^^^e^^^^ Sldt^iT^mr of hi 

expire which a uatioii can incur with the certainty of adequate material return, we think 
iJ .* 
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that disinterested study also deserves encouragement, even tliougli the students may have received 
no previous language training; and in smdi classed the manner and purpose of tlie instruction 
niiglit well be largely determined in cooperation with the students themselves. 

,185. li'or evening classes good teachers are, of course, required, and good teachers of langu- 
ages have hitherto been hard to get for this or for any other purpose. At pre.sent, the supply is 
found ])artly among those who are engaged in teaching during the day, partly among foreigners 
who have other occupations. Fnle.ss the former can he largely relieved of day-duty, it is scarcely 
reasonahle to o.xpect that they will be able to give of their best to the evening students. The 
interest of these .students might in some localities be be.st .sel-ved by the introduction of the 
“shift sy.stem,” under which day .school teachers would attend for a limited number of 
morning and afternoon sessions at their own .schools and give the remainder of their time to 
the evening schools. Jfo teacher .should be called upon to serve for more than two 
,s(>ssions in one day, nor .should the total, number of hours .spent in school imstruction 
e-xceed that usually demanded of teacher-s in the elementary and secondary day schools. 
II is worth adding that for adults foreigners may often make suitable teachei-s; but where jmssible 
Ihey should have some training, and the remuneration usually offered is not .sufficient to induce 
them to undergo the necessary preparation, while the chanee that a class may be .sti.spended for 
insuflicient iitiendance does not make tbe emidoyment more attractive. In view of the im])ortaiicc 
of the work, it should be practicable to devise and require a cour.se of training without making it 
unduly long. Further, we .should welcome a disposition on the part of University authorities to 
take a greater interest in the evening work, particularly by assisting in the j)rovision of opportuni- 
ties for that disinterested .study of .foreign languages and foreign countries to which allusion has 
been made in the ])receding paragraph. An improved and more extended .system of extramural 
teaching, which commanded not only the .sympathy but also the occasional personal cooperation 
of the leading University professors and teachers, would secure for the adult workers of this 
country that kind of instruction wiiich they need and desire. Some Universities have already 
thrown valuable energies into thi.s field, and others will no doubt follow their example. 

G.—SUPPT/Y AlSU) TIIATNTTCH OF TEArir.EltS h't)R .SUIIOOLM. 

180. lm])rnved j)ay and ])ro.spect.s are needed for all teachers in Secondary Schools; the 
Science Committee will also .strongly empha.sise this point. Uut they are specially needed for 
teachers of modem languages, who.se training is unusually long, laborious, and expensive. 'Phese 
burdens would be lightened if the tneasures .sugge.sted in paragraphs lo8, 104 and JOfi 
above were adopted. It is desirable that every teacher of modern languages in a Secondary 
School should have a Ujiiverslty degree, .should have .spent not less than a year abroad under 
.suitable conditions, and sbould have undergone definite training for his profession. In Scotland 
before the war these comlitions were in a fair way to be realised; but it will be long before 
ihey can be enforced in England. 'Phey sbould, h()wever, be regarded as a standard which 
should be gradually approacbed and should eventuaily become general. It would be natural 
but not imperative that the University degree should be in i^Eodern Subjects; but, if it be not, 
there should be .some other guarantee that the teacher has fully com])etent knowledge of the 
language or languages he is to teach. By training, we do not mean that residence should necc.'<- 
sarjly be in a Training College; a better plan may be that—after tlie requi.sife instruction in 
phonetics—the aspirant .should spend a sufficient period in a school recognised for the jmrpose, 
where he would at fir.st emidoy his time in ob.serving the methods of skilled teachers and 
studying the scheme of Avork and the elements of his art, and would thus gradually come fo 
understand the principles he was to follow and the difficulties he would Inn'e to meet. After a 

acquire in all his lifetime if he were left fo evolve his own procediire. !Mo.st useful of all would it 
l)e if be learnt the value of economy of time and the be.st methods for its profitable u.se. Schools 
recognised for the training of teachers should be under freq\ient inspection to see that the 
training was systematically carried out and was not made an excuse for economising on 
ordinary staff. ' The teixchers selected to carry out the work of training should receive extra 
allowances in consideration of their special responsibilities. During his period of probation 
the aspirant should receive a small salary, suffic-ient to meet necessary exi)enses; it might he 
exj>ectcd that at the end of it he would recoup himself for any loss by the higher value of 
the po.st wliioh he would at once (ddain by virtue of systematic preparation for his profession. 
This salary should be substantially higher for those who possess the Certificate mentioned in 
the paragraph next following. The plan that we have outlined has already been accepted in 
prmciple by flic Board of Education for England and AVnlos, but has not been exfensivoly 
adopted. 

187. It is most desirable that Government machinery shoiild be .set uj) for certifying to 
the proficiency of teachers in IModern Sub.ieo.t.s. 'The normal Certificate .should guarantee 
adequate training in and mastery of phonetics as well, of course, ns a thorough knowledge 
of the written and the spoken language, with a satisfaefnry standard of pronunciation and 
enunciation. This Certificate should be open t(» all who could reach the necessary standard. 
'I'liere may be some Avho have not nursued a regular course of education but have, so to speak, 
accidentally acquired one or more inrtdern languages. These might be very useful in the present 
dearth oi language teachers. A University degree, training, school experience, other subjects, 
and so forth, would and should enhance the value of the Certificate; but the Certificate ibself 
should te.slifv indubitably fo adequate proficiency in the |anguage, nfter thorough oral and w-ritten 
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tests. Moreovei’, liowevef good the proficiency originally posse.ssed by a teacdior, it is necessary 
that he should have opportunities to return from time to time to the/loreigii country to renew 
his intimacy and revive his knowledge. 

188. I’here should he also a Higher C^erlificate for teatdiers of Modem Subjects, to be 
acquired after, .say, five years’ experience in teaching. This should he aji honour hard to win 
and therefore worth the wintiing. Ileal practical skill should he an es.seniial requirement. 
Hut, apart from this, there should he evidence, oral and written, of further progress in the 
language and its scholarship and in other nece.ssary knowledge. A to.st of the nature of the 
I’rench e.vpUcalion de texle might be included as a trial of the Ciuulidate’s width of knowledge 
and method in liigher teaching: and he might he required to submit two the.ses, one literary 
and tire other historical. It would he mo.st advantageous that teachers after .starting work 
should have some object to work for with a view to improving themselves and their prospects. 
Incidentally, we may remark that the status and standard of the scholastic profession would 
he greatly raised if it were understood that schoolmasters and schoolmistresses might he worthy 
caiulidates for Professorships at *the Universities. In other countries there is free circulation 
between the .schools and the Universities, hut not in Great Britain. We consider that this 
lowers the esteem of learning among the teachers of the schools, and the sugge.stion here made 
does not ajqily to Modern Studies alone. 

|8‘J. It is desirable that at least some proportion of teachers of languages in .schools should 
be encouraged to specialise in one language rather than in two. What is lost in general utility 
should be gained in greater knowledge of the history, the literature, and the life of the people 
eho.sen for special study. The combination of Fr'^aeh and (•xerman that has been hitherlii 
favoured is hardly likely to be equally satisfactory for both; both indeed may sulfer. Two 
Uomumie languages make a better pair. On the other hand, the .school teacher of a modern 
language should have at least one other subject at his command, preferably two; English aiVtl 
History being tin* most valuable adjuncts. Teachers of ^lodern Subjects .should take a proper 
share in the general work of the school, and thus fit themselves io become TG'adniasters. '.rhe 
complaint made to us that ^Modern Subjects are not a good avenue to the highest posts in 
schools may perhaps be jiartly explained by the fact that teaehi'rs of modern languages are ajit 
to he too narrowly specialist. 

190. During the,war women have .served, often with great success, as tejicliers of Atodern 
Subjects in Boys’ Schools. In the dearth of male teachers that is to he anticipated after the 
war they are likely to be'still useful in this capacity. At all events, apart from the emergency, 
the experiment deserves a continued trial. Women may have a good influence in hoys’ .schools, 
just as men may have in girls’ schools. (For the position of foreigners in .schools, see para- 
graph 151 above.) 

191. For a qualitative and quantitative improvement in the supply and training of 
teachers for schools we must look first of all to the improvement of Alodern Studies in the 
Universities. Of this wo have .spoken in jiaragraphs UiO-lTl above. 'I’lie next greate.st need 
is for a general improvement in the pay. prospects, and status of teachers in Secondary Schools. 
'i’h(> next is a certificate that will guarantee a command of all the essential knowledge. The 
last is a .system of training. We apiiond to our Deport a note on the .salaries and hours of work 
of teacliers in the Secondary Schools of Austria, France, Germany, and Scandinavia. It will he 
.seen that, though the .standard of living in tho.se countries is inferior to that in England, the 
.salaries there are genc'-ally higher than those in Great Britain, if the large Public Schools he 
e.xcepted. The hours are also lighter, e.speciallv in France, where more .scrupulous pi-ejiaration 
of the individual le.ssons is expected of the teachers. 

H.~METHOD. 

(i) GKXEH.VL ^EETIIOD. 

power in our educational system as to the means which seem likely to meet that need. We do not 
imagine that we were selected to decide technical uoints still at issue in the profession. .It ” . - . *•• •. . . . * r . n ii. ^   1*    

l tJimtJUViJUi in Aurmuiuiw uui 

There i.s no royal road, no rule of thumb, of art, or of .science, which can be indicated 
as leading to success in the teaching or study of Alodern Languages. The iiartioular method 
adopted must he .suited to the age, the previous knowledge, and the purpo.ses of the students, .it 
not also to the idio.syiuu'nsies of the teacher. |f the .«tudent wislies to speak the language, one 
VUwl ]\t\ 1\nuf « lu\i I'linin lin ill if,, niiotlior Wll 
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194:. Ou the wliole^ however, we have no doubt that the introduction into teuching ot 
what is called the Direct Method has j’einoved a great obstacie from the path of teachers of 
modern languages. l’re,viously, the teachiug of the Classics uas the model in the mind of all. 
The Classical languages had come to be taught in the first idace analytically, that is, with 
con.scious reference in every operation to the rules and conceptions of grammar; in the second 
place in constant relation to the mother tongue. Latin pro.se was the tramslation into Latin of 
English sentences. Latin “ construe ” was the conversion into English of liatin phrases or tex{.><. 
The use of Latin in direct relatioji to thought without the intervention of the mother tongue 
came only in the later stages if at all. This had not always been so. Latin grammars had been 
written in Latin and the rules had been learnt by heart in that language. Schoolboys had been 
obliged to speak Latin in school so far as they were able. That was the Direct Method as 
applied to Latin, the use of La in as a direct expression of ideas without reference to the mother 
tongue. ]!fow some of our schools have gone back again to the Direct Method in the teaching 
of refill and also of Greek, and appropriate text-hooks have- been produced. The re.sults arc 
said to be good, hut here if is not the method of teaching the Classical languages with which 
we are concerned. 

195. Those who introduced the “Direct” or “ Iteformed ” Method into the teaching of 
modern languages had perceived that the incessant intervention of English was a leal obstacle; 
the frequent turning from the one language to the other was a strain on the mind, and it 
introduced false idioms into the foreign tongue. They observed that, if a foreign tongue is 
being acquired under the most favourable circumstances, the new acquisitions are kept os it were 
in a separate section of the mind, and that this section re.sponds only to its own assoefations. 
The child that can speak both English and French will answer in English if addressed in 
English; if addressed in French, will answer in French; if asked to translate an English 
sentence into French, will either fail to reply, or, if it attempts to do so, will make ludicrou.s 
blunders. It is a matter of experience, and is of some significance, that the translation of a 
.single word raises no such troxible. Tlie reformers further observed that a language is 
remembered partly ^y memories of sound (aural memories), partly by memories of the vocal 
luechanism (memories of speech movements), to a certain extent by memories of impressions of 
vision (ocular memories), and perhaps to a .small extent b3' memories of motions made in writing. 
They therefore urged that the teaching of modern languages should insist from the beginning 
upon their use as a means of directly expressing ideas without reference to the mother tongue, 
and on the cultivation of speech and of the habits that are formed by the constant hearing and 
repetition of phrases correct!v formed and enunciated. And, finally, they held strongly that 

. grammatical analysis .should be deferred as being merely a cumbrous means of reaching results 
that can be far more .speedily attained bv habits of speech. Thus it is easy to learn to say; 
Jc ne le hu ni pax donne; but to learn all the rules that govern the order of these -words is a 
long and tedious busine.s.s; to apply them one by one to the construction of suclv a phrase 
would delay the production of the phrase until the occasion for its use had passed away. 

196. All these principles and observation.s are sound, but ineihod consists in their applica- 
tion to the practical purpo.ses of teaching. There are very few who would^ not agree tlud 
languages should .so far as possible be taught with a view to the direct expression of ideas, no! 
to the translation of locutions first formed in the mother tongue. On the other hand, it i.s 
])robably impossible to carry language teaching far in schools without some reference to the 
mother tongue. Even if the native language of the punils be studiously excluded from the 
les^ns, the pupils cannot Ire prevented from translating in their ininds the words and phrases 
which they learn. If only six periods a week can be given to it, it is illusory ic hope that children 
can be got to “think in French.” And on other grounds it may Im positively undesirable to 
insist on the attempt too strongly. Much time is wasted by unskilful teachers in endeavouring 
to explain iu the foreign language a word or phrase that be(!omes at^ once intelligible if the 
English equivalent be given; while the occasional collation and comparison of the two mode.s of 
expression is indispensable if one of the advantages of learning a foreijm language is the 
e.ultivation of one’s own. There is geneial agreement that free comp'osition in the foreign 
language should be practised before translation into the foreign language, but few^ of the most 
unending advocates of the Direct Method would exclude such translation at the higher siage.-^. 
The search for the right foreign word or phrase and the necessity for adhering to a given plan make 
.such translation an effective instrument of culture when wisely directed. Translation from the 
foreign language should be sparingly u.sed; but it is probably nec(»snry as an occasional te.st of 
knowledge and, if it is taken seriously and a high standard is required, it is a valuable exercise 
in English. But wdiatever method be used, ginminatical accuracy nuist Im required at every 
stage in proportion to the progress made: no scholarship is possible without it. And ns there 
are some points of language which can only be firmly fixed b.y reference to rules, time may he 
.sjtved by explaining those rules in English. Thus even a Frenchman has to learn the rules foi- 
the concord of the i)ast participle when used with an auxiliary verb, We would odd that any 
method which did not practise the pupil in the ready handling of dictionary and, grammar wmdd 
bo in our opinion unfortunate: since it would fail to train him in the habits which will be nece.s- 
.sary when he wants to learn a language for himself. 

197. Probably every skilled teacher of foreign languages, however firm his Mief iu the 
Diioot Method, de;^rts from it frequently for good reasons. Some repudiate the Direct Method 
altogether apd achieve good results in their own way; but they would doubtlei* admit that 
they here learnt much from its fundamental principles. The hast method is that which best suits 
the teeoher, assuming that he is a good teacher and well-qualified. Inferior teachers are unfitted 
for the nse of the best methods; and our wiinesses were unanimous that the worst ]iossible result.s 
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iu‘t‘ ubfamecl by teticliers of inadequate icnowledge and poor proficiency wlio conscientiously adhere 
to wbat tliey suppose to be the Direct Method. But all would agree that, if the teacher have 
a good hnowledge of the foreign language, it should be used in class as early and as much as 
pos.sible. The Circular of the Board of Education, for England and Wales on 3itodern Languages 
in Secondary Schools (Circular 797, § § 29-47) niaj* be referred to as a judicious analysis of various 
principles of method which can hardly be reconciled in statement but may be in skilful practi(‘c. 

.198. The Direct Method has emdain inevitable dangers and it is well that these shoidd be 
noted. WJien this method is followed, speech must have a very important function in teaching 
and learning; the passive assimilation of the language from the .speech of the teacher, its 
active acquisition through speech by the pupils, are of its .very essence. But oral iiractice 

■must be supplemented by the studj* of books, and at some stage by the systematic study of 
the necessaiy accidence and .syntax. If attention is concentrated too exclusively upon the 
spoken language, too much is apt to fall upon the teacher; tlie contribution of the inipil is 
apt to be too slight. Whether grammars written in tlie foreign tongue should be alone 
employed, ivhether vocabularies and dictionaries that give the English equivalents shouhj 
be avoided, are matters for indmdual discretion, or at any rate for the discretion of each 
particular school. But the pupils must be encouraged to do as much for themselves as 
po.ssible; they cannot learn a language in class alone, and if they could they would miss 
perhaps the most valuable discipline afforded by the study of language, the discipline of 
personal effort. Probably the most useful kind of personal effort and that which is most 
easily enforced is the learning by heart of many typical phrases. The provision of such 
a .series of moulds into which his thoughts may be cast is of immense value for the beginner, 
whatever his age. 

199. In several of the Colleges we visited we .were told that the students did not come to tin? 
ITiiiver.sity so well grounded as in the past; that their knowledge ivas superficial and inaccurate. 
.\ Crer all the effort that has been made during the last two decades this verdict is very dts- 
a|)pointing, but it reflects an opinion which we also found elsewhere. The falling off was 
attributed by our informants to misuse of the ^‘Direct Method and this method misapplied 
(»!• applied by incompetent teachers would lead to the results indicated. The learning of a 
language is and must be a difficult task; it cannot be made ea.sy: from the beginning and at 
every stage the pupils must be made aware that their success depends upon themselves, and a 
high standard of accomjilishment must be set before them. Every device must be emplo}*ed 
to secure their coopmation; the memory must be methodically trained and stored; reading, 
writing,’ and speaking must all he used to contribute to iirogress. In every .school in which 
modern languages are taught, a good lending library of fir.st-rate books in the languages tauglit 
should be built up, suitable in each sevei-al school to the standard which .such studies may 
reach therein. If the .study of modern languages is to earn its due estimation, the highe.^t 
po.s.sible accuracy and scholarshiii must be .«ystematically cultivjded. This cannot be done, 
without making the jiupii.s work; it is better still that they .should be brought to desire t«J 
work and to worJe hard. 

200. Though much latitude is permissible in method, in any one .school method slnmld 
he {-(msistent within just limits. To secure some reasonable mea.surc of consistency must be 
Ihc duty of the Head, or of the member of his .staff to whom he may delegate the dirindion of 
.Modern Studies in his .school. T’bat iiupils pas.sing from one class to another should jiass from 
one method to another wholly inconsistent, must be di.sadvantageous iind may be (lisa.^lrous. Yel. 
in any .school there may be licterogencous elements, all valuabh\ and a teacher can hardly be 
forced to do guod work by a method in ivliich he does not believe. Ingenuity may minimise 
the.se disadvantages, c./.'.. by concentrating the believers in Direct .\rcthod at the lower part 
of the school and the disbelievcr.s in the higher part. (§ 107 above.) 

Uniform. Grammatical Terminnloffy. 

2(M. It is greatly to be wished that the grammatical nomenclature u.sed for all languages 
•should be so far as passible identical. It .is specially important that it .should be .so within 
.'schools whcj-e more than one language is taught. A. uniform termimdogy brings into relief 
the principles of structure common to all allied languages; needle--'s yariation o.f terms conceals 
the sub.stantial unity. We are (ionvinced, for in.stance, that the widely dilVering sy.stems 
commonly used for Latin and ITencli must lead to error and confusion of thought. Already 
good Avork lias been done in, this direction, but it has not yet received ade(|uate recognition or 
.sujiport. In .1909 eight important As.sociation.s'* repro.sentalive of lho.se interested in leaching 
Mnglish and foreign languages us ivell as of every .section of tho.se re.s))on.siblc for such in.sIrucHon 
in Secondary Schools, combined to set up a .Toint C’ommittee on Graminatioal 'J’(*rmin<dtig.\. 
That Commitlee produced a Beport which we have had before as in a revised form whijdi was 
agreed upon iu 1911. Since then a Standing Committee apj)oint(-d by the same bodies ha> 
watched and promoted the movement for reform. 'I'he Benoit provides uniform granimolical 
terminology for English, Xi^rench, German, Latin, and Grtsde it is claimed that the same l»<r- 
minology is also appHcalde to other languages of the Indo-European family such as Bu.ssian, 
Spanish', and Italian. The terminology recommended has been adopted in several grammai-s of 
English., French, and Latin, and also as the basis of teaching in many Secondary Schools, though 

» The Oliawiod .AtwooiHtioa, tlid ^rodera fiangunjiu ,\KH(?<!iuli(>n, the En«li>li .VsMoeiulicai,' tlic Head iMuHler.s' 
.Woeiiition, the Head MiataW Aaaooiatioii, the .VaaiatHiii Maalora’ Association, the Assistant Mistrcs.sps' A.ssociation, 
imd ttio Association of Preiairatory Scliools. 
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in oiily a .^mall franlion of the wlvole luunber. WJiilc not coinmitliuf;' ourselvos to all tlie liotaii.s 
of this scheme, we attach the hiyliest impoi'tauce to uniform nomenclalure for grammar, and 
are of opinion that it is more necessary that-the lerininologi'' shoxild be uniform than, tliat n. 
shouJcI ho free from all defects, I’he scjieme of the Committee is consistent and well^ thought 
out; we recommend it tor careful conshleratiou as it stands: but it would be possible for indi- 
vidual scJiools, while adopting the main outlines of the lleport, to make modifications in detail. 
In any event, we trust that uniforuiity in the use of grammatical terms, at least within each 
.several .school, will become at no distant date the rtile and jiot the excejdion. AVe would go 
further aial .say tliat, in view of the frequent pa.ssage of pupils from one .school to another by 
tile niigratiou of their jiarenls, it is desirable tliat the greatest po.ssible measure of gegeral 
unanimity .should be secured. In view of the present and piuspective increase in the number 
of languages .studied in schools, reform is urgently needed; and, as a .simple mea.sure to further 
it. we recommend that in the te.sts for CJertificates for teachers in mmlern languages suggested 
by us in paragraphs 187 and 188, uniform grammatical nomenclature .should be required. But it 
al.<o seems to ns that the eiglit great Associations which combined to set up the Joint Committee 
could do much to forward a general consensus. The Board (d‘ Education for lOngland and 
Wales in their Alemorandum on the Teaching (d' Modern iianguages (Circular 707) do not 
mention the .svdiject. 

Methods of teaching/ pupils to icad foreitjn htuyuopcs. 

liU2. We have said above that method must be varied according to the purposes of (he 
student, and in paragraph 97 above Ave Inu'e advocated the teaching of languages in schools 
for the. speeitic jniriiose of reading. There is u'hat is called the ‘ active ’ knowledge of language, 
the knowledge of language for imrpose.s of self-expre.ssion. There is akso the ‘ pa.ssive ’ know- 
bnlge of language, the ‘ recognition* knowledge, the kiioAvledge which is .sutticient for compre- 
hension. .hor tile thorough .study of any language, both the active and the passive knowledge 
must be cultivated; and at least the first foreign language learnt .should be studied in this Avay. 
But one or more additional l-.inguage.s can be learnt Avith advantage for reading purposes only. 
In our opinion such passive knowledge is quite Avorth cgltivating, though the .student may never 
attain the stage of speaking or writing. The methods applicable to this kind of study haA-,e 
not, Ave believe, been AVorked out in detail for common use; experiments are needed, and any 
resulting experience should be made known. It will probably he best to encourage the pupil 
to do most of the Avork for himself, Avith occasional te.sts, as by requiring a -.summary of a 
])a.ssage that has been read, or a tran.slation of a typical extract. But it is not desirabie thal 
lie should attemjit to learn to road any language Avhile remaining quite ignorant of it.s correct 
lironunciation. Xot only is it barbarous to mi.scall too gro.ssly the A-ocables of a foreign tongue, 
Imt the aural memory and the memory of the motions of the organs of speech in forming Avords 
arc valuable aid.s in fixing the knoAvledge of any language. It is a graA-e blunder to rely on 
the ocular memory alone. Indeed, it is im])o.ssible to do .so; and, unless cfire is taken to form 
right association.-!, Avrong ones Avill inevitably be called into exi.stence. It is also cA-ident that 
a due appreciation of melody and rhythm, Avhether in verse or in prose, is unattainable Avithont a 
knoAvledge of the sounds AA-hich compose the music. 

(ii) BllOXETIGS. 

20d. Bhonetics may be defined as the science of sounds as used in language—their 
enumeration, their differentiation, their analysis, and the establishment of the methods by 
Avhich they are iiroduced. If circumstances permit the thorough learning of u language by 
imitation, phonetics are not needed; even then, hoAvcA'er, it is necessary that miscellaneous imi- 
tation of various indigenous modes of pronunciation, enunciation, and intonation, should be 
corrected by fclose observation of the best models and of the purest speech. But imitation can 
only, as a rule, give the best results during early years and in the country Avhere the language 
is at-home;, in schools the imitative endeavour must be guided, fashioned, and regulated by 
methodical training of ear and of organs of speech. HoAvever good the pronunciation, enuncia- 
tion, and intonation of the teacher may be, he Avill be aided in obtaining the desired results by 
a knoAvledge of the classification, differentiation, and analysis of voAvels and (-onsonants in his 
native language and in that Avhich he Avi.shes to teach. Ills task Avill bo lightened it he i.s able, 
not only to pre.sent to his pupils an example of each of the .scA'cral .sounds separately and in 
continuous se(|uence, but to tell them exactly IIOAV each sound is produced. But Avhat it is 
necessary for him to knoAV, he must have learnt thoroughly and he able to present accurately. 
JMionetic knoAvledge is a combination of scientific ob.serA’atiou Avith training of ear, organs of 
speech, and attention. To equip him for his task, the teacher needs not only a complete 
familiarity AAdth all that science has established com-erning the sounds to he used, but consider- 
able practice'in distinguishing them Avhon heard and reproducing them in speech. Neither 
the .science nor the practice by it.self Avill suffice; the tAvfi mu.st be intimately combined, AVe 
have therefore said aboA’c that teachers of Alodern Languages should have a thorough training 
ill phonetics; for Avifhout them the best re.sults that can he obtained in .schools Avill be missed 
(KK 1,()8, 187). But Ave have also said that inaccurate phonclii’s are AVor.se than none (jj 70); 
for they lead the pvqiilsto form incorrect and ugly habits Avhich Avill be all the more difficult to 
overcome, liecause they have lieeu jiressed home Avith the conviction of false .science. 

20-1. The need of good ])honetie training for teaO-her.s U-ho have to Avork in .school coa- 
ditions, AA’O consider to be comjiletely established. The use to be made of the scientific symbols, 
terminology, ami analysis, is a matter of the tesudver’s art; and in this each expert teacher Avill 
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vary. We can only say that at the beginning- of a new language the pupils should be trained 
in the recognition and production of the sounds; the ear and the organs of speech should be 
systematically drilled; and the knowledge and practice should be brought to sucb a point that 
as errors creep in at later stages their correction may be facilitated by reference to earlier 
lessons, fixed in the pupils’ minds. Barbarous pronunciation of any of the chief European 
languages is to-day as certain a mark of defective education as false quantities in Latin or Greek 
were in an earlier age. Those who have learnt to pronounce in one language really well will 
generally avoid such solecisms. In passing, we would express our regret that no method of 
more or less approximate transcription of foreign languages into the symbols of our own 
alphabet has yet become generally current. Such a system would prevent gross errors in the 
common pronunciation, e.g., of Slavonic and Turkish place-names. The use of phonetic script 
by the pupils may be regarded as optional; but it is of great utility as a convenient means ol‘ 
readily reviving earlier studies, provided that in that earlier instruction the meaning of the 
symbols was sufficiently grasped and comprehended. Our evidence does not suggest that the 
use of the script at early stages leads later to inaccurate spelling, even in such a language as 
Ereuch Avherein orthography has no uniform relation to phonetics. The thorough phonetic 
training of the pupils will be most useful Avhen they come to learn languages for themselves; 
a knowledge of the script will then be extremely valuable. 

(iii) TEXT-BOOKS .UYD SYLLAOUS. 

205. There is a great abundance of modern text-books, which are much superior in 
general aim and construction to those in vogue some twenty of thirty years ago. VVe notice, 
liowever, a tendency to excessive elaboration, which leads to lifeless and unintelligent teaching 
if lazy or uninventive teachers follow without discrimination the course conveniently marked 
out by the text-book. Even an inferior pedagogue would do better to use his own wits and 
base his instruction on a well-selected series of texts than to keep slavishly to the scheule 
prepared by another. Elaborately annotated texts for use in schools are a futile waste of labour 
and expense. A certain supply of good cheap plain texts of high-class works is already on 
the market; but even for Erench it is not adequate; for German it is very imperfect; for 
Spanish, Italian, and Russian, the deficiency is even more conspicuous, though efforts have been 
made during the war to improve matters. A short workmanlike historical introduction will 
sometimes be useful; beyond this only a few historical notes are needed; the rest should, as 
a rule, be left to the teacher. 

206. The plan of the course in each school should be the result of careful thought, and 
should be constructed by the head of the Modern Studies department in consultation with his 
colleagues. The work of each year should be mapped out so as to be progressive and without 
gaps. Internal tests should be frequent, to ascertain if the foundation is well laid. An 
occasional term or shorter period can well be given to recapitulation and revision. Time is 
inevitably scanty in Secondary Schools; its economy should be practised to the utmost. The 
texts chosen should not be trumpery; works worthy of study for their own sake should be used 
so far as possible; and as early as may be convenient first-rate literature should be given to 
the pupils. In this connexion we feel bound to plead for more serious attention being given 
in the Upper Forms to the writings of Erench classical authors. As it is, teachers are too prone 
to ignore their existence, on the pretext that their thought is too abstract, their language 
too involved, as if these very qualities did not add immensely to their value as instruments of 
intellectual discipline for those who are old enough to profit by their use. At all stages prose 
as well as verse should be learnt by heart. Some texts should be studied intensively ; but 
others should be provided for the pupils to read by themselves, with occasional^ questioning to 
see that they have read and under-stood the books put into their hands. The history of litera- 
ture should not be taught apart from the literature itself; it should be introduced wherever 
helpful to illustrate the works under study. Pupils should be encouraged as early as possible to 
read on their own account, and for Jill the languages which it teaches every school should be 
provided with a good and varied lending library. It is necessary that the pupils should learn 
as early as possible that languages are for use; and not only for use, but for enjoyment. 
Where pupils stay until eighteen or nineteen, private study should be systematically fostered 
(§ 98 above). Correspondence with foreign children, already fairly well organised, 
should be further encouraged. As we have indicated above, visits to foreign countries should be 
arranged when possible, while interchange of pupils with foreign countries is an experiment 
which deserves to be continued under careful management. 

207. Our conclusion is that the newer methods of teaching modern languages are sound 
' in principle, though, if misapplied, they have dangers of their own, not less great than the 

travesty of Classical methods which they superseded. They admit of great variety in their 
application by a skilled teacher, and their best exponents ai’c the least inclined to condone 
inaccuracy or to exaggerate the importance of superficial fluency of .s^jeech. 

I.—EXAMINATIONS. 

208. Methods of examination in modern foreign languages need careful and skilful revision. 
They have been too much based on the Classical tradition. In spite of certain improvements 
they still rely too much on stereotyped devices, such as translation into English and questions 
on the history of literature. Free* composition needs further development, and the expedients 
adopted to provide subject matter for such composition are often unsatisfactory. The Report 
of the Modern Language Association on External Examinations for Schools (1911), though 
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good so far as it goes, does not go far enough. The attention of the new Examinations Cmmcil 
established by the Board of Education for Eugland and Wales should be called to this matter, 
and the Civil Service Commissioners' may also be able to do something to bring new methods 
into use and to adjust them to the various stages of education. 

209. Oral examination should be used wherever possible; and in school examinations and 
in Scholarship examinations it should al-ways be possible. In the great public competitions 
held by the Civil Service Commissioners it can hardly be introduced when the numbers exceed 
four or five hundred. The extra fees to be paid to those who conduct the examinations are a 
minor consideration; the expenditure would not be great and would be educationally remunera- 
tive. A greater obstacle would be the additional burden on the candidates of travelling a second 
time to one of the many examination centres. But the greatest of all would be the difficulty 
of keeping the standard even, if many examiners were emijloyed, and the great dela}' if all tlie 
candidates wore tD be examined by the same examiner. Still, oral examination has proved 
possible in the h-'gber competitions and it should be introduced in all if the difficulties can be 
surmounted. If used for candidates of sixteen or upwards, it should be a test not only of 
speaking power bid of the actual progress made by the candidate in the knowledge of the 
country whose language he has been learning and whose literature he has had before him. More 
light can often be obt:dr«ed on such points by ten minutes of skilfully conducted conversation 
than by the whole of a written paper. Separate marks should be assigned for the use of the 
spoken tongue and for the knowledge, intelligence, and mastery of the subject, shown in the 
course of the conversation. 

210. Free composition ahould be A-aried in its methods and new methods should be 
invented. Even where tranfoation into the language is required, free composition .should also 
be used as an additional test. Essays should not be asked for at all before eighteen, while 
even at the University thej- should not be the only means employed to test the power of com- 
position, construction and control of matter. Yerse composition can be practised with probable 
advantage at an early stage, later only by those who have a gift for it; it might be optional in 
school-leaving and final University examinations. Commentaries on texts supplied in a printed 
paper afford a useful means to discover whether a candidate is familiar with the literature and 
its historical background, and whether lie can say, in the foreign language, exactly what he 
desires to say. Such commentaries may take many forms, which may be adapted to the age 
of the candidates. In the final examinations of the University they might play an important 
part; they should not, however, range indiscriminately over the whole field of relevant com- 
ment, but should be directed to specific points by questions in the printed paper. One passage 
might lead to discussions bearing on the history of thought, another to historical notes, anothei 
to disquisitions of a critical nature on literary form or on language, another to observations on 
law, customs, social structure, or institutions. By such means the examinations in literature 
might be brought more closely into touch with the works of the authors than they always are 
at present. Questions on literature of the type usually set, however skilfully drawJi, too often 
offer scope for second-hand criticism and for matter taken either frorn text-books or from 
the lectures of the Professors. The best manner of conducting examinations in literature and 
of preserving therein the intimate connexion of literature and history is still to be devised; 
much thought and experiment will be needed before satisfactoiy solutions of the problem can 
be>found. We say solutions, because it is probable that those tests will be most searching which 
are most varied and approach the matter from the greatest number of sides. If the new scheme 
of the Civil Service Commissioners is adopted, whereby candidates for the highest class of posts 
are to be examined in the language, literature and history of the principal countries of Europe, 
a great field will be open for diversified experiments in the direction indicated. We would once 
more emphasise our conviction that in examinations on literature history should have an 
important place, and that in examinations on histoiy literature should be regarded as one of the 
most important sources of historical enlightenment. 

211. The view has been urged upon us that translation into a foreign language is an 
artificial exercise in which perfection is unattainable and on which too much trouble is spent 
without equivalent advantage. We addressed questions on this point to the Professors and 
Lecturers in the various Universities, and we found unanimous accord that translation into the 
foreign language was a most valuable test of scholarship and of the higher mastery of the 
language. Great stress was laid by our witnesses on the task imposed on candidates by such 
translation of expressing exactly a given set of ideas, Avhereas free composition allows the writer 
tp avoid difficulties which he cannot master and to follow easy paths. Some of us still incline 
to believe that the last word has not yet been said on this topic, but we are not prepared to go 
against the weight of evidence, though we may suspect that the view expressed with so much 
unanimity is unconsciously influenced bj; long-established tradition. But, whatever the truth 
may be for the Univensitios, we are convinced that for .school boys and school girls translation 
into the foreign language is made fur too difficult. The passages set should be simple and direct 
and a high degree of accuracy should be expected of any candidate who aspires to distinction. 
The English chosen should be good English: this is not always the case. Students in the higher 
forma of schools and at the Universities should be constantly reminded that the best way to learn 
to compose in a foreign tongue is to study the great masters of prose and verse closely, widely 
and observantly. The results of such study should be apparent as well in free composition as in 
translation. In fact, the higher the merit of the candidate, the easier it will be for him to show 
it in free composition. We note a great difference in the practice of various Universities as 
regards answers to questions on literature, Ac. Some require the questions to be answered in the 
foreign language, some prefer that they should be amswered in English, some leave the choice 
to the candidate. Our own view is that in an examination the exercises set to he dealt with m 
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the foreign language should be specially devised to test skill in and mastery of the language and 
that the work should be appraised partly or mainly for these elements, AVhere knowledge only 
is to be tested, jt seems better that questions should be answered in the mothfer tongue. 

212. In gauging a certain kind of knowledge by examination, translation into English is 
the only test that can be used. It should not, however, be forgotten that it tends to break down 
that direct connexion between ideas and language which should be preserved so far as possible 
in learning a foreign tongue. In school, therefore, it should be practised only so far as neces- 
sary; the existence of examinations makes this necessity p^reater than it would otherwise be. It 
is the more desirable that the xitmost benefit should be derived from the compensating advantages. 
Translation into Eiiglish, though it may not be the best way of learning a foreign tongue, is a 
good test of knowledge, and it can be made an admirable exercise in the use of the mother 
tongue. It would, of course, be absurd to expect quite young pupils to be masters of terse 
idiomatic expression, and in their case nothing more than an intelligible reproduction of the 
original should be looked for. But, as the age of the candidates rises, those wdio have to appraise 
the work should attach an increasing value to the skilful and accurate use of our own language 
in all examinations in which translation into English must have a part. At our Universities, 
especially, artistic excellence in this accomplishment should be expected from all who aspire 
to high Honours. In this matter, as in some others, the influence of foreign Professors has not 
been favourable. It can rarely happen that a foreigner is a good judge of merit in English 
translation, or will require a due standard of attainment from the students committed to his care. 

213. It must be admitted that examinations can be with difficulty prevmited from exercising 
certain bad influences on the teaching and study of all subjects, and especially on the teaching 
of Modern Subjects. These bad influences are certain to be more powerful if the examiner’s 
art is held in low estimation by the best scholars. Examinations arc too often conducted by 
persons of inferior intelligence and attainment, or by others who, though able and learned, regard 
them as a kind of low drudgery done for gain. We need the best minds and the best .scholars 
for examination work; only by the cooperation of the best can the bad influences of examinations 
be minimised, and the good influence maintained at the highest point. No scholar who has any 
gift for the examiner’s craft;—it must be conceded that some of the best schohys make very 
bad examiners—should decline to take his share in the necessary work of examinations, or to 
use his best wits in their proper conduct and constant improvement. And there is anotlier 
point in regard to which it is well to be frank. While there is a great deal to be said for the 
view that no pupil or student can he properly examined except by hi.s own teacher, and while 
it is probably true that no one can be a really successful examiner who has not at some time or 
other been a really successful teacher; it does not follow' that every teacher, even every good 
teacher, is necessarily a good examiner of other people’s pupils. He may be the very worst. The 
truth is that the examiner’s art is a thing by itself, and demands the possession of qualities that 
are far from being common. A grave responsibility therefore rests upon those in whom the 
supreme control of examinations may be vested. 

214. We have already referred (§ 157) to the Interim Report of the Consultative 
Committee. It contains many observations and suggestions for the conduct of examinations 
on w'hich we need not comment. But we have been struck by the reinarks of ^the 
Committee, in paragraphs 41 to 44 of their Report, on the effect of the Civil Service Examina- 
tions and the prizes offered thereby, in withdrawing from further study and from other openings 
a very large proportion of the able and industrious youth of the country. Tlie Scienco 
Committee has been similarly impressed by this pronouncement. If young men between 
the ages of seventeen and twenty can by one examination .secure permanent employment 
with an initial salary of ^70 rising to £300 with further chances of promotion, and can by 
another secure £100 a year at once and in due course £450 or more, in both cases with .super- 
annuation benefits thrown m, what hope has the scholastic profession of receiving its duo influx 
of able, studious, and well-educated yoiitJi? The Second Division Class has better pay and 
prospects than the teachers in Elementary Schools, the Intermeitliate Class better pay and 
prospects than the very great majority of masters in Secondary Schools; both draw upon me 
fund of youth which has also to supply good schoolmasters. If there were no other reason for 
the estnlilishment of Scholarships for Higher education, they would be needed to counteract 
the influence of the Civil Service competitions as at present arranged. Without such Spholarship.s 
there is little prospect of attracting to Secondary Schools their proper supply of intelligent and 
well-qualified pupils; ami there is just ns little prospect of a due,proportion of those pupils 
choosing the scholastic profession unless also the scale of salaries be raised at len.st to 
that of the Intermediate Class in the Civil Service, whose members at twenty-three would be 
earning £140 a year, with a sure expectation of advance to MBO, and a cbance of much more. 
Even so early as the years between fourteen and sixteenj?ome of the better pupils leave Secondary 
Schools to bWome Learners in the Post Office, though that competition is intended to test 
the results of Elementary rather than of Secondary education. Between fourteen and sixteen, 
however, the field of selection is widei between seventeen and twenty, as we know, it is 
lamentably narrow. 

,T.—CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS. 

216. Having established ns we believe that Modern Studies have been neglected in this 
island, 4at the circumstances of the present and the probable needs of the future demand their 
■strenuous development in the interests of the nation, of all its several classes, and of jndipdual.s 
whose outlook needs breadth and adjustment to world conditions, we have traversed the field of 
school education and the province of the Universities, and surveyed the opportunities that exist 
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for special study of various languages by those who are no longer in altemlance at school 
or TJniversitj'." We have considered the method of instruction in relation to the various 
purjKises which it is intended to serve, the training of teachers, and tlie methods of 
examination by which the results of instructioii and study may be tested. We are now in 
a position to formulate the conclu.sions which we have reached, and the recommendations 
which we desire to submit to tlie Government and the various education authorities of Great 
Britain. Although wo have been led both by logic and by practical comnion. sense to principles 
whicli require fundamental changes in methods and purposes and organisation of teaching and 
learning, we have attained such a measure of unanimity as appears to us satisfactory. But wo 
have not obtained tins concord by adherence to convention or by compromise on essential point.s 
of difference. We regret that some of our members have not been able to go with us the 
whole way. But the matters of divergent opinion, though important, seem to us fe\y compared 
with those covered by substantial consensus; some of the criticism appears to the majority to l)o 
directed rather against the supirosed general tendency of the Eeport than against the words and 
phrases which have been carefully chosen to express their meaning. However, the principles 
of education cannot for the most part be established by scientific proof or by the coincident 
i-esults of universal experience. Our report with its dissentient notes may, as we hope, represent 
the substantial accord of intelligent and infoimed opinion on the subjects treated, together with 
such healthy conflict as to means and ends as is needed for judicious progress in regions still 
insufficiently explored. 

216.' The due advance of Modern Studies appears to us to require in the fiivst place a change 
of spirit. We do not underrate, we may even be held by some to have unduly emphasised, 
the practical value of Modern Studies as affecting the material fortunes of the nation, its 
classes, and its individual citizens. But no department of knowledge can obtain its highest 
development unless it be inspired by an ideal. That ideal of humane learning concerned with 
the thought, the life, the achievements, the psychology, in fact tlie entire history of modern 
nations, we have endeavoured to indicate and define; and we have found an encouraging exanii)le 
in the highest results attained during many centuries by the culture based on the records of 
ancient civilisation. What has been done through the study of the dead peoples of Greece 
and Borne, can be done, we conceive, through the study of the living peoples of the liabitahlc 
globe in proportion to their several contributions to the art of living. ^ Modern Studies must 
for such purposes be pursued with like intensity of purpose, with like faith and sympathy, with 
like seriousness and accuracy, and a like ideal of .scholarship. 

.217. On the other hand we recognise that the great extension of learning in modern times 
nece.ssitates a rectification of proj)ortions in .school education. The-time available in certain 
schools for the study of languages can no longer be so larp a part of the whole as it has been 
even in the recent past. But in view of the importance of languages both for humane learning 
and for practical ends we consider that the diminished time must be turned to the best advantage; 
and this can only be done, as we conceive, by concentration on a limited objective. T'e^yer 
languages must be taught to the majority; but those that are taught and studied must be carried 
to a higher point. We do not believe that the adoption of this principle need interfere with the 
wider studies of those pupils who exhibit exceptional capacity for languages. But we hold 
that the main object of language instruction in school must be to give a sound training in the 
first principles and a firm basis on which further studies can be-built up in later life. (Con- 
clusion IG.) And we attach the greatest importance to the provision of opportunities for such 
furtlier study in the Hnivorsities, in great institutions for the wliole-time study of languages, 
and, on a less ambitious scale, by means of part-time classes for adxilts and adolescents. The 
re.st of our specific conclusions and recommendations concern means for the realisation of our 
ideal, and for the furtherance of our purposes. 

218. We have separated the results of our enquiries and deliberations into Conclusion.’? 
which deal with general and specific principles for the conduct of instruction and education, 
and Beconimcndations which propose certain policies and measiires to b<‘ carried o\it hy the 
Government and other education authorities, both public and private. 'I'he.so Conclusions and 
Becommeiidations here follow in due order. Though the Becommendations, if adopted, must 
involve considerable expen.se, we consider that this and other similar^ expenditure for like 
purposes will have to be faced, if this nation is to retain its high po.sition in the civili.sed world; 
and we believe that all such expenditure, if wisely directed and controlled, will in a short time 
be compeniiated by national profit, to say ifothing of indirect and greater benefits. 

CONOTHTSIOHS. 

The figures in hraokets refer to paragraphs. 

1. In democratic countries, almvo all, education is a national necessity, as well as a 
profitable investment. The best education is tlie best bargain, and well worth the time, trouble, 
thought, and whatever else may be required for its purchase. For reconstruction and recujiora- 
tion after the war, improved education is a vital need for all national and individual ends: the 
highest as well as the humblest, and the humblest as well ns the highest. (28-59, 62.) 

2. No part of our natiohal education has remainwl so far beloiy the standard of national 
and individual re<iuirement ns that which is concerned with foreign countries and foreign 
pooidc? of the present day, and which employs living languages as its instrument, (24-9.) 
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3. Modern Stxulies can ixrovide. the syslemalisod knowledge which is urgently needed for 
the increase of •wealth, public and private', for inforiuation, practical and scieniific. for the 
instruction of the rulers and the ruled, and for the enlightenment of the public. They can he 
made the Basis of a training to xviden outlook, to cxdtivate imagination and taste, to develop 
powers of accurate thought and expression, jis well a.s' for tlic discipline of the mind and 
character. Their nnuiy uses are still imperfectly understood. (30-59, 80.) 

4. Languages arc a means, and not an end in themselves. 'Phis obvious fact need not 
always be prominent in instruction; but it .should never he forgotten in connexion with Modern 
Studie.s as a. part of education. (Iletiniiion (h), p. 1.) 

0. 'I’he importance of the several languages varies according to the political, economic, 
artistic, and intellectual achievements of the peoples to which they belong, and according 
to the size of the areas in which they are the main or a secondary means of intercour.se, (65.) 

6. English is the most important language botli because,of the great and populous area.s 
over which standard English is immediately comprehensible to all inhabitants, and because of 
the world-wide extension of its use as a secondary means of intercommunication. But for the 
intimate knowledge of any foreign country no secondary moans of intercourse is of much value, 
and even for the narrowest practical purposes the native hinguage of the country is greatly 
.superior to any alien tongue or Uiif/na franca. '.Phoxigh Britons, more than the citizens of any 
other country, need to know foreign peoixles and foreign lands, the very general use of Engli.sli 
throxighout the world is an actual impediment to them in the acquisition of such knowledge. 
This impediment can only be removed by the systematic development of Modern Studies. 
(32, 36, 39, 40, &c.) 

T. 'The most important European language for us is Erench. (65.) 

8. Next in importance among the tongues of Europe are, in alphabetical order, German, 
Italian, llussian and Spanish. Values will be altered after the war, but the constitution of 
this group is Jiardly likely to be changed. (66-8.) 

9. Wo do not attempt to class the other languages of the world; but some have great 
importance, and a large number liave .a certain value. (63, 64, 69, 70.) 

10. If any artificial language is to fulfil the purpo.ses for which it .sliould be most useful, 
it needs further develoi)ment and a far greater iiumber of adepts. (71-2.) 

11. 'I’lie prospects of Modern Studies depend on the esteem of the public. All classes 
and almost all .sections of the public have rated them below their true value; in the upper classes 
parents have been indifferent to learning; in the lower classes they have taken a, short-sighted' 
view of the children’s interests; until all classes and all sections have come to see personal and 
national advantage in furthering them, due progress can never be made. (14, 23-9, 39-40, 60-1.) 

Rome Instruction. 

12. Eamiliarity with one or more modern languages in early childhood may lie of great 
value, but it should be followed up by .systematic instruction. (74.) 

Residence Abroad. 

13. Eesideuce abroad is the easiest way of learning a language; but study at home is 
desirable as a preparation for study abroad; and without deliberate' and .systematic study no 
language can be properly learnt. (33, 75-6.) 

14. llesidence abroad is in all cases a useful supplement to Modern Studies pursued at 
home. Eor teachers of all grades it is an essential supplement; for the higher posts prolongc<l 
and methodical study in the foreign country will genei’ally bo necessary and always advan- 
tageous. AHsits and study on the spot should bo renewed from time to time. (70-6.) 

Elementary Schools. 

15. Under pre.sent circxunstances it is not desirable to introduce modern languages into 
the great majority of Elementary Schools, though in special schools of this class, keeping their 
pupils beyond the ago of fourteen, good work can bo and lias been done. Compulsory Continua- 
tion, if intindueed, would alter the conditions of the question hero considered. (77.) 

Secondary Schools. 

16, 'I’ho function of Secondary Schools with regard to languages is to give a .sound training 
in the principles of language and a firm basis on which further studies can be built up in later 
life, if need or de.siro prompts. (87, 90.) 

17. Eor this purpose it is most valuable that one language should bo learned as thoroughly 
as circumstances permit, 'To study two or throe languages without succo.ss in any is of little 
disciplinary or intellectual and of no practical value. Success in one language is the best 
preparation for and oncoumgement to further study in later life. (89, 90, &o.) 
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18. Coiiipulsory Latin and compulsory Greek at the Universities tend to impede the 
thorough study of any language in schools, and are a special impediment to the study of modern 
languages and to the further studies based upon these. (93, 171.) 

19. We recognise the great value of Greek and Latin in the discipline of intellect, taste, 
and character for those whoso inclination and ability fit them to profit thereby. We do not 
wish to diminish the rewards and facilities for Classical study, but we claim for Modern Studies 
equal rewards and facilities and a full proportion of the best brains. If less talent passed into 
the world untrained, we believe that there would be enough brains for all the studies that are 
needed for national purposes. (58, 93, 156-7.) 

20. So.far as the great Public Schools are concerned, we consider that their examinations 
for Entrance Scholarships still tend.^to lay too much stress on language in general and on Latin 
and Greek in pailicular. The ablest boys thus receive a premature bias towards Classical 
scholarship which is not only detrimental to Modern Studies but incompatible with the ideals 
of general education which the authorities of the Public Schools themselves profess. (125-6.) 

21. AVe concur in the dominant oi>inion that those wJio continue till the age of sixteen 
under full-time instrucTion (other than technical) should receive, up to the stage which roughly 
corresponds with that time of life, a good general education. But we do not hold that all 
such pupils should be treated alike. (128, 129.) 

22. In particular, we consider that the great differences in capacity to benefit by the 
study of languages should receive full recognition in Secondary Schools. Those few who after a 
full trial fail to show progress in the first language attempted should abandon the study of 
foreign languages and devote their time to other subjects, receiving their literary education 
through the medium of English. The next class should endeavour to niastei* one language, 
preferably a modern language. Others may attain command of two or three or even four 
languages at school. Inferior talents will profit by concentration on a limited objective. A 
suflicient interval should be allowed to elapse between the beginning of the fir^t language at 
school and the beginning of a second. (89, 91, 93-6, 106, 133.) 

23. Those pupils who are unable to attain to the active use of a language may, never- 
theless, learn to read one accurately and fluently. Those who may masterr one or more can 
with advantage learn one or two others for reading purposes only. The method of teaching 
languages for reading only should be the subject of experiments. (89, 97, 202.) 

24. It appears to the majority of us far from certain that the early beginning of foreign ■ 
languages at schools is advantageous to their study or to eilucation in general. (116-20.) 

25. Good instruction in the principles and use of the English language is the best basis 
lor the study of foreign languages. Conversely, the teaching of foreign languages should- be 
made to develop the mastery of the mother tongue. (96, 212.) 

26. If only one foreign language is likely to be learnt, a modern language should be 
preferred. (92.) 

27. A second foreign language should not be begun unless and until there is a good 
prospect of satisfactoxy progress in the first. (91.) If a second language be taken, it should 
not necessarily bo Latin. (93.) 

28. The congestion of the time-table in Secondary Schools appears to us partly due to the 
attempt to teach the majority more languages than they can hope to master even for reading 
purposes. (X13, 133, 134.) 

29. But any language that is taught should receive an adequaie allowanco of time. 
Otherwise the time given will bo wasted. (95.) 

30. Wo consider the division of schools below the stage of the Eirst School Certificate into 
Classical and Aloderu Sides to bo unsound in principle and it does not appear to have been 
successful in practice. (128-9.) 

31. The study of a language for commercial purposes must be based on the systematic 
acquisitio'n of its princijjles and practice. The special terminology can be best acquired after the 
business has become known by practical experience. (35, 180.) 

Organisation of language teaching in schools. 

32. Language leaching in schools presents great difficulties which can only be overcome 
by highly qualified leacher.s who have learned the economy of time by thorough organisation 
of woi’k, carelul allocation of re.sixonsibility, and by skilful classification of the pupils. Late 
ontiy, early leaving, entry at irregular times, are evils which especially impair the efficient 
teaching of languages in those .schools which have, the shortest aveiuge school-life. (107-110.) 

Higher Studies in Secondary Schools. 

33. Those pupils who, after the stage of the First School Examination, elect to specialise 
in Modern Studies, should study the literature, the history, and the language, as an inter- 
dependent whole. They should be encouraged to read widely for themselves, though scholar- 
ship should also be assiduously cultivated. English history, language, and literature thus 
treated in combination, appear to us well suited for higher study in schools. (63-68, 99-102.) 

34. Entrance Scholarships to the Universities should not be given for modern languages 
alone but for scholarly knowledge of the lauguage, the history, and the literature taken together. 
(158.) 
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35. In the award of History Scholarships to or at tlie Universities we consider that more 
credit should be given for the power to read and translate one or more foreign languages 
accurately and readily. (159-62.) 

Universities. 

86. In all our Universities the dei)artments of Modern Studies are undermanned and the 
staffs^are underpaid. The deficiency is conspicuous even in Trench and German, where it is 
relatively least. Tor the'other main languages of Europe there is little provision, though praise- 
worthy efforts have been made during the war. In no University and for no country is there any 
adequate provision for Modern Studies in the history and economics of great national areas. 
(147-9.) 

37. The training of able and accomplished scholars must precede the multiplication of 
Professorships. (160.) 

38. The direction of Modern Studies in our Universities should be in the hands of British 
scholars. (152-63.) 

39. But foreign Assistants, employed on a temporary basis, and workihg under the direction 
of the Professor, are a most valuable adjunct to any school of Modern Studies. (164.) 

40. For countries, the study of which has been hitherto neglected, we may have to rely 
for a time on the aid of foreigners but it should only be for a time. (154.) 

41. The supply of well-qualified entrants for Modern Studies at the Universities is insuffi- 
eient and must be augmented by specific measures; it will, however, improve when Modern 
Studies are justly valued. (156-168.) 

42. Modern Studies at the Universities need to be conceived in a comprehensive spirit. 
Language, literature, and philology, must be supplemented by hislory in the widest sense of the 
term, and considerable latitude should be given to the bent of individual students. History 
includes economic history of the past and present. (12, 57, 166-170.) 

43. Wo regard the Intermediate examination imposed in many Universities as a period of 
supplementary education which may be but should not be needed. In practice it shortens the 
Honours Course in Modern Studies by almost a year. (169.) 

44. Even if only one country be the main object of study, three years are not too much for 
an Honours Course; and such a Course should, if possible, be supplemented both before and after 
graduation by residence ahi'oud. (164, 165, 169-70.) 

45. A good pass degree is valuable; but it should require the thorough study of one foreign 
language, rather than the superficial study of two or more. (172.) 

46. The field of Modern Studies is so great that it can only he compassed by the cooperation 
of all members of the University staff who are able to help; and at Oxford and Cambridge 
by the coojjeration of the Colleges with the University. (173-6.) 

Other Means of Instruction. 

47. Neither schools nor Universities can supply the nation with scholars sufficient for its 
needs in all the languages. Facilities for study in later life are also required. Evening classes 
are useful, but opiwriunities for intensive study are most needed. (18, 178-185. Eeconimenda- 
tions 36-39.) 

Training of Teachers. 

48. To call forth a proper supply of well-qualified teachers in any subject, pay and 
prospects need turlhc-r and substantial improvement; especially in Modern Studies, for which 
preparation must he long and expensive. (186-191.) 

49. Teachers for schools should bo practically trained and should be eucoxiraged to pass 
qualifying tests in the language (hey propose to (each. (186-88.) Good phonetic training we 
regard as specially important. (203-4.) 

50. At least some proportion of teachers should specialise in one language rather than in 
two. (189.) 

Method, 

51. We regard the principles of the “Direct Method” as sound, although liable to 
misapplicaEion by \inskilful or ill-qualified teachers. The importance of mere fluency of speech 
should not be overrated. Grammatical accuracy and scholarship should ho demanded. Pupils 
should be encouraged to road for themselves and to cooperate actively in their own instruction. 
A main object of language teaching should bo to fit tho jmiiils to learn languages for them- 
selves. The work in schools .should bo carefully planned, and, as far us possible, u coneistent 
method should be followed throughout each school. (194-200.) 

52. Methods of teaching pupils to read languages accurately and rapidly should be 
developed and made the subject of exiieriment. (202.) 

63, The adoption of uniform grammatical terminology in the various languages taught in 
.schools we regard us most desirable. (201.) 

Examinations, 
54. Examination methods should be reviewed and modified. Methods of examining in 

literature require special attention. Oral examination should be more general and should not 
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be used merely as a means to test candidates in speecdi. Translation into English should he an 
exercise in the skilful use of the mother tongue. Translation into the foreign tongue should 
be deferred until the higher stages. (208-1-3.) 

Influence of Vuhlic ('onipelilions. 

55. Competitions for posts in the Civil Service should bo arranged so as to divert from 
studies useful to the nation a smaller proportion of available talent. Before the war they had 
very bad eft'ects, especially on the teaching profession, which offered few comparable rewards. 
(214.) 

IIEOOMMEKDATIUNS. 

The Committee recommend : — 
1. That Modern studies be energetically fostered by all public and local Authorities con- 

cerned with education and with public and private business. (30-59.) 
2. That means be taken to bring the business world into closer touch with education. 

(28, 61.) 
3. That an Advisory Committee be set up for the purposes mentioned 

17, and 41-45. 
in Recommendations 

Eou THE Puninc SERVICE. 

4. That the scheme of the Treasury Commilteo on the examination lor Class I. of the Home 
Civil Service be adopted in its essentials, so far as Modern Studies are concerned. (17, 46, 210.) 

5. That the systematic and scientific study of foreign countries be encouraged by the 
Eoreign Office. (41.) _ i ^ i 

0. That a higher language qualification be required for the General Consular Service and 
for Student Interpreters for the Ear East. (44-45.) _ 

7. That before going out Student Interpreters receive an intensive training at home in the 
language and the phonetics of the country to which they arc allotted. (45.) 

8. That more opportunit3’^ be given to officers of the Army and Navy to acquire knowledge 
of modern foreign languages. (48-50.) 

9. That a better and fuller use .should be made of women trained in modern languages. 
(MO.) * 

10. That plnuiotics form part of the training of all entrants to the public service whose duty 
will lie in foreign countries, and' that, with this in view, special assistance should be given to 
institutions for phonetic research. (46, 63.) 

11. That the Government should undertake a survey of African languages. 

E'oil THE B1TSIXE.SS CoMMUKlTV. 

12. 'riiat the business community in every considerable centre of foreign trade or of niaiiii- 
faclure for foreign markets should take steps, in conjunction with the education authorities^ to 
further the formation of institutes of languages, both for full-time and for part-time study. (70.) 

13. That business men should individually and collectively eiicoiiragc the study of foreign 
languages bj' those members ci^ their stalf who, possessing good business ability, have shown 
capacitj' for such study, by arranging for their full-time attendance at an institute of languages 
either at homo or abroad. (36.) 

14. That industrial and commercial organisations dealing witli ibreign countries sliould 
malce a fuller and more adequate use of the supply of women of trained intelligence now pro- 
ceeding from our Xfniversities and the upper forms of Secondary Schools with an adequate 
knowledge of foreign languages. (140.) 

15. That commercial houses and industrial firms should bring to the knowledge of the 
.school authorities the opimrtunities which present themselves from time to time for those who 
have special aptitude for foreign languages. (27, 36.) 

Eott THE HMIVEHSITIBS. 

16. 'L’hat neither Eatin nor Greek be compulsory for an Arts degree in any of our TTnivoj-- 
sities. (93, 171.) , . , , , . 

17. That a .scheme be prepared and sanctioned by legislation for the gradual increase 
within ten years from the end of the war of the stalf for !Modorn' Studies in the IFniversities. The 
new Professor.ships and Lecturo.ship.s should be soino of language and philology, some of litera- 
ture, some of the history and institutions, some of the economics of the five principal European 
countries. The number suggested is 55 Professorships, and 110 Lectureships; the allowance for 
Erench being half as much again as for each of the other four languages. The allotment of 
these posts and first appointments to them should bo entrusted to the Advisory Committee 
mentioned in Recommendation 3 above. (68, 160.) 

18. That Modern Studies at the ITniversities comprehend for each of the five principal 
European countries, language, history, economics, literature, and philology, as an interdependent 
whole, with a good general basis of scholnr.ship and knowle'dge, but considerable latitude of 
specialisation in one direction or another. That recent and xiresent day conditions of each 
country studied be included so far as possible. (68, 167-171.) 
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19. That Spanish, Italian, and Russian studies receive attention at tlie Universities com- 
inensnrate witli tliafc given to German. (G7, G8.) 

20. That interchange of Professors with foreign countries he arranged wlienever possible. 
(T6, 154.) ' ' . 

21. That the proposals of the OommiHee of the Garton Foundation (1916) receive the careful 
attention of the proper authorities with a view to suitable action. (76.) 

22. That encouragement be given to research in little hnown foreign languages. (G4.) 

FOR SECONDARY SCHOOLS. 

23. That school teachers of modern studies should be encouraged to qualify themselves 
for University posts. (188.) 

24. That Secondaiy Schools in any school area should be diherentialed according to the 
type of instruction, higher or lower, that they aim at providing. (141-144.) 

25. That Secondary Schools in any school area, should be graded according as they are 
equipped to supply Higher instruction in one or more of the main subjects of school instruction 
or in none. (141-144.) 

26. ^ That transfer from one .school to another after the First School Examination should 
be facilitated when the needs of,the p\ipil demand it. (144.) 

27. That the authorities should take measures to diminish the evils ari.sing from late eJitry, 
from irregular entry, and from early and irregular leaving, especially in those Secondary Schools 
where the average school life is shortest. (110.) 

28. That facilities be given for the study of Spanish, Italian, and Rus.sian in schools, so 
far as can conveniently be arranged. (67.) 

29. That in every school giving instruction in modern foreign language.*! a good reference 
and lending library of books be built up. (77, 98, 199.) 

30. That teachers of modern languages be granted facilities to vi.sit foreign countries 
from time to time, and that periodical leave* of absence on full pay with an allowance- for 
expenses be given for this purpose. (76.) 

31. That the .system of interchange of Assistants between Briti.sh and foreign .schools be 
largely extended and .so developed as to include other languages thaji French and German, 
(76, 151.) 

32. That classes for modern languages should not be unduly large. (111.) 
33. That the. houns of teachens using the Direct ^Method should not be too long. (112.) 
34. That means be taken to encourage vi.sits of school-children to foreign countries, the 

» interchange-of children between foreigji homes and British, and, if possible, the interchange of 
.school-children between Britain and friendly neighbouring countries. (76.) 

FOR SPRorAL iNS'rmmoN.s OF ]^^onEI{N STUDY. 

35. That the London School of Oriental Studies receive the conlijiuous and Hbe'ul support 
of Government without detriment to other existing schools for Oriental .-’tudy. (64.) 

36. That an institution he established in London, similar to tlio School of Oriental Studies, 
for the intensive study of the greatest jmssible number of European tongues, with the geography, 
resources. indu.strie.s, and all Amluable information concei-ning the minor countries. (70.) 

37. That in the .seveial groat centres of populaiiou opportunities .should be given for tbe 
intensive study of the languages most important in the district, with plionetio instruction and 
the aid of foreign assistants. (G4, 70, 181.) 

38. That the London School of Economics be a centre for the study of the pvoduct.s, tbe 
industry, the trade, and tbe economic conditions, of the cliief European countries, and also of 
North and South America, Asia, and Africa. (68.) 

FOR PART TIME INSTRUCTION. 

39. That the existing .system of evening and other part-time cla.sse.s in modern languages 
for .seniors and adults be further developed, and that continuity through the summer mouths 
be maintained .so far as possible, allowing for a reasonable holiday. (182, 383.) 

40. !l'liat it should be made worth the wliile of the teachens for such classes to undergo 
some training if they have not already had .sufficient. (185.) 

FOR SCHOLARSHIPS, &C. 

41. That subventioms bo granted to enable students at the Univensities to pass their long 
vacations abroad and if possible, some period of their coiinse at a foreign Univensity. (76, 164.) 

42. That Studentships be granted to enable promi.sing studcnls to spend a year in study 
abroad after graduation; and that for students of exceptional merit this subvention be continued 
for a furtber period. (76, 165.) 

43. That students wlio, in tbe course of their preparation to become teacliers in Elementary 
Schools, show high ability for Modern Studies be given Studentships to enable them to carry 
their study furtEev after their training is completed. (77.). 

44. That Scholar,ships should he provided from a l^arliamentary grant to maintain through- 
out un Honours course in Modern Studic.s at a University those wlio before entry .show high 
c'xcellonee in modern European languages witli their history and literature. (157, 158.) 

46. That the j-egulation and allotment between the various Universities and University 
Colleges of the above Scholarships, .subventions, and Studentship.s bo entrusted to the Advisory 
Committee mentioned in Recommendation 3, 
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FOR TUB TRAINING OF TEACHERS. 

46. That teachers of modern languages for Secondaiy Schools should he practically trained 
in schools authorised for the purpose and should receive systematic instruction in phonetics. 
(186.) 

47. That a test of qualification for teaching modern languages in Secondary Schools 
should he set up by Government, and a Certificate granted, and that it should be made worth 
the while of teachers to obtain this Certificate. (187, 188.) 

48. That after, say, five years’ experience in teaching a Higher Certificate should also be 
awarded to teachers as the result of a searching test. (188.) 

FOR EXAMINATIONS. 

49. That the Secondary School Examinations Council and the Civil Service Commissioners 
give their attention to the improvement and development of examination tests in Modern 
Subjects. *(105, 208.) 

50. That in examinations oral tests as w'ell as written .should be used wherever imssible, 
and that not only pronunciation, speech, &c., but also the benefit derived by the candidate from 
his study, should be thereby tested, at least at the later stages o*f education. (209.) 

51. That in the Second School Examination Classical, Mathematical, and Scientific 
candidates be encouraged to pass a translation test in one or more modern languages, and that 
those who pass or pass with distinction in such tests receive a corresponding endorsement on their 
Certificates. (97.) 

52. That at the earliest suitable opportunity after the clo.se of the war the Board of Educa- 
tion, Scotch Education Department, and the Civil Service Commissioners .should jointly under- 
take’ an enquiry into the methods employed in French State and University Examinations such 
as those for the Agregation. and the Licence. (208.) 

ARTIFICIAL LANGUAGES. 

53. That a Committee be appointed to enquire into the potentialities of artificial languages 
and the de.sirability of encouraging the development and use of one. (72.) 

The Committee desire to express their high appreciation of the services of their Secretary, 
Mr. A. E. Twentyman, whose great knowledge of educational conditions both in this land and 
abroad has been of conspicuous value. 

We have the honour to be, vSir, 

• Tour obedient Servants, 

(Signed) STANLEY LEATHES (Chairman). 

C. A. MONTAGUE BAELOW. 

EDWAED BULLOUGH. 

MAUEICE DE BUNSEN. 

A. C. COFFIN. 

MAEGAEET A. GILLILAND. 

HENET C. GOOCH. 

♦JAMES W. HEADLAM. 

LAAVEENOE D. HOLT. 

♦WALTEE LEAF. 

GEO. MACDONALD. 

tALBEET MANSBEIDGE. 

NOWELL SMITH. 

♦MAEGAEET J. TUKE. 

J. H. YOXALL, 

A. E. TAA'ENTYMAN (Secretary), 

2nd April, 1918. 

• Subject to the EesorvationH. 
f Subject to Eesemtionii (v), (vi), (vii). 
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RESERVATIONS. 

(i.) EDTTOATIONAL VALUE OF EHENOH AND LATIN. 

Wiiile we agree in general with the rest of the Report, we are unable to sign that 
portion of it (pages 2441) dealing with the treatment of modern languages in schools, without 
putting on record certain reservations. Even here there is, indeed, much to wliich we cordially 
assent, and, in particular, we would wish to express our fullest and most hearty agreement 
with those paragraphs which set out in a more general way the aims of language teaching and 
the conception of a course in Modern Studies in the upper forms. We fear, however, that the 
general effect of the Report, carefully guarded though the language in each particular para- 
graph may be, would be to encouiage changes in the curriculum which we should deplore; and 
some of the suggestions made seem to us to be difficult to carry out in practice; it is, for instance, 
difficult to see how a school could be organised in accordance with the suggestion made in 
paragraph 1^, that '' so far as languages are concerned, the classification should be into 
those who ought to learn only one language and those who ought to learn two or more, with 
a .small section, perhaps, of those who need not be troubled with foreign languages at all.” If, 
as is suggested elsewhere, there should be free choice for the second and third languages, a very 
complicated organisation would result, which would, in our opinion, even if it could be carried 
nut, he detrimental to the general work of the school. 

We think, too, that there would be a great loss if, as is in more than one place sugge.sted, 
the work of a considerable proportion of the pupils was limited to a single language, especially 
a? it is obvious that for the large majority the first, and often the only language learned, would 
be French. It seems to us that French does not and cannot by itself provide all ^at ia 
necessary for language training. The Report says that there are no easy languages; this is, 
in one sense, undoubtedly true; of no language, least of all French, can it be said that the 
acquirement of a complete mastery is an easy task. But, on the other hand, in ways it is 
true ns is commonly stated, that French is an easy language for the English child. ^ It may, 
indeed, be said of French that the eariy stages are too easy, the later too difficult. To write simple 
French sentences is easy, to speak them is also easy if once the great difficulties of pronunciation 
have been overcome; to read simple French books is easy, so ea.sy, indeed, that for a child of 
average ability, neither diligence nor attention is needed. But as the pupil advances, 
confronted with difficulties all the more disconcerting because they are to some extmit.ineligible. 
The.se difficulties exi.st in fine shades of meaning, subtle variations and exactitudes, idiomatic 
terms of expression. The immature mind is unfit to appreciate and mastej* such fine points which 
appertain to the mentality of a people more acutely intellectual than the English, and 
pupils, including a large number \yho have gor^ ability will, even in their later years, be without 
the strongly developed literary insight which is necessary for appreciating them. 

For these reasons we do not hold that French is the language best suited to disci- 
pline and train the youthful mind to an appreciation of language and ito use. If it is the first- 
language learned, it requires supplementing by a second language, and it should not be token 
for granted that a child yrho makes no progress in French is for that reason alone incapable of 
acquiring any foreign language. We were informed by some of our witnesses that cer^n 
children were able to succeed with Latin or German although they had failed with Fwnch. ^ We 
are not surprised at this. The kinship of the German language with our own affwds the beginner 
a sense of familiarity, while the resemblance in form and spirit between Engiisii 
and German lyric and ballad poetry makes the latter congenial to many British boys and girls. 
Moreover, while German is effectively easier than liatin, it affords by its system of inflections 
and varieties of construction some of the advantages of which we have spoken above. lor these 
reasons wo hold it a valuable subject among school studies. But, in genenil, Latin ®PP®®” .^ 
us to be best suited to supplement French. The language presents f/om the outset difficulties 
which demand diligence and discipline if they are tojie surmounted. The sj«^P^®»^ f 
in Latin draws the attention of the learner to the relation of one word to another; and, unlMs 
that of phrase to phrase is understood, the more complicated constructions cannot be «^ell^. 
Even the earliest attempts at framing Latin sentences are lessons in the virtue of 
the repeated effort towards a mastery of these ixirticularities, the learner f^ 
grasp the fundamental principles that underlie speech and to acquire the lull fffu 
Ln which is the aim of the scholar. The boy or girl thus trained has a ^ 
be of avail whenever he or she desires to acquire a new language. We 
to see maintained the tradition of English Higher Education, whenever i^sible I^tiu 
.should be regarded as one of the staple subjects to be begun during the 
life. Some of the proposals contained in the Report would imperil the " 
school study. This would, we believe, be a senoiis misfortune, not only to education generally, 
but to modem studies also. 

(ii.) COMPULSORY LATIN AT THE XJNiyPNSiTy. 

We should wish to emphasise more strongly than is done in paragraph 93 the 
impotence of I<itin for tkow.who wish to carry on JF'j'^VoTtlio iS 
of onr witnoMM emphooiwd tko importoiice of Utm «« « foirtdntion for the study of tlie living 
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knguages> and among these were included several wlio were chiefly concerned with their 
practical and commercial application. So far as the Romance languages are concerned^ it is 
obvious that a full understanding of their structure and development cannot be attained without 
a knowledge of their parent Laun. Further, when we consider how Latin thought and Latin 
literature have, directly or indirectly, moulded the minds and affected the modes of expression 
of thinkers and writers for successive generations in Western Europe, it becomes clear that wa 
need to know the former if we would fully appreciate the latter. At any rate, we consider it 
almost indispensable that those who propose to pass on to more advanced work at the University 
should have received such training in Latin as will enable them to use their knowledge of the 
language, whether in connection with the history and analysis of French and other European 
languages, the influence of classical on modern literature, or for historical studies. The evidence 
given by theUniversities shows that many of those teachers occupied with niodern studies, whether 
with English, foreign languages or with history, attach great value to a knowledge of Latin. 
Work at the University will be very severely handicapped if any large proportion of those 
following any branch of modem studies find themselves under the necessity of taking up tlio 
study of Latin after entering the University; it is much better that this work should have been 
(lone in school. Under these circumstances we cannot endorse the Recommendation (No. 16) 
that at this moment Latin should entirely cease to be a compulsory subject for admission to an 
Honours Course in Arts at the Universities. We are aware of the difficulties that in some cases 
may result, and we dislike the whole system of compulsory subjects. We hope that eventually 
it may be possible to do away with them, but this will only be possible when there have been 
established normal school courses through which, in fact, the majority (>f the pupils will have 
passed. When this is the case, then the course of instruction at the Universities will be based 
on the assumption that this has been done. If Latin is necessary, tho.se who desire to enter 
an Honours Course will, in fact, take it without compulsion, but we are not yet sufficiently 
advanced for this. 

(iii.) LANGUAGES IN THE FIRST SCHOOL EXAMINATION. 

In paragraph 91 it is suggested that “ a pupil may have very useful abilities and 
yet be incapaWe of learning any foreign languages; after a full trial his time and efforts should 
be devoted to other studies,” and in paragraph 141 it is also suggested that “ it might be worth 
while to try the experiment of secondary education on the lower plane without any foreign 
language at all; more highly developed instruction in English supplying the place of the 
foreign language.” 

While we do not dispute that there may be individual pupils who, sometimes owing to 
bad instruction in their earlier years, sometimes to an inherent incapacity, show a marked dis- 
ability for the acquisition of foreign languages, we have to recognise that the same facts apply 
to an equal or perhaps even greater extent to other subjects of the curriculum, such as, for 
instance, mathematics. But we hold that the study of one or more languages other than English 
should continue to be regarded as it now is as an essential part of any higher education, that 
pupils in higher schools should be expected to learn at least -fine such language, and it is 
reasonable to make the award of any Secondary School certificate dependent upon a modemte 
success in this as in the other regular subjects of instruction. We do not suggest that foreign 
languages should necessarily be imposed upon all schools which provide an organised course 
of instruction extending up to the age of 16, for there is probably a real necessity for such 
schools with a strong technical and practical bias, but we consider it essential that they should 
be clearly distinguished from Seconiiary Schools conducted under the present system, the object 
of which is to provide the highest tyj>e of general education. 

(iv.) MODERN SIDES. 

We are unable to accept without qualificjation Conclusion 30: ” We consider the division of 
schools below, the stage of the First School Certificate into Classical and Modern Sides to be 
unsound in principle and it does not appear to have beem successful in practice,” and we 
thmfore desire to define more clearly than is done in paragraphs 128 and 129 on which this 
conclusion is based, our attitude towards Modem Sides. We recognise that in the past they 
hnvt often failed to meet the objects with which they were established, but this has been, at * 
leaiil lo a large extent, due to causes which are in the process of removal or are capable of 
remedy, and we do not consider that it would be wise to press for their complete abolition. The 
chief reason for their comparative failure in the past seems to have been that no clear 
distinction was made between the educational requirements of those who desired a modern literary 
course and those who wished to pay special attention to science and mathematics; as a result of 
this there has been no clear educational aim placed before them. Secondary causes have been the 
want of scholarships at the Universities and the indifference often shown by the commercial 
world to the importance of the subjects with which a properly organised Modem Side would 
deal; serious injury has also been done by the continued maintenance of a separate Army Class, 
into which large numbers of the boys who would normally have been an important element m 
the Modem Side have been segregated. These causes working together have militated against 
tlie establishment of a high intellectual ambitio^n, although good work has in fact been done 
in some schools notwithstanding all these impediments. If these causes are clearly recognised 
and, as they can be, remedied, then we see no reason why Modem Sides should not prove in the 
future successful in a v/ay in which they never hjive l)een in tlie past. Indeed, the principles 
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tuged in the Keport, with which we cordially agree, cjiimot he carried out unless (liere is a 
M^ern Side as distinct from tlie Classical Side and the Science Side in tlie upper portion ot 
the school. If this is the otise it becomes a subordinate matter of school organisation precisely 
at what stage they begin. Really the question will present itself in the fown w’hether there 
shall be a Classical Side, for more and more, as information before us shows, the balk of the 
school will be following a course which is predominantly modern, whether with or without 
Latin. Though it may be regarded, as the Rejmrt suggests, as accidental that some boys learn 
Latin, French and German, others Latin, French and Greek, we are not prepared to regjud the 
difference between a curriculum which is based largely ui)on Latin and Greek and one in which, 
e./7., French and German hold a i)rominent place, as unimiiorhmt. In small schools it will 
probably be most convenient to keep all Iwys together up to the age of 16, allowing for con- 
siderable -differentiation of curriculum; in the larger schools it may be found that a fuller 
separation may witli advantage begin earlier. 

One importitut reason for organisation in different Sides is that this would strengthen the 
form system to which, together with the Reimrt (§ 108), we should Jittach much import- 
ance. When boys who are working at many different subjects are put together in the same 
form, it may easily follow that an unduly large proportion of the work will be done in “ sets,” 
and, to use the words of a witness quoted in the llei)oi*t (§ 108), “the ‘ set' system destroyed 
the esprit de corps of the form and could ot be made effective for instruction, much less for 
education.” For this, among other reasons, it may be found that the maintenance of a 
separate Modern Side will be desirable. 

In this connection we wish to draw attention to the inconveniences that result in many 
schools from the maintenance of a separate Army Chi^s. The education of boys who arc going 
(c Sandhurst is exactly the same as those who are going into commeice; the only reawn why 
arniy classes are maintaine<l ai>pears to be the additional stress which can be laid on diligence. 
Tlie "object has been to prevent boys going to coaches. It .should not be beyond the jHissibilities of 
school discipline to attain this end by other means. The present system is, we are convinced, 
bad for the boys, bad for the army, and bad for the other boys who are following a modern course. 

(v.) AGE AT wiiicu FOKEIGN LANGUAGES SHOULD HE BEGUN. 

We should wish to lay more emphasis than is done in the Reimrt (§§ 114-121) on the 
arguments against the later age for the commencement of Foreign Languages. The changes 
advocated by some of the witnesses which appear to be countenanced in the Report would, so 
far as we understand them, mean in practice that few, if any, pupils would begin a foreign 
language until shortly before reaching the age of 12; the first language learned would normally 
be French; the second language would not be begun until two further years had elapsed. The 
result of this would be that, save in very exceptional cases, Latin would not be begun until 
almost the age of 14; when applied to the Public School system this would imply that Latin 
would disappear entirely from the curriculum of the Preparatory School and would be post- 
poned till after entrance to the Public School. In any case the beginning of Latin would 
coincide ivith the first serious work done in natural science and would come just at the time 
when the stress of mathematical teaching was for many most severe. If Latin were begun so 
lute as this and any real progress were to be made, a very large amount of time would be 
required; the strain on the timetable Mould come just at that period in the school wdiere it is 
noM’ most felt for in every subject there is a desire to use the important years from 12 to 16 
to the fullest extent. The almost inevitable result would be that Latin would fall out of the 
curriculum of the majority of pupils and, even in the larger Public Schools, it would probably 
take a position similar to that which Greek now holds. For reasons which we explain else- 
where, we believe that, not only would this destroy the possibility of good classical work, but 
M’ould be very detrimental to Modern Studies themselves. 

We must therefore enquire carefully as to the reasons given for this very drastic change. 
It is maintained that the average boy or girl runs no risk of loss if he postpones to the age of 
12 any endeavour to learn a language other than Fiiglish under school conditions. From 
this opinion M'e dissent. We fully recognise that the whole matter is one of great difficulty, and 
that it has not hitherto been the subject of sufficient investigation. We consulted many of our 
witnesses with regard to it; we found great variety of opinion. What we may call the new 
system was strongly supported among others by those who had had experience of its a^ual 
working in Scotland. Many others, including some who had had long experience in tea(ming 
young pupils, both boys and girls, firmly dissented from it. The repi'esentatives of boys 
Preparatory Schools, all of whom had spent their lives in teaching young boys, gave no support. 
Some of those who hud taken the lead in the reform of language teaching were to be found 
among the advocates of an early beginning. Representative of English training colleges who 
gave evidence were unable to offer us any advice. As against the arguments put foi^’ard in 
paragrapli 117 of the Report in favour of the newer system, we should appeal to the o^r- 
whelming amount of experience both in this and in other countries that^at least a large numl^i 
of pupils, both boys and girls, have in fact made substantial progress in languages before the 
age of 12i and that the knowledge gained at this early stage forms a valuable foundation on 
whic.li further advance can be made. If again we analyse the intellectual inocesscs required 
during the first stages of learning n language such as French, they appear to be such as may 
properly be demanded from young pupils. We have firsl the acquisition of a vocabulary which 
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deals eutiiely witli common objects, actions and ideas, all of which will already be within the 
comprehension of the pupils. This would be borne out by an investigation of the nature of 
the vocabulary which is in fact set to be learned in any of the new textbooks which provide 
material for tlie first years of a language course. Secondly, we liave grammatical forms and 
ideas, all of which are simple. Experience which ought not to be completely neglected shows 
that these can be and are learned and understood at an early age. Lastly, we have the learning 
of pronunciation; it is probably agreed by all that young pupils have more readiness in catching 
and imitating the sounds of a foreign language than those who are older; we believe that it is 
a very great advantage that this difficult and tedious process should be got through at an early 
age, when time can best be spared for it. 

We must draw attention also to the great importance which in the newer methods of 
teaching is attached to the principle that the foreign language should be directly connected 
with actions and things, and the use of English as an intermediary be disi)ensed with. If this 
contention is true, .surely it is an additional reason why the language may be begun early, for 
it greatly simplifies the intellectual processes involved. 

What seems to be of the greatest importance in all language teaching is the attainment of 
a full mastery of the elements of the language so that within a limited scope it can be read with 
fiuency, spoken and written with facility. Liitil this has been attained higher work should not 
be attempted, but this' attainment requires time and constant practice in the earlier stages. 
For this purpose it is of great advantage to begin young. When the first stage is postponed 
then in fact it often becomes necessary to press on to more advanced work before the earlier 
stage has been really finished and what has been learned has become pai-t of the unconscious 
equipment of the mind. This fault is very evident in many modern schemes of work; the 
diiferent stages follow one another too rapidly; difficult work is begun before the preliminary 
foundation has been adequately laid. If the earlier years are not used as they can be, the 
result will inevitably be congestion in the higher parts of the school and hasty work done 
without that element of spare time and leisure Avhich is one of the first requisites of all study 
and which is now often neglected. 

It must be remembered that many boys and girls who learn French, especially those who 
in later years take up si)ecial work in classics or science, will in fact give up all, or all but i» 
very small occupation with the language after passing their First School Examination. ’ Some- 
tinies they will wish to start a second modern language, sometimes to use their spare time for 
other subjects. It is very desirable that the knowledge of French which they have should not 
be limited to that which can be learned in four years. 

Again, though we fully accept the doctrine that translation into and from a foreign langu- 
age is an art which should not be attempted until a good knowledge of both English and the 
foreign language has been acquired, it is an art to which we attach the highest importance, 
and we believe that unless regular practice has been given in it, many of the chief advantages 
of learning a foreign language have been lost. It is something different from learning a 
foreign language; it is in the nature of an application of the knowledge acquired which can 
only come later. When French is not begun till the age of 12 and Latin not begun till the 
age of 14, many boys and girls will in fact leave school before they have reached the stage at 
which translation, except of the most elementary kind, could be attempted \vith advantage. 

(vi) PHEPAHATOKY SCHOOLS, 

The reasojis which we have given in the previous paragraphs for differing from the llcpoii 
as to the age at which Modem Languages should be l^gun necessarily entail differences as to 
the curriculum of Preparatory Schools and Preparatory Departments. 

This matter is fully discussed in paragraphs 122-127 and 130-134. While there 
is much in these paragraphs wdth which we agree, we cannot accept the view which is 
expressly stated in paragraph 127 that “ it is a mistake to attempt to teach two languages to 
the majority of boys before they sire 13,’* and w'e should regret a re-organisation of the work of 
these schools which was based on this principle. It is therefore necessary that we should briefly 
state our own view on the matters discussed in these sections. The older system was that boys 
began Latin at a very early age, for instance at 8, or even before that, and that the majority 
begun Greek at about the age of 10. The position of French was very undetermined, but 
so far as our infornration goes, it was generally begun in a rather half-hearted way at about 
the same age as Latiu; This system seems to us to be opetr to the objections stated in the 
Iieport, viz., that languages are begun too early and that they take uj) too rmicli time at this 
early stage. We agree also in the objections urged to the system by which candidates for 
scholarships in Public Schools have been practically forced to offer not only Latin, but also 
Greek, and we accept the conclusions made in the Beirort and in the Iieport of the Science 
Committee that Greek shoiild be allowed to drop out from the curriculum of Preparatory 
Schools and deimrtments; os a matter of fact, it has already practically disappeared in a large 
majority of these schools. Beyond this we are not able to and on these lines we believe 
that at any rate for the pre.sent a satisfactory solution of our present difficulties (M»n be found. 
The languages taught before fhe age of 14 would then lie limited to French and Latin. It 
would probebly generally be found desirable that French should be stalled at about the ago 
of 9 or 10, and that a considerable period .should be allowed to elapse before Latin i.s begun. 
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1£ these changes are made, we hope that it will be found that sufHcient time is available for 
the other subjects of the curriculum which have hitherto been too much neglected and that a 
good grounding will still be made in one ancient and in one modem language. Wp would add 
tliat the time given to Latin was, and still is, in our opinion often excessive, and that one of the 
worst results of the scholarship system is that not only two. ancient languages are required, 
but that the standard of work aimed at in Latin is too high. 

It is suggested in the Report that those w'ho advocate the earlier beginning of langu- 
ages in these .schools are too much influenced by the needs of the abler boys, and are apt to 
neglect the needs of those who show themselves slower at school work. We hold that w'hile 
this is true of the older system under which both Latin and Greek were imposed upon Prepara- 
tory Schools, it does not apply to the modifications suggested. We believe that a very Jarge 
majority of boys coming from more or less educated homes are quite capable intellectually 
of beginning French at about the age of 9 and Ijatin after an interval of about two years. 
We haS^e moreover to recollect that, regarded fro»i a national point of view, a most important 
function of the schools with which we are at this moment dealing is to give the highest possible 
intellectual training to those, and they are a large proportion of the i)upils, who have an 
inherited aptitude for school studies. We regard with apprehension anything the result of 
which Avould be to low-er the intellectual standard aimed at. As the .sum of liuinan activities 
grows, and human knowledge extends, the number of siibjects taught in schools increases, and 
it becomes more and more important to use to the full .the very important earlier years in 
which, under wise guidance, so much can be done to encourage intellectual curiosity and create 
systematic habits of work. 

If the view here taken is correct, then it will follow that the most important point for 
tlie improvement of Moderji Language work will be not the postponement of languages to the 
age of 12, btit the provision of well organised schools for younger boys and girls. We should 
therefore welcome any change which would bring the existing Preparatory Schools within the 
scope of the public and national care of education, both by the extension to them of inspection, 
and by other means. In addition we would strongly press for the adequate provision of addi- 
tional well staffed Preparatory Schools and departments in all large cejitres of iwpulation. Wo 
regard it as a serioiis blot on our present system that those who cannot afford high fees or do 
not wish to send their children away fiom home at an unduly early age, are now often deprived 
of the opportunity of giving them the best education suitable for their years. A regrettable 
re.sult of this is that it is becoming with each year more difficult for any boy to win a scholar- 
sliij) at a Public School unless his parents can afford to .send him to an ext>ensive Imarding school. 
It is, we believe, a serious loss to the nation that boys who are .specially fitted to profit by the 
opportunities given by those scholarships arc in this Avay too often, prevented from winning them. 

(vii) CLASSIFICATION OF SCHOOLS. 

The statement as to the present classification of schools set out in paragraphs 82 to 84 
does not apjiear to us to bring out with sufficient clearness certain imints which are of gi*eat 
imixirtance for school organisation as a whole, and in particular for the treatment of foreign 
languages. We, therefore, should wish to put forward the following classification: — 

In the system of secondary education now existing in England, there are two types of 
schools which have this in common, that each of them provides a coherent and systematised 
course of study cominencing from the earliest years, and continuing sometimes to the age of 
16, sometimes to the age of .18, and even beyond that, to the Universities. These two types may 
be defined as, firstly. Secondary Schools under the control of the loc<il authority, and, secondly, 
for boys, the Public Schools, and for girls the High Schools. 

(a) There have arisen during the last 15 years a large and increasing number of Secondary 
Schools which receive iiractically all their pupils from the public Elementary Schools. The 
education given in them must be precisely adapted to link on to what has been given in the 
public Elementary School. When these schools were first established the age of transference 
from the Elementary to the Secondary School was often as high as 13, or even older; recent 
administrative chxinges have brought it about that in many districts the pupils are transferred 
at or about the age of 12. To this change we attach great importance, especially from the point 
of view of modern language teaching, for it ensures a full four years’ course before the age 
of 16 when in future the first examination, which is the conclusion of this period of secondary 
education, will normally be token. 

These schools, when organised on tliis principle, have many great advantages; the very 
large majority of pupils enter at the same age, having received the same i>reliminary training, 
and in them the difficulties of organisation referred to in paragraph 110 of the Reporl do not, 
or should not, occur. Iii these schools the general principles laid down in the Report can be, and 
so far as our information goes are, properly carried out. Modern languages have a place equal 
to their iraiHiitcince. The first language, other than English, attempted is in practically every 
case French. To this at least one year is given before any other language is attempted; wc 
agree that it would be desirable that for all, save exceptionally gifted pupils, there should bo 
a i>eriod of two years before the beginning of u second language. Wo agree, also, that it is 
desirable on educational grounds that the pupils, when they reach the age of 14, should be 
allowed the alternative of beginning a second modern language, or Latin; W'e should agree with 
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the Report in deprecating any attempt to force Latin npon the pupils. We also agree that 
for many of the pupils in these schools it would be preferable that no second language should 
be begun. 

It is a difficult question of school organistition whether these three alternative courses shoula 
be provided in one or in different schools. If the latter alternative is accepted, it will in some 
cases be necessary to remove pupils from one school to another at the age of 14. 

(6) The second class of schools which provide a clearly defined course of instruction are 
those which may in general be grouped under the head of Public Schools, including some of the 
great Ray Schools in London and other large towns. The characteristic of them is that the 
pupils generally receive their earlier educiiiion either in the preparatory departments or other 
preparatory schools, the course of work in which is deliberately set out with the object of making 
it the best training for the more advanced work pioper to Secondary Schools above the age of 12. 
i'cr girls tlie place of these schools is taken by the High Schools (including some Endowed 
Schools) and to some extent by the large Boqrding Schools of a semi-public character which 
have sprung up during recent years. We believe that the maintenance of this system, side by 
side with the other, is vital to the future intellectual success of the country, for if the scheme 
of education is to be truly national, it must reproduce to some extent the diversities which in 
fact form paid of the national life. We have already dealt with the language curriculum of 
these schools which in some not unimportant imiuts may proi)erly dift'er from that of the first class. 

(c) In these two types of schools, each of which is complete and self-sufficient, the pro- 
blems of organisation are comparatively simple, and we believe that such difficulties as present 
themselves can easily be overcome. A much more serious problem is presented by the very 
numerous and important class of schools which hold an intermediary position between them. 
We inetm the local grammar schools; many of these have a great history behind them, and on 
them in the past rested the chief responsibility for the higher education of all who could not 
afford or did not desire to go to an ex^jensive boarding school. The importance of these schools 
in the national system is too often overlooked; it is to them that a very large majority of those 
occupied in commerce and industry and of the poorer professional men, and many of them arc 
very poor, must send their children. They have also in the past provided, and it is hoped that 
they will in the futui'e provide the opportunity for children belonging to the artisair class to get an 
educatiorr on the highest level. It is the virtue of these schools that above all others they have 
been attended by pupils belorrging to different classes of the town iir which they are situated, 
and we believe it is essential that this habit should continue and grow. 

Just for this reason it may be difficult to fit these schools into any complete paper organisa- 
tioir, for it is always difficult to create administrative forms which would meet all the necessities 
of life. If we destroyed them or completely assimilated them to either of the other types, wo 
should be rid of a troublesome problem, but English education would have lost that 
flexibility and adaptability which, as it seems to us, distinguishes it from the nrore highly 
systematised arraugemerrts of other rrations. It follows however from this very characteristic 
that acute difficulties of organisation occur in them which particularly affect the teaching of 
nrodern languages, for while the large proportioir enter the grammar school at various ages 
from 8 or 9 upwards, others come from the Public Elementary Schools at about the age of 12. 
It is to these schools especially that criticisms such as those contained iir the Report orr the 
teachfng of Ereirch in London schools apply. For it is in French that the disadvantages are 
most clearly seen. No subject requires such well organised and uniform classes, and no subject 
has been so overlooked irr the past in dealing with the problem of pronrotion. It is clear that 
these faults must be removed. We do not think that the difficulties are insuperable, and we 
believe that they will be overcome as soon as there is a clearer realisation thair now exists as to 
the educational importance of modern languages. 

Valuable evidence was giverr to the Committee from more tharr one headmaster of schools 
of this type. They told us that a very great improvement can be made if the authorities of the 
school strictly insist that in all normal cases pupils should be required to enter not later than 
the ago of 12, and that those who come later should be subjected to an examination to insure 
that they reach a requisite standard in the essential .subjects of the curriculum. Evidence was 
given us to the effect that when rules of this kind have been strictly applied, they have not 
been followed by any diminution in the number of pupils. We therefore consider that it is 
the duty of the governing bodies of these schools to carry out this policy and that it is the 
duty of the local authority and the Board of Education to exercise the powers which they hold in 
.such a way as to secure that this be done. We note with some .surprise that this apparently 
has not been done in the Loudon area. 

There remains the problem whether in them also, as in the newer secondary schools, the 
beginning of modern languages should be postponed to the ago of 12. In some, where the 
majority of pupils come from Elementary Scmools, this is probably desirable. In others, where 
the majority of the pupils in their earlier years attend either the preparatory department of 
the grammar school or a private school, this does not seem to be necessary. Each one of these 
schools must solve the difficulty in its own way, and in accordance with the requirements of 
the majority of its pupils. Generally speaking it will, we believe, bo found possible and advan- 
tageous that either French or Latin should be begun not later than the age of 10, and the second 
langtiage after an interval of about two years. Some difficultj’^ u'ill no doubt bo caused by an 
influx of ])Upils fiom the Elementary Schools at the age of 12, but practical eximrience .shows 
that there are many ways in which this can be overcome by a capable headmaster. 
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We have then these three types of schools, with important differences in their curriculuni, 
which apply especially to the teaching of languages. It will be noted, however, that it is in 
the earlier stages of their work that the differences are most marked, and they gradually dis- 
appear in the middle and higher forms. All types have the same general aims; their pupils 
will be prepared for the same examinations and tested on the same standard; they will, Ave hope, 
be able to pass on to the same TTniversities; the three types are in fact three different channels 
of approach to the same goal. In this way the necessary national unity will be maintained, 
while account is taken of the varying needs of the pupils, especially in their earlier years. 

.TAaMES W. HEAI)LA:M. 

AVALTER L13AF. 

ALBERT MAJfSBRTBGE ((v), (vi) and (vii) only). 

MARGARET ,T. TITICE. 
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APPENDIX I. 

LIST OP WITNESSES EXAMINED BY THE 
COMMJTl’EE. 

GOVERNMENT DEI'AHTMKNTS. 

Admiralty. 
Sir 0. A, R. Murray, K.C.B., AnsLitant Secretary, 

Boyal Naval College, 'Dartmouth:— 
Mr, 0, E, Ashford, M,V,0,, M,A., Head Master, 
Rev, E, H, Arkwright, M,V’,0,, M,A,, Second 

Master, 
Naval College, Othorne:— 

Mr, 0, Godfrey, M,V.O,, M,A,, Head Master, 
Mr, W. M. Poole, M.A., Head of the Modern 

Languago Department. 

Board of Education. 
Hon. W. N. Bruce, O.B., Principal Assistant 

Secretary, Secondary-Schools Branch. 
Mr. E. K, Chambersj. C.B., Principal Assistant 

Secretary, Technological Branch. 
Mr. P. H. B. Dale, O.B., Chief Inspector of Elemen- 

tary Schools. 
Dr, 15. R Edwards, H.M.I., Secondary Schools 

Branch. 
Sir Owen Edwards, Chief Welsh Inspector. 
Mr. W. C. Fletcher, Chief Inspector of Secondary 

Schools. 
Sir H, F. Heath, K.C.B., Principal Assistant 

Secretary, "Universities Branch. 
Mr. A. Kahn, H.M;I., Staff Inspector, Techno, 

logical Branch, 
Mr. R. G. Mayor, Assistant Secretary, Universities 

Branch. 
Mr. P. Pullinger, C.B., Chief Inspector of Techno- 

logical Schools. 
Miss C, P. Shearson, H.M.I., Secondary Schools 

Branch. 
Dr. P. Spencer, H.M.T., Staff Inspector, Secondary 

^hools Branch. 
Mr. P. H, Spencer, H.M.I., Staff Inspector, Tech- 

nological Branch. 

Board of Trade. 

Mr, T. Worthington. 

Foreign Office. 
Mr. 0. H. Fitsmaurice, C.B., C.M^O. 
Mr. H. H. Fox, C.M.Q. 
Mr. J. A. C. Tilley, C.B. 
Sir Walter Townley, K.O.M.G. 
Mr. V. A. A. H. Wellesley. 

Scotch Education Department. 

Sir John Struthers, K.C.B., Secretary. 
Mr. W. W. McKechnie, H.M.I. 

War Office. 

Major V. 0. Climo. 
Lient.-Col. B. W. Cox, D.8.0. 

Axsodation of Vreparatory Schools. 
Mr. H. Wilkinson (President). 
Mr. Prank Ritchie, M.A. (The late) (Secretary). 
Mr. S. S. Hurri.s, M.A. 
.Mr. .1. S. Norman, M.A. 

Association of Technical Institutions. 
Major R, Mitchell, C.B.E., B.A., D.Sc. 
Professor J. Wertheimer. 

British Esperanto Society. 

Mr. John Pollen, C.I.E., LL.D., Ac. 

Head Masters' Conference. 
Rev. Dr. Chilton, D.D. 
Mr. W. W, Vaughan, M.A 

Historical. Association. 

Mr. C. H. Greene, M.A. 
Miss Howard. M.A. 
Mr. C. H. K. Marten, M.A. 
Miss Reid, M.A,, D.Litt. 

Incorporated Association of Assistant Masters in 
Secondary Schools. 

Mr. A. Bladw, B.A. 
Mr. A. Hargreaves, Ph.D. 
Mr. S. A. Richards, M.A. 
Mr. A. A. Somerville, M.A. 

Incorporated Association of Assistant Mistresses. 

Miss C. R, Ash, B.A. 
Miss A. li. Hargraves. 
Miss O. Loveday. 

Incorporated Association of Head Masters. 

Mr. R. Cary Gilson, M.A. 
Mr. H. Nicholson, M.A. 

Modern Language Association 

Mies L. Alihans. 
Min C. R. Ash, B.A. 
Professor A. T. Baker, M.A., Ph.D. 
Signorina de Castelvecchio. 
Mr. H. L. Hutton, M.A. 
Mr. W. G. Lipscomb, M.A. 
Mr. 0, H. Prior, D.-iss L. 
Mr. R. L. G. Ritchie, M.A. 
Mr. M. V. Trofimov, B.A. 
Mr. E. A. Woolf, B.A. 

Hoyal-Society of TAterature. 

Professor M. A. Gerothwohl, Ph.D., Litt.D. 

Scottish Fjducation Heform Committee. 

Mr. D. MacGillivray. 
Miss M. Tweedie. 

SocUti del Professeurs Francois en Angletenc. 
Monsieur S. Barlet. 
Monsieur M. Minssen. 

WAUM. 

Centred Welsh Board. 
Alderman the Rev. D. H. Williams (Chairman). 
Mr.- E. T. John, M.P. 
Mr. W. Edwards, Chief Inspector. 
Miss 8. Price, Modern Languages Inspector. 

EnuoATioNAn ASS^IATIONS. 

Association of Head Mistresses. 
Miss J. L. Coates. 
Miss G. Fanner, M.A. 
Mias L. A. Ijowe, -M.A. 

Auociafton of Head Teachers in Central Schools, 

Mr. J. Litt. 
Mr. E. J. Sainsbury. 
Mr. R. J. P. Williams. 
Mr. R. J. Woo4, 

INDIVIDUAL WITNEBBM. 

.dams. Professor John, M.A., B.Sc., LL.D., Prin- 
cipal of the London Day Training College. 

.ndrew, Mr. S. 0., M.A., Head Master of Whitgift 
Grammar School, Croydon. , 

lalfour, Mr. Arthur, Managing Director of the 
Dannomora Steel W'orks, Sheffield, 

latchelor. Miss P. M., of Bedford College, 
lenn, Mr. E. A,, of the London and Bra*ilian Bank. 
Hair, Sir Robert, LL.D., Education Officer of the 
London County Council, 

looth, Sir Alfred. . , T 
Irereton, Mr. Cloudesley, M.A., Modern Language 

InsDsctor of the liondon County Council, 
Irowne, Professor E. G., P.B.A., Ac., Sir Thomas 

Adams Professor of Arabic at Cambridjge. 
iullough, Mr. E., M.A., Fellow of Cams College, 

Cambridge. 
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Burstall, Miss S., Head Mistress of the High School 
for Girls, Manchester, 

Bury, Mr. Oliver, late General Manager of the Great 
Northern Kailway. 

Byrne, Mr. L. S. R., M.A., Senior Modern Language 
Master at Eton College. 

Cannan, Mr^ Charles, M.A., Secretary to the Dele- 
gates of the University Press, Oxford. 

Gastellejo, Senor Jose de. 

Clark's College. 
Mr. G. E. Clark, Principal. 
Mr. Treweek Hughes, Manager. 

Davies, Miss Ethel. 
Davies, Mr. E. F., of the London County and West- 

minster Bank. 
Eyre, Mr. E. S., of Messrs. Grace Bros. 
Ffoulkes, Miss A., Modern Language Mistress in the 

Girls’ County School, Barry. 
Findlay, Sir John, K.B.E., Proprietor of “ The Scots- 

man.” 

Cirton College. 
Miss K. T. Butler. 
Miss H. M. Murray, M.A. 

Glelin, Mr. L. de, M.A., Chief Modern Language 
Master at the Perse School, Cambridge. 

Haig-Brown, Miss R. M., M.A., Head Mistress of 
the High School for Girls, Oxford. 

Harvey, Mr. W. Gaskcll. 
Hastings, Miss E., former Head Mistress of the High 

School for Girls, Wimbledon. 
Hedges, Mr. R.,. Principal of Brixton Commercial 

Institute. 
Hovelaque, Monsieur Emile, Inspecteur Gendral des 

Langues Vivantes du Ministere de I’Instruction 
Publique. 

Jackson, the Rt. Hon. F. Huth. 
Jones, Mr. Daniel, M.A., Reader in Phonetics in the 

University of London. 
Jones, Mr. H. D. 0., of the Hong Kong and Shang- 

hai Bank. 
Kittson, Lieut. E. Creagh, M.A., late Modern Lan- 

guage Master of Manchc.ster Grammar School. 
Legouis, Monsieur Emile, Professor of English at the 

Sorbonne. 
Lyon, Mr. A., M.A., Head Master of the County 

School, Hawarden. 
Mann, Sir John, K.B.E., Chairman of the Commercial 

College, Glasgow and West of Scotland. 
Marten, Mr. 0. H. K., M.A., History Master at Eton 

College, 
Moore, Mr. J. M., M.A., Head Master of Madras 

College, Fife. 

Newnlum College, 
Miss J. P. Strachey, M.A. 

Nunn, Professor T. P., M.A., D.Sc., Vice-Principal 
of the London Day Training College. 

Osborne, Mr. 0. H. 0.. B.A., History Master at 
Gresham’s School, Holt. 

Palmer, Mr. H. E., Assistant in the Phonetic Depart- 
ment of University College, London. 

Parsons, Hon. R. C., F.R.S. 
Peacop, Miss, Modern Language Mistress at Wycombe 

Abtey School. 
Phillips, Professor W. Alison, M.A., Lecky Professor 

of Modern History at Trinity College, Dublin. 

Pitman's SchooU 
Mr. F. Heelis, Director. 

Reeves, Mr. J. H., Principal of William Street Com- 
mercial Institute, Hammersmith. 

Reiss, Mr. Henry, of Messrs. Reiss Bros., Manchester. 
Ripman, Mr. Walter, Staff Inspector to the University 

of London. 
Robson, Miss, of the Edinburgh Training Centre for 

Teachers. 
Ross, Mr, Denison, CJ-E., Ph.D., Ac., Director of 

the London School of Oriental Studies. 
Rouse, Mr. W. H, D., Litt.D., M.A., Ac., Head 

Master of the Perse School, Cambridge. 
Rowell, Mr. R. S,, of the British Manufacturers’ 

Association. 
Shaw, Mr. Herbert, Secretary of the Newcastle and 

Gateshead Incorporated Chamber of Commerce. 
Simmann, Mr, Otto, Head of the Modern Language 

Department, Clifton College. 
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Smith, Sir Henry Babington, K.C.B., C.S.I. 
Spiers, Professor V. J., M.A., Professor of French 

at King’s College, London. 
Steppat, Mr. .1., Ph.D., Header in German to the 

University of London. 
Thomson, Mr. W., late Head Master of Hutcheson’s 

Girls’ School, Glasgow. 
Whitelaw, Miss A. W., Head Mistress of Wycombe 

Abbey School. 
Wormald, Mr. John, Managing Director of Messrs. 

Mather and Platt, Ltd. 

APPENDIX II. 

LETTER AND QUESTIONNAIRE SENT OUT TO 
BUSINESS MEN AND OTHERS. 

SlH, 
You may have .seen that the Government has 

appointed a Committee to consider means by which 
the effective study of modern foreign languages can 
bo furthered in this country. They feel that the 
results of your experience may be of great value to 
them, in ascertaining, estimating and locating the 
actual needs of the nation in this respect, and they 
venture to hope that you may be willing to give them 
your assistance. I enclose a list of points on which 
information is desired, and hope that you may be 
able to find time to write out your views on any or 
all of those points, in the form of a memorandum, 
for our use. 

A copy of our reference is enclosed. 
Trusting that you may consent to give us the help 

that we need. 

I remain, 
Your obedient Servant, 

STANLEY LEATHES, 
Chairman. 

POINTS ON wmoii JNFOU.MATION IS DKSIHKD. 

1. In the course of your experience, direct and 
indirect, have you found the affairs which you have 
conducted hampered by the ignorance of British 
citizens of foreign languages or Iw their unwillingness 
or incapacity to acquire them? What specific impedi- 
ments, if any, have resulted? Have you found it 
necessary to employ foreigners for lack of qualified 
British citizens? 

2. Have you found the citizens of other countries 
better equipped in this respect? If so, can you give 
from your personal knowledge any explanation of 
this superiority? 

3. What moans cun you suggest to remedy defects, 
supposing that they exist, c.g., do you think it desir- 
able that more time should be given at Schools in 
general t<» the study of modern foreign languages, or 
that the School study of languages should be more 
directed to practical utility, or o!» the other hand do 
you think that the need is rather for a comparatively 
small stipply of men (or women) each thoroughly 
trained after their ordinary School education is 
finished in the language of some one or more countries? 

4. In the affairs that you have conducted has the 
knowledge of modern languages been limited in value 
and utility, that is useful only for specialised func- 
tions, or valuable from top to bottom of your organisa- 
tion, though not of course in all its operations? 
What foreign languages have you found most useful ? 

5. At the age (or severally at the various .ages) at 
which recruiis commonly enter the organisation or 
organisations with which you haye been connected, 
what elements of School (or University) instruction 
do you consider most important? Have you* noticed 
any improvement in these elements, of instruction with 
the progress of timoj or any falling off? 

6. In the organisations with which you have been 
concerned has there been any delibeute attempt to 
encourage the acquisition of foreign languages after 
entry? If not, do you think this would have been 
poeaible and desirable? 

7. The Committee will, be glad to hear from you 
your experience and die opinion you have formed 
from your experience on any of the point# contained 
in their reference, although they may not he raised 
by the questions set forth above. 

  L 
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APPENDIX 

HOURS OF WORK, SALARIES AND PENSIONS OP TEACHERS IN 

H. A. = House Allowance. HOUKS OV WOKK, SAI.AKIKB AND PENSION.'} OE TEAOHEUS 

Country, Hours of Work 
iwr week. 

SALAKIES. 

Commencing. 

AUSTRIA 

DENMARK ... 

FRAXCR 

GERMAN EMPIRE— 
Baden ... 

JJatnria... 

IPmhdrg 

PrHttia ... 

Saxony «<• 

NORWAX  

• - i I ' ' ' 
Awxoair ... 

14-17 for teachers of 
languages, 17-20 
•for teachers of 
other subjects, 

24 hours in State 
Schools, 30 in Corn, 
munal Schools, 
80-36 in Private 
Schools. 

In Paris Lyc6es, the 
hours vary from 
10-14 and in Pro- 
vincial Lycdes from 
12-16. The masters 
of the elementary 
classes have 19 
hours in Pan's and 
20 in the Provinces. 

£110-f duty pay £26 10s. 
= £144 10*. 

to 
£119-f £61 = £170, 

A. “Adjunkt" £133 ... 

B, “ Overlaerere’’ £178. 

Lyciee (Seine et Ver- 
sailles)— 

1. Elementary classes 
£100. 

2. Prof. charg6s de 
conrs £180. 

3. Prof, agrdgils £240. 
Lycm (Provincial)— 

1. £116  
2. £128  
3. £168  

Colleges— 
1. £ 92  
2. £116  

Maximum. 

£264-4-£34s=£298 
to 

£264-f£68=£332 

£222 in State 
Schools. 

£211 in Communal 
Schools. 

£246. 

£240 

£260. 

£340. 

£196. 
£208. 
£248. 

£172. 
£196. 

Remarks. 

Increase given quinjinon' 
nially. 

Maximum reached in 20 
years. 

18-22 

20. This can be in- 
creased under Min- 
isterial Order of 
February, 1909. 

22 on an average 

24 during first 12 
years, then 22 up to 
24 years servioe.and 
20 after 24 years 
service, 

20-24   

The same as in Den- 
mark. , 

20-22 hours in higher 
chutes, 24-28. in, 
others. 

3 classes. 
III. £126  
II. £180  
I. £176... 

... I £270 

... i £290, 
£320. 

-4- H.A. III. £17 10*.-£45. 
U. and I. £20-£32 10*. 

I. Teachers £160 ... 
(Gymnasiallehrer). 

II. Professors £240 
(Gymnasialprofcssoren), 

£225   

£135 

I. £180 ... 

II. £180 ... 

£300 after 18 years 

£360 after 16 years 
as professor. 

£660 after 28 years 

Each of the gronps of pro 
fesseurs is divided into 
6 classes. The salary given 
in Col. 3 is the initial 
salary of the lowest class, 
and that stated in Col. 4 is 
the maximum salary of the 
highest doss. Teachers of 
especial distinotion may 
be placed “hors classe’’ 
and are then entitled to 
an extra payment of £40 
(Seine and Yersailles) and 
£20 in the provinces. 

All teachers may be required 
to give not more than 
2 hours overtime with 
extra pay. 

There is no fixed number of 
years in which maximum 
salary is reached as later 
advances are not given at 
regular periods but accord, 
ing to number of vacan- 
oies. This is the only 
State of the German Em- 
pire where this system 
prevails. 

No house allowance. 

A. “Adjunkt” Am ... 
B. “Overlaerere” £178 

A. “Adjunkt” £166 IQ*. 
B. “ Lektor” £223 

£360 after 21 years 

I. £330 after 18 
years. 

II. £360 after 18 
years. 

£196 
£246 

£278 
£338 } 

The H.A. varies from <3110*. 
to £46, in Berlin, Frank- 
furt and Altona it is £65. 

There are three grades of 
H.A.,' £24, £18, £15, 
Masters in Dresden, Chem- 
hits, Lelpsig and' Plahen 
are in 1st grade. 

Maximum reached in nine 
years. 

Maximum reached’ in 20 
years. 
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III. 

AUSTRIA, DENMARK, PRANCE, GERMANY, NORWAY AND SWEDEN. 

i.\ SKCONIUKY SCI100J.S: ASSISTANT MASI’EHS. 

PENSIONS. 

Minimum time re- 
quired for eligibility. Maximum Pension. Allowance to Widows 

and Children. Remarks. 

Country. 

8 years service ... £287 after 30 years A widow whose husband 
service. has reached his maxi- 

mum salary receives a 
, ])en8ion of £76. 

Maximum pension ; — 
I of the averaire 
salary during the j 
last 5 years of ser- 
vice. 

20 years of-service 
and attainment of 
60 years of age.| 

£240 

10 years ... 

None 

10 years ... 

10 years ... 

10 years ... 

£280 6«. to £279 8x. 
after 36 years. 

£226—£270 
40 years. 

after 

100% after 50 years 

£300 after 40 years 

£288 after 40 years 

£189 after 20 years 
£222 after 20 years 

The widow of a teacher 
who was in receipt of or \ 
entitled to a i)cnsion, at j 
his death receives a pen- I 
siun equal to i of that j 
due to her late husband. | 
Orpiians under age have { 
a right to an annual | 
grant equal to that i 
which would have been ! 
made to the mother, if | 
the mother is dead. , 

The pension of the widow 
of a teacher who has 
served 40 years = 40% 
of the pension to which 
her husband would have 
been entitled at the 
time of his death, -f--i of 
the widow’s pension for 
each child under 18. 

The widow of a teacher 
who has served 40 years 
gets u pension of £90 
(Gymnosiallehrer) or 
£108 (Professor.) 

A widow of a teacher who 
has served 40 years re- 
ceives a pension of £90. 

A widow of a teacher w’ho 
has served 40 years re- 
ceives a pension of £120. 

A widow of a teacher who 
has served 40 years re- 
ceives a ' pension of 
£67 12s. 

The teacher pays a contribu- 
tion of 3*8 % of his salary. 
Retirement is compulsory 
nt 70 years of age. 

The following deductions are 
made from salaries as con- 
tributions to the ]Minsion 
fund: (1) a de<luction of 
6 % on all salaries, (2) a 
deduction of i^of tlie 
year’s salary, and (3) a 
deduction of Vr of io* 
orement each time a 
teacher receives an in- 
crease of salary. 

I 

The teacher pays a oontri- 
tribution on appointment 
of of his annual salary, 
then lir of his increment 
each time his salary is 
increased. 

No pension scheme. 

AUSTRIA. 

DENMARK. 

FKANOE 

GERMAN EMKIRR- 
liaden. 

Uarnriu 

llamhury. 

Pruuut, 

Stiximy. 

NORWAY; 

SWEDKlf, 
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AVPKNDIX 

HOUKS OK WOKK, SALARIES AND PENSIONS OK TEACHESS 

Country. Hours of Work 
per week. 

SALABIKS. 

Commencing. 

AI’STRIA ... 

DINMABK ... 

FRAKCK ... 

OlKMAN EMPIRV- 
Baien ... 

Sataria... 

Itambury 

J*ruula ... 

Saxony , 

NOBWAT . 

•• 

*« ••• 

SWEDEN ... 

i to 14 

Not stated 

No class teaching. 

Not fixed by regula* 
tion. 

Up to 12 
Up to 16 

10 to 14 

14 to 16 

Up to 14. In prac- 
tice, seldom more 
than 10. 

Not stated «S« 4SS 

£261 

£20.5 

'Maximum. 

Remarks. 

£41B 

£290 and a house 

Proviseur receires the salary of the class of 
Frofesseurs in which he is placed and in addi- 
tion an indemnlto de direction which varies 
from £80 to £160. 

(a) Nine class schools. 
II. £175  
I. £210  

(ft) Six or seven class 
schools   
II. £160  
I. £176  

Rektoren, £860   
Konrektoren, £300 

II. £500 .;. 

I. £680 ... 

(a) Nine class schools. 
(I) Berlin, £380 ... 

(II) Other towns 
£300  

(ft) Sixolassschoois,£266 

£330 

£266 

ess «»s 

ess sss 

I. Realskola £378 ... 
II. Higher school £333... 

£320 
£370 

£290 
£320 

£480 

} 
After 16 
years of 

£420 J service. 

£600 (after 4 years) 

£660   

£390 (after 6 years) 
£390 (after 9 years) 

£380 (after 12 
years). 

£465   

£299 

£306 after 6 years 
£361 after 6 years 

Maximum reached after 10 
years' services us H. M. 

He is provided with a house, 
fuel and light. 

A house allowance of £62 10A 
£60. 

House allowance £62 10«. 
„ „ £62 10s. 

No house allowance. 

£90 deducted if house is pro- 
vided. 

£100 deducted 'if house is 
provided. 

House allowance, £90. 
„ „ from £45 

to £76. 
House allowance, £46 to £75. 

£18 house allowance ... 

Maximum reached after 10 
year;' service. 

HOURS OK WORK, SALARIES AND PENSIONS OK TEACHERS 

AUSTRIA ... No special scale for University trained teachers, 

DENMARK ... A. Ordinary teachers £84 £133 
B. “Ovorlaerere" £133 £183. 

... Maximum reached in 12 
years. 

FRANCK ... For all grades 16 
hours a week, 

OSEMAN EMPIRE— 
Baden ... ( 
Bavaria... ) 
Hamburg 
JPruuia ... ... 
Saxony  

Frofesseurs des Colleges, 
£100. 

Ohargtos de cours des 
I-ycVs et Frofesseurs 
des Colleges (section 
siiptirieure), £113. 

Frofesseurs agr^g^s 
(Frovincial), £140. 

Frofesseurs agr^tos 
(Seine et Yersailles), 
£184. 

£180 

£192. 

£220, hors olasse, 
£236. 

£364, hors olasse, 
£296. 

Each of the groups of pro- 
fessors is divided into six 
classes. The salary given 
in Col. 3 is the initial 
salary of the lowest class, 
and that stated in Col, 4 
is the maximum salary of 
the highest class. Teachers 
of especial distinction may 
be placed “hors olasse" 
and are then entitled to 
an extra payment of £32 
(Seine et Yersailles) and 
of £16 (provinces). 

£160 
£100 
£130 

sss 

sss 

sss 

No special scale for University trained toaohers. 

ess 

sss 

sss 

see £280 after ISyears 
£210after 18years 
£240after ISyears House allowance £9. 

KOEWAT ... Women teachers with the same qualifications and status are paid at the 

BWEDKN ... No state schools for girls. 
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lU.—eont. 

IS SECONDARY SCHOOLS : HEAD MASTERS. 

‘ } 
PKMBIONB. 

Minimum time re* 
quired for eligibility. Maximum Peneion, Allowance to Widowa 

and Children. 

i 

£340 after 30 yean 
of aervioe or after 
reaching the age 
of sixty. 

Country. 
Remarks. 

AUSTRIA. 

Fire years after the Two-thirds of his 
age of 30. salary. 

The teacher contributes 2 per 
cent, of his salary. 

DBXMARK 

Pensions are granted to Prorisenrs on the 
Fame conditions as to assistant muters. 

FRANCK. 

GKRMAN BHRIRK 
liaden, 

75 per cent, of 
maximum salary 
after 35 years of 

serrice in teaching. 

Rektoren, £.360 ... 
Konrektoteu, £316. 

After 40 years' serrice (10 as 
Rektor or Koniektor), 

Bavaria 

Maximum salary 
after 60 years of 
service => £000 or 
£650. 

76 |>er cent of max- 
imum salary after 
40 yean of service 

£323 lOs. 

Ifambary 

Pruuia,, 

10 years ... £372 Saxony, 

No pension scheme NORWAY. 

None   £306 after 6 years 
None   £260 after 6 years 

SWRDKN. 

IN SECONDARY SCHOOLB : .ASSISTANT MISTRESSES. 

Pensions are granted on the same conditions as to Assistant Masters. 

same rate as men. 

AUSTRIA. 

DENMARK. 

FRANOK, 

GRRMAR EMPIRX- 
JHaden, 
Bavaria, 
Hamhara, 
Pniuia, 
Saxony, 

NORWAY; 

SWKORN 
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APPENDIX IV. 

LETTER RECEIVED EROM THIRTY-ONE UNI- 
VERSITY PROFESSORS AND READERS. 

To THE MEMBERS OE THE GOVERNMENT COMMITTEE ON 
MODERN LANGUAGES, 

GENTLEMEN, 

THE Dniversity Piofossors and touchers over whose 
.signatures tlio following observations nro respectfully 
.submitted Ixjlieve that Modern Languages offer as ricn 
a field of historical and critical investigation as the 
ancient Classics, and tiiat the wealth of material, the 
learning and .sum of experience stored in their litera- 
ture are infinitely greater'and more important than in 
the classical languages. They further hold that the 
study of modern,literatures, reflecting as they do the 
very essence of a people, is ttie best and readiest means 
of understanding tlio psychology of contemporary 
nations: — 

(1) It is indeed no longer disputed that, apart from 
the pi'actical advantages they olfer, Modern Languages 
can, if properly treated, be made the basis of a liberal 
education equal to that afforded by the Classics. But 
the signatories feel bound to point out that in few 
British Dniversities have Modern Languages' been 
placed on an equal footing with other subjects.* 

(2) In Scotland there are no Chairs in any of the 
mc^ertl foreign languages; in neither Oxford nor 
Cambridge is there a chair of French language or 
Literature, though both Oxford and Cambridge are 
provided with a Chair of German and Oxford with a 
Chair of llomaiice Languages. Russian, as is well 
known, has been till recently almost completely neg- 
lected, Italian has fared very little better, and Spanish 
has made its way into only a few of our Universities. 
Ill English University Colleges two modern languages, 
though unrelated, are still sometimes taught by the 
same man or are under the same head. Generally the 
professors of Modern Languages in our Universities 
are on the lowest level of salaries paid and are pro- 
vided with the woi-st equipped stalls and the meahesl 
apparatus. 

(3) We recognise that this state of things is due in 
great measure to the view, held for too long, that the 
duty of a modern language department was only that 
of imparting s'omo superficial and general knowledge 
of the language; such an aim was rightly ooiuidered to 
bo on a lower plane than those of other departments. 

(4) This state of things is especially regrettable in 
our newer Universities, in which the systematic, study 
of languages should, both on educational and human* 
istio ground.?, bcctipy as important a place as the study 
of the Classics in the older Universities. 

(5) Tlie great improvement which, in spite of many 
obstacles, has taken place in our Universities in the 
teaching of modern languages within the last thirty 
years and the growing consciousness of their import- 
ance leads ns to believe that a great a<lvance is not 
impossible providwl that certain dra^io reforms aro 
introduced, of which tho most pressing and obvious is 
the provision of] an adeq^uato staff for each language 
taught. 

(6) We hold that the staff of teachers in each modern 
language deparfanent should be so increased^ as to pro- 
vide imftructioii, not merely in the languages and 
literatures they !individ»ially represent, but 'in the his- 
tory in broad Outline, the customs and iiutitutions 
and the social conditions of the foreign peoples con- 
cerned. s 

( 

(7) This broader conception of the study !of modern 
languages woulq be more worthy of University tradi- 
tions than the present standard; it would not only 
make it possible-to meet tho requirements of intending 
teachers of modern languages, but would Also enable 
our ,Universities to prepare adequately; students 
destined for cspninerce, journalism and the public 
services. ‘ 

(8) A natural corollary would be that :a student 
who intended totpursuo a foreign language to a degree 
with Honours should spend some of his terms in the 

This inequsUty U psrtimiUrly felt in Scotland. There, u in 
suiao other Univereitiee, Modem Lanfuagei are not repreienM 
on tlio Acadenno governinff body, ana it alio deban many men 
from taking thoitc eubjecta In an Honoure School, 

foreign country. It follows also that a great advance 
would have to be effected in the position and teaching 
of modern languages in our secondary schools (and also 
in the status of the teachers), in order to prepare a 
sufficient stipply of pupils fit to profit by a University 
course such ns we have iiuHcate<r. , 

(9) In considering the ideals of modern language 
‘departments a possible and useful classification would 
be the following:—(a)Curriculum,.(b) Staff, (c) Equip- 
ment, (d) Mutual recognition of University Courses, 

Provision of TravelRng Scholarships, (/) I^eave of 
AWnce and Exchange of Professors. 

(10) —(a) CurriciiHm.* 
This would fall into the following sections: — 

(i) Language, including the elements of phonetics 
and also practical phonetics of the par- 
ticular language studied. 

(ii) Literature. , . 
(iii) History and Institutions (some add Geo- 

graphy). 
(iv) Special treatment of the language in a 

Faculty of Commerce, 

(11) -(b) Staff. 
Corresponding to this Curriculum the staff of a 

modern language department would be constituted as 
follows:— 

(i) A Professor and Director of the Department, 
who would be a specialist in language or 
literature as the cose might be. 

(ii) A second Professor or Assistant Professor, 
who, if -the Head of the Department were a 
specialist in Innguago, would bo a specialist 
inditerature and vice versd. 

(iii) A Lecturer in History aiid Institutions—some 
add Geography, (Such Lecturer might be 
attached to the Department of Modern His- 
tory.) 

(iv) Such Assistant Lecturers os the numbers of 
students would justify. (Some of these 
might be temporary foreign assistants.) 

(v) A special Lecturer for the Faculty of Com- 
mferce who might possibly' undertake the 
teaching, for commercial purposes, of more 
than one foreign language, 

(vi) Some signatories add:—^A Lecturer in 
linguistic pedago^. (Such Lecturer might 
be attachra to the Department of Educa- 
tion or to a Department of Phonetics.) 

(12) That this is no extravagant claim could be 
easily shown by conumrison with foreign and American 
Universities. At Harvard for example (to mention 
French only) there are, besides the Professor and 
Head of the Department, three Assistant Professors 
of French and at least three other Assistants; besides 
this there are a number of teachers in Romance 
Philology, i 

(13) The q‘ignatories are oonecious, however, that a 
staff of tliee'o dimensions could at first be realised in 
each University only for those languages which have 
already a firm footing and the necessary foundation 
for the complete edifice.' For that reason they would 
recommend the consideration of the principle of co- 
operation between the various groups of Universities, 
in the initial stages of development at all events, in the 
case of those languages which have so far found littio 
or no reco^ition in our Universities. Thus, for 
example, the assistant staff of an Italian department 
might well he shared Ijetwcen the Universities of Man- 
chester and Liverpool or between those of Leeds and 
Sheffidd. 

(14) Of alj the needs ilio mo.st*nrgent in our opinion 
■ Is tho immediate creation of Chairs of French in all 

British Universities in whicli they do not already exist. 

‘ ■ (Lj)™(c) Equipment. 
If every University contained an adequate library 

the ^uipmoht of modern language ,departm«nts would 
he simplifieel, but in few Universities is there even a 
complete sot the necessary scientific journals. 

Oxford, oWing to tho library- of tho Taylorian In- 
stitution which contains some fW,000 volumes and that 
institution’s income of £600, would eeem to be fairly 

* ThU might bftter be entitled “ Diviiioni of the Subjevi” 
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well supplied. Cambridge spends about :£1,000 j^tev 
annum on “ foreign books ” and about the same sum 
on “ foreign periodicals,” but doubtless a large pro- 
]M)rtion of this amouni is absorbed by, books published 
abroad on subiects other than modern languages i.ml 
literatures. These Universities have further the pre- 
rogative of claiming one copy of every book under the 
provisions of the Copyright Act, but this privilege is 
of little valuia in this matter since a few pounds would 
purchase all books published in Great Britain (apart 
from mere school books) dealing with foreign languages 
and literatures. Probably in no other University does 
the expenditure exceed £200, and few reach even a half 
of that amount. 

(16) The adequate departmentalisation of libraries 
will probably render unnecessary the expense of 
“Students’ Libraries” such as are grow’ing up in 
Cambridge and elst^where in places where the mass of 
books is not easily accessible to the student. 

(17) A good deal, however, may be said in favour of 
(lopartmental libraries, to arranged ns to increase a 
student’s^ bibliographical knowledge and whore two or 
three copiee of the most used boolu may be found. By 
this duplication one or two copies are available for 
Imrrowing while the other will remain permanently for 
purposes of reference. 

(18) The needs of the Pats Degree Student can be 
mot without much expense and most Universities have 
doubtless already satisfied this demand, but the needs 
of the staff" are in every British University very far 
from being supplied. Some system of co-operation 
between the Universities in the way of loan of rare 
books and manuscrip^. esixicially for advanced 
students and staff, might properly be instituted. 
Many British profe^ors have had reason to be deepH' 
grateful to the Ministbro de I’Instruction publique foTr 
its good offioee in bringing works from provincial 
libraries to Paris for them to consult tliere. 

(19) The Professors and teachers must bo provided 
in their Iwture rooms with large maps, photographs, 
lantern slides and gramophone records, reproductions 
of MSS., illustrated histories of literature, etc., etc. 

(IW), It is desirable, too, that Universities should 
equip a small laboratory of experimental phonetics 
which would bo common to all language departments. 
This need not attempt to copy the scale of the 
Laboratoire de phonetique experimentale at the 
College de Franco or those of Hamburg or of some 
American Universities, but a room might lie set aside 
and equipped for the demohstration of the main 
differences in the bases of the native and foreign 
tongues. The worth of such a d^artment may be 
judged from that at University College, London— 
the only one of its kind in Great Britain. 

(21) —(d) Mutual liecocjniiion. - ...—   
Since lectures are of value in proportion ns tl>'' 

teacher is dealing with the results of his own personal 
investigation, the nuittial recognition of University 
courses should be admitted ns far as Honours studente 
are concerned. This system is at present rendered 
difficult in practice by the rigid adherence to tlie 
theory of residence, or by the fact that so large a 
proportion of the students at the newer Universities 
arc living in their own homes and cannot afford to 
migrate. We see no harm, however, in the admission 
of the principle. The Universities of Manchester, 
Leeds and Sheffield already recognise approved courses 
of study at the University of Caen as equivalent to 
courses in those Universities and this movement may 
ivcll 1)0 extended include a scheme of inter-recogni- 
tion between British Universities. One reservation 
would doubtless bo that a student should spend the 
last session at least at that University in which he 
intends to graduate. 

(22) —-(e) rrovision of Travelling Scholarships and 
Funds for JResearch. 

Every student of foreign languages should consider 
it a part of his training to spend practically the whole 
of each Lon^ Vacation abroad. Little good would 
result from his attending one of tho Holiday Courses 
except perhaps that of .the Alliance fran9aise at Paris 
te*" fh*t in Geneva) which alone provides a teaching 
staff big enough to offer a wide course of study. The 
ordinary student who has not yet taken a degree will 
"P® it necessary to devote his time to the learning 
of the modern language, the life and institutions of 
the foreign pMple, its art as expressed in its galleries, 

services, theatres, festivals, &c. For tho research and 
post-graduate student his professor wili probably have 
marked out for him a special subject of study which 
will make it necessary for him to spend a considcrablo 
part of his time in some particular library or in tho 
study of some linguistic or literary problem on tho 
spot. Funds for this are almost entirely lacking. 

(23)—(/) Leave of Absence and Exchange of Vro- 
' fessors. 

Wo would recommend that some scheme of leave 
of absence bb drawn up possibly following tho example 
of tho “ Sabbatic Year ’’ of i^mcrican Universities. 
Jjibrary facilities here will always be inadequate, c.</., 
for French in comparison with tho Bibliothequo 
Nationalo and it is essential for most researcli tliat a 
prolonged stay should be matlo in a foreign capital. 
A British professor generally finds that ho is unable 
to get to Paris for example till August, rind by that 
time all his French colleagues with whom it would 
bo of tho very greatest value to discuss lines of re- 
search have already left for the country. 

There have been cases of exchanges between French 
and British professors, but this is rendered very diffi- 
cult owing to tho fact that a British professor gives 
throe times ns many classes as his French confrere. 
A system of exchange would in a measure take tho 
place of a “ Sabbatic Year.” 

We are, Gentlemen, 
Your obedient Servants, 

AiiVRKD T. BAKvn, M.A., Ph.D., Professor 
of French Language and Literature, 
University of Slieffield, 

PAUI, BARBIER, Senior, I’rofessor of French 
Language and Literature, University 
of Wales (Cardiff). 

PAUL.BARBIER, Junior, M.A.. Professor of 
French Language and Literature and 
Bomanco Philology, University of 
Leeds. 

H. E. BBRTHON, M.V.O., M.A., Taylorian 
Lecturer in French, University of 
Oxford. 

G. A. BIRKETT, M.A., Vickers Lecturer in 
Russian, University of Sheffield. 

L. M. BRANDIN, L. 6S L., Ph.D., Fieldeti 
Professor of French and Romance 
Philology, University of Loudon. 

E. G. W. BRAUNUOLTZ, M.A., Ph.D., Uni- 
versity Reader in Romance, University 
of Cambridge. 

(With reservation as to tho recognition 
of Courses of other British Universities, 
§ 21 j and departmental libraries, 
§ 16.) 

KARL BREUL, Litt.D., Ph.D., Schroder Pro- 
fessor of German, University of 

~'—••  Cambridge. 
(With reservation as to departmental 

libraries, § 16.) 
H. G. FIEDLER, M.A., Ph.D., Taylorian 

Professor of German, University of 
Oxford, 

0. H. FYNES-CMNTON, M.A., Professor of 
French, University of Wales (Bangor). 

. CHARLES GOUOH, Ph.D., Lecturer in charge 
of the Department of Gorman, Uni- 
versity of Leeds. 

(With reservation as to tho teaching of 
early German history.) 

DORIS GUNNELL, M.A„ Doctour de I’Uiii- 
versit^. Lecturer in- Charge of the 
Department of French, University of 
LOMS. 

CHAS. F. HARDENER, M.A.. Profes.sor of 
Modern Languages', University nf 
Durham. 

DANIEL JONES, M.A., Lecturer in Phonetics, 
University of London. 

J. D. JONES, Ph.D., Lecturer in charge of 
the department of German, University 
of Sheffield. 

L. E, KASTNER, M.A., Professor of French 
Language and Literature, University 
of Manchester. 

JOHN OHR, M.A., B.Litt., L. 6« L. Professor 
of French, University of London (East 
London College). 

R. L. G. RITORIE, M.A., Docteur de I’Uni- 
versiW, Lecturer in French, Univer- 
sity of Edinburgh’. 
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J. G. ROBERTSON/ M.A., Ph.D., Fieldeii 
Professor of German, University of 
liondon. 

GUSTAVE RUULKR, D. ^ L. Professor of 
French Literature, University of Lon- 
don. 

T. B. RUDKOSB-BROWN, M.A., Docteur de 
I’Universite, Professor of Romance 
Languages, University of 'Dublin 
(T.C.D.). 

A. SAiiHON, Professor of French, Univeiriity 
College, Reading. 

D. L. SAVORY, M.A., Professor of French 
and Romance Philology, University of 
Belfast. 

V. SPIKRS, M.A., Profesiw of French, Uni- 
versity of.London (King’s College). 

H. F. STEWART, D.D., Dean and Fellow of 
St. John’.s College, Cambridge, Lecturer 
in French, University of Cambridge, 

(with reservation as to recognition of 
Courses of other British Universities 
and departmental libraries $ 21 and § 
16.) 

PAUii STUDKR, M.A., D.Litt., Taylorian Pro- 
feswr of Romance l>anguages, Univer- 
sity of Oxford. 

A, L. TERRAORKR, D. es L., Profestor of 
French Language and Literature, Uni- 
versity of Liverpool. 

ARTHUR TII.LEY, M.A., Fellow of King’s Col- 
lege, Cambridge, Lecturer in French 
Literature, University of Cambridge, 

(with reservation as to recognition of 
Courses of other British Universities 
and departmental libraries, $ 21 and 
S 16.) 

GILBERT AVATKRHOUBK, M.A., Professor of 
German, University of Dublin (T.C.D.). 

ERNEST WEEKLEY, M.A., Profeeisor of 
French, University College, Netting- 
ham. 

R. A. WiWiiAMS, Pli.D., Professor of 
German and Teutonic Philology, Uni- 
versity of Belfast. 

(with reservation ih regard to foreign 
languages being a basts of a liberal edu- 
cation, $ 1.) 
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